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THESIS 

DEDICATION. 

Troubled Journeys is dedicated to 'Pet', a friend and extended family member whose tragic 

death stays with me, her family, and those that care. I never forget her friendship, her honesty 

and her warm, sunny smile. Her memory inspires and reinforces my drive to push for change. 

Me titiro whakamuri tatou 
Kia mohia ai 

Me pehea haere ki mua 

We should look backwards 
so that we can detennine 

how to go forward. 

11 

It is also dedicated to the many people whose support and understanding enabled me to make 

profound changes, for the better, in my own life, and thus have enabled me to transform my own 

Troubled JOUfflry into something of value that hopefully will promote understanding and positive 

changes in other people's lives. While the list of people is too long to mention in totality, 

particular gratitude is extended to Alistair Lester for just being himself and being there, beyond 

the call of duty, to Patsy Colquhoun and other refuge advocates who made my healing easier, to 

Tania and Daniel Mataki who provided loving support for my children, to friends and mentors 

who hung in there and to Mum, Daphne and Neville who never gave up hope, 

Thank you. 

Takiri ake te awatea, 
korihi ake nga manu, 

whiti mai te ra i te pae. 
Rei whakaoho i taku moe. 

The dawn breaks, 
the birds sing, 

the sun shines upon the horizon 
to awaken me from my sleep. 

What can you do to wake yourself from the sleep, 
that stops you from having all that your heart desires? 

(RuthTai, 1992) 
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ABSTRACT 

New Zealand's gangs are known as staunch male domains, yet women have been involved since 

gangs were conceived, as partners of gang members or unattached associates. Research in this 

area is sporadic and limited, with focus skewed towards male involvement. This qualitative study 

sets out to increase understandings about women's involvement. 

Semi-structured, conversational interviews were carried out with women who have had 

experience in gangs and the data obtained were supplemented with information from gang 

members, associates, police, social service workers and the literature on gangs. Thematic analyses, 

covering the women's family backgrounds, their motivations towards gangs and their members, 

and women's socialisation into the gang structures, were carried out. Similarly, the role of women 

in gangs was examined, as too were the power and control tactics - ranging from subtle 

intimidation and abuse to extreme violence and gang rape that were employed to ensure 

women knew their place. Women's coping strategies, their decisions to leave a gang member 

partner or the gang scene, and the leaving process have been outlined. 

Overall the findings support international data on female gang involvement. The women 

interviewed tended to come from families that did not provide security or a sense of belonging. 

For many, gangs were an escape from the traumatic family circumstances. Gangs provided a 

form of protection from domestic/family violence, and physical/sexual abuse. For others, gangs 

offered excitement, fun and ad,enture. For most of the women interviewed, however, their 

escape from abuse or drudgery turned into a cavern of despair. In general, these women were 

forced into a submissive subser.jent role under the threat of violence. The violence was so great 

that the coping strategies women employed to create personal safety in these violence-prone 

contexts, actually worked to maintain the unequal and abusive treatment of women in gangs. In 

the case of these women, the fin3..l survival strategy was eventually to decide to leave the gang 

altogether. 
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PREAMBLE. 

I got out of hospital in March 1991. Five months later, I went back to the old house for one 

last look. A strange, uneasy feeling crept through my body as I realised that the years, months, 

and days of living in hell were finally over. I shuddered when I stood and looked around the 

bloodstained floor and wallpaper, the broken furniture and the holes in the walls. Someone 

had been in and had tried to clean up the place, but my blood, which had been splattered about 

the room as I had tried to avoid those angry blows, had seeped into the uncovered floorboards. 

Having dried and turned almost black, the blood remained as a reminder of my journey 

through 'Gangland', the complex and contradictory world in which my estranged (and now 

ex-) husband had become entwined. In desperation, I got some water and bleach to try and 

remove the bloodstains. 

As I scrubbed the floor, my tears merging with the cleaning fluids, I wondered how I 

managed to get myself into this mess in the first place. Part of me wanted to obliterate the 

past, to get rid of those awful, painful memories that had consumed my mind and being at that 

time. Another part of me, the rebel who finds it hard to give in, wanted to accept the challenge 

of a male doctor that I could, if I so chose, rise up to face my demons and turn them into 

something positive - not just for myself, but for others who walk or have walked a similar 

path. I began to reflect on how my life had changed so dramatically over the past few months. 

My thoughts, no longer distorted by the effects of violence or through sheer terror, began to 

focus on the choices I had taken and the progress I had made towards a new type of life. 

That autumn day in 1991, when I was admitted to hospital, I decided not to return home. To 

do so would have resulted in further assaults or, as I truly believed, the likelihood of my own 

death. The police, who had been called to the hospital, aired similar views and made some 

reference to the morgue being my next, most probable, port of call. While the barrage of 

questions, and advice given that day have has long gone from my memory, one response that I 

made in return remains vividly clear as if it was yesterday. I told a young policeman, "I don't 

care what you do with him, just keep him away from me," With that the policeman withdrew 

and called Detective Alistair Lester of the Christchurch Police, Criminal Intelligence Section 

to my side. 
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For about four hours, Alistair listened to me, and he appeared to understand my dilemma. He 

acknowledged my worst fears and assured me that he would do his utmost to keep me safe 

and ensure my partner never assaulted me again. Although I doubted his ability to do this at 

that time, I accepted his advice and support. I am now glad that I did. I was tired then, and my 

energy was so depleted that suicide had become a serious consideration. I knew that I could 

no longer cope on my own. I had previously considered the possibility of serving a life 

sentence for taking the extreme measure, but the thought of having to explain it to my 

children was just too difficult to contemplate. Within a few hours of my speaking to him, 

Alistair had arranged extra security at the hospital, he had organised suitable care for three of 

my children, and he had arrested my husband and charged him with wounding with intent to 

cause grievous bodily harm. I remained in hospital for a few days and upon discharge I 

moved into a Women's Refuge safe house, also arranged by Alistair. 

I lived in the refuge for five months and my children were cared for elsewhere. Although I 

became stronger and more independent during that time, Alistair continued to provide support 

and encouragement, even on his rostered days off work, for which I was, and still am, very 

grateful. This support continued through the High Court trial, after which the Judge made my 

ex-husband a Special Patient under section 115(l)(b) of the Criminal Justice Act 1985. He 

was placed in a psychiatric hospital under a compulsory treatment order for a considerable 

term. Although my ex-husband is now living in the community he still is monitored in 

accordance with the Mental Health Act 1992. 

During my stay in the refuge I learned a lot about male violence towards women and I 

developed an understanding of the dynamics of power and control, most of which relates to 

violence within intimate relationships. Within a short period, having attended personal 

counselling, an assertiveness training course and a self-esteem building programme, I noted 

that the factors relating to gang life that had influenced some of my ex-husband's actions 

were not being addressed in any of the courses or during the counselling sessions. I had many 

unanswered questions. For example, how did the gang become so central in my partner's life? 

Why did I ignore my own feelings and accept explanations about gang violence and rape that 

I did not believe? How did the gang influence my thinking? And, why was I so concerned 

about how other gang members perceived his arrest? 
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With such questions in my mind, I returned to school and completed Sixth Form Certificate in 

psychology, and in social and applied psychology. On finding social psychology a fascinating 

subject, I followed my tutor's recommendations and enrolled at university in 1994 taking 

papers in psychology and sociology. My connections with refuge continued through volunteer 

work as an advocate and I became an accredited worker within Stopping Violence Services, 

formerly the Men's Violence Project, where I started working with men who had been violent 

and/or abusive in their relationships. During my first year of study at university I found that a 

sociological analysis of my situation provided the additional insights that I needed to satisfy 

that 'need to know' feeling, which had motivated my learning to that point. Four years later, I 

had completed a B.A. (Hons.) degree majoring in sociology and found myself contemplating 

a topic for this thesis research project. A number of options evoked my interest, but nothing 

seemed to motivate me enough to seriously begin another year's study. 

I found myself in a void and aimlessly I watched the television set when an item on the 

Holmes Show in October 1997, caught my eye. The discussion at hand focused on a number 

of ex-gang members who were trying to make positive changes in their lives. The men talked 

about their lives and their use of violence towards their partners, among other things. Their 

energy for change provided the inspiration behind the current thesis project and gave me a 

base from which I could work on the challenge to tum my own personal tragedies into 

something positive that, I hope, will eventually help others make changes in their own lives. 

This thesis then is a partial fulfilment of that challenge. 

Rightly or wrongly, I believe that personal changes can best be made permanent when a 

problem is understood from a number of angles. This means that the problem has to be 

explored from various positions within the social context in which the problem is sustained. 

The ex-gang members interviewed on the Holmes Show acknowledged the issue of male 

violence within the gang structures as being problematic, and they recognised its 

consequences on their lives. But I felt that they had no real understanding of the effects of 

their violence on the women they had abused. The data presented in this study, taken from 

interviews with ten women who have had life experiences within various gang subcultures in 

New Zealand, is an attempt to widen the understandings that already exist on gang life in the 

general sense. 
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The range of gangs that these women were connected with, in no particular order, include: the 

Mongrel Mob, Black Power, Highway 61, the Road Knights, the Filthy Few, the 

Stormtroopers and the Mothers. I have attempted to draw together the women's 

understandings and their sense of reality with that of my own in order to present a perspective 

on New Zealand gang life that has, generally, been hidden from view. 

Personal Rationale for this Thesis. 

Bec(JJIse I can!. I fie/, I hurt. 
Because I filt the pain, the fiar. 

Because I Jtnlggled. I wept, I prqyed. 
But no one IInderstood. 

Became I care, I fie/, I hurt. 
Beca1lse others fie! the pain, the fiar. 

Becallse others stf"ltggk. thry weep, thry prcry. 
And wish to be Imderstood. 

Because I care, I fiel, I hurt. 
Bec(JJIJe children feel the pain, the fiar. 

Became children Jtnlggle, thry weep, thry prq;. 
And cannot be Imderstood. 

Because the I)'clt rrpeats itself etoerydqy. 
if on!)" others tmdentood. 

The rationale for this thesis thus emerges from both my own brief associations with a New 

Zealand motorcycle gang and my involvement in community agencies that support the 

victims and the perpetrators of violence when they attempt to make positive changes in their 

lives. In discussions with colleagues, social workers and community workers it has become 

clear that knowledge about life within the gang context is generally sparse and extremely 

limited. Even less is known about the experiences of women within gang cultures, which 

makes the delivery of social services for such women difficult (Mackay, 1998; McCreanor, 

1997). Without an understanding of the dynamics operating within the gangs and an 

awareness of the impact these dynamics have on the women concerned, the advice and 

support provided by social service agencies and the like, may further endanger the gang

associated woman, placing her at greater risk. As a result the women may find it difficult to 

seek further assistance simply because the workers involved do not seem to understand or 

cannot provide a reassuring response in terms of the safety issues involved. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION. 

Although by their very nature, gang dynamics and culture will always be obscure, in America, 

gangs have been under the eye of social researchers for many years. While observations about 

gangs were noted earlier (see Spergel, 1995, pp.3-9), sociologists of the 1920s, such as 

Clifford Shaw, Henry McKay, and Frederic Thrasher at the University of Chicago, feature 

prominently in the historical roots of gang research (Decker & Van Winkle, 1996, p.3; Vigil 

& Long, 1991, p.55; Siegel & Senna, 1997, p.326). Thrasher's (1963) famous contribution 

was The Gang: A Study of 1,313 Gangs in Chicago, published in 1927 and 1936, and revised 

in 1963. Shaw and McKay, who studied aspects of delinquency from the 1920s, generated 

further insights into gang developments by noting that the structural conditions - poverty, 

poor or insufficient housing, low-paying jobs, low levels of education, and widespread 

discrimination facilitated the rise of gangs in the Chicago area (see Shaw & McKay, 1943; 

Vigil & Long, 1991, p.55; Siegel & Senna, 1997, p.326). Soon other social researchers began 

to focus on gangs. Whyte's work on the slum society culminated in the well-known book 

Street Comer Society (1943 & 1955) and Albert Cohen's book, Delinquent Boys: The Culture 

of the Gang followed in 1955. Many other acclaimed researchers have followed. Walter 

Miller (1958 & 1973), Cloward and Ohlin (1960), Spergel (1964, 1966, 1969), .Short & 

Strodtbeck (1965), and Klein (1967, 1971) among others, have all developed bases for 

understanding gang dynamics that continue to inform scholars right up to the present day. 

Throughout the 1990s, many publications have helped to broaden both an interest in, and an 

understanding of, gang dynamics and culture. For example, Huff's Gangs in America (1990) 

presents an "up-to-date overview of research" (Huff, 1990, p.25) and covers a number of 

theoretical issues and social policy discussions on gangs. Sanders' book Gangbangs and 

Drive-Bys: Grounded Culture and Juvenile Gang Violence, (1994) presents a theoretical 

discussion on gang violence. Spergel (1995) discusses gang policy and intervention 

programmes and strategies in The Youth Gang Problem: A Community Approach. This book 

clearly illustrates the complex nature of the gang problem in America and discusses some of 

the attempts taken to counter it. For Decker and Van Winkle, three years of study and 

fieldwork with 99 active gang members and their families culminated in the publication of 

Life in the Gang: Family Friends, and Violence (1996). This research documentation focuses 

on "individual, organisational and institutional aspects of gang membership" (ibid, cover 
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statement) and draws in the views of family members to provide valuable insights into gang 

members' lives and interpersonal relationships. Alongside many other similar publications, 

this background work supports social researchers in their understandings of gangs as we enter 

the new millennium. 

Beside the academic endeavours, journalists, too, have contributed to the understanding of 

gangs. The classic work of Hunter S. Thompson is one. His book Hell's Angels (1967), 

although it reads like a popular thriller, provides a window through which we may glimpse 

life within this infamous motorcycle gang. Thompson's discussion and description of gang 

rape, gang murders, gang crimes, and other 'horrors' generally hidden from view leaves an 

unsettled feeling for the many who read these public revelations. Nevertheless, through it our 

understanding of the more notorious motorcycle gangs is dramatically increased. 

Subsequently, Yves Lavigne presented a comprehensive overview of the Hell's Angels in his 

book titled Hell's Angels: Taking Care of Business, which was published in 1986. Having 

covered a wide range of themes; for example, the club's philosophy and structure, the club's 

expansion throughout the world, coverage of their business ventures, and their treatment of 

women, this book serves as a useful resource when examining other gangs that have 

attempted to emulate the Hell's Angels. Having this background knowledge is important 

when we look at the question of organised crime. Like the work on youth gangs outlined 

above, this background work, complemented by law enforcement reports on criminal gangs 

(for example, Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, 1998; RCMP Organised Crime Initiative, 

1998), provide valuable additional data for the gang researcher. 

Research on Women in Gangs. 

Prior to the 1960s and 1970s women were seldom considered in the literature on gangs. Like 

elsewhere in society, women in gangs were considered marginal to the men and only worthy 

of passing mention. Although a number of studies that focused attention on women's 

involvement in gangs began to emerge between the 1960s and 1970s, the role of women was 

inevitably depicted as marginal. Where researchers had acknowledged the existence of 

independent female gangs with leadership and structures similar to the male gangs, the girl 

gangs were considered to be affiliated to, and largely dependent on, their male counterparts. 

And while it is true that these female groups were involved in violent incidents and criminal 

activity, the reports state that their involvement waslis minor when contrasted with that of the 

men's (see Rice, 1963; Hanson, 1964; Miller, 1973; & Brown, 1977 all cited in both 
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Campbell, 1984, pp.21-220; & Curry, 1998, p.2 of B). 

Previous research has recognised that girls in gangs hold vastly different view, about their 

lives and behaviours from those of people in their local neighbourhood. For example, in 1973 

Walter Miller, who studied an American group of mostly white Irish Catholic girls known as 

the 'Molls', wrote: 

To most neighborhood adults, it was axiomatic that girls who were "bad" after the 
fashion of the Molls must also be sexually "bad." The Molls resented the lumping 
together of sexual immorality and what they regarded as conventional illegal 
behavior. The same girl who boasted of being a real gang girl, fondly reminiscing at 
16 of her gang's misbehavior at 14, said, "But we never was really bad - not in that 
[sexual] way .... " 

(Miller, 1973, p.32) 

Instead, Miller argued, the Molls were more likely to be involved in truancy, theft, drinking 

offences and property damage than assaults or sex offences. He also suggested that the life 

these young girls chose merely reflected the "customary" (ibid, p.35) or traditional behaviour 

patterns of other women, particularly the lower status, urban adolescents, at the time. 

Since Miller's day and with the increase of interest in gangs by feminist scholars, there has 

been a gradual increase in research on female gang involvement. Notably, during the early 

1980s, Ann Campbell (1984, p.1) argued for the need to redress the male-orientated view of 

women's involvement in gangs, and like many female scholars who have followed her, she 

went to the women in gangs to gain insights into gang life. Campbell's conclusions were not 

too dissimilar from those of Miller's. Having researched and presented the biographies of 

three girls from separate gangs, she found that: 

The gang was no alternative life for them. It was a microcosm of the society beyond. 
Granted, it was one that had a public image of rebellion and excitement and offered a 
period of distraction (discussions of gang feuds and honor and death). But in the 
end, gang or no gang, the girls remained alone with their children, still trapped ill 

poverty and in a cultural dictate of womanhood from which there was no escape. 
(Campbell, 1984, p.266) 

Within the gang, as within the wider social environment, Campbell found that girls and 

women were still bound by traditional gender roles and the 'good girl' versus 'bad girl' 

images that worked to control women's lives. Despite the rise in feminist research strategies, 
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the same still holds today. Some of the old myths, however, have been dispersed as greater 

understanding has evolved. As much of the data gathered in this area are gang or community 

specific, and/or the data have been collected through a small number of gang members and 

their affiliates, broad generalisations have been generally unobtainable. But as the data have 

begun to accumulate and findings from comparative studies emerge, some interesting 

similarities between gangs can be recognised. 

Much of the research on women involvement in gangs has concentrated on eight principal 

areas. Some researchers have explored the interplay between ethnicity, class and gender in 

female gang involvement and activity (for example Campbell, 1987, pp.454-456; Fishman, 

1998; Joe & Chesney-Lind, 1995; Moore, 1991), while others have focused on women's 

involvement in gang-related criminal activity (see Brotherton, 1996; Giordano, 1978; Swart, 

1991). Some researchers have examined the media representation of women in gangs (for 

example, Chesney-Lind, 1993; & 1997.), and others present discussions on the 'treatment 

focus' or social policy developments (for example, Cunningham, 1994; Hixon, 1999; Spergel, 

1995). Researchers have presented much data on the risk factors that lead to women's 

involvement in gangs, the role of women in gangs, and the gender dynamics that operate in 

gangs. And some of the data highlight women's experiences of, and involvement in violence 

(Bowker, & Klein, 1983, pp.748-750; Cunningham, 1994, pp.1-3, 5 of 6; Ferreira-Pinto et aI, 

1997, pp.112-115; Joe & Chesney-Lind. 1995, p.416; Portillos & Zatz, 1995 cited in 

Chesney-Lind, 1997, p.51; Thompson & Braaten-Antrim, 1998, pp. 9-10 of 13). As we shall 

see, it is these themes that relate well to the current study. 

Previous literature relevant to the present project notes that girls/women with an ongoing 

involvement in gangs tend to come from troubled backgrounds in which a weak family 

structure and instability force refuge in a new 'family' the gang. The girls/women 

particularly vulnerable are those with homes that have been in chronic crisis, resulting from 

economic hardship, a prevalence of drug and alcohol abuse, single parenthood, marital 

discord, domestic violence, and/or sexual abuse. Also at risk are those with parental, sibling 

and/or other family members who have continuing involvement with gangs (see Bowker, & 

Klein, 1983, pp.748-750; Cunningham, 1994, pp.I-3, 5 of 6; Ferreira-Pinto et aI, 1997, 

pp.112-115; Joe & Chesney-Lind, 1995, pA16; Portillos & Zatz, 1995 cited in Chesney-Lind, 

1997, p.51; Thompson & Braaten-Antrim. 1998, pp. 9-10 of 13). Other risk factors include 

low or limited educational attainment and dropping out of the school system at an early age 
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(Campbell, 1984, p.34; Joe Laidler, & Hunt, 1997, p.152; Maxson, Whitlock & Klein, 1998, 

pp.7 & 9 of 11; Molidor, 1996a, p.252-253). 

In isolation, each of the above factors might be rendered statistically insignificant, but they 

tend to occur together and when compounded, the degree of risk escalates and increases the 

probability of gang involvement. Frequent sexual and physical abuse, and/or repetitive bouts 

of maltreatment within the family context are also known to increase the likelihood of gang 

affiliation (Ferreira-Pinto et aI, 1997, pp.112-113; Miller, 1998a, p.5 of 15; Molidor, 1996a, 

p.253; Thompson & Braaten-Antrim, 1998, p.8 of 14). And it has been noted that women in 

gangs tend to have "disproportionate histories of victimization before gang involvement as 

compared with nongang females" (Miller 1996 cited in Miller, 1998a, p.1 of 15). 

Inevitably, tpe family and educational factors that contribute to low self-esteem and other 

psychological conditions, merge with social, cultural and ethnic factors. These also facilitate 

movement towards gang membership and association (Thompson & Braaten-Antrim, 1998, 

p.9 of 14: Spergel, 1995, p.61-62). Campbell (1984, p.33) notes that gangs are a phenomenon 

that emerge "from conditions poverty and alienation common to those at the lowest levels of 

urban life." Much of the research carried out on girls/women's involvement in gangs, find that 

the participants tend to come from similar social backgrounds. The reports often refer to 

lower middle class, working class and underclass areas with high unemployment, where 

parents are often involved in low-paid semi or unskilled employment. And the people within 

these areas have experienced social dislocation, status frustration, boredom and anomie 

(Bowker & Klein, 1983, p.743; Curry, 1998, pp.7-8 of 13; Giordano, 1978, p.129; Joe & 

Chesney-Lind, 1995, ppA09-411, 418-419; Joe Laidler & Hunt, 1997, pp. 149-154; Moore, 

1991, pp. 115, 120-124). 

While it is known that gangs offer an escape from the inequalities in the wider social structure 

and relative freedom from parental confines and abuses, most of the gangs covered in the 

literature depict girls/women in a subservient position. The role of women, more often than 

not, has been presented as marginal with the girls/women securely positioned within 

traditional gender roles. That is, women tend to be the child carers and seem to have more 

influence over their children than the men do. The most acceptable female gang role still 

tends to be that of 'the good wife and mother'. Sexual promiscuity is frowned upon and 

sometimes punished. Women tend to be in secondary, or subservient positions to those of men 
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and in many instances, the women learn ways to defend themselves against the abuses of their 

men (Fishman, 1995, cited in Chesney-Lind, Sheldon & Joe, 1996, p.197-19; Hopper & 

Moore, 1990, pp.371-372; Moore & Hagedorn, 1996, p.211-212; Miller, 1998b, p.1; Moore, 

1991, p.136; Swart, 1991, p.44-51; Young & Craig, 1997, pp.12-15 of 23). Furthermore, the 

oppression of women in gangs is still continuing even as greater gender equality is being won 

within the wider community. There appears to be little evidence that the rise of feminism and 

women's rights movements have impacted on gang life to any great degree. 

Some researchers have begun to examine the gender dynamics operating within gangs and 

have sought to understand how women in gangs make sense of their oppression and the 

inequalities that they experience (see Campbell, 1987; Miller, 1998a; Miller, 1998b; Swart, 

1991). Jody Miller (1998b, p.6) argued that: 

Young women in gangs live in worlds where gender oppression is both fierce and 
highly visible. Many have been ,ictimized themselves, or know other women in their 
lives who have been. Though the gang reproduces some of these structures of gender 
inequality, it also provides some normative space for equality, at least in theory. 

Unfortunately, the notion of equality that many young women adopted was not one 
that encouraged solidarity with other young women, but instead a version suggesting 
that females with the 'right stuff' could be accepted as "one of the boyz." 

(ibid, pp.27-28) 

As will be explained in more detail later, women who are able to produce the 'right stuff' or 

play by the rules of the game, in this case the boys' game, can create a relatively safe space 

for themselves within the gang context. The 'right' actions, justifications and beliefs used in 

playing the game also enable some gang women to minimise their own risk of male violence. 

But while gang women compromise, strategise or participate in patriarchal bargains in 

exchange for some personal respite and relative safety, they actually collude with and support 

the overall abuse of women in gangs and the inequalities that exist. This leaves gang-related 

women in a very contradictory position. 

The fact that gangs are violence prone has been well documented over the years (see Ferreira

Pinto et aI, 1997; Lavigne, 1987; Hopper & Moore, 1990; Mo lido r, 1996a; Sanders, 1994; 

Thompson, 1967), and needs little discussion here. Much of this literature is male orientated 

and contributes only a scarce mention of how women experience and make sense of gang 

violence. One of the purposes of the current research is to address this deficiency. But first, it 
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is helpful to reflect on the New Zealand literature on gangs. 

The New Zealand Literature. 

In New Zealand, research on gangs has been limited, partly because gang members have 

traditionally blocked access to social researchers. Of the studies completed only a few are 

based on information gained directly from gang members and their associates. This means 

that there are few data available that can provide a basis for understanding gang life and 

dynamics in this country, apart from the work on youth and delinquency (see Shuker et ai, 

1990, pp.19-41; Woolford & Law, 1980, pp.115-117). And like elsewhere, by far the vast 

majority of the research carried out in New Zealand has focused male gang membership and 

attributed little to the understanding of female involvement (see for example Anastasiou, 

1971; Howman, 1971). The research carried out on gangs here has been spasmodic, with most 

of the resulting data having been obtained through secondary resources, such as the police 

(see for example Committee on Gangs, 1981; & discussion in Law & Justice Reform 

Committee, 1997, p.2; Marsh, 1982, pp.11, 22-23; Meek, 1992, p.257.). This means that 

knowledge about these complex subcultures has remained relatively superficial. These limited 

understandings have been further distorted by the negative image of gangs that has been 

fostered by the media (Walker, 1996, p.150). 

Recent research has endeavoured to obtain more accurate information by going to the gang 

members themselves as a means of understanding the diverse and complex nature of the gang 

world in New Zealand. Kelsey and Young (1982, pp.98-99) sought responses from gang 

members about their experiences with the justice system, through which the gang members 

said that they felt "stereotyped and prejudged by people who knew nothing ... about the reality 

of their lives" (ibid, p.98). Edward Marsh (1982) attempted to gain an understanding of gang 

life by interviewing 17 Mongrel Mob members and 13 B lack Power members in two penal 

institutions. He gathered useful information about why people join these gangs, the 

recruitment process, gang identity and the gangs' structures (Marsh, 1982, pp.38-54). He also 

collected information about the power dynamics that operate within these two gangs (ibid, 

pp.54-58). 

More recently, Susan Manley (1996), in five qualitative interviews with gang members, 

attempted to gain information and understandings about gang members' experience with 

authority. Her findings revealed that "[g]ang interaction with authority is an area fraught with 
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cultural, and historical misunderstandings" (Manley, 1996, p.17). The gang members 

interviewed indicated that their experiences flowed and ebbed "around themes of violence, 

dominance, betrayal, submission and manifestation[s]" (ibid, p.16) of power and 

powerlessness. Girish Lala (1996) explored the role of the gang in former gang members' 

lives. He found that the social psychological theory of self-categorisation, and a model of 

group socialisation, helped in his exploration of the processes involved as men moved into, 

and out of the gang. Lala's data provide insights into gang dynamics and social interaction 

within Black Power, the Mongrel Mob and the Stormtroopers. 

A study carried out by Erin Eggleston (1997, pp.100-114), attempted to interpret concepts of 

gendered talk through interviews that were held with 43 Auckland based, male gang members 

aged between 11 and 24 years. The themes explored included the idea that women need 

looking after, that gangs are for men, and the use of gang slang to degrade women who hang 

out with' gangsters. Eggleston concluded that gangs provide a structure through which 

disadvantaged males can provide for, and protect women in a way that is similar to that of 

middle-class males. She further concluded, "gangs are for men" (Eggleston, 1997, p.109) as 

girls/women are rarely allowed to transcend gang space, particularly in public. Eggleston 

states that this supports the gang member's sense of masculinity in that he is doing "a man's 

thing in a man's space" (ibid, p.109). With regards to the degradation of women through the 

use of gang slang, Eggleston suggests that the men use terms such as 'bitches' and 'ho's' as a 

means to objectify girls/women in the gang scene as sex objects. And that the construction of 

women in this light makes it easier for the men to use the girls/women as mere sex objects. 

Furthermore, these constructions of women are transposed into beliefs about women that 

further support male power in gang structures. As one of Eggleston's participants said "if they 

were ladies then they wouldn't be hanging out with hoods like us. So they're f----- bitches" 

(cited in Eggleston, 1997, pp.l 09-11 0). These gang members believe gang-related women or 

the 'bitches' need controlling. And as Eggleston illustrates, women's presence in gangs in the 

peripheral sense reinforces the male gang members' concept of masculinity through their 

ability to control women within the gang scene. As indicated this research was based on the 

views of men. Only a few writers have attempted to understand the gang from the women's 

point of view. 

One is Bill Payne, whose insightful book Staunch: Inside New Zealand's Gangs (1997), 

discusses how difficult it was for him to get an interview with a gang-related woman. When 
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Payne requested one, a strong refusal made it clear that this was out of bounds. He was not to 

do so. However, in securing one interview with a gang-related woman whose partner was in 

prison, and through talking with social service professionals, Payne concluded that gang

related women were under the control of the men and that there were two distinct types of 

gang women. When discussing the margin ali sed treatment of women, he wrote: 

This kind of treatment showed in the eyes of those women I did speak with - mostly 
longer-term spouses who, although polite, were ultimately remote. But it was the 
other kind of woman that fascinated me, the crazy young ones who were willing to 
do whatever the gang said, in criminal, sexual and even violent matters, just so they 
could belong. 

(payne, 1997, pAl) 

We shall see that Payne's vivid image still fits neatly beside that presented by Thompson over 

thirty years ago. While these research endeavours provide valuable insights into the gang 

culture, they too are indisputably male and generate little insight into the life of the gang

related woman. Instead, they give a brief summary of women from the male gang members' 

view, which on the whole, presents an image of gang-related women as being" 'scrubbers' 

and 'blocks' " (Marsh, 1982, p.77), who are treated with violence and abuse if they 

misbehave (Lala, 1996, p.82; Marsh, 1982, pp.77-80). 

Paucity of Research on Women's Involvement. 

It will be clear from the above that, at both the international and the national level, social 

researchers have generally ignored the gang-associated woman (Campbell, 1984, p.5; Decker 

& Van Winkle, 1996, p.81). Anne Campbell, a teacher in social psychology at Rutgers 

University in New York and the author of The Girls in the Gang (1984) highlights the lack of 

research on this topic when she writes: 

Gangs have been discussed in terms of societal structure, class relations, rites of 
passage in adolescence, group cohesion, ecological pressures, learning mechanisms, 
even linguistic usage. Yet in most of these accounts ... girls are invisible or appear as a 
footnote, an enigma, an oddity. 

(Campbell, 1984, p.5) 

Consistent with this view, Irving Spergel, a former street gang worker, and later a professor at 

the School of Social Science Administration at the University of Chicago, has claimed that we 

actually know very little about the female gang member or associate when contrasted with the 
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know ledge of male members. Attention has been focused on the men, he says, which could be 

due to the fact that males dominate gangs in terms of structure and membership patterns. 

Spergel claimed that the little we do know about gang-related women is fragmented and 

sparse, even though women have been involved in gangs since their conception (Spergel, 

1995, Cover). The lack of research in this area merely reflects "the problem of 'invisibility' of 

women" (Roberts, 1981, p.7) that is evident throughout the history of social inquiry. 

Traditionally, social science has been orientated from the male perspective with reality, truth 

and knowledge having been constructed in that light (Personal Narratives Group, 1989, p.3; 

Smith, 1987, p.86). 

Internationally, the stereotypical image of the delinquent, the gang associate and the criminal 

still remains. In general, researchers have presented women or girls in gangs as either sexual 

chattels, or ~s passive female auxiliaries described as being supportive to the male role and as 

'good' wives or partners firmly controlled by their men. Conversely, they have been depicted 

as sex objects and/or 'tomboys' who are often rejected and/or misunderstood by other women, 

parents, social workers, and the male gang members themselves (Swart, 1991, p.43; Chesney

Lind, 1993, p.332-325; Moore, 1991, pAl). This male representation of the female gang 

member or associate has often been skewed towards the 'good girl' versus 'bad girl' 

stereotypical images of women, in accordance to traditional gender roles and expectations. 

Hunter S. Thompson (1967), for example, categorised women into two distinct frameworks: 

There were about fifty girls in camp, but nearly all were 'old ladies' - not to be 
confused, except at serious risk, with 'mamas' or 'strange chicks'. An old lady can be 
a steady girl friend, a wife or even some bawdy hustler that one of the outlaws has 
taken a liking to. 

The term 'mama' is all that remains of the original expression 'Let's go make 
somebody a mama', which was later shortened to 'Let's go make a mama'. Other 
fraternities have different ways of saying it, but the meaning remains the same - a girl 
who's always available [as se:mal entertainment]. 

An old lady ... [can] find herself recb.ssified as a mama, which means she is common 
property. 

(ibid, pp. 176-177) 

Objectives of this Research. 

Whether 'old ladies' and 'mamas', or 'scrubbers' and 'blocks', this image of gang-related 

women remains despite notable works on the "female crook" (for example, Adler, 1975, p.42) 
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and on women's involvement in gangs (Campbell, 1984; Miller 1998b, Moore, 1991). Data 

gained from inquiry that has not explored issues arising out of the traditional gender-based 

assumptions are limited, in that they provide little to broaden our understanding of the 

girls/women in gangs or their experience. And while useful international data on women in 

gangs have begun to accumulate, in New Zealand fundamental questions about gang-related 

women remain unanswered, for example: 

• What motivates women towards the gangs? 

• How does the gang structure impact on women? 
• How are women socialised to accept their position within the gang? 

• How do women interpret their role within the gang? 

• How do gang-associated women make sense of their world? 

These questions provide the base from which I attempt to generate a wider understanding of 

women's reality and experience within New Zealand's gangs. This study is distinctive in that 

I have had some personal involvement with a gang, which has facilitated access to a wealth of 

information from gang-related women. The study follows the journeys of ten women into and 

out of the gang context, as they related their stories to me, which has allowed aspects of the 

interaction processes involved to be explored. 

I have presented a brief overview of each woman's life, constructed from in-depth, semi 

formal conversational interviews, to both introduce the gang-related women interviewed and 

to establish their credibility to speak on aspects of the gang culture. Following this, an 

analysis of the women's stories draws attention to personal and family factors that lead to, or 

support gang involvement, and outlines the gang socialisation processes that occurred when 

the women were first involved in the gang scene. Further to this, the role of women in the 

gangs is explored and an attempt has been made to illustrate how gang-related women make 

sense of their role. In doing so, I have outlined the 'rules of the game' and the tactics that the 

men employ to gain and maintain power and control over women within New Zealand gangs. 

Where possible, I have endeavoured to use the women's own words to illustrate their reality 

and experience in the gang culture. And I share and discuss their thoughts, reactions and 

feelings about general gang violence, domestic/family violence within the gang context, and 
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gang rape. I have also shared the gang-related women's strategies for survival and in the 

process, the contradictory position women hold in gangs becomes all too clear. 

As all the women interviewed have left gang life behind, I reflect on the women's decisions to 

leave a gang-related partner or the gang scene. The circumstances that prompted this decision 

and the restraints or blocks to leaving are discussed, which contributes to an understanding of 

why women feel trapped within the gang scene and stay in violent and abusive relationships 

or in violence prone contexts. The actual process of leaving is difficult, but as the women 

have interviewed demonstrated, it can and has been done. I discuss the process of leaving that 

these women outlined, and briefly examine difficulties encountered. The significance of 

religious conversion and problems associated with individual counselling are also considered. 

Life for the .women interviewed, after gang involvement has been reduced to a minimum or 

completely ended, and their hopes and future aspirations are outlined briefly both in the 

women's own stories and towards the end of the thesis. Like the women I interviewed, I know 

that the sharing of these stories and my analysis will invoke a wider understanding of the New 

Zealand gang culture and its impact on women. We, the women interviewed and I, hope that 

the flow-on effects of the current research will benefit not only social service workers in their 

understanding of gang life, but also other gang-related women who may be struggling in their 

attempts to make sense of their lives. We also hope that gang members will rise to a challenge 

and take a real hard look at their own lives and at the impact of their violence and abuse. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

THE RESEARCH METHOD. 

Introduction. 

As data about New Zealand's gang culture are limited, and have been drawn primarily from 

secondary sources, the current study has been based on a range of life stories collected from 

women who have had involvement in the gang scene. To begin, I was armed with personal 

knowledge! and several years training and experience in social services with a focus on 

violence prevention. This initial grounding had been supplemented through academic studies 

that have facilitated background understanding of many theoretical explanations of deviance, 

violence in general, male violence towards females, and collective behaviour. In 

acknowledging that the best way of exploring the gang culture is to approach those involved 

(see Campb~ll, 1984, pp.1-3; Decker & Van Winkle, 1996, p.27; Miller, 1975 in Hagedorn, 

1990, p.247; Spergel, 1995, p.15), I went straight to the women for their stories before 

reviewing literature on women and gang involvement. 

This approach was taken for a number of reasons. First, I wanted to generate an understanding 

of the gang-related women's reality and experience in a way that validates the women's 

realities and makes their experience visible enough to expose the power relations involved. 

Second, I had been influenced by two authors, Kathleen Blee in, Women of the Klan: Racism 

and Gender in the 1920s (1991) and Michael Schmidt in, The New Reich: Penetrating the 

Secrets of Today's Neo-Nazi Networks (1993). The discussions contained in these books 

showed me that there is wealth of knowledge carried by those immersed in, or who have 

previously belonged to, various sub-cultures that can sometimes be ignored or by-passed by 

academics. Third, I strongly believe sociologists should be 'out there' amongst the people 

getting their hands dirty, drawing on their own and others' everyday reality and experience, 

working with and within the areas that they study, to promote understanding and change. 

In doing so, I have drawn on C. Wright Mills' (Mills, 1970, pp.1-29; Mills, 1963, pp.395-402; 

Roseneil, 1993, p.188) comments on private troubles and public issues, and feminist 

discussions related to the well-known slogan - "the personal is the political" (cited in Dann, 

1988, p.28) to validate my stand. And I explored women's reality of gang life in a way that 

I For summary of my experience, see Appendix 1. 
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not only taps into their knowledge and wisdom but also empowers the women concerned to 

make sense of the complexities in their lives. This enables them to promote the need for 

change, and to initiate and work for change in ways that account for their own particular 

needs, and will promote others' understanding of women's involvement in our gangs (see 

Kelly, Burton & Regan, 1994, p.28; Munford, 1992, pp.84-85; Oakley, 1981, pp.31-59; 

Personal Narratives Group, 1989, ppA-5; Stanley and Wise, 1983, pp.176-178; Smith, 1987, 

pp.91-96). 

Following this, I drew up an overview of the history and development of gangs in New 

Zealand (see Appendix II). This background research was largely literature-based and has 

been extracted from a wide variety of sources such as, newspapers, magazines, government 

inquiries and so forth. This work provides the contextual background for the current research 

and was can:ied out while I negotiated access to gang-related women. 

Gaining Access. 

Access to the gang-related women, who had at least one year's previous involvement with a 

gang as a partner of a gang member or a long-standing, active associate, was secured through 

a number of strategies. To maintain clear boundaries, I decided not to interview women with 

whom I had previous gang-related connections. Some women were contacted through 

informal approaches to social workers known to me, who then talked about my study with 

gang-related women that they had previously encountered. These social workers were able to 

discuss my research interest and answer general queries about me. Four women interested in 

participating provided phone numbers and suitable times so I could make contact. Some other 

women were contacted through a coordinator of a drug and alcohol rehabilitation programme. 

The coordinator, a former male gang member, was able to provide the contact details of a 

former gang-related woman who wanted to find better ways to support women from gangs. 

After an initial discussion about my aims, objectives and background, this woman conveyed 

my research interest to several other gang-related women, three of whom wanted to 

participate in the research and provided contact details. Three more women were contacted 

through word of mouth and either I approached the women directly or other people who had 

contact with gangs approached them on my behalf. 

Initially, over seventeen contacts were made. Those women with whom I spoke directly were 

more willing to participate in the study once they knew my background and were able to 
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ascertain my creditability. Those with whom I had made no initial contact were more 

reluctant and wanted 'to check me out'. When the intermediate person was trusted, then their 

information about my background was usually enough to facilitate the contact process. In five 

cases no information was relayed about my background, mainly because the person making 

the approach was not known me, and these approaches failed. In all, twelve women, aged 

between 29 and 46 years, agreed to participate in this study. The time they had spent with the 

gangs ranged from two years to around thirty-five years. Two of the women were unable to 

complete the interviews due to unexpected circumstances, a death in the family and a motor 

vehicle accident. Several other women were willing to talk about their contact with gangs but 

were restrained from formally participating for a number of reasons. In many cases, there was 

a fear that the gang or gang member partner would find out. 

Upon phone contact, all women were given a verbal outline of my research and detailed 

information about my connections with a particular gang. This eased the initial discussions 

and suspicion. There was a high level of cautiousness from most involved, some insinuated 

that I might have been an undercover cop or a newspaper reporter. When suspicion arose, I 

asked the women concerned to close their eyes and to think back to the first time that they had 

ever entered the pad or gang headquarters. Then I asked them to think about where all the 

eyes were. After an initial quiet period, I told the woman about my feelings and the response 

that I got the first time I entered a gang property. In most cases the responses to this role-play 

centred on my having described thoughts and feelings that were very similar to those that the 

women had experienced. Then there was often laughter as we further discussed our similar 

experiences. I established further confidence in the women by openly acknowledging their 

possible concerns and initiating discussion on how these concerns could be minimised and 

managed. Also I advised the women that I was happy for them to have support during the 

times we met and subsequently some did this. 

After a brief discussion about relevant safety concerns, arrangement was made for me to meet 

with the participants in a mutually agreeable venue for further discussion and/or the 

interviews. In most cases, the women chose the location for the interviews. One woman 

wanted to meet in a library for further discussion because she wanted to 'check me out' for 

herself. This woman explained her concerns and thought that I could have been an associate 

of her former partners. Once the woman had been assured that I was not 'working for' the 

gang or her estranged ex-partner she felt more relaxed. And after that first meeting, I was 
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welcome in her house. On another occasion, I met the woman concerned at a fast food outlet 

where we chatted for a while then went to a private dwelling for the formal interview and 

further discussion. All other interviews we held in the women's own homes. 

Upon meeting, all the women were given written information about the research project and 

my contact details (Appendix III). They were given an interview guide (Appendix IV) and 

were asked to sign a participant consent form (Appendix V). All women were told of their 

right to withdraw from the research at any point up to completion of the final draft of the 

thesis. We then engaged in brief discussion about gang activity before the formal interviews 

started. 

Interviews 

All interviews were carried out on semi-structured, conversational bases; meaning that while 

the interview had a focus, standardised questions were not asked, and there was flexibility in 

terms of topics and themes being discussed. Thus the interviews were more like guided 

conversations, with both the interviewer and interviewees contributing to the discussions that 

took place. This form of interview was useful when attempting generate a more relaxed 

environment as the participants could gain some control over the interview process. Prior 

knowledge of the gang scene meant that I understood the sensitive nature of the type of 

information that was likely to be disclosed, especially with regards to violence and criminal 

activity. Thus I was able to prepare for the interviews. 

The literature on domestic vio lence indicates that some interview procedures can foster 

further violence or abuse from the perpetrators of violence or generate emotional distress for 

the victims. The semi or unstructured interviews are said to be the most useful in that they 

allow for greater flexibility and emotional safety during the data collection process. The 

participants can have some control in determining how much, and what sort of information 

they provide. To further facilitate comfort, I encouraged the women to share what they 

considered important as opposed to what I wanted to hear. The conversational interview 

allows the interviewer to share her/his thoughts, feelings and related experiences during the 

interview, and this tends to facilitate a sense of trust, comfort and a deep understanding. This 

form of interview also enables reflection on the content and the expansion of ideas around 

particular areas of interest in a more natural, free-flowing way than the more interrogative 

style interview procedures do. And by drawing on the semi-structured, conversational 
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approach, I was free. to check out the comfort levels of the participants during the course of 

the interviews (see Fine, 1993, pp. 278-287; Gelles, 1979, pp.164-168; Glover, 1995, pp. 139-

140; Hoff, 1991, pp.8-15; Kvale, 1996, p.19; Leibrich, Paulin & Ransom, 1995, p.156-157; 

Stets, 1988, pp. 15-18). Having basic counselling skills, I was in a position to monitor the 

women's comfort levels and where needed, I was able to ask if the women wished to 

continue. 

Although participants were given an interview guide that outlined the areas that I was 

interested in (Appendix IV), often this was put to the side as the discussions that took place 

tended to flow along similar threads anyway. It was a mutual agreement by all that the focus 

was not on gang-related crime, and this aspect of activity was not explored due to the 

potential risks involved. Furthermore, any information, which I believed was too risky to 

reveal, or. that the women have shared with me in strict personal confidence, remains solely 

mine and have not been discussed in this research. 

The interview sessions were emotionally laden and we shared both laughter and tears as we 

relayed our thoughts and feelings throughout the interviews. Some interviews were more 

emotionally draining than others were and when the interviews were over, I asked for 

feedback about the process. Overall, the interviews were carried out with little or no 

problems. All the women were eager to share their stories and were happy that this sort of 

research was being carried out. And they indicated that they were happy with what they had 

shared and with the process that took place. In most cases we could have spent several more 

hours discussing our experiences. Where deep personal emotions were shared, I checked to 

ensure that the women were emotionally safe or had support when I left. And I reminded 

them of my contact details so they could contact me if they wished. 

After three of the interviews, I sought the aid of my friend and colleague, Neil McPherson, a 

clinical psychologist who helped me process feelings that were triggered for me during and 

after the interviews. This process helped me keep clear boundaries between my own 

emotional processes and the women's. and this enabled me to move into the analysis phase of 

the research easily. 

Establishing truth, was not considered necessary throughout these interviews after all, I was 

interested in the women's realities and their experience as they presented them to me. Plus I 
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acknowledge that our perceptions of events and circumstances can change over time and 

when we look back on our lives from a different position. However, I did have an awareness 

of gang culture and this meant that the stories the women told were not at all unfamiliar. 

When the women had support people present, the support person would, in most cases, 

elaborate on certain themes or incidents being reported during the interviews. Some of these 

support people even reminded the person being interviewed about certain aspects of gang life. 

Furthermore, during some of the interviews the women had various forms of documentation 

that supported some of what they had reported. On a similar level, the supplementary semi

formal interviews and discussions worked to support and expand on the information the 

women interviewed discussed. 

The interview guide (Appendix IV), that I gave the gang-related women, was used in the 

interviews police, gang associate and refuge workers. This ensured that similar themes were 

covered during these interviews. Most of the information gained from these different 

viewpoints worked to reinforce what the gang-related women had said. These interviews were 

useful for reliability and validity purposes and access to these people, was gained by word of 

mouth and personal contact. 

Semi-formal Discussions 

The semi-fonnal discussions were held with other partners of gang members, who wanted me 

to know about their views on certain aspects of gang life, present and fonner gang members, 

probation officers and social workers. These discussions were semi-fonnal in that they were 

carried out on a loose and informal bases. The participants were given an outline of the 

purpose, focus and agenda of the research and knew that their communication with me helped 

during the research process, particularly with the analysis. The discussions did not follow a 

structured format and participants disclosed and shared what they thought would aid my 

understanding of gangs and gang cultures. These discussions were useful in that these people 

provided me with an avenue to help conceptualise the issues and themes revealed during the 

interviews. And because of the congruency between the comments made by these people and 

those from the gang-related women, these interviews further verified and validated the 

women's views and stories (Fielding, 1993, p.164-165). 

All those spoken to were told that l was carrying out this research. They knew that their views 

and discussion points were aiding me in my overall understanding of New Zealand gangs and 
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,the dynamics involved. Their challenges and points of view aided my own understanding of 

the gang culture and where consent has been granted I have incorporated their views to further 

substantiate my findings. 

Literature review. 

As the themes began to emerge during the data collection phase of this research, I gathered 

literature from a wide range of sources. I took a multi-disciplinary approach when gathering 

this information and have drawn significantly from sociological, criminological, 

psychological and social work perspectives that attempt to explain criminal subcultures, gang 

involvement and gang dynamics, domestic/family violence, violence in general and religious 

conversions. I also explored sociological and social psychological perspectives that focused 

on group socialisation and group dynamics. The literature, where relevant, was used as a 

means to explore, tease out and explain what was happening to women in New Zealand 

gangs. 

I have used a model of group socialisation, explained later, to help map the women's journeys 

into the gang scene, to explore the dynamics within the scene and their departure from that 

way of life. Similarly, I have drawn on domestic/family violence data in an attempt to aid an 

understanding of the power and control tactics, also expanded on later, that impact on 

women's lives within the gang scene and to explain why women stay or feel trapped within 

the gang culture. 

Ethical Considerations. 

Ethical approval for this research was sought from the Human Ethics Committee of the 

University of Canterbury. Having satisfied their criteria, ethical approval was granted by the 

committee on 27 February 1998. Although I followed the committee's guidelines care was 

taken in the following areas. 

Informed Consent. 

All participants, gang-related women or not, were given information about the nature of this 

research and their role in it. I advised the participants that I was willing to answer any queries 

that they may have had about the research. They were advised that they could withdraw their 

involvement at anytime prior to the completion of this thesis, and that the information 

provided would be return upon request. The names of my supervisors and university contact 
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information were provided so any additional queries could be -clarified and laid to rest. All 

participants were asked if they were agreeable to tape recorders being used during the 

interviews and were given information on how the data would be used in this thesis. 

Participants were also asked to consent to have reports or a book based on the information 

they provided published at a later date. 

Having taken into account the relevant safety concerns, three women had the opportunity to 

read and comment on the way I presented their life profiles and experiences. Overall, these 

women were pleased with the way I had written about their lives and two women stated that I 

had presented a true account of what they had revealed during the interviews. Where changes 

were made, these were minimaL In one case, the changes I made to prevent the informant 

being identified were reverted back to the original at the participant's request. This request 

was based on a spiritual perspective and the woman felt the risk was minimal. 

While I have been, and still am, accountable to some of the women interviewed, not all 

women wished further involvement over and above sharing their stories. At the end of the 

day, I was entrusted to do my best and to present an honest account of the women's realities 

and experience. But it must be noted that it is still my interpretation of their information. And 

I take full responsibility for the way the data have been presented, and for the subsequent 

analysis of their stories. 

Confidentiality and the Right to Privacy. 

All gang-related women and the male gang associate interviewed were assured of their right 

of privacy and confidentiality. They were given details about how their personal details would 

be protected. Pseudonyms have been used throughout this research to maintain the 

interviewees' right to privacy and confidentiality. Originally. I proposed using self-chosen 

pseUdonyms, but knowing that gang members, who generally adopt nicknames or aliases, 

have an uncanny ability to match nicknames with the said person, I refrained from doing this. 

Instead, I asked the women to choose a name of a flower for their reported names, hoping that 

this would conjure up a degree of uniformity to the pseudonyms used, which would remove 

any hint of personal resemblance. 

In addition to this, explicit descriptions of persons and gang-related incidents have been 

avoided to prevent the identification of the interviewee, of other persons involved, and of the 
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particular gang that the person or the incident was linked with. In places slight alterations 

have been made but these do not take away or shift the understandings gained to any 

significant degree. As my experience has shown me that gang members have a good 

knowledge of 'who's who' in gang circles, the names of the towns or cities have been avoided 

and no direct relationships to particular gangs have been identified to help deflect attention 

away from those interviewed. 

During the research process, the data collected was stored in locked files until all direct 

reference to interviewees, people's names, the names of gangs and reference to place names 

were removed. The interview tapes were destroyed or returned immediately after their 

transcription. And all real names and the participant contact information have now been 

deleted from my files. 

Cultural Sensitivity. 

While the primary relationship that connected me with the women interviewed was based on 

an ex to ex gang woman level, consideration had to be given to the secondary levels of the 

relationship. And as I was interviewing a number of women from different ethnic 

backgrounds to my own, namely women of Maori and Pacific Island descent, I sought the 

assistance and support of a cultural adviser to help reduce the pitfalls that may have arisen 

during cross-cultural interaction. For the purposes of this research, I negotiated support from a 

Hazel Phillips of Ngati Mutunga, a mentor who has a proficient understanding of the research 

process. Her encouragement and challenges helped ensure the research approach was 

appropriate and carried out in a respectful manner. 

Additional understandings in relation to cultural sensitivity have been informed by Russell 

Bishop's book, Collaborative Research Stories: Whakawhanaungatanga (1996), by Ngahuia 

Te Awekotuku's discussion paper titled He Tikanga Whakaaro: Research Ethics in the Maori 

Community (1991) and by Kathie Irwin's article titled Maori Research Methods and 

Processes: An Exploration (1994). These readings support Kaupapa Maori research 

processes, which are "epistemologically based within Maori specificities, preferences and 

practices" (Bishop, 1996, p.15.). They challenge the power imbalances that exist between the 

researcher and the researched in terms of their agenda, methods of data collection and analysis 

in relation to the dominant Pakeha world-view. In doing so, Kaupapa Maori research calls for 

a collective orientation to the research endeavour, which benefits all participants. The 
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challenge to non-Maori like myself is not to turn away from Maori research, but to ensure that 

their work is "dedicated to the betterment of Maori people" (ibid, p.l8.) as opposed to 

contributing towards the marginalisation and disempowerment of Maori people, their 

aspirations and their commitments. 

As I live in a bi-cultural family, these aspects of the research process were particularly 

important to me. And throughout this research I have kept these challenges in mind and have 

adopted strategies that encourage an equal relationship between the women interviewed and 

myself. My introductions included a lot of sharing about myself, my background, and my 

connections to gangs and to Maori. I sought advice from the women interviewed about the 

research agenda, its purpose and outcomes. More than anything else, the women interviewed 

have seen this research as an opportunity to help other young women who are contemplating 

gang involvement or who may be struggling in their attempts to make sense of what is 

happening around them and to them in the gang scene. They also wanted to convey a message 

to those women who feel trapped within the gang scene that, although difficult, they can make 

some changes in their lives. The sharing of their stories, the participants hope, will foster a 

sense of hope. 

Overall Analysis. 

In the first instance, I decided to write up brief profiles of the women's lives. This was useful 

because it allowed me to become more familiar with the content of the interviews. I also think 

that they provide an overall insight into the lives of the women interviewed, which gives the 

reader a base from which the subsequent analysis can be understood. Having constructed the 

profiles, a thematic analysis was been carried out, which followed the women's natural line of 

progression through the gang scene. This was mapped as close as possible to the way the 

women presented their journeys to me. These themes were then explored and largely 

supported by data available in the literature on gangs, and in the domestic violence area. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

THE WOMEN'S ACCOUNTS: GETTING INTO AND OUT OF THE GANG. 

Introduction. 

In this section I introduce the ten gang-related women interviewed, and provide a brief 

overview of their lives and experience with gangs in New Zealand. These mini profiles 

closely follow the interview transcripts and map out the women's lives as they presented them 

to me. They provide a glimpse into the women's personal lives and facilitate an understanding 

of each individual woman, and the particular circumstances that worked to shape their lives. 

The profiles help to establish the women's creditability and right to speak out on the gang

related issues that are covered in the subsequent analysis. In many ways, these profiles on 

their own reveal sociological insights as the similarities and differences between the women 

become noticeable. 

Thistle. 

[Thistle's close friend and confidante, Briar, supported her during the interview, and while the 

focus of this profile remains on Thistle, Briar's comments, where relevant, have been 

included with the consent of both women.] 

Thistle was born in 1969 and both her parents are of European descent. As a child growing up 

in New Zealand she thought her working class family was relatively normal in that her 

parents were married, they both went out to work, she had a younger brother and nothing 

appeared to be out of the norm. On rare occasions, Thistle saw her mother being hit by her 

father, but said that this fitted in \virh the typical scenario of the father coming home drunk 

and being abusive. As a child, Thistle did not like this, and now acknowledges that she does 

not know whether her father's drunken behaviours influenced her life to any major degree. In 

general, her early childhood years were times of happiness and she had little to worry about. 

At the age of fourteen, however, life for Thistle took a dramatic tum. 

As an adolescent, Thistle began to realise that her grandfather's affections toward her as a 

child had in fact been sexual molestation and although this had stopped, coming to terms with 

the abuse combined with understanding herself as a young teenager was a difficult emotional 
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process. In,addition to this, Thistle learned that the father she had always known was not her 

biological father. She was confused, felt betrayed and somewhat isolated as the image of her 

'normal family' disintegrated around her. Struggling with the emotional trauma, Thistle ran 

away from home and left a note for her parents stating that she would return in two days time. 

But during her time away she consumed a large quantity of alcohol, became inebriated and 

went through a state of overdose. On recovery she did not return home. Thistle realised that 

her neck was covered in love bites and she knew her parents would be upset. ''I'd urn, ... had 

hickeys, there wasn't a white space on my neck," she said. "That's why I didn't go home .... 

My poor parents!" 

Several days later, the police, having been contacted by her parents, found Thistle and 

returned her home to her family. As a consequence, Thistle was grounded and some clear and 

tight boun~aries were established to restrict her social movements. Thistle objected to the 

curfews and the control that her parents tried to maintain and began to rebel. She would want 

to go out on a Friday night and her curfew would be frrmly set for ten o'clock that night. 

When this happened she would not return until late the following Sunday afternoon. "I was 

going to be grounded anyway," she said. Thistle had many friends and acquaintances, and she 

enjoyed socialising with them. At the time it was really hard and indeed shameful having to 

face going home early. To arrive home by ten o'clock, she would have had to leave her 

friends and the town centre by half past nine to ensure that she caught the early bus. As a 

teenager, Thistle felt that was just too early for any teenager to be expected to arrive home. 

Now, Thistle acknowledges that her parents were put under considerable stress because of her 

behaviour, and in her defence, she indicated that she managed to stay clear of any serious 

trouble and avoided conflict with the law. 

Thistle still knew that her parents loved her and she remained living with them and did well at 

school. She passed all her School Certificate papers before she left school and then moved 

away from the family home to do a variety of jobs over the next few years. By the time 

Thistle was twenty years of age she was working in an inner city massage parlour and it was 

around this time when she met the man who was to become her long-term partner and the 

father of her two children. 

In the beginning, Thistle saw the relationship as a short-term arrangement and a bit of fun. 

" .. .1 wanted to go overseas," she said, "so ... he was my toy boy. That's what I always used to 
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tell him anyway." In time, however, Thistle found herself pregnant and after the baby was 

born her partner began to pressure her to get married. Thistle agreed to become engaged, just 

to get him off her back, as she knew that she would never marry him. "I'd already had a 

smack in the head by that stage," she said indicating that her partner had a propensity towards 

violence. About two years into their relationship, when their baby was about eighteen months 

old, Thistle and her partner separated for a while. During this time he went to stay with a 

couple of male friends who were sharing a flat, one of them being a patched member of a 

well-known motorcycle gang, the other was an associate. 

Prior to this her partner was not heavily involved in the gang scene and like many other 

people they associated with he occasionally went to parties at the gang headquarters. This 

particular motorcycle gang was generally known amongst their circle of friends as a good 

place for parties. Thistle's friend, Briar, said, "You could go there all hours of the night to 

party-up [and] they often had the coolest bands." This gang was known for supplying cheap 

drugs at that time and this brought many outsiders into the gang scene. Thistle and her friends 

generally stayed out on the periphery of the gang activity and treated the gang scene as merely 

a place to socialise and have fun. 

Thistle's partner, however, having become a flat mate with a gang member, got drawn deeper 

and deeper into gang activity and he soon became a prospect. The gang provided him with a 

sense of security, something that he was surer of than with his relationship with Thistle. She 

believed that he knew that she would not be his partner forever. Once he had proved his 

allegiance and gained his patch, the gang became like his family. There was always a place 

for him to go and the other gang members would stand by him whenever he needed them. 

And he soon developed a strong sense of belonging to the gang. 

Over the next five years or so, Thistle and her partner had an on-off type relationship. 

Whenever they argued her partner would threaten to leave and sometimes he would go to the 

gang's clubrooms and stay there for hours, or sometimes days. On some occasions he would 

move out of Thistle's house to live with friends for a while and on other occasions, he would 

resort to violence. As she related: 

I'd get hidings when he'd fucked up ... like I didn't look half as bad as a lot of other 
people [women], you know. But, yeah, he knocked me around a wee bit. He was 
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In addition to the violence, Thistle's partner had casual sexual relationships with other 

women. She said that most gang members "had their main dirty girl, and other women" 

available on the side. This was just part a of the gang scene. She described her partner as 

being "a real slut" and felt that she knew that he was mucking around on her at the time. His 

main 'dirty girl' also provided him with a place to go when they argued. To cope with her 

partner's infidelities, Thistle would close off her thoughts and feelings, and she became more 

aware that she was doing this when the gang members went out of town together on their bike 

runs. "You know there's the dirty girls," she said, "or different women in other places. It's 

just the way things are. You know what's going on." 

Nearly six years into their relationship, Thistle decided to end it permanently. Her partner was 

very resistant to the idea and would not allow Thistle the freedom to leave. She waited and 

when the first opportunity arose to leave safely, she did. She had been in hospital giving birth 

to their second child when the gang had organised an out of town bike run, which her partner 

went on. When the baby was only two days old, she quickly discharged herself from the 

hospital, went home, packed up all her belongings and moved to another house before he 

arrived back. "It's the only way I could leave him," she explained. 

The decision to end the relationship came about when Thistle realised that her partner's gang 

activities were putting her life and that of her children, at risk of harm through being caught 

up in inter-gang conflict. Her partner's gang had been at war with a rival gang, which had its 

members watching her house. Through her own contacts, Thistle found out that these rival 

gang members had been taking photos of people entering and leaving her house. They had 

confronted a male friend, who had picked up Thistle's child from her partner, about his 

association with her partner's gang. Thistle found the harassment of her friends unacceptable, 

as they had no gang connections except through her. 

On acknowledging that her partner's gang life was beginning to filter deeper and deeper into 

her own life, Thistle found the risks were simply too great for her to ignore. She said: 



I thought, 'Puck that!' It was not, ... none of my business, you know. I mean, I had 
nothing to do with their [partner's gang] shootings or what ever, anything like that. 
But [partner's name] was Sergeant at Arms, or what ever you call it, at that time and I 
walked into the garage and there would be gun bits on the ground, and shavings, you 
know, sawn-off shotguns or whatever. And, then I knew that there were guns in my 
house and I ... [silence]. It used to make me spew, really, 'cause it was my house. 
\X7hat if the cops came? And, he knew ... (silence]; he put me in that danger. 
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In her resolve to leave her partner, Thistle accepted the support of family and friends, some of 

whom had been trying to persuade Thistle to leave the relationship for a considerable time. 

This support was valuable, as her partner would not have tried to intimidate her parents or to 

go to their home. And her close friends would not tell her partner where she was or assist him 

in his attempts to get her back. Thistle had some people within the gang scene who 

understood her position and assisted her. In particular, some of the other women told Thistle's 

partner that he did not need Thistle and this encouraged him to leave her alone. 

While Thistle acknowledged the support she got from others she can reflect back on her own 

emotional processes that kept her in the relationship with her partner for the five plus years. 

Her self-esteem was low and at times she felt vulnerable. She was still working in the parlours 

at the time and had managed to retain a group of friends that her partner had no know ledge of. 

This meant that she did not need her partner in a material sense and that she had maintained a 

degree of emotional independence. However, her partner's intimidation and emotional abuse 

had gradually worn her down, enough to make the decision to leave her partner a really 

difficult one to make. 

The independence that she retained in the relationship helped her manage the initial 

separation. She was aware that she still had some loving feeling for her partner and she 

struggled over this. Then there were the children to think about. Thistle worried about the 

impact separation would have on her children. She really wanted her children to be brought 

up with both a mother and a father present. And, every now and then her partner would 

announce that he was about to give the bikes and the gang up. These references to leaving the 

gang would inspire hope, hope that he was going to change, or hope that their relationship 

would improve. "It's all bullshit," she said, "but you like to believe what they say for a 

while!" In the end, it was the never-ending support of her friends and family that helped her 

work her way through a minefield of contradictory thoughts and feelings that emerged at this 
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time. They helped reassured her that the decision to leave the relationship was the right one 

when her own lowly self esteem would introduce doubt, confusion and cloud her reality. 

In hindsight, Thistle believes that most of the women who are, or who feel stuck within the 

gang scene have very low self-esteems. She said that men like her partner "admire the strong 

woman, but prefer submissive women" in their close relationships. It does not take much 

pushing from men in gangs, before submissive women or those with low self-esteems feel 

isolated and begin to intemalise the men's perceptions of themselves and the world around 

them. Both Thistle and Briar feel the men's perceptions become even more entrenched in 

women when they are born into, or grow up within the gang scene. 

Some women, Thistle and Briar suggested, find it even more difficult to leave the gang scene 

behind and ~hey reflected back on the deaths of a young woman in her twenties and her pre

school children, who were killed instantly in a car accident to convey this point. The woman's 

parents were heavily involved with Thistle's partner's gang and she essentially grew up in and 

around the gang scene all her life. The main goals in this woman's life were "to have a [name 

of gang] member for her man, to have his kid, and a bike. That was her life!" Thistle and 

Briar explained that this woman was stuck in an extremely violent relationship. They often 

saw the aftermath of her partner's assaults, the worst time being when this woman's partner 

had steel-capped her, or had kicked her in the head and body while wearing steel-capped 

boots. This woman had tried to conceal the worst of the bruises and cuts with a thick layer of 

make-up; even so, the bruises were clearly visible for days. Thistle and Briar, looked at their 

own children, and together concluded that the accident that killed this young woman and her 

children was a blessing. Thistle expanded: 

Realistically, it's the best thing that could have ever, ever happened to her, as awful as 
that may sound. The only way she was ever going to get away was ... [silence] ... death, 
I suppose. She'd have never gotten away otherwise. Unfortunately, [children's name] 
went with her. 

This woman knew no other way of life, she had no support network outside the gang scene 

and even though she had tried on occasion to leave, this was not possible. Her partner would 

always find her and force her back. 
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Thistle and Briar attended their friend's funeral and they say that, for a while, their friend's 

death had a huge impact on the gang members and their partners, and prompted them to think 

about their way of life, the violence and the crime. They all knew this woman's death could 

have just as easily been at the end of a steel-capped boot. But six months or so later this had 

all been conveniently forgotten and life just went on. Thistle, however, was reminded of the 

of the reality of gang life and feels that her decision to leave her partner was the right one for 

herself and her children, and Briar tends to agree. 

Thistle's final words, while still holding the men responsible for the way they treat their 

women, encourage women to take responsibility for their own lives and the choices that they 

make. And in sharing her own hard learning's she said: 

Be yourself. Don't change for anyone. It's a choice thing. Women have choices right 
from the word go ... If you allow too many hidings in the beginning, then it becomes 
a part of life. If he hits you for the first time, he needs to be history from that point 
on. Keep your independence and be able to support yourself. Don't give up your job 
or your life. You are your own person, not his. Open your eyes and know what you 
are getting into, and you know, have some respect for yourself. ... These men will 
take everything out of you, if they can, to maintain their own sense of superiority. 
People can only put you down if you let them. Don't let them take you down. 

Freesia. 

Freesia, a humble and unassuming woman, was born in 1969. Her youthful appearance, 

sparkling, green eyes and subtle smile, combined with a strong commitment to secure a 

fulfilling and happy life, contrast sharply with the burdened existence that she is trying to 

leave behind. She was born into a working-class family that struggled with the complexities 

that emerge when people from two distinct cultural backgrounds come together to form a 

family unit. Having grown up in this bi-cultural environment, Freesia described herself as a 

"Maori Pakeha" but acknowledged that she has a deeper affinity and spiritual connection with 

the Maori side of her family than to her European counterparts. 

Her parents had a troubled relationship, which culminated in violence and abuse, and to some 

degree, this stifled Freesia's childhood years. With tears welling in her eyes she described 

how her father "smacked [her] mother around." On some occasions, frightened and alone, she 

would reach out for help and call the police. She remembered phoning the police during one 
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incident and when the police arrived, her parents denied the violence that had previously 

occurred. Her attempts to stop the violence and abuse in this way often reverted back on her 

and she would, after the angry retorts died down, creep away to her room and cry. Being 

brought up as an only child was not easy for Freesia and, as she had a half brother that lived 

with another family, she often wondered what his family life was like. 

"I wasn't a spoilt one and only child," she said. "It was strict. It was a strict upbringing!" 

This meant that her parents smacked Freesia when she misbehaved or had upset them. Being 

averse to the physical discipline, she rebelled. "I became a rebellious child who went through 

everything from running away from school, running away from home and so on because of 

my parents' relationship." Eventually Freesia decided that she could not live with her parents 

and, with her rebellious streak, bolstered by her lack of trust in adults or any authority figures, 

she sought respite from her family tribulations with a group of similar like-minded kids. The 

local street kids soon became a source of understanding and provided Freesia with an escape 

from her home life. And on a number of occasions, Freesia ran away from home. 

When Freesia was twelve she ran away, yet another time, to become a street kid herself. 

During this break from her family home her parents separated and this made the street life a 

more permanent reality for her. She said, "My mother went her way and my father went his 

way and I went my way, out on the streets, which I found a lot of fun." While Freesia still had 

some contact with her parents, she found the freedom and adventure of being in charge of her 

own life exciting. 

With her rebellious spirit being fed by other like-minded children, Freesia entered this new 

life with high energy. "I got pissed every night. Urn, we had some real fun parties. I got 

tattooed here, there and everywhere!" she asserted while rearranging her clothes to display 

numerous blue ink, self-done tattoos over her arms and legs. Today the tattoos serve Freesia 

as a reminder of days gone by, of having to survive on her wits to secure food, clothes, or 

money wherever she could, however she could. She soon grew tired of this life and when the 

opportunity arose, she went back to live with her mother. 

Living with mum was not easy, as both Freesia and her mother had found their own 

independence. It was difficult for them to get along with each other and when they decided 

that they could no longer live together, Freesia went to live with an auntie in a different city. 
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Moving to the city prompted a new release of energy and Freesia soon found some new 

interests. This time she started to hang out at the games rooms or pool halls and, at the age of 

fourteen, this was much more fun than attending school. Subsequently, she did not finish her 

fourth form year before she dropped out of school altogether. It was around this time that she 

met up with a chapter of a local gang. 

Some members of Freesia's extended family had been associated with this particular gang. A 

cousin was a patched member while others were associates who used to hang around with 

gang members a lot of the time. At this stage, Freesia explained that she had no affiliation 

with the gang herself as she had just arrived in the city. When two members of her extended 

family invited her to a gang party she thought it would be a lot of fun and, since her family 

was going to be there, she felt she would be safe. This was not to be the case as what she did 

not realise was that her own cousin had set her up for 'the block' [gang rape]. Accordingly, 

that night six men raped her while her cousin disappeared from the scene. 

Freesia, only fourteen at the time, still remembers feeling terribly betrayed. She said that she 

remains confused about how it actually happened as she had been drinking alcohol that day. 

Since then she has tried not to think about the rape and has tried to block it from her memory. 

At the time, she never disclosed the abuse to anyone and did not report the incident to the 

police. As years went by, however, she could no longer hold in all her feelings, she went back 

to live with her father and disclosed the rape to him. Opening up to her father was a difficult 

process as Freesia felt ashamed and thought that he did not really understand what had 

happened. Her father was a heavy social drinker and in some sense this presented Freesia with 

another barrier to actually dealing with the effects of the rape. She described how, rather than 

dealing with her consuming issues, she and her father would go boozing around the town and 

focus on having a good time. 

The boozing up soon became tiresome and Freesia decided that it was time to leave her family 

behind and made a fresh start by herself. "I went out on my own," she said, before reflecting 

on all the 'ifs' in her life. "If my parents .... If I had a good role model.. .. If there was 

someone out there .... Maybe ... [silence], I wouldn't have been there." Freesia resolved, "I 

had to learn ... [silence], find out for myself. I learnt the hard way and believe me you 

suffer!" 
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At the age of seventeen, Freesia, out on her own and with no parental support, began to 

explore the city's nightlife and soon got deeply immersed in the pub scene. She started going 

to the pubs regularly, and acted like a twenty-year-old. And it was during a visit to the pub 

that she met up with another gang member from a completely different gang to the one that 

she had previously encountered. "This guy," she said, " ... was still a 'puppy' himself' and, to 

some degree, still had a lot of learning to do and he learned about life the hard way, just like 

Freesia had. But they enjoyed each other's company. 

At first Freesia relished the bikie scene, she enjoyed being on the back of a bike, the freedom, 

and the people. At that time, they were the 'in' thing, but the fun, the thrill and the excitement 

of the bikie life changed and gave way to a more sinister type of existence. Freesia went out 

to work while he stayed at horne and sold the drugs. "It was that sort of a BUZZ!" she 

asserted. He became possessive and jealous, and attempted to control her every move. They 

would go to the pub and he would make sure that Freesia was not talking to anyone else 

except for a female. She said, " ... and if I did, or, even if I didn't, we'd go horne and I'd get 

the bash [a beating or hiding]. Even if you were doing right and he was totally off his face 

[intoxicated] ... you would still get the bash anyway." And the more he drank, the more he 

used drugs, the more violent and abusive he got. 

One day, while at a gang function, Freesia saw another woman being gang raped and she was 

horrified. "I really felt like rat shit because I had been through that myself," she reflected. 

"And, there was nothing I could do, you know. I tried to help her and ... [silence] I got pulled 

away by my partner and then I was dragged away, got the bash, that sort of thing, you know. I 

ended up being put in hospital because I didn't like what I saw." This particular rape had a 

huge impact on Freesia. The emotional feelings that arose out of the gang rape that she 

endured, and had managed to push away, resurfaced and she knew that she needed to take 

stock of her life. Having thought through a number of options, more booze, some pills or 

drugs and even actions that were more sinister, like suicide, she decided that she had grown 

tired of the gang life and simply said, ''I'm outta here. I am out of here," and she left the gang 

scene behind her. "I seen the light", she now celebrates, "I seen the light!" 

While Freesia had grown tired of going to hospital for no reason at all, of being bashed for by 

her partner for nothing other than his own insecurities, she still held some loving feeling for 

him. Hoping to save the relationship, she tried to pull him away from the gang scene, but he 
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would not budge and some months later, he was confined to imprisonment. Freesia wrote to 

him while in prison, informing him that she had been pregnant and had his child. And while 

he acknowledged the child was his they never resumed their relationship. Freesia said, "I'm 

glad I made the break because life is better." But life has not been easy, especially when she 

sees some of the men who raped her and feels an intense amount of hate and anger build up 

inside her. She also grieved when her child's father died a few years later. Alcohol is no 

longer used as an escape from hurt and pain as Freesia talks through her problems with 

someone she can trust and has engaged the help of a counsellor who walks her through the 

toughest times. 

Since Freesia has left the gang scene she has formed a new relationship. Her new partner has 

taken on her child as his own and they now have two more children. While she acknowledges 

some difficulties in her current relationship, she and her partner are working on their 

problems together. And, this time Freesia is very clear about what she will or will not accept 

from her partner, and abuse is something that she "will not accept. " 

Freesia now devotes her life to her three children and has set some positive goals for her own 

future. Although Freesia still feels vulnerable at times she is determined to take responsibility 

for her own life and happiness. And, she leaves the reader, gang woman or not, with her 

following message: 

Lily. 

Wherever you are be strong to your self, 
Follow your vibes, 

Take note of that uncomfortable feeling and get out. 
Find someone you trust to talk to and believe in your self. 

Lily, born in 1967, said that she came from a very broken family. Although she had five 

siblings, she was actually raised separately by her grandmother until her grandmother died 

when Lily was around five years old. Lily then went to live with her uncle and his wife, as 

they were childless. Lily explained that " ... her mother was into her own thing; alcohol, going 

out and ... also working the ships." Therefore, Lily and her siblings were given out or were 

placed in the care of extended family members when they were young. During her stay with 

her uncle and auntie, Lily disclosed that another relative had sexually abused her. This was 
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something that she kept to herself and has only recently processed. By the time Lily was nine 

her uncle and his wife had separated, which resulted in another shift and Lily was sent back to 

her mother's care. 

Her mother was still living the same sort of life and Lily said that as she and her sisters were a little 

older by then, it was convenient for her mother to have them, the girls, live with her. They were 

now old enough to cook and clean the house. Lily described her mother as being hard and extremely 

abusive, both physically and emotionally. As a result, Lily still carries a lot of bitterness towards her 

mother, as she felt unloved and uncared for. And, there was no sense of security or family 

connectedness during Lily's childhood years, particularly after her grandmother died. 

The insecurity that Lily felt was amplified by the fact that Lily's conception occurred through one 

of her mother's liaisons and having a different father from her siblings became more obvious as 

Lily grew older. Lily, having a European father, said that her siblings, having two Maori parents, 

were darker than she was. Subsequently, because Lily was the fair one she was always called the 

'Honky' of the family. There was also a lot of violence between Lily's mother and her adoptive 

father. "I would hear the fighting and the screaming," she reflected. "I'd run to my room and just 

bang myself up against. .. r d block the door so nobody could get in and just sit there and cry. Yeah, 

it was scary," she said. 

In some respects, Lily believes that this background influenced her during her adolescent years. She 

left school having completed only two months of her third form year at college and never returned. 

By the time she was fifteen, Lily had started to hang around with gangs. She was no stranger to 

gang life even then, as some extended family members had already joined up with one of New 

Zealand's well-known ethnic gangs. She started drinking and socialising within the gang scene well 

before she actually started to go out with a gang member. For Lily, it was a combination of the 

whanau [family] feeling and the excitement of it all that caught her attention. 

Lily also reflected on how the lack of security she experienced as a child heavily influenced her 

choice of partner. By the time she was seventeen, Lily had entered a relationship with a gang 

member from another well-known ethnic gang, and as she said: 

... it wasn't something I had planned. Urn, it took me a while to figure thatout, but 
1. ... Yeah, it was a security thing ... because I never had that when I was young. So it 



was security for me, you know, this tough fella who would look after me and urn, 
love me, what I never had when I was young. 
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Lily became isolated from her own family when she formed this relationship because her 

partner was a member of a gang that was outside her family's gang connections. Her family 

disowned her for such treachery and she felt even more abandoned during times of need, as 

we shall later see. Lily's partner was in his early twenties when she met him in an urban city 

pub. He had been released from prison only two weeks earlier. Nevertheless, she enjoyed his 

company and felt accepted by him, his gang associates and their partners at that stage. But 

within the gang scene proper, Lily said that she soon learned that all was not as it first 

appeared. 

Lily described how the process of becoming 'the Missus' of a gang member was not 

completely straightforward. Other gang members and their partners evaluated Lily's 

behaviour and motivations from their own particular criteria. Lily was watched and tested by 

both the women and the other men. The female partners of gang members were highly 

suspicious and cautious whenever a new woman arrived on the scene. Lily explained, " ... as 

long as you don't go anywhere near their man, you were all right." In time the women 

accepted her, having made absolutely sure Lily was no threat to their own relationships and 

that Lily's partner had really found 'a Missus'. The other men, however, operated in a 

different manner. 

Lily's partner was generally known as 'the Hitman' or 'a Kingpin', having built up a 

reputation through his ability to fight and his fearlessness when confronted with violence. 

"Nobody within that chapter would have mucked around with him!" Lily asserted. Other gang 

members held Lily's partner in awe. This cautious respect could more aptly be described as a 

rational fear, as there was always a certain unease around him. Other members watched what 

they said and did around him. When he was not around, however, things were different. As 

Lily said, " ... they would try and urn, pull me around the comer or try and 'chance it' [make 

sexual advances]. It was hard to tell him what was going on because a woman doesn't get in 

between the men." Through experience, Lily learned that she would be held responsible for 

other men's actions and she ended up getting beaten for what they did. In time, rather than tell 

her partner that one of his 'brothers' was trying it on, she kept quiet. Lily slowly began to 

learn the rules. 
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Within this gang women were seen as subservient to the men. Women were there for men's 

sexual gratification, to clean and cook, to mind children and to do as they were told. And, Lily 

expanded, "You just had to practically, keep you mouth shut. You see nothing, you say 

nothing, type thing." Women were not able to wear 'colours' or gang insignia; they could not 

attend club meetings or be seen to assert themselves, and they had no power within the gang. 

If women tried to be like one of the boys they would be treated like one of the boys. Lily had 

seen see gang members dragging these women out to the shed, and if they started to fight 

back they would be severely assaulted. 

When reflecting on the violence that her partner used against her, and on having to witness 

other women being beaten and abused, Lily talked about how she soon learned to block out 

and hide her own feelings and sense of reality. She could not return to her own family at that 

time, so she felt as though she had to stay there and bear with it. Among other degrading 

scenarios, Lily reported on gang rape and illustrated her feelings of confusion, hurt, anger and 

powerlessness. She said: 

Hmmm, rape is very, very degrading. The abuse is degrading. If I knew that there 
was a woman being set up for 'the block' [gang rape] the first thing that I wanted to 
do was to get him [her partner] away. I mean, he's got me. Why should he be in there 
with those guys? Urn, but it's just, [silence] yeah, a lot of the time I was told to, 'Get 
home,' and I'd be really angry. By the time he'd get home ... I'd nut off. Yeah, 
[silence] and end up getting a hiding. Yeah, but I had to let it out and after a while 
you don't trust any woman in there, in that room .... It was really degrading for 
women to be treated like that. And ... you know, you know it [silence], you know it 
could be you next. Hmmrn .... 

Eventually, Lily realised how damaging and degrading this violence and abuse was for both 

herself and the other women. She tried to leave her partner and the gang scene behind and 

went to a woman's refuge for help. 

Having arrived at the refuge, Lily said that she was told that they would not take gang women 

in. Fearing an intrusion by gang members, they had to keep the other women already in refuge 

safe. Lily said that she felt vulnerable and alone, and that there was, and still is, little help 

available for gang women who want to leave abusive relationships. "They are basically on 

their own!" she said. Lily, at the time, had children to care for and she knew that the violence 

was effecting them too. With nowhere to go and with her children in tow, Lily sought help 
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from her own family who had previously rejected her. This time they helped Lily out and she 

went to stay with her mother. 

In a short time, Lily's estranged partner managed to track her down. Other gang members had 

reported seeing her drinking with the gang that her family associated with and this was seen a 

double betrayal. Her partner organised a hit on this other gang's clubhouse. "He was hitting 

their pads, shooting their pads up. Just going crazy", she said. This made her feel terrible, she 

blamed herself for bringing the resultant trauma and stress on her family. One day her 

estranged partner physically assaulted her mother, an elderly woman who tried to stop him 

from beating Lily in the street. Fearing the worst, Lily returned to the relationship and nothing 

changed. Within a few months Lily left again, this time she went to Australia to get away 

from her partner. She stayed there for nearly two years before returning and resuming their 

relationship .again. 

While Lily was away, her partner grieved for the loss of his children and gradually pulled 

away from the gang. Slowly he began to realise the consequences of his abuse. When Lily and 

her partner finally reconnected, they went through a lot of counselling where he talked about 

his own family background and revealed that he had been sexually abused as a child himself. 

His own childhood was surrounded with intense violence and, with her own understanding of 

the impact of violence fostering a sense of compassion, Lily now believes that her partner's 

violence and anger emerged from a sense of powerlessness, which generated from his past. 

She says that he wants a better life for his children and that he has mellowed out a lot. 

Together, Lily and her partner are attempting to make a better life for themselves away from 

the gang scene. 

Today, Lily reports that she, having spent around fifteen years in the gang scene, is 

contemplating her return to the education system. She hopes to embark on tertiary studies that 

will enable her to work with families and children that are in strife. Her partner now works 

with at risk youth, particularly those that have come from abusive backgrounds, and attempts 

to steer young men away from perpetuating the cycle of violence and abuse. 
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Daisy. 

Daisy, born in 1970, was brought up in a reconstituted family. Her parents separated when she 

was young and her mother raised Daisy and her two sisters with the support of her mother's 

extended family. Daisy's father remarried and had two more daughters whom Daisy calls her 

half-sisters. Daisy's mother entered another relationship and the man; Daisy's stepfather was 

involved with her upbringing for about ten years. Although Daisy acknowledges that she is 

part Maori and prefers to be described as a New Zealand Maori, she did not share her 

ancestral heritage. Instead, she talked about how she was brought up around Europeans all her 

life and had never really experienced the Maori way of life such as, the whanau atmosphere 

and the sense of wairua [spirituality] that is central to being Maori. 

Hers was a working-class family that lived in a predominantly, white populated urban suburb. 

Daisy's parents were rather strict and she had a controlled and sheltered life and as such, she 

was always interested in knowing what was on the other side of the fence or railings. Her 

parents were often unavailable, both physically and emotionally, as their alcohol use and 

gambling consumed much of their attention and time. Their addictions and the related 

problems had a huge impact on Daisy's life and she said that it is only now, after having done 

a great deal of personal counselling, that she is able to talk to her parents about feelings that 

have emerged from her childhood experiences. 

In recognising the apparent contradictions between her parents' advice and their own actions, 

Daisy adopted a nonconformist attitude. She experimented with alcohol and drugs, and ran 

away from home a few times, which upset her parents a great deal. Her family, Daisy 

recalled, always called her the black sheep of the family, but she never associated with people 

who had been in trouble with the law. After Daisy left school, having completed half of the 

fifth form year, she went to work within the retail area. It was not long before she entered a 

brief relationship that resulted in the birth of a child, but the relationship eventually dissolved. 

Around the age of nineteen, Daisy, coping as a single mother, went to stay with some friends. 

She soon learned that one of them was a patched gang member and, never having had contact 

with gang members before, her interest was aroused. As Daisy recalled: 



It was my first experience of gangs urn, without meeting up with the whole, sort of, 
gang thing. I think, what appealed to me was, that they were also rebels. They were 
really rebellious, they didn't conform, they were like a law unto themselves and urn, 
that appealed to me. 

She further said: 

Being brought up with Europeans ... then sort of coming into that urn, whole sort of 
whanau atmosphere, I'd say, that appealed to me as well. There was a lot of wairua. 
He [the gang member friend] never sort of 'patched it' [acted the staunch gang 
member role] around the house, and was really a ... family man. He sort of took [us] 
under his wing ... and we sort of, felt safe and secure with them. 
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Subsequently, Daisy got to know more gang members and their associates. During her stay 

with these people her hosts held a party, which was attended by members from various 

chapters of this well-known gang. 

It was at this party that Daisy met her future gang member partner and having enjoyed herself, 

she spent that night with him. Within two weeks, they had moved into a relationship and for 

the first six years of the relationship her partner remained an active gang member. Being 

accepted into the gang scene proper, particularly within her partner's chapter, was not a 

smooth process. Daisy really found it difficult and thought that the gang members and their 

partners found it really difficult letting her in and accepting her as one of the boy's partners. 

She did not understand the rules, the laws, the culture and the everyday practices. Being 

Europeanised did not help. This gang was predominantly Maori based, and Daisy's manner, 

and her voice, and her way of dressing had a distinct edge that was generally frowned upon. 

[The tenn 'white wash', often used to label Maori persons who have adopted Pakeha traits, to 

some degree illustrates Daisy's situation here.] Daisy suggested that many members and their 

associates felt that she was stuck up. 

In addition, Daisy wore dresses, make-up, and high heeled shoes. She was friendly and 

vivaciously sociable, which Daisy said, " ... wasn't the buzz at all," in that scene. In hindsight, 

Daisy believes that she was probably being tenned a real slut, in their eyes. And, this was just 

something that she had to contend with. Other women would confront Daisy about her dress 

and manner suspecting that she was a 'dirty-girl' [a female available for the men's 

entertainment purposes only - and seen as a threat by the gang member's partners]. The men 
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too, confronted Daisy and she soon learned to change her ways when they cut off much of her 

hair, sprayed beer all over her face or challenged her about the 'shit' or make-up on her face, 

in amongst other humiliating and degrading scenarios. Daisy also said that her partner's 

violence contributed to her changing her ways, real fast. 

The first time Daisy was physically assaulted by her partner was in front of other people at the 

gang's headquarters. A club meeting had just finished and the President began to threaten and 

harass her. She told her partner that she was not taking any of this 'shit' or harassment and 

she stormed out making a big scene. This humiliated and embarrassed her partner who then 

retaliated and also assaulted Daisy. Daisy explained that she had shown a total lack of respect 

for him in front of others and that it was his duty to tum around and teach her a lesson in front 

of everybody to show that he had the upper hand. 

This incident proved to be the first of many assaults for Daisy and eventually she began to accept 

violence as a way of life. As she said: 

For me accepting violence, it was just an everyday buzz; it became a regular 
occurrence ... I accepted that as a way of life for me being with a gang member, that 
urn, ... it was something that you just put up with, something that you learnt to live 
with .... I'd get a hiding every time he got really drunk urn, and then it got up to three 
or four days of a week where I'd have a black eye, or a blood nose, or was smacked 
around or something. And so, inside I felt, you know, it really hurt, but on the 
outside it was no different to what anybody else [any other gang woman] was going 
through .... You know, the bigger the hidings and the more people that knew about 
it, the more accepted, I thought, I might become with everyone else. I was sort of 
fitting in, you see. 

Daisy reflected back and suggested that she soon became emotionally detached from herself. 

As a strategy, " ... just to survive", she implored. Daisy denied her own feelings and sense of 

reality. In some respects, Daisy started to build thoughts and created beliefs that presented her 

life as getting better in spite of all the evidence which indicated that the situation was, in fact, 

getting worse. She talked about magnifying or illuminating any brief periods of kindness or 

the loving, caring person that she had glanced upon on occasion. In time all the emotions that 

she had blocked out returned and she turned her pain back on herself with drugs, alcohol and 

self-abuse, amongst other divergent activities. 
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Eventually, Daisy reached a point where her options seemed extremely limited. She said, 

" ... at the end of the day I sort of thought, I'm either going to end up killing myself, my 

partner's going to end up killing me or I'm going to end up killing him .... Yeah, it was just 

like hell!" None of these options became an eventuality as Daisy began to acknowledge the 

gravity of her situation and she became desperate, but focused on leaving. 

Having heard that women's refuges would assist women who were escaping from violent and 

abusive relationships, and that they provided lots of support and help, Daisy reached out to 

them for help. And so, in a mortified state, with her children in tow, she went to refuge. Much 

to her regret, this was not the safe haven that she had been led to believe it was. She explained 

that she waited for over an hour to be seen by the coordinator who then informed Daisy that 

she was not able to stay in the refuge. This was because she was affiliated with a gang. She 

was also told that she was basically, on her own because no other place would take her either. 

Daisy, shattered and vulnerable, felt that she had no option but to return to her partner. In 

doing so, the violence continued. In time he was arrested, charged, convicted and sentenced to 

a term in prison for his violent offending. There he contemplated on his life and his future. 

Daisy was led to a place where she stayed with some Christians who helped her sort through 

her own issues. Having contemplated on his life, her partner ended up leaving the gang. After 

he was released from prison, while they still lived apart, Daisy and her partner both went 

through a period of Christian based counselling, both individually and in group therapy 

sessions. Two years later they both gave their hearts to Jesus, and it is through their faith and 

personal relationship with Jesus, Daisy reported, that they have both been set free from their 

past. There is now an inner strength that has enabled them both to move away from violence, 

abuse, alcohol and drugs. They, in their own ways, minister to others in times of need, be they 

gang members or otherwise, and give all praise to Jesus who, they believe, has led them 

through sets of experiences that aid His greater plan. 

Daisy's final words are from a version of Jeremiah 29:11 and she cited: 

For I know the plans I have for you, says the Lord, plans for good and not for evil, 
to give you a future and a hope. 
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She gives praises back to Jesus, her Lord for all the experiences that she feels he has put her 

through, now interpreting them as avenues through which she has learned to be empathic, 

compassionate, and to be of help to others. And now she smiles as she sees a future that is full 

of hope. 

Rose. 

Rose, born in 1955, draws on a Scottish ancestral heritage. Her mother came to New Zealand 

when she was in her late teens before she met up with and married Rose's father. Rose comes 

from a traditional working-class family where her father went out doing manual work while 

her mother stayed at home as a housewife and a mother. Her life as a child was lonely and 

fraught with difficulty. And as we shall see, a large part of Rose's life has revolved around a 

central theme of violence. 

Her father, was an alcoholic and when he drank her parents argued a lot. His propensity to 

resort to using extreme measures of violence also increased when he consumed large 

quantities of alcohol. Rose described how the whole family, being herself, her mother and her 

two siblings, lived in fear of her father's violent eruptions. When reflecting back on her 

childhood, Rose vividly remembers and can describe a number of separate incidents, which 

illustrate the degree of violence her father used. 

One time he came home late at night, he was drunk and had found himself locked out. He got 

so angry that he threw the lawn mower through one of the children's bedroom windows. On 

another occasion, Rose's father smashed several windows in the house. Damage to property 

was only a part of the picture as Rose talked about how her father used to hit her mother often 

and on one occasion he pulled a loaded gun on her. Rose also described how he threatened 

other family members with a knife when Rose was away from the family home one time. 

Rose said that she felt that there was a degree of animosity from her siblings towards her as 

she was her father's favourite child and as such, he never physically abused her or threatened 

her with weapons like he did the others. 

Rose believed her mother harboured similar feelings towards her. She felt that her mother 

picked on her because Rose reminded her mother of her father. As a child, Rose was very 

confused about her father. One minute she adored him and the next she was terrified and 
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wonied about how he might respond when he arrived home. At times he demonstrated a 

caring and nurturing side. "He was a good father when he wasn't drunk," she clarified. "He'd 

help us with our homework and he'd take time to talk to us. He taught us that all people were 

equal, but then ... [silence] he didn't treat my mother like an equal," she expanded with tears 

welling in her eyes as she acknowledged the contradictions. Eventually, when she was 

thirteen her mother and father separated, and when her father left the family home Rose felt 

devastated. "I found it hard," she said. It was like he just disappeared off the earth and Rose 

did not know where he was. And she never heard fTom him for five years. 

When Rose was young she believed that her mother provoked her father's violence. "I used to 

think she should shut up, then he wouldn't, ... he wouldn't, ... you know, do anything," she 

said. But later, when Rose learned about alcoholism and experienced male violence herself, 

she became. more understanding of her mother's position. Besides coping with violence 

within her family, Rose described other traumatic incidents that rocked her family's life. 

When her brother was ten years old, doctors discovered that he had a brain tumour, which 

brought additional stress to Rose's family. Rose contacted meningitis and nearly died herself, 

when she was nearly fourteen. This was a really testing time for Rose as she tried to hide her 

family's problems from her friends at school. "I remember ... I was sick and two girls from 

school came to see me and I was tenified," she said. "I didn't want them to see me at home. 

You know, my father had left, but I felt ... that shame .... I didn't want them to see who I 

really was or how I was," she added. Rose spent a lot of time away from home as a child. If 

she were not at school she would often be down at the beach where she could close off 

emotionally and shut out her home life. Staying at the beach all day was adventurous; there 

she could relax and have some fun with her friends. School was also an escape from her home 

life and Rose went on to complete three years of secondary schooling before she ventured into 

factory work. It was around this transitional period that Rose met up with and began to 

socialise with the local bikies. 

Rose, when aged around sixteen, met up with a young woman whose two brothers belonged 

to a particular Pakeha/European motorcycle gang. [To ensure anonymity these three people 

will be referred to as Leigh, Stuart and Tom respectively.] Rose became very close friends 

with Leigh and soon developed a teenage crush on Stuart. One evening Rose was invited to 

the gang's clubrooms with a woman friend of Leigh's and they were all sitting around 
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drinking and talking when one of the guys called for some action. Not realising what was 

happening at first, Rose saw some of the guys present strip themselves to from the waist 

down. Then, she said that Leigh's friend began to perform oral sex on one of the guys while 

the other men began to undress this woman. "She seemed to say that she liked it," Rose said. 

Rose soon realised some of the bikies were having turns, either orally as previously outlined 

or by having vaginal intercourse with this woman. When the bikies had gratified their lust, 

they decided to stick a beer bottle up the woman's vagina. Rose was mortified, she had never 

known people to behave that way. "I didn't know people carried on that way. I didn't!" Rose 

said. She described how she sat there watching these proceedings, somewhat stunned and too 

petrified to move. 

As this action proceeded, Rose. became more and more uncomfortable and eventually she 

tried to leave the situation. "I crept away to the toilet hoping no one would notice," she 

asserted. But then one of the bikies, whom Rose disliked, saw her and told her that it was her 

tum next. Some guy, who was not involved earlier, intervened and offered, Rose a degree of 

protection, but " ... for a price," she added. And although Rose vomited in the process, she 

had to preform oral sex on this guy for the protection that he provided. "It felt like that was 

part of a payment," she expanded, " ... and then he did look after me, after that. He made sure 

nobody .... I was scared. It's a matter of survival really. I did not want the same thing [group 

sex or being penetrated with a beer bottle] to happen to me and I knew it would," she said. 

Later that same evening, when Rose was taken home, she really enjoyed a ride on a Norton 

Commando 750 motorcycle. From that point on she was passionate about motorbikes. She 

enjoyed the speed of the big bikes and the free feeling of travelling at "112 miles per hour .... 

I just loved it," she reflected. Even so, Rose stayed away from the gang's clubrooms for about 

two months, until Stuart, whom she still had a crush on, invited her down there again. After 

acknow ledging that she accepted his invitation, Rose described another stream of 

demoralising events that occurred. 

After Stuart had disappeared, she was raped by another bikie who was present at the house. 

When she told the others about the rape, Rose was accused of spreading lies. She was taunted, 

ridiculed and denigrated by the men and the women who were there, and she felt betrayed by 

Stuart. "I don't know whom I held the most contempt for; Stuart, who invited me," she said, 

"and must have known what lay in wait for me, ... [the person] who raped me, ... or myself, 
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who trusted my ... friends." Rose never reported the rape to the police because her long time 

friend, Leigh, did not believe her and demoralised her further when Rose told her. 

After this incident occurred Rose remained friends with Leigh and they attended dances held 

in town every Saturday evening for a few months to keep away from the bikie scene. Then 

one Saturday after a dance, Leigh wanted to call in on her brothers at the gang clubrooms to 

see what they were up to. Rose said some trouble started up and someone started to pick on 

Leigh so her brother, Tom, got two trusted bikies to take Rose and Leigh home. That night 

Rose started a relationship with the bikie who took her home. Rose became hooked into the 

thrill of the big bikes again, as she had never travelled so fast on a bike before. She felt as 

though she was flying and that this guy, having taken her away from what could have been a 

nasty situation, became her knight-in-shining-armour. Again, all was not as it first appeared. 

Rose said that her partner abhorred possessive women and that he was openly involved with 

other women during their relationship, which lasted for over a year. Rose was so smitten with 

this guy that she was willing to accept a man who was sleeping around and not say anything 

to him about it. Her partner had told Rose that he loved her and even though she 

acknowledged the words were said with no feeling attached to them, she fought to hang on to 

what they meant to her. Nobody had ever told Rose that they had loved her before and upon 

reflection, she disclosed that she had no self-esteem during this period of her life. 

Rose talked about feeling rejected and abandoned by her father when he left the family home 

and wonders if her attraction to unavailable men had emotional connections to her childhood. 

At times, she said that she kidded herself to believe that her partner really cared, that he 

protected her and kept her safe. She tried to shut out the pain she felt whenever he was 

unfaithful or resorted to using violence against her. On one occasion, Rose interrupted her 

partner at the gang clubrooms when he was trying to make it with another woman. "I guess I 

must have stuffed up his chances because he opened the door and booted me hard in the 

stomach. He had steel-capped boots on, you know," she said. "I fell to the floor. Even though 

he'd done that to me, I was convinced that I still loved him." The struggles in this relationship 

eventually tore Rose apart and when he eventually told her that he did not love her, Rose 

attempted suicide. 
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When Rose was in hospital having her stomach pumped, her partner visited and ended the 

relationship completely. Rose was devastated. She truly believed that he loved her and 

became even more depressed. It has taken a number of years for Rose to recover from the 

pain of her past experiences and following her father's footsteps, she said that she became an 

alcoholic herself. At the age of nineteen, however, Rose became pregnant to another man and 

gave up drinking. Wanting to be a good mother, she joined Alcoholics Anonymous and 

slow ly began to tum her life around. The process has not been easy for Rose and in many 

respects, she indicated that this is still an on going process. 

Rose has now fonned a positive relationship with her father and he too has been sober for a 

number of years. She became involved with a Christian spiritualist group, which has nurtured 

a positive outlook on life and has bolstered her self-esteem. Today, Rose is furthering her 

education and she has completed drug and alcohol counselling papers and two psychotherapy

training modules. She has completed some university papers through an extramural 

programme and hopes to work in the area of drug and alcohol rehabilitation. 

Daffodil. 

"Daff' was born in 1958 into a warm and caring Maori family, which some people, Daff said, 

would describe as middle-class. Her father was a salaried man within the building industry and, for 

a period of his working life, was enlisted with the Maori Battalion to assist during World War II. 

Daff remembers her father as a hard-working man who was dedicated to his whanau. He built the 

house in the small rural township in which she and her seven siblings lived during their childhood. 

And from the sixties onwards, Daff and her family were comfortable and were never really short of 

anything as her father's income ensured that the family was able to do what ever they wanted. In 

some respects, Daff felt that she was lucky and it was not until she left home that she realised how 

some people had it bad in comparison. Daff's father was also deeply spiritual. 

Throughout his life, Daff's father learned about, and lived in accordance to the spiritual and cultural 

beliefs and values that were handed down from his tipuna [elders]. He subsequently passed these 

learnings on to his tamariki and mokopuna [children and grandchildren]. Daff's father, in the 

spiritual sense, was a healer within his whanau and she has picked up some of these learnings from 

him. Her mother, in her own way promoted similar values. 
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Daffs mother never worked in paid employment, except for a short period during the war effort. 

This allowed her to be there for her children whenever they wanted or needed her. Her mother held 

on to the values that she grew up with, which dictated that she did not work. "She was brought up to 

be a lady ... not to go into menial types of jobs or anything," Daff expanded. Her mother gave of 

herself selflessly, to her husband, to her children and then to others in the community. Daff's 

mother was always involved with activities going on at the Pa, or local marae and as a result, Daff 

and her siblings became accustomed to tikanga Maori [the Maori way of doing things] and te kawa 

o te Marae [traditional marae practices, or Marae protocol]. In addition to this, the Brethren Church 

influenced Daff's life. "We were always kicked off to Sunday school," she said, " ... and I guess I 

picked up a lot from there." 

In consi~tency with her parent's reverent life, there was never any violence in her house, and the 

consumption of alcohol was kept to a minimum. Her father would pay a visit to the local Returned 

Servicemen's Association, perhaps once or twice a year, usually after the ANZAC remembrance 

parade and at Christmas time. These were the only times that Daff remembers her father drinking 

alcohol when she was a child. Her parents had their problems to deal with, but the only time Daff 

knew that they were having a 'private discussion' was when they, knowing the children would not 

fully understand, went away and spoke in Maori. While Daff laughed and said that she listened 

anyway, she reiterated that violence was not a part of her upbringing. Having a high-spirited nature 

herself, Daff took control of her own life from an early age, and against her parents' wishes, she 

decided to leave school at the age of fifteen. 

Daff enjoyed her school days, but as a spirited fifteen-year-old she just grew sick of school. "I 

wanted to do my own thing," she said, "and they couldn't teach me any more. It was time to leave!" 

While Daff's parents and the teachers tried to encourage her return, she stood firm and left anyway. 

"I decided I wasn't going back again. And, I certainly wasn't gonna work in that town," she 

asserted. Eventually, her parents gave in and Daff was sent to live with her eldest sister who had 

previously moved to a large city. Daff soon settled in this new environment and found work as a 

junior bookkeeper. But this work was sterile, in the sense that she found working with numbers all 

day a non-sociable activity. Within a few months Daff found a factory job, which she enjoyed 

immensely as she got to know more and more people. In time, Daff went flatting with some friends 

and her social life flourished. She made new friends and met up with some old ones who had also 

moved from the small rural township where Daff previously lived, to the city. Through some of the 
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people she occasioned to meet during this period, Daff learned many strategies to cope with city 

living. "And this included," Daff laughed, "learning how to use drugs and how not to get arrested!" 

Over the next few years Daff enjoyed the freedom of being single and while she embarked on a 

couple of brief relationships neither of these developed into a long-term commitment. Daff was 

about nineteen when she first met, through a mutual friend, a patched gang member whom attracted 

her attention. He was "a great talker," Daff informed, "with a real gift of the gab. That was the 

attraction, he spoke really well." 

This man, who later became her husband and fathered her four children, came from a European 

working-class family that struggled in their attempts to create a better standard of living for their 

children. And in doing so, his parents placed a lot of pressure on their children to conform to their 

expectations.. Daff's partner, always the resistant one, rebelled against his parents wishes and to 

some degree, had chosen to live on the streets when he was about eighteen. Within this context he 

was, and still is known as one of the original members of a well-known gang that emerged during 

the early 1970s. This man was extremely loyal to the gang because it offered him the freedom, the 

flexibility and a general feeling of acceptance that his family was not able to provide. 

As Daff and her partner cemented their relationship his loyalties became divided. She said, "I guess 

for a while his loyalty would have flicked over to me, but as we became more settled together it 

would have been shared. And, when we separated later, he went back to being loyal, totally, to the 

gang." In contrast, Daff could not be bothered with the gang scene. "I already had a family, "she 

said. "I didn't feel that the gang was doing anything for me." Eventually Daff and her partner 

established some suitable boundaries under which their relationship worked for a while. She was 

clear that if he chose to associate with the gang then he went on his own. "He associated with them 

[gang members] outside of the home and he never brought them back because that's what I 

wanted," she expanded. 

When Daff and her partner had their children, Daff felt that these boundaries were all the more 

important, and she was adamant that gang members were not going to become the children's role 

models. She wanted the children to have a normal type of life rather than be brought up in 

something that she did not feel was above board anyway. As time went by there were occasional 

breaches to this couple's arrangements and Daff's partner's gang activities merged into their family 
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arena. With each breach of these boundaries, Daft's resolve to have gang activities separated from 

family life strengthened. 

On one such occasion Daft's partner brought four gang members home to celebrate one of the 

children's first birthday. Daff said that these men had her waiting on them and in doing so, diverted 

her attention away from the children. ''They [the gang members] have you running around, and they 

want this and they want that, and yeah, they take over," she asserted. In noting her partner's 

apparent acceptance of such actions, Daff was not about to succumb to a position of servitude and 

she uplifted the children and left the family home. She did not return until late the next day. 

Upon her return, and much to her annoyance, she found her partner "as happy as a sand boy," 

[meaning inebriated from an over indulgence of alcohol and drugs]. "He didn't care," she said. 

''They [her partner and his gang member friends] lose all sense of responsibility after a while," she 

added. When her partner sobered up he was reminded that Daff was not about to conform to the 

gang's ideals and be subservient to him or any other gang members. "I like to have control," she 

admitted, "and I guess ... I have always been able to have control of myself. I didn't want to give 

that up for anyone," she laughed, "not even a husband!" Similarly, Daff's resolve to keep the 

realities of gang life away from her children was reinforced when she, on rare occasion, visited the 

gang houses. 

Reflecting back on her attendances at gang related functions, Daff found that the women all knew 

their places and they did what they were told or they got 'a dong' or were beaten. This practice 

happened often and was not confined to isolated incidents. While Daff was able to challenge and 

influence her partner away from the gang scene with no fear of a violent reprisal, she did not think 

she could have ever done that in gang territory. To challenge her partner in front of other gang 

members would have been seen not just as a put-down of him, but as a put-down for the gang and 

the members overall. Such lack of respect for the men from women "would result in a dong or 

several dongs, or something else ... [meaning] they could have been put on the block" [gang raped], 

if the women usurped the males' control. 

With regard to gang functions, Daff generally enjoyed herself when she attended, bearing in mind 

that she knew many of the gang members from outside the gang context. Her partner would often 

try to persuade her to attend the well-promoted family days that his particular gang organised, but, 

having misgivings about their purpose, she refused to go. Daff believed the family days were 
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arranged to try and project an image of unity, which indicated that the gang· catered for all the 

family not just its members. 

Daff argued that these family days were not for the women and children to enjoy. Instead, it was the 

men who gained the most from these and other similarly organised activities. It was the women who 

worked behind the scenes, and then they were put on show having worked in the kitchen for hours 

prior. Daff said that the women then either went or were sent home with the children while the men 

remained to party on. "And, that's when the Molls would arrive," Daff asserted. "Some family day! 

Real Happy Families!" she exclaimed with contempt. ''They [the gang members] make more 

families !" 

On occasion Daff's partner, against her wishes, managed to take two of the eldest children to some 

of the family day functions and her children were ordered around by various gang members whom 

were checking the children's ability to obey commands. "Don't stand there. Go over there. Get off 

that seat," she mimicked in a gruff voice. She felt that family days were like training and testing 

sessions for the children and reported that her partner essentially allowed the children to be 

controlled by the other gang members when he took them to the clubrooms. This made the children 

vulnerable to the gang's underhand ways and ensured that they learned to follow orders, to be 

submissive and accept violence, and to treat women with disregard and no respect. Daff would be 

"thrown into a spin" every time her partner took the children to the clubrooms. And she found that 

the more she challenged him on this the more determined he became to take them there. This 

became more evident after she and her partner separated after more than ten years of marriage. 

Eventually, both Daff and her partner began to lead quite separate lives, with each following their 

own individual interests. "You can't both be living under the one roof and be going off on different 

tracks all the time," she said. "It just doesn't work." Several years later, she reflected back and felt 

sorry for her ex-partner. Firstly, the children have become aware of his involvement in gang 

violence and have experienced his abusive ways themselves. As a result, they no longer want 

anything to do with him. Secondly, she feels that he is still searching for that illusive something that 

is missing from his life. 

Daff and her children have moved on since she and her partner separated, and she can now look 

back and laugh at some of the things that occurred during their time together. The most memorable 

thing is how she managed to destroy his much-loved patch, a thing that must be respected and 
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protected to the end. This relic from the 1970s had never been washed, was held together with 

shoelaces, and was something that her partner treasured dearly. Daff reported that she got this patch 

and washed it. She smiled and said, "He just went off, just hit the bloody roof! Now that's 

memorable, I'll never forget that!" 

Eventually the nicely cleaned patch, packed neatly in a plastic bag, went into a rubbish bag 

and was thrown out with the litter. Daff had found the ultimate in sweet revenge. Two years 

down the track he was still going on about the destruction of his patch. But Daff chuckled and 

said, "It was too late ... it was well and truly gone by then." 

Jasmine. 

Jasmine, an -astute and courageous Maori woman, was born in 1952. At that time her whanau 

had recently moved from a rural community, where they had enjoyed many treasured aspects 

of the traditional Maori culture, to a larger town which offered greater employment 

opportunities and enticed Maori into the Pakeha social system. While Jasmine had no 

understanding of the kaupapa [meaning) of life in a rural Maori community as she had not 

lived there, her siblings missed what they had been accustomed to. Adjusting to their new 

urban environment was not easy. 

A dominant feature of Jasmine's childhood, and that of her nine siblings, was growing up in 

an extended family. For her this meant that up to twenty adults and children were living, at 

times, in her house. Her mother who was part German, was industrious and worked hard at 

picking fruit in the mornings, being a cook during the day and cleaning the local hotel when 

her day's work was complete. This was at the time when pubs closed at 6 p.m., and after the 

patrons departed Jasmine and her siblings would often give their mother a helping hand. Her 

father, however, found the shift from the rural Maori community, which provided support and 

a sense of belonging, both physical and spiritual, through whanau, hapu and iwi [family, sub

tribe and tribal affiliations), to the isolation and cumbrous nature of urban city living 

somewhat daunting. 

Jasmine's father was a fine musician and she recalls him being a beautiful pianist. His ability 

was recognised by all that knew him and he performed with some of New Zealand's well

known and acclaimed Maori vocalists. His music not only provided a source of income but 
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also gave him some much-needed solace. Jasmine's father suffered from culture shock and, 

she described how, due to his alienation from the urban way of life, he did not know where he 

was a half of the time except when he was playing his music. Nationwide, this was a period of 

rapid social change for Maori and for Jasmine's whanau, and the process of urbanisation had 

a huge impact. Jasmine aptly referred to herself as a "new look child," meaning that she was 

to reap the advantages of city living and, as a result, experienced a sense of being different to 

those who knew country living. 

Upon reflection, Jasmine finds she cannot fully explain what happened to her during her 

childhood, but she can remember an intense "sense of wanting mum," of wishing her mother 

could have been home more often instead of being out at work. One of Jasmine's fondest 

memories is of coming home from school to the smell of soup cooking. This meant her mum 

was home and that she could spend some time sitting with her. Generally, there was not much 

opportunity for that as her mother was so busy. At that time Jasmine blamed her mother for 

her sense of wanting and loneliness but adulthood has brought about an understanding that her 

mother was trying to make it by working hard to provide the things they needed. To some 

degree, Jasmine felt that her mother had been trying to meet Pakeha expectations in the 

material sense as a means of demonstrating she had 'made it' in this new environment. In 

hindsight, Jasmine reminisced, she and her siblings needed mum more than the house, the 

lounge suite and other material possessions which her mother had worked so hard to get. 

While Jasmine loved her mother deeply and knew that her mother truly loved her she believes 

that her mother was naive and too trusting of people, even of those she knew little about. Her 

mother thought no one would ever harm her children and as a result, Jasmine was often left in 

situations where people took advantage of her mother's trusting nature. Jasmine described 

three separate incidents where members of her whanau or their friends sexually abused her. 

On one occasion an uncle sexually molested Jasmine after her mother insisted Jasmine share 

her room with him. On another occasion a family friend entered Jasmine's room after a family 

party and interfered with her. Jasmine also said that her parent's took in a male boarder who 

"did it constantly," or made inappropriate sexual advances and indecently touched her. 

Jasmine has, over the years, worked through the resultant trauma that individuals inevitably 

carry after experiencing sexual abuse and can reflect on up to ten occasions where this 

happened. Life was not easy at that time and Jasmine battled alone with her burden. She 
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feared her father would have slit the throat of anyone who touched any of his kids and, in 

doing so, dared not disclose the abuse to him for fear of his reaction. 

As a result, Jasmine became inward and withdrawn. She did not communicate well and 

carried a lot of unresolved anger. Nighttime became an opportunity for refuge where sleep 

allowed her some respite from the reality of the days, which she hated. During the day 

Jasmine's mind was consumed with complex, and often contradictory, thoughts and feelings. 

She became depressed, had no hope and no sense of a happy future. Jasmine is now able to 

look back on her life and suggested that she reacted rebelliously after the abuse, against all 

that her parents wanted for her. As a result, she became involved in crime, particularly in theft 

and burglary. 

At the age Qf fifteen, Jasmine ran away from home and it was at this time that she became 

associated with a group of men who were later credited to be the original members of one 

New Zealand's well-known gangs. These men had a small place on the main street where she 

lived and Jasmine stayed there for the a few days when she ran away from home. Jasmine 

thought that the women associated with this gang were beautiful and that they had their lives 

sorted out. She believed these women, unlike her, were staunch. "They had security, and they 

had their partners," she said while acknowledging that she did not have a partner at that stage 

in her life. Jasmine had little admiration for the men in the gang and having decided that she 

was averse to being told what to do, she eventually realised that this environment was not for 

her. She then returned home to her whanau, but still associated with the gang. Jasmine said 

that it was around this time that her criminal activity was beginning to be noted and recorded 

by the authorities. 

On several occasions she found herself in court and on one occasion, Jasmine clearly 

remembered someone reading out a long list of offences that she was being held responsible 

for. Jasmine just wanted to shut off at that time and deny what she had done, but finally she 

acknowleged her guilt and accepted responsibility for her actions. By late sixteen or seventeen 

Jasmine had left home again and essentially became what is now known as a 'street kid'. She 

had taken to 'rolling' people. She remembers on one occasion, holding a knife to a man's 

throat and telling him to hand over his money. And, while initially she did not get caught for 

this offence, she was held accountable later, after getting caught for doing a 'job' [a burglary] 

on a shop. Jasmine then spent close to two years in a borstal for her offending. Upon her 
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release, she still hated the, days and nothing much had changed in her life during her 

confinement. 

Eventually Jasmine started going out with, and later married one of the boys who 'partied up' 

with people involved in the early days of this gang. While her partner was not a patched gang 

member, their life has remained on the periphery of gangs for many years. Their relationship 

was particularly volatile with violence being a central and bilateral issue. She talked about a 

time when she had arrived on her mother's doorstep to seek refuge, only to find her mother 

could hardly recognise her because of the swelling and bruising after a beating. Jasmine had 

come to accept and to depend on violence, to a degree, as an indication of love. She recalled 

how she used to find herself thinking, "Oh God, he doesn't love me any more, he's not hitting 

me .... Shit I only got one slap this week! Is he slapping someone else?" When reflecting on 

the way they. lived, the violence, both his and hers, and the drunken binges, she described how 

they both managed to maintain a work ethic, meaning that they both were able to maintain 

their jobs in spite of their lifestyle, with a sense of pride. 

The costs of violence, however, were to become all too clear when the couple lost one of their 

children at the age of four as a result of an accident. The young girl did not die straight away 

and depended on life-support machines for the final six weeks of her life. During this time 

Jasmine considered the existence she and her partner had provided their child. And, 

remorsefully she explained, " ... there wasn't anything that I'd given her in that time, there 

wasn't anything that I could give her!" 

In amongst the pain and the grief the reality hit home. The cost of violence and the price she 

and her partner paid for it, through the loss of their daughter, was high. Jasmine said, ''The 

price you pay ... everyone pays. It's not just the kids. It's ya mother, it's ya father, it's ya 

brother, it's ya sister. It's never, never just one person." Having paid the price, or having 

experienced the consequences of living the way she and her partner did, Jasmine sought a 

different lifestyle for herself, her partner and her whanau. 

A seed had been planted which enabled Jasmine to begin a search for something better, and 

she grew from the experiences she had previously endured. Not giving up hope, Jasmine's 

world over the next ten or so years gradually improved and in 1987 she turned to religion and 

found a map to guide her through her life. Religion provided a set of rules that she 
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understood, that provided direction and answered her many questions. And when the answers· 

came back, they were good. At last, Jasmine felt her wairua [spirit] had come alive and she 

could then enjoy the light of day. Her fight was now to keep her immediate family together, 

and both Jasmine and her partner tried to be as wholesome as they could be. 

Jasmine's life, still on the periphery of gangs, soon had a completely different focus. The 

learnings she gained from her experiences provided the skills and understandings that were 

useful in a new area of her life. Jasmine, having sorted out her own life, eventually went to 

work in a community agency that assisted people who had difficulties in their lives. As a 

community worker she has liaised with gangs and assisted when both members and/or 

partners of members and prospects have sought help in times of crisis. She has worked with 

youth that have grown up in a lower socioeconomic area that was and to a degree, is still 

renowned for violence and gang related activity. It is an area where she is constantly 

reminded of the true costs of violence and gang life. 

Jasmine described how she has recently supported a woman, a gang woman in crisis who was 

seeking an escape from violence and fear. This woman was moved to another town, but she 

was still vulnerable as her gang member partner has contacts throughout New Zealand who 

were looking out for her. And today, when Jasmine tries to reduce her commitment to others 

and move in a different direction with the loving support of her partner, they were willing to 

assist another person, a gang member with a price on his head who has asked for help. They 

help him walk through a time of sheer terror and move him to a safe place where, they hope, 

other gang members will not find him. 

Pansy. 

Pansy was born in 1963 into a family that worked its way through a labyrinth of trauma and 

uncertainty, which was related to violence and alcoholism. Outwardly, this was a typical 

middle-class European family that was progressing and doing well, but in reality the family 

unit was burdened with stress, and did not provide a place of shelter, comfort and nurture for 

Pansy or her siblings as they grew up. And as we shall see, little could erase the shame of the 

family violence, or the despair and loneliness that Pansy felt as a child within this household. 

Needless to say, it was with some sadness that Pansy reflected back on her childhood. 
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Although managing to run his own home decorating business, Pansy's father was an alcoholic 

who had a particularly violent temper. She has witnessed her father's brutal attacks upon her 

mother and her siblings. These outbursts were frequent and Pansy described, with horrific 

detail, many incidents, some where knives and other weapons were used with great force in 

front of the children. On one occasion, one of her three siblings struggled with the effects of 

severe head injuries that were sustained as a result of a beating from her father. With tears in 

her eyes, Pansy talked about how she managed to survive many a painful beating from him as 

well. When reflecting on her father's behaviours, she explained, " ... he ... beated (sic) us until 

we were black and blue. We went to school like that." Understandably, Pansy's schooling 

suffered, her ability to concentrate dwindled and her grades were poor. The violence came not 

just from her father. Her mother also had a tendency to resort to violence and her mother 

whipped Pansy with a strap on numerous occasions for minor misdemeanours. 

Her mother, who Pansy no longer associates with in any way, managed to run a busy schedule 

despite of all the violence and abuse. She was employed and was actively involved in the 

caring profession as a social worker. In her spare time, and during her husband's absences, 

she supplemented her income by providing sex at home to fee-paying men who often spoke to 

Pansy and her siblings with sexual innuendos when they phoned up to make an appointment. 

"It was just awful," Pansy disclosed. It was awful being asked what colour nickers she was 

wearing, or whether or not she had seen a man's private parts. 

In the midst of the abuse, Pansy lost one of her siblings, a much-loved older brother who had 

provided her with an understanding shoulder to lean on. He died one day after being struck by 

a car while he was out riding his bike. Burdened with grief and with now having to take the 

responsibility of being the oldest child, Pansy felt alone and frustrated by all that was 

happening at that time. It was not long before she began to rebel and to resort to violence 

herself. 

When Pansy turned fourteen, her father was in prison for assaulting her mother. This was not 

his first time in jail. He had been arrested on a number of occasions for assaulting someone in 

the family. When her father was in prison this time, Pansy's mother took to Pansy with a belt. 

It was the last straw. "She attacked me," Pansy recalled, "with a strap. I got the strap off her 

and attacked her." Pansy reflected back and said, "I think I had just had enough of the 

beatings. I'd just had enough." As a result of her actions, Pansy was placed in a welfare home. 
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Pansy stayed at the centre for several weeks before being sent to live with her grandmother. 

Here she found a degree of emotional security. Her grandmother was a kind woman who 

Pansy grew closely attached to. Of her special qualities, the ability to always see the good in 

people stays firmly fixed in Pansy's mind. Pansy's grandmother lived in accordance with her 

strong Christian beliefs and as a result Pansy adopted a firm religious conviction. And, "Nan," 

as she called her, became like the mother that Pansy never had. 

A valued childhood memory that Pansy holds close to her heart is that of her first birthday 

with her grandmother. Pansy reminisced, "I never had a birthday party before. Yeah, my Nan 

gave me my first birthday party!" Life was beginning to improve for Pansy and being 

nurtured by her grandmother she soon felt better about herself and her life. By the age of 

fifteen, this was also reflected in her schoolwork and during her fifth form year, Pansy passed 

all the School Certificate exams that she entered. Eventually, she found herself a job as a 

trainee in a bank. But at the age of seventeen, Pansy was introduced to the realities of gang 

life, and as we will see, all hopes of a reasonable future were stolen from her. 

Before this time Pansy used to enjoy wandering through the bush, along the beach, through 

the park, gardens or around her neighbourhood, and she generally loved immersing herself in 

the serenity and wonder of nature. It was during one of these walks that she felt someone was 

watching her, but never thought anything of it. As Pansy said, "God would sort of, you know, 

protect me wherever, you know, because of my religious belief." After this occasion Pansy 

sensed something was not right, but still carried on and tried to enjoy her walks. Then one day 

this invading presence made itself known. As Pansy walked in the early evening sun she was 

attacked by a group of men. ''These guys grabbed me," she recounted, " ... they grabbed me 

and they took me to this house, I don't know where ... and they ... [pause] brutally raped me. 

And ... [silence] they just moved into my life." 

Pansy was frightened and aghast. She did not really understand what was happening to her. 

"It was like a nightmare," she explained. "I had ... [silence] eight guys rape me that night. I 

didn't even know they were gang members." Pansy was too scared to do anything because 

there were so many of them and they threatened to kill her if she tried to leave. She believed 

that there was nothing she could do. From that point on, she thought of herself as gang 

property, something that this particular gang chapter could use as, if, when, and however it 

wanted. In many ways, Pansy felt like a prisoner. She was escorted everywhere they allowed 
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her to go to ensure she did not escape and go to the police. There were no more walks in the 

calm and peaceful realm of nature, there was no more work, there were no goals to set or 

future goals to look forward to, and Pansy lived in silence for a long time with these gang 

members. 

Pansy described how she lived for the next ten or so years, as "living in hell." She was 

humiliated and degraded, beaten, raped and drugged. She described how she felt powerless 

and scared when she saw a rival gang member being shot from a car she was in and she 

presented a newspaper clipping that validates the event. She saw a man being dragged behind 

a car after he had stolen money from the gang, and saw another woman being gang raped. 

Pansy was beaten on numerous occasions and was hospitalised at least three times. When this 

occurred, she said nothing about her situation although it was obvious to the doctors and the 

police that she was the victim of a brutal bashing. The police questioned her about the 

shooting, mentioned above, when she was put in hospital soon after the shooting occurred, but 

she was too frightened to say anything. "The police were questioning me and I just didn't say 

anything. I told them to just leave me alone .... I'd rather gone to prison than reveal what 

happened," she said. 

Having witnessed and experienced the violence, Pansy said that the punishment for 'narking' 

[informing or complaining to the authorities] would have been too great for her to bear. Her 

family and associates from her past had been threatened and she knew that the gang would 

carry out their threats if she disclosed information. Each time Pansy went to hospital the gang 

members made their presence known and as soon as Pansy was well enough to get about the 

hospital ward they took her 'home', or rather, back to the 'pad' [gang house]. Pansy believed 

that she knew too much for them to let her go. "You say something or do something, you 

know the consequences," she declared. "You know what is going to happen!" 

After a while, one of these gang members claimed Pansy as his partner, but being gang 

property she was still 'shared' with the other members for sex and 'gang bangs' [group rape]. 

Her man was sadistically violent and extremely cruel, and whilst he tried to be nice at times, 

she hated him. She hated him so badly that she had wanted to kill him many a time. And 

when the gang went 'on a 'run' [a trip way together as a gang] down south for a holiday she 

attempted to carry out a plan she had devised so he couldn't hurt anyone else the way he hurt 
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her. She had managed to hide a gun to use while at a party. Pansy thought this was her only 

way out as her suicide attempts by trying to overdose on various drugs had been unsuccessful. 

Pansy's plan never became a reality as when she discreetly tried to retrieve the hidden gun 

another gang member, believing she was trying to escape, noticed her. Pansy ran off. And 

said that, " .. .it is surprising what you can do when you are so scared. You can leap fences 

and run across paddocks .... " Someone must have told her partner that they had seen her go, as 

he and the other gang members soon tracked her down. Pansy was severely and brutally 

punished. She removed some of her clothing to display burn scars and tattoos displaying the 

gang's insignia that remain as a reminder of her 'wrong-doings' for the rest of her life. "Yeah, 

I was too scared to say anything in case they, they did anything else," she reflected. 

As time went by Pansy became numb to the abuse and the rapes, and she shut herself off 

emotionally. Sadly she related, "I didn't want to live any more. I had no hope. You become 

cold. It's like your heart's cut; someone's cut your heart out ... and it's like you can't feel 

anything. You become cold .... Yeah, it's like you turn into just a block of ice. It's the only 

way I can explain it." Soon Pansy became pregnant and gave birth to a boy. He provided her 

with a reason to live and to continue on. "I wanted to be there for him," she said. "I ... actually 

wanted to live," But this time Pansy and the baby were an even greater burden to her partner 

and the gang because she was now actively looking for a way to take her child away from the 

gang scene. 

Pansy had decided to leave regardless of the consequences. She tried to pack her bags and 

collect up her child's belongings when she was stopped and severely beaten. But as things 

eventuated, this beating turned into an avenue for escape. Without describing the actual event 

to ensure anonymity, Pansy was later left for dead after being beaten and taken to with a 

machete in some dark alleyway. With her body covered in deep lacerations, which were 

bleeding profusely she managed to drag herself towards a street light where, she said, a 

passer-by saw her and called the police and an ambulance. Obviously, Pansy survived this 

attack, but she partially undressed herself to reveal a severely disfigured body, covered with 

large obtrusive scars that are consistent with her description of events. While one man was 

arrested and charged with attempted murder for this attack the remaining gang members 

remained free to intimidate, threaten and terrorise Pansy and her family in the hope that she 

would back down from giving evidence. But Pansy had made her mind up. Having survived 
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the surgery and thinking of her baby who needed a mother, she mustered all the strength 

could to testify against her offenders in court. The arrested man was convicted and sent to 

prison. And when he was released, he returned to his life of destruction and crime. She 

displayed more newspaper clippings, which indicated that this man was later sent back to 

prison for subsequent violent offences. 

After the trial Pansy worked hard to get her life sorted out. Getting custody of her son was 

another nightmare. Pansy believed that her lawyer felt intimidated and feared retaliation from 

the gang. And she described the feelings of frustration and powerlessness that she felt as she 

fought for three years to get custody of her son. For the next few years Pansy led a closed and 

solitary life, not going anywhere or venturing far from the security of her home, which was 

protected by two large, vicious guard dogs. 

The gang still makes their presence known and the police appear to be keeping a watchful eye 

on the situation. Pansy produced documents that confirm this and she said that she "will never 

be free." She made reference to death being the only real door to peace and freedom from this 

gang. "There are too many of them," she said. "Wherever you go in New Zealand they are 

just everywhere. You can't hide. You can only keep yourself as safe as you can." Finally, the 

seclusion and her experiences have impacted on Pansy's religious beliefs. 

Pansy has now lost faith in God and does not go to church or Bible studies any more. She no 

longer prays because, she said, "God was pretty cruel... to put me through all that." On the 

other hand, she acknowledged a positive side to what she has been through. "It's made me 

into a very stronger person today. I can tolerate a lot and there are people I can help 'cause I 

am strong," she expanded. With an extremely positive attitude Pansy to a degree, still lives by 

the traditional Christian values that her grandmother instilled and always tries to look for 

good in others. This attitude has enabled Pansy to move on with her life despite her traumatic 

background. She has rebuilt a positive relationship with her father and he is always there for 

her, providing care and support in times of need. 

Pansy has begun to recover from her ordeal. She no longer hides herself away, but remains 

guarded and cautious. She still tends to look behind when she senses someone coming up 

behind her. Building confidence and an ability to have some trust in others have been major 

hurdles to overcome and meant taking some evaluated risks. For example, she recently got 
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married. This time her partner is an understanding, caring and patient man who never places 

her under any control or pressure. He has accepted Pansy's son as his own and they have 

started their own family. Pansy smiled and said that they are both positive about their future. 

Rhododendron. 

Rhodo, who was born during 1955, described herself and her life as "a bit of a contradiction," 

a balancing act between periods of immense insecurity and phases where she felt confident 

and powerful. She chose her pseudonym to represent this, acknowledging that she liked the 

rhododendron's delicate flower, which contrasts sharply with the rugged, woody centre that 

gives strength to this shrub. 

Although R~odo has a fair complexion and once used to describe herself as a European, she 

now likes to acknowledge that she has a bit of Maori in her ancestral background. Her 

working class parents brought Rhodo and her siblings up in a rural community situated near a 

small coastal settlement on the East Coast of the North Island. Her mother had given up her 

life as a teacher in a large urban city when she married to fit in with her husband's rural 

family base. Rhodo grew up on her paternal grandfather's farm, where her mother became 

isolated as she found it hard trying to fit in with the rural community's members who were 

really stuck in their ways. The isolation and loneliness were made worse by Rhodo's father's 

work commitments. He spent long periods of time away from the family and farm working a 

great portion of the time at sea as a fisherman did. Upon reflection, Rhodo acknowledged that 

she missed her father's presence. She said: 

... our father didn't have enough to do with us. We needed more attention from our 
father. He was just away so much. Plus, I never remember being cuddled, or kissed, 
or anything like that from him, but ... [silence] we still had lots of fun, like my 
siblings, we had each other, and being on a big farm, we had lots to do. 

Having had four children of her own, Rhodo thought that her father's absences were abusive 

toward her mother, in that he just left her without any support to help with rearing the 

children, or with maintaining the home and working on the farm when required. A prominent 

feature of Rhodo's childhood that stays firmly entrenched in her memory, was the arguments 

that occurred when her father returned home during long weekends, holidays and breaks in 

his employment situation. Domestic violence was not a major concern during Rhodo's 
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childhood, as her father never assaulted her mother during these arguments. On the other 

hand, Rhodo could remember her mother hitting her father on occasion and she indicated that 

the arguments caused her considerable stress. 

Yeah, they argued a lot. I remember being absolutely, you know, just feeling really 
sick when the arguments would start .... [silence], just feeling sick. And, then later, as 
I got older, I became harder and harder until I didn't really care about them at all. 

Rhodo has five siblings, all sisters. The first four, including Rhodo were bOrn one year apart 

and formed a close unit. The fifth sister was born when Rhodo was about ten. Her parents 

desperately wanted a son, and their hopes were never fulfilled in this regard. Subsequently, 

the drive that her parents had to conceive a son impacted on Rhodo's self esteem. Her mother 

never ackno:wleged her daughters' femaleness and this led Rhodo to believe that being female 

was second best. As an adolescent, Rhodo was embarrassed and shameful of herself and her 

body. Being extremely self-conscious, she would deliberately slouch so her developing 

breasts remained less obvious. Her mother's lack of understanding in this regard is 

highlighted in Rhodo's worst childhood memory: 

... my mother pulled me out of the bath when I was fourteen 'cause my eldest sister 
was, wanted to get in. I had been in m-er the time limit, and Mum came in and pulled 
me out of the bath. I was really shy ... and I found it shameful. .. She didn't teach us 
about sex, about menstruation, stuff like that, she just gave us books or left them 
lying around and I always felt embarrassed. And, they never had sons; they always 
wanted a son ... So when she pulled me out of the bath that was the most horrible 
thing. 

In some respects Rhodo's mother's attitude towards her daughters made it easier for Rhodo to 

adapt to her schooling environment. She hated being at home with her mother and enjoyed 

being at school with her sisters, where she was a favoured student with many of her teachers. 

Rhodo started attending school when she was four and this early start gave her a lot of 

confidence within the school system. She did well at school and in a sense became "a real 

goodiegood" in terms of her schoolwork. She passed her School Certificate without much 

extra effort despite the fact that her high school did not have teachers for some subjects, such 

as biology, which Rhodo managed to pass through her own effort. At the age of sixteen, 

Rhodo left school and attempted to secure employment in the nearby city where she went to 
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live with her sister. Initially, Rhodo tried to find work in an office; but typing was not one of 

her strongest points. Eventually she managed to get temporary work in an old people's home 

and this was sufficient until she turned seventeen and was accepted into nursing school. 

Rhodo enjoyed nursing school and did well in her exams, but she never managed to complete 

the practical hours required to become a registered nurse. She had been in a relationship with 

a man since she was nearly eighteen and in her final year of nursing training, at the age of 

twenty, she realised that the relationship was not working well. Rhodo recalled, "I didn't 

really like him, but I thought I was stuck with him forever as I couldn't bring myself to leave. 

Emotionally, I had to be with him." And, rather than leave the relationship, Rhodo decided to 

give up nursing and get pregnant, hoping that a baby would bring something more to their 

lives. 

Rhodo gave birth to a baby boy and when he was nine months old, she and her partner 

decided to get married. Less than two years later Rhodo found her relationship was not 

fulfilling her needs, nothing had changed and she still disliked her partner. She decided to 

take her son and return to her parents' home. Later she divorced this man. Not long after her 

marriage break up, Rhodo struggled with an acute bout of depression. Although she managed 

to care for her son, she found herself going down hill emotionally and felt trapped in a deep 

dark tunnel. Her parents prompted her to get some help with her depression and she went to 

some group therapy sessions for a short while. Her doctor prescribed sedatives, but these 

made her feel worse. "After three days," she said, "I was walking around like a zombie ... so I 

stopped taking them." 

Rhodo said that her self-esteem was very low and that she knew that she had to stop the 

negative thinking. This was something she had to do by herself and finding that alcohol 

provided some respite, she began to frequent hotels and bars more often. Getting tiddly helped 

to make her feel better about herself. In time, Rhodo moved back to the city and gradually, 

over the next two years, she came out of her depression. In hindsight, Rhodo believed that she 

was still insecure and that she started to look for a man to marry. She would fantasize about 

any man she went out with, even if he was a one-night stand. She would imagine the man 

falling in love and proposing marriage to her. At this time Rhodo thought that she was in 

control of her situation and in particular, in control of the men who went out with her. She 

would feel confident and felt as though she was the one to end the series of short-term 
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relationships that she encountered during this period of her life. As Rhodo neared the age of 

twenty-six, one of the men that she encountered introduced her to some motorcycle club 

members during, what she now believes, was a drug dealing negotiation. 

While Rhodo did not approve of the bikie scene and thought that the club's members were a 

bunch of losers, she thought it was all a bit of a thrill when she associated with them. Over the 

next few months she moved in on the periphery of the gang scene, attending parties at the 

clubrooms or patronising the tavern that club members frequented. One evening she met a 

man, referred to here as Bruce, who was later to become her second husband. Rhodo 

described this meeting: 

I went into the public bar with my girlfriend, not with the bikies, but they were there. 
I had a look around and I was a bit tiddly, half drunk and I saw Bruce sitting up at 
the bar like a little lost boy. Ah, I thought that I'd go and talk to this, you know, 
tough bikie Oaugh], see what I could do Oaugh]. So I went up, 1 just went over and 
asked him what his name was. 1 was ... 1 have got a bit of an anti-male attitude as well 
so for me it was all a bit of a game. You know, they think they are tough ... He didn't 
tell me to fuck off or anything, he just went along with my little game. It was quite 
amusmg. 

We went back to the pad for a while and then he came back to my place. Well, 
straight away, I had a plan, straight away, from that point on, that 1 was gonna get 
him out of it [the gang]. And, you know, urn, it just developed from there really. He 
just sort of gave in to my manipulation, in a way, to what I was planning, going for, 
in a way ... At the same time there was a part of me that ah ... [silence], well he played 
his games with me later on. You know, it all came back on me. 

From that night Rhodo and Bruce became partners. Initially, Rhodo would spend weekends 

and the odd night with Bruce at the gang's clubrooms, but as the relationship developed he 

gradually moved into Rhodo's home. 

Being accepted into the gang's networks was straightforward and Rhodo was not aware of 

any anti-feeling or animosity towards her from the males. There was a degree of respect 

displayed towards her that emerged from the status Bruce held within the club. Bruce had a 

reputation for being 'staunch'; he was unafraid of anyone or anything and had proven his 

ability to fight till the end. This, Rhodo indicated, provided her with elements of power and 

protection. 



I believe that was because Bruce was urn, the Vice-President and he was not scared 
of anyone. They [other gang members] were scared of him, a lot of them. So, urn, 
really, I sort of had total protection. I was never scared. I was quite vocal and 
said ... what I thought, at times. And they were too scared to do anything. They 
would have had to deal with Bruce, and I would have just ... said that I didn't say it. 
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In addition, Rhodo was not afraid of her partner. Bruce did not use physical violence against 

Rhodo when he was angry or upset. Rhodo described the worst case scenario of his abuse 

within their relationship as involving verbal abuse and him sending a plate of food flying 

through the room. No threat of physical violence meant that she could express her thoughts to 

Bruce and other gang members, derogatory or not, and if difficulties did arise, she could 

easily talk her way out of any trouble through Bruce. 

Rhodo still remained cautious, at times, as she knew Bruce's loyalty in the first instance 

belonged to the gang and that she came second in this regard. And although she hated this, she 

did not want to jeopardise their relationship at that time. She had other, long-term plans in 

mind and had planned to get Bruce away from the gang altogether. This meant that she had to 

play the game of fitting into the gang's role for women, being defined as second rate, the 

cook, and the cleaner who knew her place. "But it was all a facade," Rhodo said, "it was only 

a means to an end." Maintaining this facade, together with Bruce's reputation, ensured that 

the men accepted Rhodo, but her dealings with the other women were somewhat acrimonious. 

Although Rhodo managed to form positive relationships with a few of the women associated 

with the gang, namely two friendly, outgoing individuals, she remained suspicious about the 

motives of the other women involved. Similarly, these women were suspicious of Rhodo and 

they remained cautious around her. They did not really know how to take her and many of 

them watched her all the time. Rhodo disclosed that she felt that she was better than the other 

women were. And although she acknowledged that her attitude was not right, she believed 

that the other women, even the few she had made friends with, slept around with lots of men, 

while she remained committed to Bruce. 

Rhodo was scared of losing Bruce and dreaded when he went on the club's bike runs without 

her. "I was so insecure," she recalled. "I mean, girls were hanging around like dogs, I mean, 

like flies. And urn, I knew that if he wanted to, he could sleep with any of ... [silence] them." 

Despite the underlying insecurities in this area of Rho do 's life, she often drew on a personal 
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sense of power, which derived from her plan to get Bruce out of the club, away from the other 

gang members, and hence, away from the threat of these women. As she explained: 

Even power, that's what I was into with Bruce. In a way I was on a power trip too ... 
It was not, it was not that I was with gang members, it was what I did with one of 
the staunch gang members. I felt I had managed to even though it was tittering at 
times, I held up a, you know, 'Well, look what I've done, no one else could do it. 
And, I'm gonna get him out of it [the gang] too. See what you can do about it,' 
attitude, that type of thing you know. 

At times Rhodo's sense of personal power was reinforced by her ability to convince her 

partner that certain things needed to be done. She caused fights and was instrumental in 

getting an outsider, a female, knocked out. This woman had stolen from a friend of Rhodo's. 

Rhodo said, "I set her up and [name] knocked her out." Rhodo's sense of personal power was 

bolstered by the protection that being connected with the gang offered. She used to feel good 

when she could intimidate others, such as people outside the gang, because of her 

connections. At other times, however, she would run the gang down, depending on her needs 

and wants at that particular time. Even so, Rhodo felt that her own insecurity was the most 

negative aspect of gang life for her. She hoped to alleviate some of her insecurity by pulling 

Bruce away, and two years after Rhodo met Bruce, he handed in his patch and left the gang 

life behind. 

Rhodo talked about three different approaches that she used to move Bruce away from his 

gang family. In the first instance she would run down and condemn some of the gang 

members and their lives. Rhodo did this when Bruce and she were away from the clubrooms 

and the other gang members, and she did this in a gentle manner, not going too far in her 

criticism as to cause Bruce to become resentful. 

Secondly, she showed him that there was a different way of life away from the gang scene. 

Once Rhodo and Bruce had an argument and he went to live at the clubrooms for a few days. 

Rhodo sought support from some relatives who had become Christians, as she feared Bruce 

would not return to her. She said that Christian beliefs provided her with a sense of security 

that came not from a man, but from God. When Bruce returned home, Rhodo insisted that 

they could not resume their relationship unless they married. Upon reflection, Rhodo said that 

she put it under the guise of being Christian. In some aspects, she had adopted Christian 
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beliefs, but in others she felt that she manipulated the situation to suit her own agenda. Within 

six or eight weeks Bruce and Rhodo married, and a few months later, he left the gang. Rhodo 

believed that her marriage to Bruce was a milestone in the gang's history as no gang member 

had got married since the gang had formed in the 1970s. And she knew that she had made 

some enemies within the gang, as the remaining gang members acknowledged that they felt 

Bruce's leaving was a big loss. 

The third stage that Rhodo discussed involved arranging Bruce's life so he started making 

friends with people outside the gang. She knew that she had to fill the gap that would be left 

in his life so he would not need the gang so much. She drew support from her Christian 

friends to achieve this and eventually, Bruce started to question his own life. As he became 

more aware of evil and began to acknowledge the reality of evil, he slowly stopped going to 

the clubrooII).s. Within a short time, Bruce gave up drinking alcohol and while he maintained 

an interest in the big bikes, he settled down as a family man. 

Life for Rhodo and Bruce has not been without its ups and downs since they withdrew from 

the gang scene. For example, the couple has a young family and they have bought a house. 

Bruce was then made redundant, which made their life difficult for a while. They have 

separated on a number of occasions and subsequently resumed their relationship. While the 

connection with a Christian based church was maintained for around ten years and had 

provided support for the couple after Bruce left the gang, Rhodo explained, that this was no 

longer needed. Rhodo has become more secure within herself and does not need either the 

church or a man any more. "1 know that I can live without them," she said. 

Rhodo now feels that she has been the on brakes her partner's life, and has realised that after 

fifteen or so years that not much has changed. She now believes that if she was not controlling 

Bruce's life that he would revert back to what he used to be, which is a disappointment for 

her. He is still a person who flounders around a bit, who on occasion turns to alcohol and who 

has, at times, stated that he may return to the gang if they finally choose to separate and go 

their own ways. The gang's members still welcome him, and Bruce does not receive a lot of 

support elsewhere in his life. Rhodo is now more consciously aware that the gang is always 

there should he decide to return and she does not doubt that he would. Rhodo's life, in some 

ways, is still pivoting on contradictions, the difference being that she now has a strong sense 

of self Her security now comes from within. 
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Violet. 

Violet, born in 1967, drew deeply on her cigarette. She lifted her head and tried to present a 

heartening smile, but her puffy, red eyes revealed that it had not been a good day. "Would you 

believe, I've just phoned the clairvoyant, again!" she reported. The phone call was a plea for 

reassurance that the violence that she had previously experienced was not about to start up 

again. A drug deal had recently gone wrong and the gang had been pressuring her partner, a 

former patched member, for the missing money. Violet suggested that it was all her fault, as 

she had not counted the money when she made 'the drop' or handed over the marijuana. Her 

partner, out for the time being, was both perturbed and outraged. This did not deter Violet's 

interest in sharing her story and she found reflecting back on her childhood a welcome 

distraction from the predicament that she was in. 

Violet grew up in a middle-class, bi-cultural family. Her mother was a warm and caring 

Rarotongan woman who took great pride in being a traditional wife and mother. Violet's 

father was a European seaman, which meant that he spent long periods of time away from 

home. This arrangement had its down side for Violet, particularly in terms of establishing her 

own cultural or ethnic identity, and she had struggled, and still struggles, with constantly 

being asked to choose a single cultural position for herself. She described herself as "a 

mongrel or a bit of fruit salad" who draws on a Rarotongan, Maori, European and Greek 

ancestral heritage. On the positive side, she had a very strong, loving family which was 

reasonably well off. 

Her father had a good-paying job and thus money was available for the necessities of life and 

even though her father was a frugal man, she never went without or had to worry about the 

cost of things. Her parents had a good relationship and they were happy. There was no 

violence or abuse, no excessive use of alcohol or drugs, and, she asserted, nobody was ever 

afraid to be themselves. Violet had a strong bond with her grandfather who supported the 

family when her father was away with his work. In fact, she emphasised that he essentially 

brought up her younger brothers. 

Being a deeply spiritual man, Violet's grandfather ensured Christian values and beliefs were 

upheld and he was reasonably strict in this regard, even though he did not adhere to them 

himself at times. Being the eldest child, Violet held a responsible position within the family 
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unit and was expected to set a good example for her siblings. This responsibility frustrated 

and riled Violet enough to ignite the rebel in her. "I didn't want the good-girl image," she 

said. "I wanted that bad-girl image, " similar to that of her brother. 

In his early teens, her younger brother, being defiant and unruly, and known as the black 

sheep of the family, often associated with the street kids in the lower middle-class area where 

they lived. As time progressed he moved more into the gang scene and eventually became a 

patched member of a well-established gang. It was through her brother's connections that 

Violet, aged around fourteen, became connected to the gang and its street kid supporters. And, 

from the age of seventeen the gang played a more prominent role in her life. 

Initially Violet was attracted to the strength of the men associated with the gang. "They 

looked strong," she asserted, "they just looked strong." Their ability to go against the norm 

simply fed her rebellious streak and fitted in with the bad-girl image that she sought. And the 

gang soon provided a home away from home. Having a bright and bubbly personality, she 

made friends easily with both the gang members and their supporters. They accepted her and 

her colour or ethnic background was not judged. Being accepted and welcomed was 

rewarding when contrasted with her encounters in the white middle-class social settings 

where she felt she was being judged by her colour. Within the gang context, Violet was not 

left feeling hurt or confused and could relax and enjoy herself by being herself. As we will 

see, however, the gang did not remain a safe environment for long. 

At about eighteen Violet entered a long-term relationship with a patched gang member whom 

she saw as being strong. He turned out also to be jealous and possessive, even though his 

friends always stuck up for her or told him that he was lucky to have her. He became 

controlling and violent. Violet said that she made some of the hidings or beatings that she got 

from him worse when she stuck up for herself. She could not just sit there like a mindless 

person, and take it all calmly. As the violence increased Violet started to question her life. 

While she never really agreed with a lot of the gang activity that was happening around her 

such as, the way some gang members treated their partners, the drug dealing, the crime and so 

on, she remained quiet about this. "Violence silences you!" she declared. And gradually she 

got caught up in the drug dealing herself. 
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Violet's involvement in drug dealing emerged through necessity, not want. She had a child 

and was struggling to manage financially on the Domestic Purposes Benefit. And although 

her partner lived with Violet and the child, he did not contribute financially to the household 

running costs. Furthermore, he brought his mates back to stay with them and she had to feed 

them, put a roof over their heads, do their washing and so on, while they contributed nothing. 

"Not even a loaf of bread!" she implored, for greater understanding. Not wanting to become 

dependent on them, she started to deal drugs herself. She did not want to ask these gang 

members for support. ''There is always a pay-back time," she asserted, "there always is!" 

Five years into the relationship with her partner, and a number of drug deals later, Violet 

realised that they were no better off, financially or emotionally, for all her efforts. 

At times Violet had to fix up all his deals, and she generally paid for any unaccounted money 

herself as she did not want any trouble. She also tried to make her partner realise that some 

other gang members were using them as she felt that she and her partner were carrying all the 

risk involved, while other, certain gang members, were being cushioned from the risks and 

the law. On some occasions others such as, her mother and sister, were also put at risk. As 

Violet explained: 

Anyway, one deal went wrong. i\nd they [the gang] said that there was more money 
owing but there wasn't more money owing. Anyway, [partner's name] wasn't home 
one time. I had my mum and my sister with me as they had visited. He [a gang 
member at the door] said, "Is [partner's name] home?" I said, "No, he's not home. 
He's gone fishing." And I say, "If you call back later," you know, "you might catch 
him at home." Then I just got, "Don't you fuckin' tell me what to do." I just stood 
there, eye contact all the time and I started screaming out. 

The next thing I knew, I had a fist in my mouth and four of the guys got out of the 
car and stood by the car. Next thing, my mum's there and urn, she's saying, "Don't 
hit my daughter." I'm telling Mum to, "Just be quiet," you know, rather than make 
things worse. Just keep the peace 'cause I know that if you don't say anything they'll 
leave. Ah, another young fella pushed his way through and urn, if it wasn't for my 
mum being there, I believe I would have been raped. But I stood strong all the time 
and he punched over my mum. When they left my mum goes, "Call the cops." I go, 
"You can't, Mum," because we had half a pound [of drugs] up in the ceiling and urn, 
some other gears that shouldn't have been in the house, guns and stuff. There was 
nothing I could do. I never said anything. You know, he was calling me names and 
everything. I couldn't answer him back and I just took everything, all this shit, and I 
said to myself that they are only words. And my sister was trying to ring the cops. 
Thank God, she didn't get through 'cause of all that stuff. 
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After a while, incidents like the one described above, and her partner's abusive behaviour 

started to take their toll on the family. Violet, by this time, had another child and he, then aged 

around four, would tell Violet how he would make things right. Violet reflected back and 

said, "He would say, 'When I get big, Mum, I'm gonna beat him [Dad] up and I'm gonna kill 

him, Mum. I'm not scared like you are. '" And she added, "Knives to my throat, urn, being 

beaten up. Kids being witnesses to it.. .. I've put them through something that I never went 

through." On several occasions, she tried to leave this situation and make a better life for her 

and her children, but whenever she left she eventually found herself returning, and hoping that 

things had changed. 

Violet was admitted into Women's Refuge safe houses on several different occasions. And 

each time she tried to leave her partner and the gang scene behind, she sought the assistance 

of counsellors and social workers. One time she left and managed to go to Australia to live for 

a year. During this year away her partner moved in with another woman and Violet though 

that it would be safe to return to New Zealand, thinking that they would not get back together 

again. But on her arrival he ventured back into her life. This time, Violet explained, they both 

went to counselling together and her partner began to make some positive changes in his life. 

His use of physical violence has stopped, Violet reported, and she described how, having a 

shower one-day, she found a bruise. "It's crazy," she said, "I discovered a bruise that I had 

done. Can you imagine how excited I was to find a bruise that I'd done myself? You know, 

instead of having a shower and being covered in bruises that he'd done. I told him that he 

hadn't hit me for over a year. He hasn't hit me for eighteen months now." But as she talked 

the reality of her current situation hit home and Violet shuddered. She was worried. She was 

scared and she wanted some reassurance, some reassurance that the violence and abuse was 

not going to start up again. Yes, her partner had made some changes; he had handed in his 

patch and withdrawn from much of the gang activity. But it was difficult trying to get rid of 

the old friends, the gang members who still try to get him to sell their dope, who still try to 

encourage him to drop back into their scene. 

Violet's final words were questions. She asked: 

Who do you believe your mates or your family? The whole thing is [that after twelve 
or so years] we were slowly getting somewhere. How long is it going to take? How 
much longer? How long do you have to wait? Why did he have to fire all that shit off 
for his mates? Today. after our little episode. today. like it's the drugs again. That's 



what hurts the most. It's drugs again with another gang member and he's more 
warned about his gang member friends than he is our home and our kids .... What 
about what he owes the kids? That is what hurts. 

76 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

THE WOMEN & THEIR FAMILY BACKGROUNDS. 

Introd uction. 

The gangs that the gang-related women interviewed were associated with were, and still are 

predominantly situated within subcultures of staunch masculinity, violence, and crime and 

criminality. Most people outside the gang context are aware of the gangs' mistreatment of 

women and for the inquiring mind, questions arise as to how and why young women become 

involved with groups that clearly downgrade, abuse and violate women. With these queries in 

mind, an exploration of the gang-related women's backgrounds produces a number of factors 

that are worthy of consideration and discussion. This section reflects on the women's families 

of origin and socio-economic status, and the family dynamics that operated during the course 

of their childhoods. The impact of parental absence, addictions and their chosen disciplinary 

practices are considered, as too are the effects of domestic/family violence and sexual abuse. 

Family of Origin and Socio-Economic Status. 

Most of the women interviewed [8/10] came from working class families and while no 

women presented evidence of abject hardship, the reality of their social position was 

illustrated through talk along themes of getting by, or struggling to make it in the material 

sense. Only two women said they came from middle-class families although they were 

uncomfortable with the label. For example, Daff was well aware of differences between her 

family and other Maori families, in that her family always had enough money to do what they 

wanted. When she left home as a teenager, however, she realised how some people struggled 

to survive on low incomes. But being Maori, she expressed difficulty associating herself with 

the label 'middle-class' that is normaIly associated with Pakeha middle-class assumptions and 

values. And Daff indicated that the learnings and understandings of life that she incorporates 

in her identity emerge from traditional Maori culture, especially the kawa and tikanga of her 

family marae. 

Violet talked about how she came to believe that people did not have to care about money or 

the cost of things. "I grew up not thinking that you needed money," she said. "You don't need 

money, live off love. You got it, you give it." But in her late teens, when Violet's 

understanding of financial commitments further developed, she found it difficult to relate to 
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many middle-class assumptions regarding money, such as the need for saving, or being frugal 

at times. She recalled telling her mother that she would never go out with a Pakeha even 

though her father was a Pakeha, " ... 'cause Dad's a tightarse with his money." Instead, Violet 

had a preference for Maori men whom she felt were more likely to follow cultural practices of 

sharing and giving within the whanau; thus she rejected the more individualistic nature of the 

middle-class Pakeha side of her family and community. In most cases, the women 

interviewed appeared to accept their parents' social position and occupations with no negative 

projections highlighted. 

Two of the women interviewed, however, reported immense difficulty accepting or coming to 

tenns with their mothers' occupations. Pansy reflected on how awful it was growing up with a 

mother who was a prostitute whose clients made sexual advances towards Pansy and her 

siblings. Similarly, Lily spoke of having to cope with her mother working the ships. She 

acknowledged feeling a lot of bitterness from being shifted around to other whanau members 

while her mother was off doing her own thing. Both women reflected on grappling with long

tenn insecurity that had some connections back to their mothers' area of work. This sense of 

insecurity was inevitably compounded by other dynamics that operated in the family context. 

Parents' marital or relationship breakdowns, frequent parental absence, the effects of a 

parent's substance abuse or addictions, abusive disciplinary practices, and having witnessed, 

heard or experienced physical or sexual abuse were presented as factors that increased the 

feelings of insecurity. It was soon apparent that these were to be the prominent themes that 

emerged throughout many of the interviews. And, as will be illustrated, these themes far 

outweighed any general socio-economic considerations reflected on in the women's stories or 

backgrounds. 

Parents' MaritallRelationship Break-up, Parental Absence and Parental Addictions or 
Substance Abuse. 

Six of the ten gang-related women discussed the breakdown of their parents' marriage or 

relationship [see Table 1]. The circumstances surrounding these separations were vividly 

remembered and it is evident that they had a huge impact on the lives of the women. At the 

time of the interviews, some women, like Daisy, talked about still working through issues that 

emerged from parental relationship issues. Others reflected on difficulties that they had 

encountered at the time their parents separated. Rose, for example, spoke about how horrible 
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it was w hen her mother picked on her because Rose reminded her mother of her father. She 

discussed how she would engage in placatory behaviours, such as buying her parents presents 

to try to cheer them up or to make the situation more tolerable. Although Rose's parents 

argued often and her father resorted to violence during domestic disputes, Rose missed her 

father immensely when he left the family home. Retrospectively, Rose said: 

He left when I was 13 and that's when I got meningitis and nearly died. And urn, he 
disappeared for nearly five years and it was hard. 'cause I was his favourite, you see, 
and that was hard too. It's because I thought ... [silence]. And urn, yeah, I was a bit 
confused about him; he was a very good father when he wasn't drunk .... He'd help 
us with our homework and he'd take time to talk to us and he told us that all people 
were born equal. But when he was drunk he didn't treat my mother like an equal and 
I was a bit confused about that. Hmmm .... But it was hard for me because he had 
just disappeared off the earth and I didn't know where he was and we never heard 
from him. My brother didn't give a hoot about that. I did. I think I was the only one 
that did, actually. 

As with Rose, other women reported that the absence of a parent, or in some cases, a parental 

figure was to facilitate an overwhelming sense of insecurity. Lily, who was sent to live with 

her grandmother, was able to articulate her feeling in this regard: 

From there [being shifted around the family] comes a lot of bitterness. Bitterness 
comes from when I had been moved around when I was young. And losing my 
grandmother was a big thing for me. Not feeling loved by my mother and knowing 
that the man she was with at the time wasn't really my dad. There was just no 
security really for me. I didn't feel secure anywhere, yeah. 

At the age of four, Lily's insecurity compounded when her grandmother died and she was 

then sent to live with her mother's sister. It becomes clear that the family support available to 

Lily's mother did not provide Lily with a sense of belonging, nor did it facilitate any sense of 

security, safety or connectedness within the family context. 

Those women who grew up with stepparents, or who lived with their extended family also 

talked of missing their mothers or fathers. Some women linked feelings of confusion and 

bitterness around not knowing their fathers to their personal acts of rebelliousness during their 

adolescence. Lily and Thistle, for example, mulled over feelings of confusion, bitterness and 

anger when they found out the men that they thought were their biological fathers were not. 

Thistle discussed running away and although she acknowledged other factors that exacerbated 
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these feelings, including the time being the typical teenage stage of life, she believed that she 

"rebelled to the limit." At the time of the interview, Thistle voiced some sympathy towards 

her parents for having to cope with her and her antics. Pansy, however, noted her father's 

absences were when he was arrested for violence. At these times Pansy became confused and 

missed her father, especially when she came into conflict with her mother. At one stage Pansy 

rebelled against her mother's violence and, having become so frustrated and angry, she turned 

and attacked her mother in response. 

Table 1: Parental Issues that Influenced Childhood: Noting Parents' MaritallRelationship 
Break-up, Frequent Parental Absence and/or Parental Addictions. 

Participant Experienced Parents' Frequent Parental Reported Parental 
MaritaVRelationship Absence Substance 

Break-up Abuse/Addictions 
Pansy '" "'(Father) "'(alcoholism) 

Jasmine * "'(Mother) + * (immersed in music) 
Daft' * * * Rose '" "'(Father) "'(alcoholism) 

Daisy '" "'(Father) "'(drinking/gambling) 
Lily '" "'(Mother) '" (heavy drinking) 

Freesia '" "'(Father) '" (heavy drinking) 
Thistle '" "'(Father) '" (heavy drinking) 
Violet * "'(Father) + * Rhodo * "'(Father) + * * No, Not disclosed 
+ Parental absence related to long hours away from home with work or for other 
reasons not associated with parental divorce or separation. 

As illustrated in Table 1, parental absence was reported in most of the interviews [9/10], 

although not all absence was related to marriage breakdown. Jasmine, Violet and Rhodo 

talked about the effects of having parents absent from home for long periods of time due to 

work commitments. Jasmine explained how she longed for more time with her mother who 

was often away from home working long hours trying to make ends meet. Violet talked about 

her father spending much time at sea and of having to take on a lot of responsibility being the 

eldest girl. Although Violet's maternal grandfather supported Violet's family when her father 

was away, there was a heavy expectation placed on Violet to support her mother and set a 

good example for her siblings. This frustrated Violet, particularly when she compared her 

family obligations with her brothers' relative freedom. This evoked a sense of injustice and, 
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while remaining protective of her younger brother, she began to admire and emulate his 

rebellious nature. 

Rhoda reflected on not having enough time or attention from her father, on not remembering 

the hugs and kisses from her father and on how his working away from home impacted on her 

mother. Retrospectively, Rhoda believed that her father's absences were hard on her mother 

and acknowledged that she was isolated bringing her children up within a rural community 

with little or no support. Rhoda said: 

And, ahh, 1 think that put extra strain on Mum, plus we weren't very um, 
understanding children, you know, like a 14, 13, 12, and a 11 year old and stuff like 
that, you know. We didn't help her much. Dad was away a lot ... it was Mum that 
had to cope with the lot, a lot of things. 

For seven of the ten women interviewed, parental absence was also noted on a slightly 

different level. This absence, whether the parent was at home or not, was related to substance 

abuse or addictions meaning that their parents may have been present in the physical sense 

but were absent in terms of not being available to provide physical, emotional andlor spiritual 

support for their children. 

Both Pansy and Rose described their fathers as recovering alcoholics and reflected on times 

that they were scared when Dad was drunk. Daisy, Freesia and Thistle discussed their fathers' 

or stepfathers' heavy drinking sessions that often resulted in arguments. Lily indicated that 

her mother was frequently intoxicated. Many women reported childhood feelings of shame or 

embarrassment about their parents' drinking habits and in some cases this influenced how 

these women, as children, related with their peers. For example, Rose talked about her one 

close friend and of not wanting others to know what her family was like . 

... 1 felt very alone, but she was my friend and she knew what was going on at 
home and 1 was too scared to bring anybody else home .... There was that shame 
thing attached to me being at home, you know. 1 didn't want them [other friends] 
to see who 1 really was, or how 1 was. 1 never had them at home, you know. 

Rose went on to discuss how she would love to escape the reality of her childhood life by 

going to the beach. There she was free of this shame and embarrassment; she could forget her 
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home life for a time and have fun playing in the sand dunes. But in the back of her mind she 

knew that she had to return to alcohol-laden arguments and family strife. 

Only two women, Daff and Violet, stated categorically that their parents had no alcohol 

related problems. Daff indicated that there was never a lot of drinking in her household. Her 

father would have the occasional drink, once or twice a year, at the local Returned 

Servicemen's Association. Violet's father drank on occasion too, but she indicated that he 

merely mellowed out after a few drinks. "He'd drink, he was happy and he'd go to sleep. 

Mum was happy with that," she said. Other concerns included Daisy's report that gambling 

had caused arguments and friction in her family and Jasmine's reflection on her father's 

disconnectedness from his family when he found solace from an alien Pakeha environment 

within his music. 

Gradually, as talk about family backgrounds continued through the interview process, issues 

related to parental disciplinary practices, domestic violence and abuse, and sexual abuse 

began to emerge. 

Parental Disciplinary Practices, Domestic/Family Violence and Abuse, and Personal 
Experience of Sexual Abuse. 

When attempting to provide insights into their family dynamics, seven out of the ten women 

interviewed used the terms 'strict' and/or 'religious' in relation to their upbringing. Generally 

these terms were connected to parental disciplinary practices. These terms have been further 

differentiated along lines of loving discipline with no physical punishment and discipline with 

physical punishment, which in today's climate is sometimes deemed physical abuse. 

In most cases [5/7] the terms 'strict' and/or 'religious' were connected to descriptions of 

physical punishment. Pansy described her family as "a violent family" where both her father 

and mother used physical chastisement. She talked about how she went to live with her 

grandmother for care and protection as her father assaulted her, and of how she had once 

attacked her mother when her mother used the strap on her. This, Pansy linked in with strong 

memories of her grandmother's religious influence, her own confusion, and a sense of 

betrayal arising out of her parents' violence and from being sexually molested by her 

grandfather. Daisy described a strict family regime that provided her with a very controlled 

sheltered life and she found the 'outside world' fascinating because of this upbringing. In 
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hindsight, she defined herself as the "black sheep of the family" who was always attracted 

towards the more rebellious types and therefore brought physical punishment upon herself. 

Freesia talked about not being a spoilt child, she "got the smacks," and reported that she 

became quite rebellious; going through everything from running away from school, from 

home and so on. 

Thistle said that her parents were "very strict because they were young and they knew what 

was out there." She reflected on how they stopped her from doing what she wanted and if she 

disobeyed she knew that she would be grounded. Sometimes Thistle rebelled by staying out 

later than her curfew or by running away, and knowing that 'a grounding' was coming, she 

made the most of her freedom while she could. Daff had no fear of her parents, they operated 

from a religious base and although they were strict there was never any threat of violence. In 

fact, Daff sa~d she could eventually get her own way with her parents, particularly her father, 

by playing up to their love for her. She relayed one of her fondest memories of childhood: 

Urn, gosh, getting what I wanted, when it happened. I remember when Beatle 
boots were all the rage and I wanted some. And I was told, "NO!" I was told that I 
didn't want them. And I sulked, under the bed for a couple of hours and then I 
thought, "Nobody's taking any notice". So I came out. And I thought that I'll get 
over it, but in about two weeks I did get some Beatle boots. They were wonderful! 
And even when they died I wouldn't throw them out. They had big holes 
underneath but I still wouldn't give them up. They were just the bees' knees. Yeah, 
I guess I remember that the most and my father gave them to me. He was pretty 
good like that. 

Fond memories, such as Daff's, were few and far between for the women interviewed. For 

many, the happier memories of childhood were overshadowed by histories that were 

enveloped in trauma associated with domestic violence and abuse, and/or from the effects of 

childhood sexual abuse [see Table 2]. 

As noted earlier, Pansy reflected on her 'violent family', and the shame and embarrassment 

associated with this. On many occasions she saw her father assault her mother and she did not 

have any real understanding of these dynamics until she was older. Only then could she 

comprehend how her father had suffered knowing his wife was prostituting herself. "What my 

Mum put my Dad through!" Pansy reminisced. Making sense of her world was difficult; her 
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grandfather had molested her, her grandmother preferred to see the good in people and had 

reassured Pansy that God would take care of her and protect her. It was extremely confusing. 

Rose too found life lonely and confusing. Her father had once threatened her mother and 

siblings with a gun, another time it was a knife, on yet another he threw a lawn mower 

through Rose's bedroom window. He had smashed many windows in the house and Rose 

constantly worried about what he would do next. She remembered how once she and her 

brothers were upset and were screaming and yelling through fear. And she talked about how 

her mother's voice still echoes, "Shut up. I'm scared too!" Understandably, Rose started to 

cry when she relayed these memories. 

Table 2: Participants' AcknOWledgment of Parental Discipline Regimes, DomesticlFamily 
Violence and Abuse, and Personal Experience of Sexual Abuse. 

Participant 'Strict'I' Religious' 'Strict'/'Religious' SawIHeard or Experienced 
with Loving with Discipline Experienced Sexual Abuse -
Discipline Bordering Abuse Physical Underage 16 

Violence & Abuse 
Pansy ./ (ReJiJdous) '" ./ 

Jasmine • • '" ./ 

Daff I ./ (Strict/Religious) No • 
Rose ./(Strict) ./ • 
Daisy ./(Strict) • • 
Lily • • V' '" Freesia ./(Strict) '" ./ 

Thistle ./(Strict) ./ '" 
Violet I ./ (Strict/Religious) No • 
Rhodo • V' No~ 

~ But hauled out of the bath at the age of 14, causing emotional trauma & shame. * Not mentioned. 

Lily reflected on the domestic violence and her words express her feelings graphically: 

Violence, yeah, and a lot of it was when they were drunk and urn, they'd have parties 
at home, a lot of alcohol. There'd be a lot of violence and I hated it. You know, as 
soon as I'd hear, you know, that fighting and screaming, things like that. I'd run into 
my room and just bang myself up ... [j'ilence]. I'd block the door so nobody could get 
in and just sit there and cry. And that \vas mentally disturbing .... Yeah, it was scary. 

Rhodo, while not directly referring to domestic violence or sexual abuse, talked about 

arguments between her parents that made her feel sick inside. As she got older, the arguments 

got harder and harder to tolerate or understand, and in the end she no longer cared. Her worst 
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childhood memory centred on an incident where her sister wanted the bath and Rhodo, aged 

14, wanted to stay in her bath. Her mother entered the bathroom and hauled Rhodo, naked, 

out of the bath so her sister could get in it. Rhodo reported shame, embarrassment, 

humiliation, anger and a range of confusing feelings surrounding this incident. "It was the 

most horrible feeling," she said. 

As indicated earlier, Thistle reflected on her rebellious years around the age of 13, when she 

learned the truth about her father. She also revealed that around this time her "grandfather, 

well, not real grandfather by blood, had just died." But with a sudden shift in emphasis she 

said that this was a good thing as he had been "fucking around" with her. And at the age of 

13, Thistle said that she was just beginning to understand fully that he had been sexually 

abusing her so it was an extremely emotional time. Jasmine also talked of experiencing sexual 

abuse befor~ the age of 16, for which her mother, at that time, wore the blame. 

Jasmine said that her mother had no real understanding of abuse and that she had left Jasmine, 

as a child, in some very unsafe situations. Jasmine reflected on being told to stay in a room 

with her uncle for the night, after he had helped her mother in a crisis situation in which 

Jasmine was scalded. Jasmine slept in the room so her uncle could keep a watch over her, 

making sure that she was all right after the accident. Instead, Jasmine said, he sexually abused 

her. She also said that her parents had a boarder who "did it to her all the time" and constantly 

made sexual passes. Confused and worried about her father's reaction if he found out, 

Jasmine kept these experiences to herself even though she knew that these men had done 

wrong. Jasmine reflected back on those days: 

I didn't like the days. I didn't like the days. I used to wake up and think, "Oh, God 
it's Tuesday." Then sort of. .. the days for me, if I remember anything ... I used to 
hate waking up. I just hated it. And there was no sense of warmth .... I though, "Oh 
God, it's day and I hate the day." ... Yeah, when I was asleep, yeah, I felt that was my 
refuge. I had no sense of future, you know. I had no sense of tomorrow or next week 
or the day after. As far as I was concerned, I mean, I just had to get through the day. 

It was not long before Jasmine left home. By the age of 17 she was surviving on the streets. "I 

suppose I was a 'street kid'," she said. 
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Freesia also struggled to make sense of her life. She lived in fear at home and was gang raped 

at the age of 13. She talked about her father "smacking her mother around" and of trying to 

stop it by phoning the police. Running way from home and shifting to another city provided 

relief from this trauma, but then her cousin, who belonged to a well-known gang, set her up 

for a gang rape and six other young men repeatedly raped her. Freesia, who was visibly 

distraught when talking about this experience, tried to explain how she felt and shared some 

strong emotional feelings; a sense of betrayal, being ashamed and of wanting to escape from it 

alL 

While most women [9/10] indicated that their parents had support from extended family 

members, it became clear through the interviews that the women found little support to help 

them deal with the difficulties that they had endured during childhood. As illustrated in Table 

3, six wom€?n indicated that there were times when they felt safer away from the family 

context. Responses ranged from spending hours at the beach or finding ways to avoid being at 

home, to running away or finding refuge on the streets. 

Table 3: Participants' Acknowledgment of Feeling Safer Away from her Family, Extended 
FamilylWhanau Support, and Number of Years within Secondary School. 

Participant Felt Safer A way from Extended Familyl Number of Years in 
Home Whanau Support Secondary School 

Pansy ../ ../ Stl1 Form 
Jasmine ./(Runaway) ../ Not disclosed 

Daft' ../ Part 5th Form 
Rose ./(Go to Beach) 5th Form 
Daisy ./(Runaway) ./ Part 5th Form 
Lily ../ Part 3ra Form 

Freesia ./(On the Streets) ../ 4tn Form 
Thistle ./(Runaway) ../ stn Form 
Violet ./ 4th Form 
Rhodo ./ 6th Form 

Impact of Home Life on Schooling. 

Pansy, Lily, Freesia, Rose and Violet made direct connections between their home situation 

and their performance at school. Understandably, some lost interest, others found it difficult 

to stay focused, and some dropped out when they resorted to living on the streets. Others 
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struggled by the best they could. Rhodo, however, found school a place of sanctuary and she 

enjoyed the attention and security that the school offered. She explained: 

I didn't want to be at home with Mum, I wanted to be with them [Rhodo's sisters] .... 
And I was a goodie-good at school. I was sort of a favourite, quite often, with the 
teachers. 

She was the only woman interviewed who went past the 5th form. Daff enjoyed school too, 

but she began to take days off and eventually, at 15, refused to go to school at all. She talked 

about being a "bit wayward" at that stage. "I thought that I knew everything that I needed to 

know," she laughed. Daff would not compromise on the subject, even when her teachers came 

to see her parents and her at home. Finally her parents gave in and she left school completely. 

Discussion . . 

Although the sample in this study is too small to make broad generalisations, it is interesting 

in an exploratory sense to note that some strong patterns in family backgrounds emerged. 

Nine out of the ten women interviewed reported some degree of family dysfunction. The 

problems discussed by the women, in terms of their own emphasis, tended to overshadow any 

general comment about socio-economic considerations. And although social class and 

ethnicity certainly influenced their experiences, and shaped their social reality, other 

experiences got greater prominence during the interviews. Clearly, personal dilemmas arising 

out of experiences related to parental drinking habits, parental marital or relationship 

breakdown, domestic violence and sexual abuse, because of their emotional and 

psychological impact, came through as more significant than demographic considerations. 

These experiences influenced the socialisation process that these women encountered, and 

before considering these events in relation to gang association, it is worth noting the 

emotional and psychological consequences and how they may impact on a person's life 

journey. In doing so, it is important to remember that these events do not occur in isolation; 

they are seldom stand-alone experiences within an otherwise normal family context. Rather, 

as Fergusson (1998, p.9.), indicates: 

The psychosocial profiles of young people with adolescent difficulties suggests the 
presence of a large number of adverse factors centring around earlier social 
disadvantage, family dysfunction and personal characteristics that contribute to 
their later outcomes. It is clear ... that exposure to CSA [child sexual abuse] is only 



one of many factors that act in combination to determine an individual's longer
term vulnerability .... 
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While child sexual abuse and exposure to interparental violence will be used here for 

illustrative purposes, other traumatic family dynamics are evident within the gang-related 

women's stories. Cumulatively, social and economic disadvantage, a broken home, parental 

absence, parental alcohol and drug problems, lax parenting, child neglect, harsh physical 

punishment, a family history of offending and so forth, can push a child towards a deviant 

lifestyle. These dynamics also are recognised as risk factors that support the adoption of, or an 

acceptance of deviance and antisocial behaviours (Fergusson, 1998, pp.6-9; Fergusson & 

Lynskey, 1997, pp.624, 627-629; Rutter, Giller & Hagell, 1998, pp.169-214; Somer, 1999, 

pp.449,451-453). 

Numerous writings have recorded the impact of child sexual abuse (see for example: 

Courtois, 1988, pp.89-117; Finkelhor, 1988, pp.61-82; Slater, 1988, pp.225-245; Furniss, 

1991, pp.3-44) and there is no need to go into great detail here. In summation, the 

Traumagenic Dynamics Model of Child Sexual Abuse, a comprehensive and eclectic 

framework of child sexual abuse, recognises and outlines a number of different manifestations 

or responses to child sexual abuse along four traumagenic dynamics; "traumatic sexualization, 

betrayal, stigmatization, and powerlessness" (Finkelhor, 1988, p.68.). Each of these 

dimensions incorporates various dynamics of child sexual abuse and the related responses 

along psychological and behavioural lines (see Appendix VI). For example, psychological 

responses such as guilt, lowered self-esteem, depression, anger, mistrust, confusion about 

sexual norms and/or sexual identity, anxiety, fear, the perception of the self as a victim and so 

forth, are linked to behavioural manifestations such as: isolation, criminal involvement, 

delinquency, vulnerability to subsequent abuse and exploitation, running away, school 

problems and the like. 

Recent research, utilising the traumagenic dynamic model, by Gold, Sinclair and Balge (1999, 

pp. 457-470) indicates that women who have experienced child sexual abuse are at a greater 

risk of sexual revictimisation as adults, particularly when other family dynamics may work to 

reduce any sense of support, cohesion, trust, belonging and connectedness within the family 

context. The attributes, beliefs and understandings made/held about the abuse and the strategy 

adopted to process the experience also work to determine the future outcome and risk factors. 
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Psychological theories of attachment indicate that child sexual abuse "is a violation that 

potentially presents serious damage to an individual's sense of self' (Gold, Sinclair, Balge, 

1999, p.462), which in tum influences interaction with others. Hyperfeminity, or a strong 

adherence to traditional or stereotypical gender roles, or a preference/attraction to 'macho

type' men may be one possible attachment outcome. 

Hyperfeminine women are believed to have a tendency to comply with male images and 

expectations of sexual woman, and need a relationship with a male for reassurance of their 

self-worth and value. These women often have many sexual relationships in an attempt to find 

men who will care for and protect them. These tendencies render the women vulnerable to 

further revictimisation. Similarly, those women who adopt other insecure attachment styles 

and use avoidant, dependent, or self-defeating coping strategies may resort to drugs or 

alcohol, or ~nter many short term relationships attempting to gain intimacy without the 

anxiety of emotional commitment. These strategies are reported to increase the risk of sexual 

revictimisation and women who adopt these behaviours are said to be more likely to enter and 

stay in unhealthy relationships where physical, emotional and sexual abuse can re-occur (ibid, 

p.462). 

Women who have experienced child sexual abuse and resort to drugs and/or alcohol as a 

means of coping are said to be prone to early and active sexual behaviours, and delinquency. 

And there is a strong connection between delinquency, frequent or heavy alcohoVdrug use 

and sexual activity, with each of these behaviours working to reinforce and escalate the other 

(ibid, p.465). Continued involvement in these activities subsequently facilitates a greater 

tolerance for these and other forms of deviant behaviours, and therefore, further increases the 

risk of revictimisation. Social learning theories, however, offer different understandings about 

the responses or future outcomes of child sexual abuse. 

Theories based on the social learning model posit that attitudes, beliefs, attributations and 

responses to, or around behaviour are learned through social experience. One such model 

focuses on the theory of learned helplessness, whereby victims are believed to learn to adopt 

the emotionally numb, self-blaming or defeating and passive responses that are often 

associated with abuse and revictimisation. It is thought that victims of abuse/violence learn to 

conceptualise, rationalise, or make sense of their experiences in accordance to the norms, 
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values, beliefs and attitudes, and behaviours promulgated within their particular social 

context. 

Likewise, social learning theories propose that perpetrators of abuse; sexual, physical, and 

emotional, also learn these behaviours, as well as the associated rationalisations, beliefs and 

attitudes, in a similar fashion. Proponents of the differential association theory argue that 

criminal or antisocial behaviours are learned in the same way as non-criminal and socially 

accepted behaviours (Sutherland & Cressey, 1978 in Traub & Little, 1985, pp.176-182). Thus 

the behaviours, justifications, the minimising, denying and blaming tactics around sexual 

abuse are said to be learned through personal associations from within the perpetrators' 

environment, and these are reinforced by secondary associations like the media, movies, and 

pornography. Be it the victim or the perpetrator position, the cycle of abuse tends to replicate 

itself within .generations and across generations (Carroll, 1977, p.298). 

Exposure to domestic violence and abuse in childhood appears to be equally traumatic as 

child sexual abuse in terms of the impact. Depression, anxiety, confusion, fear, anger, feelings 

of rejection, isolation, feeling degraded and shamed, among other responses have been 

recognised. At an International Conference on Psychological Abuse of Children and Youth in 

1983, the failure to shield children from such psychological maltreatment was considered to 

be destructive (Somer, 1999, pA50). Responses include delinquency, a leaning towards 

violence or victimisation, self blame and self harm, running away, difficulties with peer group 

relationships, suicidal thoughts, drug and alcohol dependency, parenting difficulties, criminal 

behaviour and so forth (Fergusson, 1998; Fergusson & Lynskey, 1997; Mullender & Morley, 

1994, p.230; Owens & Straus, 1975; Rutter, Giller & Hagel, 1998; Steinmetz, 1997, pp.98-

119). 

The family is an important and extremely complex social institution, both as an agency of 

social control and a system of social support; however, the internal dynamics can provide 

both positive and negative learnings. Reviewing a range of literature in this area (see 

Fergusson, 1998; Fergusson & Lynskey, 1997; Haapasalo & Poke la, 1999; James, 1994; 

Mullender & Morley, 1994, p.230; Owens & Straus, 1975; Rutter, Giller & Hagel, 1998; 

Somer, 1999; Steinmetz, 1997, pp.98-119) it becomes clear that family context can provide a 

fertile ground for breeding children and adolescents who are vulnerable to violence, and 

criminality. This often occurs through experiencing abuse, witnessing and hearing abuse, 
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violence and criminal behaviours in action, and through negotiating an existence within 

cultures of violence, abuse, neglect and/or criminality. A study among abused girls carried out 

by Lewis et al (1991, in Haapasalo & Pokela, 1999, p.llS) found that abused girls who 

subsequently got involved in criminal activity were often: 

... plagued by suicidal thoughts, alcohol and drug dependency, got easily involved in 
violent relationships, and could not take care of their children. Almost half [48% of 
the girls interviewed] were sexually abused, while the prevalence of sexual abuse in 
the general population is about 12%. 

Bearing this in mind gang involvement may be another coping mechanism and a response to 

previous experiences. And as one mother has asked: 

If kids reach out for help, but nobody's there to help them ... when they find an 
adult' ... and look at them as an authority figure or someone that's all grown up and 
is supposed to help you ... and you're supposed to be able to turn to an adult and 
ask the adult anything ... and they don't do it for you-where are they supposed to 
turn, what are they supposed to do? 
(Elizabeth, a mother of two-a past victim of woman abuse, cited in Mullender & 
Morley, 1994, p.236) 

Ineffective parenting and the failure to provide supportive, caring and safe environments often 

leave children in a position of isolation and alienation. Adolescence is a particularly stressful 

stage of life when young people struggle to establish their own identity and place in the world. 

They strive for independence and slowly break down the barriers of parental control. Peer 

group associations generally provide the mechanisms through which adolescents can achieve 

independence, while a strong nurturing family provides a safe and supportive backstop. Using 

the 'birds of a feather flock together' analogy, it makes sense that the vulnerable adolescent, 

feeling alienated from her/his family, will search for that supportive backstop elsewhere. This 

may be where the gang cultures become attractive alternatives to the family/whanau. 

International data emerging from recent research on women's involvement in gangs tend to 

acknowledge that the gang structures have become mechanisms or "an idealized collective 

solution" (Campbell, 1990 cited in Miller, 1998b, p.1) through which complex and sometimes 

traumatic life problems can be negotiated. These problems emerge against a backdrop of 

social inequality and class, race or ethnic, and gender marginalisation. Cunningham (1994, 
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pp.91-102) argues that the females most at risk of gang associations and membership are 

those that come from: 

... homes in crisis; homes which contain elements of marital discord, are headed by a 
single parent, where alcohol and drug abuse are prevalent and where physical 
violence, and or sexual abuse exist, as well as homes in which a sibling or parental 
gang involvement are a part of life. 

(Cunningham, 1994, p. 2 of 6) 

More recent research by Ferreira-Pinto, Ramos and Mata (1997, p.107), who explored the 

backgrounds of with 36 women, most of whom reported gang associations, found that: 

... all of their women's present relationships involved intimate partner violence, and 
that they had been subjected to some fonn of physical or sexual abuse while they 
were g::-owmg up. 

These women, Ferreira-Pinto et al claim, were attracted to males whom the women felt would 

not be challenged by those that they perceived as dangerous and violent. The 'macho' type 

male was seen as a form of protection that enabled these women to gain a sense of freedom 

from the abuse and struggles of their past. 

Research carried out by Thompson and Braaten-Antrim (1998) examined whether physical 

and sexual maltreatment during childhood had implications in terms of gang involvement. 

Their findings suggest that: 

... being maltreated increases the probability of gang involvement, independent of 
demographic factors. 

(Thompson & Braaten-Antrim, 1998, p.l of 14) 

And that: 

Youth who are both physically and sexually abused are four times more likely to 
participate in a gang than youth who are not maltreated. 

(ibid, p.9 of 14) 

The dominant themes to emerge in this study support Thompson and Braaten-Antrim's 

argument that childhood maltreatment, especially childhood trauma relating to experiencing 

physical and sexual abuse, has a role in an adolescent's journey towards gang involvement. 
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Other adverse factors, as previously noted, also contribute to this eventual outcome as 

physical and sexual abuses seldom occur in isolation from other adverse factors. It becomes 

clear through the interviews that many of the women interviewed have presented background 

histories that left them 'vulnerable' or 'at risk' of gang membership. The women in this study 

reported similar perceptions, and in the next section consideration will be given to their 

personal reflections about their attraction and motivations towards gang association. 
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CHAPTHER FIVE:. 

BECOMING INVOLVED WITH THE GANG. 

Introduction. 

From the gang-related women's stories it can be seen that the paths towards gang association 

are varied. Some paths are more difficult to negotiate, while others seem straightforward and 

logically progressive. The reflections presented tend to highlight a number of positions and 

motivations that merge towards the gang association outcome. In this section, I explore the 

women's initial connections with gangs through family and friendship networks, and the 

motivations that led to gang association. Personal reflections about the women's attraction to 

particular gang members are considered, as too are their perceptions and understandings of 

the gang/gang member being a source of protection, security, acceptance and belonging. 

Initial Connections with Gangs. 

Many of the women interviewed [9/10] knew people with gang connections before they 

became involved with a gang member or the gang themselves [see Table 1]. Three women, 

Lily, Freesia and Violet, talked about family members who were involved with gangs. For 

Lily gangs were just a fact of life; she had family members involved with one of New 

Zealand's well-established gangs and was accustomed to their presence. She said: 

A lot of our family was with the [name of gang]. Yeah, a lot of my family is 
connected with them. My brother-in-law had joined up with the [name of gang] and 
I liked that life. Yeah, I started drinking and going out with the gangs before I 
actually started going out with one of them. And when I met this gang member, my 
family disowned me because, you know, he was a member of [name of a different 
well-established gang]. Yeah, ... so I was disowned. 

Similarly, Violet had a brother in a well-established gang and Freesia had two cousins in 

another gang. Freesia talked about other family members who socialised with local gang 

members and that she thought that going to parties with them would be relatively safe. In all 

these cases family involvement with gang members was considered matter-of-fact, they were 

not necessarily frowned upon or considered as social outcasts. They were simply members of 

a gang. Many worked, had children and functioned like others within the communities that 
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these women encountered. And like other people, these gang members were accepted, gang 

associations or not. 

Both Freesia and Violet had made connections with the local street kids or runaways in their 

area. And some of these groups are known to be feed-in channels to the more established 

gangs. As Violet said: 

It started from my brother urn; his was the [name of gangl. Like the gang was of 
support, family, friends, things like that. When I was 14 and I used to hang out on 
Main Street, you know, with the street kids and things like that. Most of them were 
[name o/"gang] supporters and so from there it went. I went to the pubs, and it got to 
the bikes and things like that, yeah. I was heading in that direction from 14, hanging 
out with the street kids, things like that, yeah. 

Jasmine talked about having runaway from home several times and of living on the streets. At 

age 15 she ran away yet another time and ended up staying with the local gang that a friend 

had associated with. She reflected on meeting up with the gang: 

Oh that was probably when I ran away from home and they [the gang] had this 
little place up on the main street. You know what I mean? I actually went and slept 
there. I'd met with this girlfriend and I'd run away from home. I was 15, I suppose, 
you know, like I remember the women more than the men. lbey [the women] 
looked like they had it all together. They looked like everything I wasn't. They had 
it all together. They were staunch. They had security, and they had their partners. 
You know ... when I didn't have any of that. 

From these very beginnings, Jasmine fostered friendships and life long connections, some 

healthy and some otherwise. Eventually, she married a man who associated with these people. 

Like Jasmine, Daff, Rose, Daisy, Thistle and Rhodo made links with gangs through their 

friends and acquaintances [see Table 1]. Daffmet her partner through mutual friends. At that 

time he did not seem to be a 'full on' member and Daff did not realise the extent of his 

allegiance until much later. Over time, she got to know his comrades and saw photographic 

evidence of his involvement, as Daff explained: 

I had seen some photos. They were disgusting! lbey weren't obscene, but they were 
gross. They were, there was he and some others. I'd got to know some of them by 
this time and they looked nothing like these idiots in the picture and it was taken 
down the main street of Iname of cityl and they had some molls on their arms. And 



thry were real molls! I couldn't believe it. Skirts up round their necks and yeah, one had 
a beehive, beehive hairdo, gross! They just looked like whores and I said to him, 
"Who are these molls?" And asked, "Were they whores?" He just sort of nodded to 
affirm that they were. Whether they were or not, I don't know, but they just looked 
like molls. They were not, in my opinion, the nice types of girl. 
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Daff talked about how her partner had spent time with her and how, for a short while, his 

loyalty was to her, but as they became more settled in their relationship, it became evident 

that his loyalty had gone back to the gang. 

Table 1: Participants with Family, Friends andlor Street Kid Connections with Gangs Prior to 
their Gang Involvement. 

Participant FamilylFriends with Natural Progression from 
Gang Connections Runaway/Street Kid Position 

Pansy * ~ 
Jasmine v'Through Friends v' (runaway) 

Daff ../ Through Friends ~ 
Rose ../ Through a Friends ~ 
Daisy ../ Through a Friend ~ 
Lily ../Friends & Family ~ 

Freesia ../Friends & Family ../ (street Kid) 

Thistle ../ Through Friends ~ 
Violet v'Family & Friends ../(associated with street kids) 

Rhodo ../Through Friends ~ 
~ Not mentioned. * No previous connections at all. 

Rose started to socialise at a bikie gang's headquarters after she met her friend's two brothers 

who were patched members. Having a heavy crush on one of the brothers, and she went to 

parties at the clubrooms so she could be around him. Daisy came in contact with the gang 

through friends that she went to stay with. One of them, a patched gang member, arranged for 

a party, which other gang members from around the country attended. It was at this party that 

Daisy met her future gang member partner. Similarly, Rhodo was invited to gang parties 

through friends who had associations with the gang. These friends often socialised in the 

same hotels that the gang's members frequented. Thistle and her friend, Briar, talked about 

the gang headquarters being a place where there would always be a party. 
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Briar: You could go there all hours of the night to party up. They often had the coolest 
bands. 

Thistle: If you have nothing else to do you could go there because you know the 
music is good and you can drink all night if you really want to Oaugh]. And I 
suppose you can get your cheap drugs. 

During the course of the interviews, eight out of the ten women reflected on the good parties 

that gangs tended to have [see Table 2]. Rhodo and Daisy also mentioned that the gangs had 

become known for easy access to drugs. Pansy was the only woman to state that she never 

had any previous connections or involvement with gangs or gang members. Her introduction 

to this way of life was via abduction and rape. 

Attraction to Gangs or Gang Members. 

Many [7/10] of the gang-related women acknowledged the rebel within themselves [see Table 

2]. During the interviews Jasmine, Daisy, Lily, Freesia, Daff, Violet and Thistle stated that 

being involved with the gang merely fitted in with this part of their nature. As Daisy 

illustrated: 

I think what appealed to me was that they were rebels also. They [gang members] 
were really rebellious. They didn't conform. They were a law unto themselves and 
urn, that appealed to me. Urn, I guess, at that time, the only things that I had done 
that my parents really didn't like were the drugs and the alcohol, running away and 
things like that. So with these sorts of people [gang members] that was an everyday 
sort of thing. The drugs, the alcohol, the rebellion, yeah, I was attracted to that. 

While Rhodo did not make direct connections between her rebelliousness and gang 

involvement, she discussed rebellious periods in her life. Both Rhodo and Violet described 

this characteristic as a part of their make up. Violet illustrated her spirited rebelliousness by 

sharing a fond memory that she has of her father. She said: 

Life was all nght when we were allowed to be us, just who we wanted to be, yeah. 
And my Dad's favourite saying to me was, "You could be in a room full of 
millionaires and there would be one bikie and that's where we would find you, with 
him." I don't know how he saw that, but that's what it's been like for me. Not 
because of those words, but because that's how it's been. 
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Some women connected their rebellious and spirited natures to wanting a bit of fun, 

excitement or adventure in their lives. And the gangs, to some degree, appeared to have 

initially fulfilled this need. Eight out of ten women talked about the gangs in this light [see 

Table 2] and the following quotes enable the 'good times' image portrayed to be grasped. 

Rhodo: For me, yeah, it was all a bit of a thrill really. I mean, I didn't really go along 
with the bikie thing. 

Daisy: They invited us back to their pad ... and the more drunk ones said, "Yeap 
that sounds like a real blast." 

Thistle: They (the gang) were always a curiosity. 

Rose: ... and then, um, his bike, a Norton Commando. The thing that I really liked 
was the speed of it, you know. He did 112 miles per hour up this hill and I just 
loved it you know. Adventure, yeah. I did love his motorbike. 

Lily: The excitement of it all, yeah, the excitement. I just got caught up in it all. 

Violet: Going for a ride together, \ve have all been together, gone somewhere, no 
trouble. Everyone was happy, having fun, yeah. 

Freesia: The buzz of it all. It was a buzz. We'd go boozing up here and there, and 
I'd jump on the back of a bike and go hard. Being on the back of a bike, the 
freedom, and the people, they were the in thing at the time. 

As will be shown later, these images of adventure, fun and excitement that the gangs provided 

soon contrasted sharply with talk along themes of abuse, degradation, humiliation, shame, and 

isolation that were to become the reality for many of those interviewed. Along with the 

rebellious spirit and fun seeking behaviours. half of the women stated that they had a 

preference for the more rebellious, and strong or macho type males in their lives. Lily 

reflected on her search for her 'right kind of man' and said: 

... it was a security thing for me. You know, .,. aahh, this tough fella who would 
look after me, and um, love me, \V'hat I never had when I was young. 

Violet talked about her attraction towards gang members in terms of their strength. 

They looked strong, I think. You know, they just looked strong .... And, when I 
first saw my partner, it was like, well any guy really, first up, was that they were a 
strong person. 



And Jasmine articulated her need of a macho male in theJollowing way: 

Believe it or not, but I was brought up around gentle men. All muzzos, all out to 
lunch, you know. None of them liked sport, they liked playing music. They loved 
music .... And I wanted a man, you know, a real man. So I have a love of truck drivers 
Oaugh]. You know, that sort of man. You know, give me a man. Christ, I actually 
grew up, you know, all of the guys that abused me weren't tough guys. They 
weren't rough diamonds and they weren't ... Oaugh]. I actually grew up wanting a 
rough diamond .... I like men that sweat. God, I was sort of always looking for this 
type of guy, but they ain't no better. 
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Along a similar theme, Rhodo reflected on her search for a man who would love her. She said 

that she was always looking for someone to marry and that this was a "security thing". When 

Rhodo fIrst saw her future gang member husband she thought that she would entice him into 

her life. She said: 

I saw him sitting there [at the bar] and he looked like a little lost boy. And I, ahh, 
thought that I'd go and talk to, you know, this tough bikie paugh] and see what I 
could do paugh]. 

The attraction towards strong, tough males was often linked with an intense need for 

protection and security. As noted earlier, family dysfunction has played a role in many of the 

women's lives and appears to be associated with these needs. Some women reflected on these 

themes and talked about the role of the gang in fulfIlling a void in their lives. 

Table 2: Personal Attractions towards the Gang or a Gang Member. 

Participant I Appealed to the Attracted to the more 'The Bozz'-Looked for 
Rebel in Me rebeJIious/'Macho' male adventure, excitement 

Pansy 
Jasmine ./ (Inspired by the women) ./0 

DafT ./ 0 
Rose ./0 
Daisy ./ ./ ./ 0 *** 
Lily ./ ./ ./0 

Freesia ./ ./ ./0 
Thistle ./ ./ 0 *'** 
Violet ,j' ./ ../0 
Rhodo (Acknowledged her ./ ./ 0 *** rebelliousness) 

o Talked about gang partIes 
*** Talked about the gang providing easy access to drugs 

UN!Vr-PS!TY OF 
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Gangs: A Means of Protection, Security, Belonging and Acceptance. 

Most of the women interviewed [9/10] mentioned gangs or gang members were an avenue 

through which a degree of protection and security could be maintained [see Table 3]. Eight 

spoke of the protection theme in relation to themselves while Thistle spoke of the gangs 

providing protection for others. She did, however, comment on feeling protected because she 

had known some of the gang members for a considerable time. These gang members would 

give her tips on who the troublemakers were, and pointed them out. And she described being 

looked after by one particular gang member, a friend, who had some power within the gang. 

Daff felt safe with the gang because she had developed friendships with many of the members 

outside the gang context, and some had grown up in the community that she was brought up 

in. The respect that the gang members had for her husband also enabled her to feel safe at the 

clubrooms. Daff indicated, however, that she observed the 'rules' at the clubrooms so she did 

not unduly upset the gang members. Rose, reflected on the contradictory nature of the 

protection that she was offered. She described how she was initially protected by one man 

who later degraded her by wanting a 'blow job' in return for the security he had provided. 

Later in the interview, Rose said that her gang member boyfriend protected her. She said: 

I mean, knowing when one of them was eyeing me up ... the other guys were 
eyeing me up, he would just look after me. Yeah, he tried to keep me away from all 
that stuff [rapes and abuse]. 

Rose also felt accepted by the gang to a degree. She expanded on this: 

Yeah, I think the thing is that my self-esteem was so bloody low. It was terrible 
actually. I hated myself. I though, this guy, I'll hang around with him. Yeah, I think 
it was an escape really, from my family. As far as that goes it was part of an 
acceptance thing. I mean, that's \vhy people are involved with gangs anyway. 

Freesia, because she was gang raped by members of her cousin's gang, felt safer with the 

members of a different gang. They offered her a degree of protection in some sense and she 

felt accepted by them. Having been gang raped, her self-esteem had plummeted, and she felt 

extremely isolated. As a consequence, she thought that she would not be accepted elsewhere. 

She said: 



The isolation, I was really isolated. It's easy really, you were just one of them 
anyway. If you went to a particular pub or the pad, you were just in. I was just 
basically a part of them, accepted anyway. You just lived it. What they are, the 
relationship, the togetherness .... All gang people are like that. We're family, yeah. 
It's an individual thing really, but it comes from the bosom doesn't it? It's just the 
way it was. It's just the way it was. 
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Freesia tried to explain that she saw herself as a 'gang woman'. Similarly, she said that people 

outside the gang considered her as such, and this contributed to her sense of isolation when 

away from the gang scene. At that time of her life, she felt accepted within the 'bosom' or the 

core of her gang family. 

Lily talked of protection and acceptance in a similar way. The gang was like a whanau to her 

and the family feeling; the sense of acceptance and belonging was reinforced when her own 

family rejected her because her gang attachment was not with the family's favoured gang. She 

spoke of the protection that she gained in the beginning, in this way: 

I probably felt a bit of power too, just being with a gang member. Yeah, urn, I 
don't know, yeah. It's like, you know, nobody can touch me, you know, nobody 
can touch me. 'You touch me, watch oud' sort of thing and that's where, I think, 
the security came in. Yeah, it was to do with that search for security from when I 
was young .... Yeah, I felt security and had protection. Just having a carload turn 
up and maybe stay for the weekend. It would be like, "Don't muck around with 
that household, the [gang name] go over there", you know. "It's not a place you'd 
want to rip off." 

This talk about acceptance and belonging filtered throughout most [9/10] of the interviews in 

some form or another [see Table 3]. Daff, Jasmine and Thistle tended to draw on other 

people's experiences while the some women used their own realities to illustrate these 

feelings. In some cases personal protection, security, and acceptance came through the gang 

member partner. For example, Rhodo explained that she never felt any animosity or ill feeling 

towards her, and that she had total protection because of her partner's position as Vice 

President, and that others, including gang members, were scared of him. 

At other times, this protection was described in terms of protection from the strong arm of the 

law. Daisy reflected on this aspect in the following way: 

Once you have entered [the gang], are accepted or belong, there is always 
somewhere to stay. It doesn't matter where you go in New Zealand; there is always, 



yeah, whanau to stay with. Yeah, there has been a number of times when we have 
needed help or we have been on the run or we have been in trouble with the law 
and it's been easy to travel throughout New Zealand because there is always 
somewhere to go. And whenever something has happened, and my partner was 
away, they [other gang members], even those from other chapters, would come 
round and pick me and my kids up, take me around to their whanau's place or hide 
me away from the law or rival gangs and things like that. 
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As well as protecting Daisy from the law or rival gangs, the instances Daisy referred to 

support and reinforce the family/whanau atmosphere within the gang. She felt protected, 

accepted and felt as though she belonged. Daisy and her partner avoided police detection and 

the consequences of such for over a year, as a result of gang protection. 

Two women, Jasmine and Violet discussed the theme of acceptance in relation to their 

ethnicity or ~ultural position. And while this talk did not dominate any of the interviews, the 

observations presented here provide insights that demonstrate that cultural practice has an 

impact that can facilitate gang involvement. In attempting to illustrate this, Violet talked 

about her son's struggles in this area and then shifted the focus to herself. Her son, a 

reasonably fair child, had denied his Maori or Rarotongan ancestry, as Violet explained: 

And that hurts. I mean he's going through what I went through. They [Violet's 
children] know in their hearts that they are being judged by their colour .... Yeah, 
the funny thing was I could get accepted in this sort of crowd [gang scene], but to 
go up to those fancy sorts of pubs and I couldn't be accepted. Like I would be 
dressed up nice and things like that and .... Yet in most of the gang things, I was 
accepted. 

Jasmine reflected on how her family had moved to the city and left their rural Maori lifestyle 

and supports behind. As highlighted in her story, this was a time of rapid social change for 

Maori and the process of urbanisation that enticed Maori to make the move to the city left 

many families struggling to 'make it' in the PakehalEuropean sense. Young Maori often 

found themselves in a quandary with both parents out working and they often came together 

for mutual support. Jasmine's mother spent much time away from home working while her 

father, who found the social changes hard, was emotionally unavailable. He sought solace 

elsewhere, for example in his music. And Jasmine found that her peer group relationships 

provided a supportive backdrop. And Jasmine's peers, like some other groups at that time, 

were the forerunner to one of today's larger, more dominant gangs. Of the group she hung 

around with, she said: 



. If I look at the gang then and the gang now, the rules were different. Well, they 
were different, but they weren't. Like I mean, they didn't have knives, they didn't 
carry guns and they didn't do drugs. Well, it wasn't really a gang then. It was just like 
this group that sort of got together. 
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During the late 1960s, the gang Jasmine was involved with was just becoming known as a 

gang. For all intents and purposes, she described this group as merely a group of like-minded 

friends who got together to socialise and for support when the going got tough. They drank a 

bit, got into a few fistfights and generally caused a bit of havoc in the small township where 

she lived. As time moved on, this gang attracted many Maori members and supporters, many 

of whom, like Jasmine, had parents who had moved from their rural communities to the city. 

The gang soon became a support system for many of these youth, but not for all youth. 

Pansy was .the only woman who did not talk about feelings of belonging, acceptance, 

protection or security. The material offered by her during the interviews centred on being 

"gang property," and that she "was owned by them." As will be discussed later, her story 

presents her as a prisoner of the gang world. 

Table 3: Participants who saw Gangs as a Means of Protection, Security, Acceptance and 
Sense of Belonging. 

Participant Gangs/Gang Members Gangs and a Sense of Gangs and a Sense of 
as Protection/Security Acceptance Belonging 

Pansy * * * Jasmine v' D D 

DafT v' D D 

Rose v' v' * Daisy v' v' v' 

Lily v' v' v' 

Freesia v' v' v' 

Thistle v'D v' D 

Violet v' v' v' 

Rhodo v' v'(a cautious acceptance) * * No, or not disclosed along these lines. 
D Spoke of this in relation to others, and not the self, although they made it clear that they 
were accepted as a partner of a gang member/associate. 
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Discussion. 

It comes as no surprise that many of the women interviewed made contact with gang 

members and gangs through family and friends. New Zealand's estimated resident population 

sits at around 3.8 million (Statistics New Zealand, 30 June 1999), which is relatively small in 

comparison to most countries and our gang members are spread the length and breadth of the 

nation. Most people, especially in the lower socio-economic areas, are aware of where gang 

houses are situated and many people know gang members and associates, or at least know 

someone who does (Gardiner, 1996, p.7). Gang members have, up until recently, been highly 

visible, openly displaying their patches or colours, and their existence in the community. 

Spergel (1995, p.90) argues that the known presence of neighbourhood gangs, or a relative in 

a gang are among the "risk factors that predispose a child or youth for entry into a gang" 

environment. In some respects, gang life in New Zealand has been normalised within some 

family contexts. Women with brothers, cousins or other relatives, or boyfriends in a gang 

usually become more closely involved through these known ties. These women have been 

socialised to accept the gang and gang members as just another part of New Zealand life. 

Understanding why and how women become entrenched within gang cultures is more 

complex. Individual motivations towards a deeper level of commitment to the gang culture 

are intertwined with other dynamics that may have been operating within the woman's life. 

Some women seek protection and security because of the family dynamics previously 

outlined. Others seek fun and adventure, and get hooked into the 'buzz' of it all. 

The idea that the gang becomes a substitute family for males and females that come from 

dysfunctional family units is well documented in literature (see Chesney-Lind, Shelden, & 

Joe, 1996; Decker & Van Winkle, 1996; Joe & Chesney-Lind, 1995; Marsh, 1982; Molidor, 

1996a, 1996b; Rutter, Giller & HageU, 1998; Spergel, 1995). And while much of the data 

generated relate to male membership and association, similar data from research that focuses 

on women's involvement have emerged. 

Bill Payne's book, STAUNCH: Inside New Zealand's Gangs, (1997), brings the concept of 

the gang as a substitute family to the fore, as various gang members were quoted: 

I'm in the :vfongrel Mob; they're my family. 

This is the only place I can go, the only friends I really know. 
:";omads to me are my family. 



I was brought up by Black Power, it's a family, a whanau. 

There's a closeness, something that you can't get anywhere else. 
(Gang members cited in Payne, 1997, pp.9 & 31) 
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In the USA, gang-related women interviewed in Texas, also spoke of their gang family. For 

example, Molidor records: 

My gang is my family; I'm accepted and I know I can always count on them. 

My family [gang] makes me feel like I'm a somebody. When we're hanging, people 
respect me. 

(Female Gangsters cited in Molidor, 1996a, p.254) 

Decker and Van Winkle discuss the process of joining a gang as a course of action that 

evolves over time. They claim that this process operates along two distinct dimensions; the 

fIrst being a string of "pulls" towards gang association and membership and the second being 

a sequence of "pushes" (Decker & Van Winkle, 1996, pp. 64-66) towards gang involvement. 

One of the most powerful pushes towards gang association and membership appears to be the 

family that, for a variety of historical, social, cultural, and political reasons, may not be able 

to provide social, emotional and moral support and understanding. This leaves some 

adolescents vulnerable, needing to seek out avenues in which these needs can be fulfilled. 

Therefore: 

The gang has become a "spontaneous", , ,social unit that fills a void left by families 
under stress. Parents and other family members are preoccupied with their own 
problems, and thus the ,. ,group [gang] has arisen as a source of familial 
compensation. 

(Vigil, 1988 cited in Spergel, 1995, p.94) 

The need for protection or personal safety when the family has failed in this regard, or is the 

source of abuse, is another push towards gang association. When the family fosters a sense of 

internal powerlessness the gang family, as such, becomes a source of external power and 

provides the much-needed elements of protection (Molidor, 1996a, p.254). The support of a 

gang member partner and the friendships derived through gang associations, which are 

reinforced by the gang's solidarity, provided some of the women interviewed in this study 

with a means of resistance to violence and abuse, or a mechanism through which they could 
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stop abuse that had been occurring, in their lives. The irony is, that the means employed to 

reject violence and abuse, and in this case, the gang/gang member, also tended to use tactics 

of violence and abuse, which frequently became a future area of concern. 

Molidor (1996a, p.254) argues that the protection and power that women in gangs feel, 

enables them to experience a degree of respect from others, but also states that it is often 

acknowledged that this respect is based on fear. Similarly, some of the gang-related women 

interviewed in this study presented an overall picture that went like this: 

Well my Dad, [or Grandad], who se::'l.'Ually abused me and beat up my mum and 
brother, and comes home drunk and well, he ain't gonna come near me when I'm 
with this big, strong gang member, 'cause he's got the whole gang behind him. 

Some women, particularly Daisy, Rose, and Lily, entered the relationship with their gang 

member partner quickly, and did not expect their source of protection to become someone to 

fear. They believed their men would have understanding and would provide support, 

especially if they had come from families that did not offer such comforts. These women 

talked about their initially warm, caring and protective relationships sliding quickly into 

caverns of violence, abuse and despair. The characteristics that these women initially admired 

in men: the ability to be strong, to stand up to others, to fight and protect themselves and their 

mates, became the same characteristics that these women later despised because they soon 

became victims of their men's violence. Ferreira-Pinto et al (1997, p.1l4) found similar 

patterns when interviewing women associated with street gangs in Juarez, Mexico. The gang

related women that they interviewed sought men who offered "some form of protection from 

their families' chastisement, abuse and predation from a dangerous and violent community" 

(Ferreira-Pinto et aI, 1997, p.113). They found that their men enabled them to achieve a sense 

of freedom from fear, and a degree of respect and status from those that they believed were 

more dangerous. Ferreira-Pinto et al claim that the rationale the women they interviewed used 

when negotiating intimate relationships, like the women interviewed in this study, "became a 

major source of disappointment in their lives." And the women soon feared their source of 

protection. 

It must be remembered that gangs exist within a wider social environment that is riddled with 

social inequalities, with gender inequality and sexual exploitation being prominent 
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characteristic (Miller, 1998a, p.5 of 15). Male violence against women and children across 

society is supported through a system of beliefs and attitudes that is "grounded in structures of 

domination and control" (Kaufman, 1997, p.34) that give men certain rights and privileges 

over women. These beliefs maintain that women are inferior to men, that women are 

possessions of men and that men have a right to control women, and therefore children. Men 

engaged in stopping violence programmes often talk of their abusive actions in this regard and 

three prominent themes emerge. Violence and abuse are used to stop the women, or the child 

from doing something, to make them do something, or to punish them for doing something 

(Balzer, Raimona, Renare & Matchitt, 1997, p.29; Personal Knowledge). Women strategise 

or develop patterns of accommodation and/or resistance within the wider social context, 

within their families and relationships to maximise their security and in their attempts to 

reduce the threat of harm on physical, sexual, emotional and spiritual levels (Fishman, 1987, 

p.177; Kandiyoti, 1988, p.274). Seeking protection through gang connections becomes merely 

an option, perhaps a rather idealistic one, to escape violence and abuse. 

Social learning theories suggest that the women's environments inevitably influence the 

strategies that women adopt. Thus, beliefs and attitudes promulgated in violence-prone 

families would manifest themselves in the choices that these women make in their lives 

(Thompson & Braaten-Antrim, 1998, p.lO of 14). The need to seek out a strong, tough, rough 

diamond for protection, as highlighted by the women in this study, is grounded in traditional 

beliefs where 'good' men are meant to provide and protect the weaker gender. The problem is 

that some men find it difficult to differentiate between protection and control. Through the 

internalization of patriarchal values, women also assist the maintenance of beliefs that oppress 

them and in this way they are placed, or are forced into, a position whereby they be contribute 

to their own abused position or are blamed for the abuse they endure (Kandiyoti, 1988, p.285; 

Miller, 1998b, pp.26-28). 

Unfortunately, in terms of gender inequalities, gangs are mere mirror reflections of the wider 

social context. Gang members employ similar norms and values, similar tactics of power and 

control over women, and use similar rationalisations and justifications to maintain their 

position, as some non-gang men. These gender inequalities, however, appear to be replicated 

in a more concentrated form within the gang and criminal contexts. Therefore, it becomes 

more likely that the relationships these women enter will become like mirror images of what 
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they hoped to leave behind. Similar contradictions occur when women seeking adventure, 

excitement and fun are drawn towards gang involvement. 

One of the stronger 'pulls' towards gang association highlighted in the women's stories 

centres around friendship, adventure, fun and excitement. Gangs have acquired an aura of 

mystique and intrigue. And traditional notions, or myths about gang life have presented the 

women involved as either "maladjusted violent tomboys" (Chesney-Lind, Shelden & Joe, 

1996, p, 200) or as "sex objects" (Hopper & Moore, 1990, p.366) who enjoy the wild gang 

parties and therefore, are presumed to deserve the 'bad girl' labels - sluts, whores, molls - that 

are applied. Throughout the early literature the picture of thrill seeking women, passive and 

possibly corrupted by sex, were seen as "fallen women" (Campbell, 1984, p.28) who had 

slipped into the underworld of gangs and/or crime. These earlier assumptions about the gang 

women seem to be more fictional when compared to the reality exposed through research that 

takes into account gang-related women's views and perceptions. 

For the biker woman, fun and excitement revolves around the world of motorcycles. Hopper 

and Moore note that conversations with biker women revealed that the some of the women 

simply loved and were excited by motorcycles and they quote: 

Motorcycles have always turned me on .... There's nothing like feeling the wind on 
your titties. Nothing's as exciting as riding a motorcycle. 

(Cathy cited in Hopper & Moore, 1990, p.375) 

In this study Rose and Freesia offered similar explanations, they enjoyed being on the back of 

a bike and the sense of adventure and freedom that riding a big bike brings. The notion of 

freedom often ties in with the rebellious spirit. Hopper and Moore believed that "it was the 

disarming boldness of bikers that attracted many women" (ibid, p.377). One woman they 

interviewed claimed: 

I was rebellious as long as I can remember. It's not that I hated my folks .... But I 
just never could be the war I was expected to be .... I've always liked my men 
rough. I don't mean I like to be beat up, but a real man. Bikers are like cowboys; I 
classify them together. Freedom and strength I guess are what it takes for me. 

(ibid, p.377) 
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For some women, gang life provides opportunities for fun, a distraction from boredom and/or 

the depressing prospects that await some life positions. Campbell (1990 in Chesney-Lind, 

1993, p.333) noted that women involved in the Hispanic street gangs of New York had bleak 

futures awaiting them. Gang involvement offered a sense of excitement or an escape from 

such drudgery. Campbell also found that the lack of recreational facilities, long days and 

hours milling around without work or the structure of school in some women's lives promoted 

talk that was "filled with exaggerated stories" (Chesney-Lind, 1993, p.333) that idealised and 

added glamour to the women's everyday existence. In this sense, gang life provided women 

with a means, or skills that help them survive within their particular social environments. 

Similar scenarios appear within the gang-related women's stories interviewed here, 

particularly when home life was bleak and generated little positive in the way of future 

prospects. 

On a slightly different level, Spergel notes that much of an adolescent's attraction towards 

gang life is merely about having fun, enjoying the company of, and interaction with similar 

types of people. The negative aspects of gang life, alcohol, drugs, intimidation and/or criminal 

activity widely recognised and facilitated through group dynamics are not recognised by the 

adolescent at the time. He suggests that acts of delinquency and aggression may be 

"secondary to the anticipated excitement and satisfaction of interacting with peers of similar 

backgrounds" (Spergel, 1995, p.93). As time proceeds, however, the parties, alcohol and 

drugs, freewheeling life on motorcycles, or hanging around takes on a more insidious tone. 

Suspicion, paranoia, looking over one's shoulder for that unsuspecting rival gang member or 

associate, or the police, and being always on guard for your own safety causes ever increasing 

tension and an underlying fear slowly deglamorizes the mystery, excitement or fun that the 

gang life originally fostered. For some, it is easier to attempt to rekindle the fun and 

excitement. For others, like the women interviewed here, the facade that gang life provides 

breaks down and the absurdity of gang life becomes obviously clear as the good times 

become rare. 

By the time women realise what they have got immersed in, they have become socialised 

within the gang culture and find that getting away from the gang is not easy. As will be 

highlighted ahead, many became further alienated and isolated from the wider social context. 

They were now seen as 'gang women' with all the negative connotations of such a labeL 
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All cultures, including gang cultures, have their own perceptions and ideas about appropriate 

forms of behaviour (Meyers, 1988, p.186; Robertson, 1989, pp.29-32, 95). And joining any 

group, deviant or otherwise, such as an organisation, institution, club, a new job, a new 

religion, a cult or a gang involves an orientation period where newcomers learn the social 

norms or 'the way things are done' within that group/culture. During this time a process 

occurs which facilitates an understanding of the group's norms and rules, both the spoken and 

unspoken kind, that operate within the group. Individuals also come to understand the various 

roles played within the group and expectations around those roles, and they learn about the 

consequences of breaching the commonly understood norms. Sometimes these understandings 

are gained through overt processes, at other times subtle or covert practices get the message 

across to the newcomer. Furthermore, a system of rewards and punishments works to 

reinforce the understandings through which the group operates. In this way people are 

socialised into the institution or to the group, and as time goes on people intemalise these 

norms and use them to guide their own decisions and behaviour (Spear, Penrod, & Baker, 

1988, p.819; Robertson, 1989, p.85). The purpose of this section is to explore the role and 

place of women within the gang culture, and to gain an understanding of the socialisation 

processes and the group norms that operate to sustain that role. 

The Place of Women in International Gangs. 

As indicated thus far, the role or place of women within gang cultures is marginal and indeed, 

a risky place to be. Having been negatively stereotyped into two broad categories, some 

female gang members and associates have become seen as sex objects; 'sluts' or 'whores' 

who willingly spread their sexual selves far and wide within the gang context, or who 

succumb to the will of the male members. Others have been labelled 'tomboys', and have 

been described as marginal attachments to the males, who playa secondary role, which is 

both submissive and supportive to the male role. To a large extent this image still holds today, 

in spite of more recent research data that indicates that the role of women in gangs is 
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somewhat more complex than these male defined classifications imply (Campbell, 1984; 

p.28; Decker & Van Winkle, 1996; p.18-19; Hopper & Moore, 1990, pp.363-365; Molidor, 

1996a, p.251). 

Hopper and Moore (1990), for example, researched women's involvement in outlaw 

motorcycle gangs over a 17-year time span. And having collected data through participant 

observation and interviews with biker women and motorcycle gang members in Mississippi, 

Tennessee, Louisiana and Arkansas, they found that the place of women within biker gangs 

was variable. They noted that while all women were generally treated as being "inferior to all 

men" and "were completely dominated and controlled by men" (Hopper & Moore, 1990, 

p.383), some women were treated better than others and were able to rise to varying degrees 

of power within their clubs. Moreover, Hopper and Moore argue that the biker women 

presented a. "double jeopardy" (ibid, p.384). Most of the women Hopper and Moore 

interviewed had come from difficult backgrounds that offered little in the way of future 

prospects. With bleak futures awaiting them they sought freedom and security in illicit or 

deviant contexts, only to find that they were subjected to further abuse, exploitation and 

subjugation. Hopper and Moore argue that: 

It is ironic that biker women considered themselves free while they were under the 
domination of the biker. They had the illusion of freedom because they lived with 
men who were bold and unrestrained .... Biker women thus illustrate the pervasive 
power of socialization and the difficulty of changmg deeply ingrained views of the 
relations between the sexes inculcated in their family. They believed that they 
should be submissive to men because they were taught that males were dominant. 

(Hopper & Moore, 1990, p.384) 

Thus Hopper and Moore argue that the families of origin provided the foundations, or beliefs 

and attitudes that rendered these women susceptible to the gang's socialisation processes. 

Having internalised traditional beliefs and attitudes about women's role in the family and 

society, these biker women believed that they were inferior to men. The women interviewed 

by Hopper and Moore presented arguments that conveyed that it was their duty as women to 

"obey and honor" (ibid, p.378) their men and that they wanted, or needed strong men to keep 

them in line. In believing that they were inferior or that they needed straightening out these 

women became vulnerable to contribute to the maintenance of the traditional gender role 
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stereotypes and the associated expectations that ultimately support the abuse and subjugation 

of women. And: 

Although they had rebelled against the strictures of straight society, their 
orientation in gender roles made them align with outlaw bikers, the epitome of 
macho men. (ibid, p.384) 

The assertion that the role or place of women within gang contexts is variable and that their 

position is contradictory, as implied by the 'double jeopardy' image presented by Hopper and 

Moore, is well supported by other researchers in this area. JoeLaider and Hunt (1997, pp.148-

169), who completed an ethnographic study of seven ethnic gangs in San Francisco during 

1991 and 1992, and carried out interviews with 65 female gang members, also note the 

variable and contradictory position of the gang women. They reported that the women 

interviewed .in auxiliary girl gangs, while being controlled by their male counterparts, 

described themselves as "separate but together" or as being independent and a "distinct 

entity" (ibid, p.156) from their male gang members. These women also tended to define 

themselves in relation to their male counterparts who sought to ensure that their women 

maintained a traditional female role. Furthermore, JoeLaidler and Hunt (ibid, pp.160-166) 

note that while these women disliked and at times reacted against this male control and 

indeed, violence, they were also involved in behaviours, such as gossip, fights and hassles 

over their men, and violence against other women l
. These actions contributed to the overall 

control of women in these gang contexts. Such control was particularly noted around 

women's sexual behaviours as the need for women to maintain a "good reputation" (ibid, 

p. 161) within gang contexts had been exemplified. 

Similarly, Anne Campbell (1987, pp.451-466) who observed three New York female gangs 

between 1979 and 1981 found that serial monogamy was the preferred norm within these 

particular gang contexts. While the public had a general perception that gang women were 

sexually promiscuous, her findings demonstrated that not only did male partners criticise and 

abuse women for sexual promiscuity, the gang women she studied also "exerted a good deal 

l It needs to be noted that the terms 'oIlier women', 'dirty girls', and 'bad girls' have been used 
here to refer to women connected to gangs that arc no! partners of male gang members and who 
generally behave in a promiscuous manner. These other women arc more often than not, not 
trusted by partners of gang members. And a partners of gang members can also be viewed under 
these categorisations, especially if they end their relationship with a gang member and become a 
threat to the relationships of other partners of gang members. 
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of social control over one another's sexual behavior" (ibid, p.461). Women/girls who were 

unaware of the gangs' contextual norms and who had sexual contact with many men were 

"called to account for their behavior" (ibid, p.461) by the longer serving females. And those 

who breached the norms were often denigrated through negative gossip and the application of 

pejorative labels such as 'slut' and 'whore'. This activity, Campbell argued, was in part to 

protect the female members' relationships with their individual gang member boyfriends, and 

to alert the new female member to "the danger of losing male respect" (ibid, p.461). Thus the 

female gang member finds herself in a contradictory and vulnerable position in which she 

attempts to maintain her sense integrity or a worthy sense of self. To do this, like women in 

other sectors of society, she criticises other women's behaviours that are deemed 

objectionable and distances herself from those particular behaviours. Not only were these 

women actively constructing a social identity through the rejection of negative personal 

attributes (ibid, p.454), they were also conforming to, and contributing to the maintenance of 

the socially constructed norms around gender within the gang context, and the wider social 

environment. 

Miller (1998b) interviewed a total of 48 female gang members in St.Louis, Missouri and 

Columbus, Ohio in an attempt to gain a deeper understanding of the complex world of gang

related women and the contradictory position that shapes their lives within the gangs. In doing 

so, Miller drew on Kandiyoti's concept of patriarchal bargains to aid her analysis. Kandiyoti 

(1988) argues: 

That women strategize within a set of concrete constraints that reveal and define 
the blueprint of what I will term the patriarchal bat gain of any given society, which 
may exhibit variations according to class, caste, and ethnicity. These patriarchal 
bargains exert a powerful intluence on the shaping of women's gendered 
subjectivity and determine the nature of ideology in different contexts. They also 
influence both the potential for and specific forms of women's active or passive 
resistance in the face of their oppression. 

(Kandiyoti, 1998, p.275) 

Kandiyoti further defined the term patriarchal bargain as code of practice or set of rules that 

regulates gender relations. This is a code to "which both genders accommodate and acquiesce, 

yet which may nonetheless be contested, redefined, and renegotiated" (Kandiyoti, 1988, 

p.286), bearing in mind that generally women "bargain from a weaker position" (ibid, p.286). 

Thus it is within different gendered structures or institutions that women adopt differing 
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strategies or patriarchal bargains to increase their sense of security and to maximise their life 

chances or options (Kandiyoti, 1988, p.274; Miller, 1998b, p.6). 

Within the gang context, Miller found that the girls or female gang members that she 

interviewed reported a sense of power and equality with their male counterparts while they 

also acknowledged experiencing the powerlessness of being bound within a male dominated 

system. Furthermore, these women were actively supporting and accepting of the entrenched 

gender inequalities that existed within their particular gangs. Miller argued that the strategies 

or patriarchal bargains adopted by the girls/women within the gang contexts worked to create 

and maintain a "rigid dichotomy" (Miller, 1998b, p.21) between the 'good girls' and the 'bad 

girls', referred to as " 'ho's' (whores] and 'wrecks' " (ibid, p.21) in these particular gang 

contexts. This dichotomy, Miller claimed, enabled the 'good girls' to conclude that they were 

treated differently from the other women, and thus they were able to see themselves as "one 

of the boys" (ibid, p.22). 

When these other women were ridiculed, abused, degraded or sexually exploited by the men, 

the girls/women with gang member partners also got involved in denigrating these other 

women and avoided focusing the responsibility for the mistreatment of women on their males. 

This process of shifting the blame for the mistreatment of women by gang members onto the 

other women is one of many strategies that enable, and provide a means with which, partners 

of gang members can carve themselves a normative space, or create a relatively safe position, 

although narrowly defined and limited, in a dangerous environment. These strategies then 

provide the women concerned with a "means of empowerment and self-definition not 

available in other contexts" (Miller, 1998b, p.20), and allows partners of gang members to 

distance themselves, to a degree, from the practices that vilify these other women. 

These strategies or patriarchal bargains do not occur without negative costs. Gang 

girls/women who participate in these strategies become silenced in the process. As one of 

Miller's participants stated: 

At first, when I first ever started listening to them talk, it made me mad and I 
would jump in and say my little piece. And my brother [also a member] would look 
at me, "are you going to sit here and join the conversation or just butt in when you 
get mad?" So I just learned to just sit back and just keep mine to myself. 

(Monica cited in Miller, 1998b, p.22) 
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As Miller further explained, Monica had to join in and play the game; fit in with the rules of 

the game, for if she challenged them she would find herself alienated from her group. But in 

accepting the situation and the mistreatment of these other women and women overall, she 

"risked self-alienation" (Miller, 1998b, p.22). Kandiyoti reminds us, that these strategies are 

not uncommon outside the gang context. Many women employ similar strategies or 

patriarchal bargains and the restrictions imposed on them are often considered a "small price 

that had to be paid in exchange for security, stability and presumed respect" (Kandiyoti, 1988, 

p.283) that are supposed to emerge from the social order in which they exist. 

Sexism in Criminal and Gang Cultures. 

Many gangs come under, and are associated with a broader, subcultural classification: 

criminal culture. And it is known that women in criminal cultures, like gang cultures tend to 

accept the rple of 'traditional' women and that they adopt various coping strategies or 

accommodations that serve to "normalize" (Fishman, 1987, p.20 1) their male partners' 

behaviours and in particular, their criminal activities. Criminal cultures are deeply embedded 

within traditional patriarchal values and practices that have dominated much of our social 

history. Newbold (1989, p.265) argues that: 

In New Zealand, as overseas, the place of women is peripheral, and much of the 
criminals' code of honour is related to traditional concepts of manliness .. ,. As in 
the community at large, criminal culture is a male-dominant one in which women 
are supposed to remain passive and subservient. 

Having explored the issue of institutional sexism in the underworld, Steffensmeier and Terry 

(1986, pp.305-323) found that the male criminal fraternity held five major beliefs about 

women that shaped women's lives and inevitably limited their involvement in certain aspects 

of the criminal world. Although there are many exceptions and qualifications that may be 

noted, these beliefs are tied in with the traditional gender roles and expectations. It is these 

beliefs and attitudes that the women above attempted to counter with their strategies or 

patriarchal bargains. Many males in Steffensmeier and Terry's study reported that they 

believed women were physically weaker than men, and this limited the type of crimes that 

women could be involved in. They argued that women were more emotional than men are and 

as such, did not have enough emotional endurance to carry out criminal activity as men 

would. Specifically, women were easily frightened, they were unpredictable, unstable, and 

they tended to act without thinking things through properly. Many of the men interviewed did 
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not believe women were trustworthy enough to deal in this area. After all, women had a 

tendency to breakdown under pressure, and these men believed that women would be more 

inclined to gossip about criminal activity or, even worse, nark to the authorities. Furthermore, 

women just did not have the "guts or courage" (ibid, p.313) to deal with the stress and tension 

in a practical sense. Overall, these men were chivalrous with strong views that women should 

not commit crime. This was deemed men's work, outside the women's role. After all, as one 

man argued, a woman's place is in the bedroom or the kitchen (ibid, p.314). Bearing in mind 

the all pervasiveness of such beliefs within the criminal spheres, it is understandable that men 

from gang cultures in New Zealand have revealed similar beliefs and attitudes about women. 

Women in New Zealand Gangs: The Men's View. 

Data on New Zealand gang cultures indicate that notions about women's behaviour are 

aligned with traditional gender roles and expectations, which determine the 'good girl' versus 

'bad girl' categorisations, and influence how women are treated within the gang context. In 

supplementary interviews for this study, former male gang associates stated that: 

Harris: Women are bitches, they had no status, were there to cook and clean, to 
make beds and so on. To breed kids! Many had major drug and alcohol problems. 
Some were street workers. Many came from similar dysfunctional family 
backgrounds as the men. 

Tane: They [women] are like servants. It's like in the whole gang scene that I 
observed; it was like women didn't really playa role other than minding the kids, 
um. It's a life of servitude. 

These views support the findings of Marsh (1982 pp.77-82), interviewed gang members in 

two of New Zealand's penal institutions. He found that 29 of the 30 Mongrel Mob and Black 

Power members interviewed believed that "women could not become members or hold office 

in their gangs" (Marsh, 1982, p.78.). Women were often described as "scrubbers" or "blocks" 

(ibid, p.77), with their prime destination in life being in the kitchen or in the bedroom. It was 

argued that women just did not have the strength or stamina, physically and emotionally, that 

it takes to be a gang member. And many of the men believed that gang life was too difficult 

for women to handle. Thirty-three per cent of those interviewed claimed that "women were 

treated violently if they misbehaved" (ibid, p.79.), while 60 per cent felt that the women were 

"reasonably treated" as long as they did what they were told. If not, they got "a boot up the 
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arse" (ibid, p.79.). The treatment of women within these gangs was rationalised In the 

following ways: 

... the women knew the rules; they wanted to be with the gang and they expected 
violent treatment. 

That's just how it is, if they want to be with the mob they must want to be treated 
like shit, because all the mob treat them like shit. 

(Gang members cited in Marsh, 1982, p.80) 

Some participants in Marsh's study acknowledged that some women were treated differently, 

and were "special" (ibid, p.79). This differentiation amongst gang women was determined 

through the status of a particular woman's partner or her connections in the gang, and her 

ability to gain some respect. In Payne's book, STAUNCH: Inside New Zealand's Gangs 

(1997), a nu.mber of quotes highlight that any differential treatment of women was bound by 

chauvinistic attitudes, for example: 

Black Power: We don't allow women to be one of the brothers. They are women 
and we treat them as women, not men. 

Prospect: Women are just the cleaning piece, the tool, otherwise they are not of 
great importance. 

Bikers: Women don't have any 
chauvinist society. 

in the running of our affairs. We are a total male 

Mongrel Mob: Women have no place in the Mob; just make the bed and cook the 
breakfast. 

(Quotes cited in Payne, 1997, pp. 38-40) 

Erin Eggleston (1997, pp. 101-114) explored gender issues with 43 male gang members. She 

found that girls could participate in the gang scene as girlfriends of members, not as members. 

There was some suggestion that respectable girls would not hang out with the gang, and the 

members would interact with respectable girlfriends away from the gang context. Girls who 

hung around with the gang were known as 'bitches' and 'ho's' and were generally treated 

with disrespect. As one gang member said: 

... we see a chick and then awe yeah we'll pick her up and if she wants to come for a 
drink with us and after a while that'::: us, we're in her and then the next day we dump 
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her and then awe we go and find another one. 
(Gartg member cited in Eggleston, 1997, p.l06) 

Although the gang was portrayed as a male domain and not the preferred place or women, the 

gang members claimed that they "looked after" (Eggleston, 1997, p.108) their women, 

especially those who were pregnant, as associates or supporters of the gang. This, Eggleston 

argues, enables the men to construct themselves as "responsible and charitable" (ibid, p.108) 

men and thus the gang can be perceived as a safe place where women are offered a degree of 

protection. Furthermore, Eggleston noted that the men's degradation of women through 

'boy's talk', and the representation of girls/women in gangs as 'bitches' or 'ho's', worked to 

strengthen the 'maleness' of the gang. This degrading terminology facilitated the overall 

control of girls/women, and those who did not obey the rules or stay within their assigned role 

lost the support of the males and could be forced into a sexual role, were they are 

conceptualiS'ed as "rootbags" (ibid, p.111). 

At this point it would be unfair not to mention that some men, and women for that matter, 

have tried to work for change in this area. Many gangs, - for example, Black Power, some 

chapters of the Mongrel Mob and Highway 61 - have made statements, sometimes publicly, 

about outlawing gang rape or acknowledging that domestic violence and/or the general 

treatment of women is problematic (personal knowledge; Press, 8 June, 1998; Tam, 1999; 

Wane, 1991, p.lS-18). It is questionable, however, as to how influential individual people, 

groups of people, or chapters are in promoting gender equality and respect of women within 

chapters, across chapters or nationally. Not surprisingly, the women interviewed for the 

current study queried how the practices that have been outlawed are actually defined, and they 

were sceptical about how outlawed behaviours are monitored or policed within the gang 

contexts. So, what did the women interviewed say about their role or place within the New 

Zealand gang contexts? 

Women in New Zealand Gangs: The Women's View. 

At this point, the women's own narratives convey deeper meaning and understanding of their 

position and place within gangs. And as will be seen, some women had a difficult time when 

learning the rules and in coming to understand their position in the gang. As Daisy's story 

shows: 



I didn't understand at all, the rules, the laws, the. culture, anything like that and it 
was really, ah ... I think I was frowned upon Oaughs], yeah. Urn, they found me ... 
stuck up. I mean where I came from I thought that girls wear dresses, and make-up 
and high heel shoes and that sort of thing. And that wasn't really the buzz at all 
with any of those [gang] women. I thought being friendly and sociable was a good 
thing. Where I came from that was totally acceptable, and it wasn't at all acceptable 
to just go up and talk to gang members or to offer them a ride, or to offer them 
cigarettes. Urn, or to take offers of a ride, cigarettes or drinks or anything 
whatsoever. So they thought that I was stuck up and then I was probably being 
termed a "real slut" in their eyes. And I was quite unaware of that until I was, urn, I 
sort of had the girls gang up on me. Whenever I would go to the toilets, or sort of 
when my partner wasn't around, or if my other friend wasn't around, then it sort of 
became obvious that these girls didn't like me at all. And I was going to have to 
change my ways real fast and learn the rules, and learn what was accepted or have a 
real hard time, mmm. 

You know one of them [a gang member] didn't like the way I had my hair and urn, 
he just came up and chopped my hair off. It was tied back in a ponytail with a scarf 
and he just chopped it off. Another one came up and you know, "What's that shit 
allover your face?" Because, you know, I was wearing make-up, and he got a can of 
beer and sort of shook it up and sprayed it into my face. You know, they definitely 
have more respect for ah, friends and family of the boys than just ah, urn you 
know, some chick that they don't know, who could be just a dirty girl. You know, 
until they realised that I was actually somebody's partner. 

I was out the back of the pad and they had just finished a meeting. And the Prez 
came up and was saying, "Who are you girl?" And stuff like that and he grabbed 
me. He just drew out a knife and sort of stuck it to my back and he says, "Have you 
got a problem? Why aren't you talking?" I didn't want to talk to this guy 'cause, you 
know he was really harassing and threatening me. So I thought that I would just 
shut my mouth and that I'd be okay, but he wanted an answer. He started to jab the 
knife in my back and urn, was carrying on. I turned to my partner and said, "I'm 
not taking this shit. I'm outta here." You know, "You can shove it!" And I stamped 
out in front of everybody, sort of making a big scene, you know. And that was the 
first time that he [Daisy's partner] actually hit me. And that was because I showed a 
total lack of respect for him in front of the others and it was his duty to tum 
around and do me in front of everybody, so that he could show that he had the 
upper hand. 

Urn, and from there, ah sorry, he did actually beat me in front of the guys and then 
he took me into a room and told me that the reason he had to do it was that there 
were rules and regulations and things and that he was sorry. He said he didn't 
mean to do it, but that he had to in front of the guys otherwise it would just make 
him look weak. So he told me that there were going to be certain things that I was 
going to need to learn as we were going along, and that he was going to have to 
teach me some of those things. 

Rule number one was that you don't put another guy down and you don't call them 
certain names. You don't look at them. You don't speak to them unless you are 
spoken to and you do not go anywhere alone with anyone of them. You don't hop 
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in cars. You don't accept anything from anyone. The girls [partners as opposed to 
dirty girls] sit at one table and they talk to each other. They do not talk to anyone 
else. Urn, you just stick with the girls and hopefully they would show me, you know 
they would teach me how to behave, yeah and how to be accepted by the guys and 
by the other women. Mmm, I don't think they ever really accepted me as one of 
them, there was always something that I couldn't relate to ... and that's why I did 
get so many beatings. 
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Daisy's story illustrates how it was for many of the gang-related women. Slowly but surely 

they learned their lessons and came to conform to the gang culture. She also commented: 

It's really the women that keep it all together at the end of the day, for the guys. 
They rely on them a lot. It's not just the cooking, the cleaning and the bringing up 
of the kids and things like that. They rely on women a lot for urn, alibis. In the 
particular gang that we were with we had to be witnesses for them. Urn, when they 
go to jail, we take over the business for them, to do their wheeling and dealing, to 

. set up all their lawyers, collect all the information, all types of things. It's probably 
left over to us, pretty much, if it comes down to it at the end of the day. 

Similarly, Thistle said: 

Believe it or not, they [women] are the one's that hold it all together in the end. 
They won't realise it; they do as they are told. "When their man goes to jail, they are 
the one's who are still doing their man's part to a certain degree. Yeah, the club 
might pay, but it's usually the woman that organises lawyers and things like that. 
They organise the 'bashes' [parties/family days], it's the women who get in and do 
thewotk. 

While these two comments, which illustrate a precarious power position, were understood by 

most of the women in this study, it was agreed that this activity went on unrecognised and 

unacknowledged by the men. Rather, the men took steps, sometimes with clear intent, on 

others no malicious resolve seemed apparent, which worked to ensure that women remained 

in their place. Women's formal position within the gang structures was limited through gang 

policy. They were not to get involved in gang business. As Rose said: 

"When they have a committee meeting no women are allowed in the room. And 
there are other specific times when women were not allowed in the rooms. I 
suppose when they had a gangbang [gang rape] too, no other women were allowed 
tn. 

Thistle added: 



No woman's allowed at meetings .... Ah, you don't ask too many questions .... To 
be barefoot and pregnant. Most like them, well there are the ones who like their 
woman in the kitchen like [partner's name]. 

She further commented: 

But I was an easy money supply for him as well. There's no two ways about that . 
. .. I was his moneybag, his little, I mean I was his little showpiece, I guess at times. 
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Like Thistle, Freesia felt like a showpiece, her partner also stayed home while she went out to 

work. Freesia said: 

I went to work and he stayed home and sold the drugs .... We were treated like 
ornaments, to be seen but not heard. 

Jasmine, Lily, Violet and Pansy all reflected on the women's role in a similar light. Daff 

adequately summed it all up when she said: 

Well yeah, they make you feel like a slave .... They have you running around and 
they want this and they want that and, ... yeah, they take over .... Urn, I think that 
their women were their women and they just did what they were bloody well told, 
more or less. It's a good rolel Urn, just to be subservient to men, urn, to be at their 
beck and call, to do their deeds, to not be able to think for yourself, and to be 
completely vulnerable to what they want. 

And when women got it wrong or did not comply to the men's expectations there were some 

harsh consequences. These usually came in the form of violence, as Freesia outlined: 

I got into trouble. Through my partner, I'd get the bash. If I pissed them 
[members] off, I'd get the bash from my partner. You know, playing antics, or 
doing something that they didn't like. 

Jasmine explained that it was the men's role to keep "the missus in line" and if he did not then 

he "would get whacked over" himself. Other expectations about women or rules came to light 

throughout the interviews and these included the following: 

Lily: A woman doesn't get in between [the men], they don't fight over women .... 
And you can't go out drinking with them all, when they go out drinking .... Because 
a lot of them did a few things and they didn't want a missus coming because she 
might tell their missus .... I wasn't allowed to wear colours [a patch or the club 



colour] or things like that. There was none of this 'Sieg Heil business', not from a 
woman, you couldn't have anything like that from a woman. 

Violet: Unspoken rules, like you make yourself scarce. Yeah, boys do their thing; girls 
do their sort of thing. Sometimes, I would do my own thing, and I'd hear their talk 
and everything, and I'd be quiet and I'd hear a lot more of the talk they had. 

Rose: Women are there to be used for sex, you know to pleasure men, you know .... 
And also if you go out with one of them, then you don't sleep with all of them, you know. 
But there are other gangs where they believe that if one of them has a girlfriend, then 
she belongs to them all. Yeah, women are the scum of the earth, yeah, that's what 
they think. 

Thistle: The big thing is we didn't start sleeping with all of them, and it is amazing 
how their opinion of you changes as soon as you start sleeping through the club. 
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In hindsight, the women interviewed expressed their thoughts about gang members' attitudes 

and beliefs about women. Most were critical of the way these men treated women, yet as will 

be shown later, most, although not condoning any of the men's actions, had some degree of 

understanding or empathy for the men in their lives as well as for some other gang members. 

Jasmine expressed her reflections in the following way: 

Yeah, like shit, that's really deep ah. I mean you're sort of. .. I think thry, gang men 
hate women. I mean people that fear, I mean, it's all one, they fear and they hate. 
They'll never admit to fearing them though. 

She later added: 

Oh man, I just think it's a rip off, a total rip off to womanhood, and to humanity really. I mean 
I'm okay that I sit here and say it's disgusting, but understanding that, as a woman, we are 
often in different positions of thinking .... Let's be real. Who the hell wants to get out of 
a gang when they know what's gonna happen? Look, this guy I know, God, you know .... 
He's not gonna get out, [or change]. To me that's a reality. To me the realiry is, the buck stops 
with you and I, people like us. That's how I see it. 

In this last quote Jasmine was talking about the need to have some understanding of the total 

picture. Life for the men in gangs is not easy either. Many of the men that these women 

associated with, and have discussed in the interviews came from violent and abusive 

backgrounds too. The reports on their men that they included were just as sad, and horrific as 

their own backgrounds. The violence and abuse in general and towards women, which is 

presented throughout this study, the beliefs and attitudes about women, and any life strategies 

adopted by the men involved had all been learned or influenced by factors operating within 

the wider social context. 
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Some Challenges and Reflections. 

The challenge from Jasmine, and some of the other women, was not simply to blame and 

condemn the men. Instead they argued, while 'not letting the men off the hook' for their 

actions, that there is a need to understand what facilitates gang membership and acceptance of 

the gang culture, and the activities that members and associates, both male and female, get 

entwined in. A greater understanding of the gang culture can only evolve when those 

involved, or previously involved actually come forward and share their experiences. And 

change will not be generated unless the factors that facilitate gang membership and gang 

associations are dealt with. 

Similar challenges have been voiced elsewhere. For example, Blazer, Haimona, Henare and 

Matchitt (1997, pA5), who carried out research on violence amongst Maori whanau, 

concluded that, while holding the males accountable for their abuse of women, we need to 

understand the extent of violence in batterers backgrounds, and the effect that it has had on 

their lives. Some of the participants in this study argued for more holistic approaches to the 

problem of family/domestic violence that draw together the historical and social as well as, 

the present day personal factors that relate to violence. As one informant stated: 

Once Maori understand why we are and how we have arrived at the situation we're 
at now they often have much more clarity about what they need to do, and realise 
that the problem has accumulated over three or four generations and is not just 
what's happening now. 

(Cited in Balzer et aI, 1997, pA2) 

The recent publication of Stiffed: The Betrayal of the Modem Man (1999, ppA7), written by 

Susan Faludi, reveals a similar challenge. She highlights how men who feel powerless, 

insecure and vulnerable, in a world where they are 'supposed' to be powerful and in control, 

often turn to violence and abuse to reinforce their masculinity. Like the women interviewed, 

Faludi recognises that the "troubled 'bad boys' - who sense that they've lost jobs, skills, roles, 

wives, teams and a secure future" are a product, or "a symptom of a wider betrayal" (ibid, 

blurb). 

It is also important to note that the women interviewed, in discussing and challenging the 

men's treatment of women, did not deny their own involvement in maintaining the status quo. 

They reflected on how their staying and accepting the gang culture, and the abuse and 
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violence contributes to the next generation of gang members who are emerging in our society. 

These challenges seem particularly relevant considering New Zealand now has third 

generation gang members, with young males and females who are being brought up in and 

around gang contexts all their lives (Jasmine, 1998; Tam, 1999). And many of these 

youngsters, it is supposed, will find it difficult to live away from the precarious security that 

the gang structure provides. 

As can be seen, the women in this study agreed that gang cultures in New Zealand were 

completely male dominated and the abuse of women was presented as being 'just a fact of 

life'. The women found themselves in, and presented themselves as having been in a double 

jeopardy; they sought freedom from abuse and violence with bold men in a deviant subgroup, 

only to find that they were subjected to further control, degradation, abuse and violence. On 

the contrary, these women stated and believed that they were vital to the functioning of the 

gang, of holding the system together and keeping the businesses running when their men were 

incarcerated or for other reasons, could not play their role within the gang. This belief 

facilitated notions and feelings of power in an otherwise powerless situation by minimising 

the effects of the actual powerlessness. And in some cases these women were committed to 

their men and a male institution, even though they were being abused and enslaved by the 

men. 

Those "Good Girl' Versus 'Bad Girl' Distinctions. 

The gang-related women interviewed also affirmed that there was differential treatment of 

women within the gang contexts and special treatment was derived through their partners' 

status within the gang and through adhering strictly to traditional gender roles particularly 

with regards to their sexual behaviour. Many of the women discussed achieving respect and 

feeling safe because their men had a "rep" or held a status position in the gang. Good women 

were deemed to be those who were passive, nurturing caregivers who supported and bolstered 

their men's concept of masculinity. They did not belittle or denigrate their men in front of 

others and were generally submissive to\vards their men's wishes and instructions. Clearly, 

promiscuity was frowned upon and loose women, as such, were treated more harshly than 

women who fitted in with the 'good girl' category were. Serial monogamous relationships 

were considered reasonable, and overall the image of the gang woman as being into wild sex 

parties with many gang members as highlighted in the earlier male orientated research, did 

not fit in with the realities that have been presented here. 
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Throughout the interviews there was a sharp distinction made between partners of gang 

members and other women or the 'dirty girls'. These later women were often presented as 

'bad girls'. They were perceived as sexually promiscuous and were considered a threat by 

partners of gang members. If partners behaved like 'dirty girls' they were treated as such, and 

often with violence. Female partners were off limits to all members as they were deemed 

property of the member. Dirty girls on the other hand, were generally for the men's sexual 

entertainment. Some of these other women offered their services freely to the men, while 

others, on occasion, were prostituted for drugs or money. The men isolated their partners from 

the dirty girls, but the partners also tended to reinforce this distinction and separated 

themselves from these other women. This was usually done by drawing upon the 'good 

girl'/'bad girl' concepts that were and still are rife within the traditional gender role 

stereotypes. Both the men and partners of gang members sanctioned, put down and blamed 

the dirty girls if they are abused or are openly exploited by the men. 

This distinction between the -good girls' and the 'bad girls' appears to have generated a lot of 

mistrust and insecurity between the women involved in gangs. Daisy's story highlights how 

women watch other women's behaviours closely; they are aware that their men or partners 

have other women and, as challenging their actual partners about their activities can bring 

disastrous consequences in the form of physical and emotional assaults, the women attempt to 

control these other women to a degree. What arises out of these complex dynamics is a 

system in which women who face similar or joint hardship and oppression appear to have no 

empathy for one another. Rather, they tend to isolate each other and reinforce the situation 

that their men have created. 

Sometimes the gang-related women interviewed reported that they were able to form close 

relationships with other partners of gang members. These statements were often made with 

some form of qualification, which indicated that there were limitations to these friendships. 

Rhodo explained: 

Urn, I did get along with [name of another gang member's partnerl. I got along 
with her. She was fun. Although J still didn't trust her 100 per cent with [Rhodo's 
partner's namel. '" Like with the other females at that time, it made my life hell. I 
mean, girls were hanging around that dub, dogs, T mean, like flies. And I knew that 
if he wanted he could sleep with u'!y of them. 
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This inability to trust other partners of gang members also limited whom the women could 

talk to about their situation. For example, Jasmine talked about how isolated she felt when her 

man was involved with another woman. She said: 

I think I know how it happens to gang women, 'cause gang women don't know 
who to trust. You really don't know whom to trust. Like me, I mean, he was 
mucking around .... So actually, you don't know to trust, you know, you just never 
know. It's like, it's the sort of lifestyle, you know, and if you [or they] are on drugs 
and on drink and that, it might slip one night. It might not cost you anything, but it 
wiD certainly cost some person, or the person who you told. And they make sure 
you know. 

While some women had family to discuss life's downside with, some of the gang-related 

women became totally isolated and found it difficult to talk problems through with anyone. 

The women interviewed reported that the social workers and counsellors some of them had 

approached appeared to lack any real understanding of the women's lives and their concerns. 

Going to the police or other authorities was also out of the question as doing so in most 

circumstances, would be perceived as narking. Within the gang culture, like other criminal 

contexts, narking is taken very seriously and both males and females within gang cultures are 

cautious about what they reveal to outsiders. 

The No Narking Norm. 

One of the most obvious and well-stated rules within gang cultures, like other criminal 

cultures, is the 'NO NARKING' norm (Newbold, 1978, p.319). The no narking rule in gangs 

is well entrenched as it is within the wider criminal culture. The difference is, perhaps, that 

the consequences for narking within the gang scene are more 'in your face', or are more 

overtly conveyed through illustrative acts of violence, threats and intimidatory practices. And 

through horrendous stories, sometimes embellished, about the life and hard times of those 

who narked in the past which convey a deeply understood message about the reality of the 

consequences. As within the wider criminal context, or the prison culture, these stories are 

relayed "often enough to become a part of the lore and mythology" (Newbold, 1978, p.320) of 

the particular institution and "constitute a powerful deterrent against the more serious 

deviations from the prisoner's [or gang's] code" (ibid, p.321). 
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A man's status within the criminal culture is dependent on his role and his ability to conform 

to his particular subcultural norms. Many of the practices, beliefs and attitudes of the criminal 

or gang worlds are said to be the characteristics that are well grounded within the lower class 

context. Thus the criminal and gang cultures adopt notions of status, reputation, toughness, 

intelligence or smartness, luck and excitement that have been conceptualised and have gained 

their meaning in accordance to lower class assumptions and "a distinctive tradition many 

centuries old" (Miller, 1958, p.19). Similarly, Spergel (1995, p.165-167) notes that the 

behaviours, beliefs and attitudes adopted by those joining gangs are "an outgrowth of a 

natural social learning process in certain low-income and/or transitional areas." As such, 

socialisation into a gang takes place in a given time and context, and the behaviours can be 

seen as functional to survival within that context. Gang members "are not alienated from 

conventional norms and values" (ibid, p.166) within the community. And widely desired and 

accepted social goals; status, good income, accumulation of personal property, sense of 

identity and so forth, remain desired outcomes, although the means to achieve them steps 

outside accepted social standards. In gang/criminal cultures, narking severely limits other's 

access to such goals. 

Extending the discussion on this topic, Sutherland (1937, pp. 10-26) and Irwin (1980, pp.ll-

12) make it clear that the no narking code, presently adopted by gang members and 

associates, emerged out of, and is an adaptation of an early thieves' code of practice. Such a 

code, although not documented, was required because of the number of thieves and their 

extended networks both inside and outside prison, and in lower class areas. Anyone who went 

outside this code and informed authorities of thieves' business was surely sanctioned. As 

Sutherland (1937, p.14) outlined: 

There are few ftxed rules of ethics, but there are some common understandings 
among thieves ... , It is understood that no thief must squawk (infonn) on another. 
The instances where professional thieves have squawked are so rare no serious 
consideration of this angle is necessary. Prisoners squawk for one purpose only to 
relieve themselves of punishment. Professional thieves have no thought of 
receiving punishment while in the hands of the ftx, and they have no incentive to 
squawk. Police offtcials, prosecutors, and others rarely question professional 
thieves. They have or else haven't got a rap for the prisoner. In either case there is 
no gain from questioning. If a thief should squawk, the other thieves would not 
descend to the same plane and squawk on him. They use much better methods. 
The worst penalty is to keep him broke. This is done by spreading the news that he 
has squawked, which makes it impossible for him to get into any mob. That is the 
greatest disgrace and the greatest hardship that can befall a thief. 
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Likewise, the police contacts spoken to during this research acknowledged the sanctions 

administered to gang informants. Needless to say, they were dubious about revealing anything 

that would jeopardise their source of information or put the informant at greater risk of harm. 

But, they did acknowledge the power of violence and the threat of such as being a major 

factor in maintaining this norm (Neale, 1998; Stokes, 1998). And as indicated in media 

reports about Black Power's killing ofCrmvn witness Christopher Crean (Sunday Star-Times, 

19 Oct., 1997, p. A:5) and, as outlined in Appendix II, the finger chopping incident carried 

out by the Fourth Reich (Press, 4 June, 1998, p.5) there are no boundaries set which limit the 

extent to which punishment for informing on the gang can go. 

Both the women in this study and the writer, had/have no illusions about the existence and 

reality of this well-respected code, and to some extent this study has been restricted because 

of it. The consequences of breaking this "'absolute prohibition" (Newbold, t 989, p.264) are 

profound and are deeply embedded within the minds of all involved and it is the fear of these 

consequences that stifle what can be told. Nevertheless, the reflections shared during the 

interviews provide insight and understanding of the women's experiences. The comment on 

narking occurred in following way: 

Lil)': The rules, mmm, the usuJ.l was, you know, ah, shut your mouth and don't say 
nothing .... You just had to keep your mouth shut. You see nothing, you say 
nothing type thing. 

Violet: Stay out of gang business, you know nothing, urn, but if you did know 
something, you didn't sort of thing. You hear but you don't hear. 

Freesia: Yeah, you had to keep your mouth shut. 

Daff: You could do what you w:mred as long as it was within the realms of their 
rules. Urn, you didn't blab. You Jidn', h/ab! ... Or you got a dong, and quite seriously 
and consistently too. It wouldn't bt: iust a one off thing. Urn, I guess I'd have never 
fitted in there, 'cause I don't like conforming. 

Thistle: If you have never opened your mouth wide enough for them to look at you 
then basically, they won't look Jt you. But if you g1\'c them reason to look at you 
then, yeah, they probably will rhink that you will go to the cops. Then the threats 
get thrown .... Loose lips sink ships and urn, basically, if they ... on really serious 
things. If they don't want to b-: heard and if you happen to be there and hear 
something you shouldn't thm y()u'll be told. You just get told, "You didn't hear 
that, ch?" And you'd knmv by tht: tone of the voice, that no, you didn't hear it and 
that people arc not supposed to knuw. 



Pansy: It's nearly the same as what it is in jail. Say nothing, hear nothing. That's one 
of the biggest rules. You say nothing you hear nothing. ... They'll use knives, 
chains, yeah, all sorts of things. Fists, dragging them [the narks] by ropes at the 
back of a car or a truck down a gravel road. They take them out, way out where 
there is nobody and nothing, out there. You say something or do something you 
know the consequences. You know what's gonna happen. ... They don't like 
someone that lags on someone else. You might as well go and cut your own throat. 
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It was not only the women interviewed who commented on this 'no narking' norm. Police, 

refuge workers, probation officers, working girls, youth workers, and social workers as well 

as present and former gang members also talked about this aspect of gang life in formal and 

informal discussions. And for obvious reasons, many of these people did not want to have 

their comments recorded although they were willing to discuss these issues. The following 

quotes illustrate the underlying tone of much of this discussion. 

Det. Neale: If women run to the police they are seen as narks. And that's a no-no! 

Det. Stokes: [\Vith] ... a lot of the gang culture is that there is no co-operation with 
the police. There's no narking, so a huge amount of gang violence is unreported, plus 
the victims are largely in the criminal scene themselves ... There is so much that goes 
on in the underworld that the police just don't hear about .... The gang scene seems 
worse because people know the consequences of narking. 

Morrigan: Being a nark, women internalise the culture and learn that to nark is a 
major sin, which is punishable. 

And a gang associate illustrates how this message gets across: 

Tane: I know this ganger who killed his partner's dog, you know. "If you ever nark 
on me, then I'll deal to ya and this'll prove it!" Then he slaughters her dog in front of 
her. 

Women soon learn that narks are the lowest of the lowest, so to speak, within the gang scene, 

and whether they are male or female, they are treated even more harshly than women are in 

general. To some degree, knowing this further isolates women because talking about their 

partners' behaviours to others or about other gang members to their partners is perceived in a 

similar light to narking. These sorts of discussion often resulted in a stem reprimand, an 

emotionaVverbal assault or a physical assault. Most women erred on the side of caution rather 

than discuss their concerns, as Lily disclosed: 



Once he wasn't around they [other gang members] would try and urn, pull me 
around the comer or try to 'chance it'. So I had to be careful and it was hard to tell 
him if there was something going with one of the other guys .... 'cause if I said 
something I would probably be the one that would get the, you know, hiding. Yeah, 
so rather than tell him that one of his 'brothers' was trying something on I kept quiet. 
So you have to be careful. 
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Most women acknowledged that they learned it was often better to remain silent about both 

gang activities and their own personal lives. Much of this learning was conveyed through 

violent tactics, as Violet explained: "Vio!ence Jtiences you. " 

As with other norms, the no narking rule in gang contexts is reinforced through the gang's 

particular socialisation process, which draws heavily on violence, threats and intimidatory 

practices to get the message across. Many of the women interviewed in this study, and this 

may be the case for many male gang members (see Lala, 1996, p.102), were primed towards 

accepting the no narking norms prior to becoming closely involved with the gang structures. 

It will be argued that family contexts that are emersed in violence and abuse predispose a 

child/youth to the concepts underlying the no narking norm. Many of these families are 

known to be 'trading in secrets' or have attempted to hide the violent and abusive dynamics 

on which the family functions. 

Socialisation into the Gang Scene. 

The family is said to be one of the most powerful socialisation agents in society as this is 

where we begin to internalise cultural norms and values (Robertson, 1989, p.81). When a 

child's family of origin is essentially a battleground the youngster takes the beliefs and 

attitudes that support the ongoing battles on board. One of the most powerful beliefs that 

enable family violence and abuse to re-occur is the belief that family business is private. 

Susan Steinmetz argues that the family has operated on: 

The premise that the family is a sacred, private institution in which outsiders have 
no right to interfere [and this] can be supported by examining the legal attitudes 
towards violence. 

(Steinmetz, 1977, pp.3-4) 

For many years family, friends, neighbours and society turned a blind eye to family violence; 

it remained hidden and no one really wanted to know about it (Balzer et aI, 1997, p.23). The 
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belief that family troubles are private still holds in some families today even though family 

violence is now recognised as a major social problem within industrial societies. And as I can 

attest from my involvement with men's stopping violence programmes, some men employ 

and promulgate this belief in an attempt to avoid taking responsibility for their choice to use 

violence and abuse within the family context. To compound matters, many victims and 

perpetrators, like the women interviewed in this study, report much shame and embarrassment 

around family violence and this also works towards remaining silent about such activity. 

Children growing up in these environments learn similar behaviours and know not to talk 

about what is going on. Thus young gangsters, male or female, who grew up in violent and 

abusive environments are often well attuned to the no narking concept and practices. 

As many of the women interviewed in this study [7/10] report experiencing violence and 

abuse within the family context, it is suggested that they were amenable to the no narking 

norm of the gang in their later years. They were predisposed to minimise the open usage 

violence and abuse, and other negative type norms adopted by the gangs. Therefore, when 

considering the women's socialisation into the gang scene it needs to be acknowledged that 

the process began well before their actual involvement with the gang. 

To further explore the processes that impact on women once they are connected to the gang 

scene a group socialisation model outlined by Moreland and Levine (1982 cited in Cotterell, 

1996, pp.57-58; Lala, 1996, pp.47-56; Moreland, Levine & Cini, 1993, pp.104-129) will be 

used to assist in understanding the gang-related women's experiences. Lala (1996) adopted 

this model in New Zealand in an attempt to understand the role of the gang in former 

members' lives. And although Lala found some inconsistencies between the group 

socialisation model presented and gang members' experiences the different stages of 

socialisation highlighted in the model were helpful in understanding the men's passage 

through the gang culture. And in doing so the model provides an interesting base from which 

women's involvement can be examined and understood. 

Moreland and Levine proposed that individuals passage through groups can be understood as 

a series of stages that trace a number of reciprocal processes that operate on both group and 

individual levels. As illustrated in Figure 3 and outlined by Moreland, Levine & Cini (1993, 

p.106): 



· .. both the group and the individual engage in an ongoing evaluation of their 
relationship together, comparing its value to that of other relationships that are 
available to them. On the basis of these evaluations, feelings of commitment arise 
between the group and the individual. These feelings change in systematic ways 
over time, rising or falling to previously established decision criteria. When a 
decision is reached, a role transition takes place, the individual enters a new phase 
of group membership, and the relationship betv.·een the group and the individual is 
transformed. Evaluation proceeds, otten along different dimensions than before, 
producing further changes in commitment and subsequent role transitions. In this 
way, the individual can pass through five phases of group membership 
(mvestigation, socialization, maintenance, resocialization and remembrance), 
separated by four role transitions (entry, acceptance, divergence, and exit). 
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With relevance to gangs, Lala (1996, pp.4?-56) found that this model fitted well with the 

literature on gang recruitment processes. In interviews with gang members, he found that on 

initial contact with gangs a subtle investigation period often occurs that can be initiated either 

by the individuals seeking gang involvement or by full gang members who assess and attract 

newcomers (ibid, p.1 04). This is a period of reconnaissance for the individual and recruitment 

for the gang. From this point, Lala indicates that the process may become more skewed in 

favour of the gang than the individual, but that the general theme of the model still fits well. 

Figure 1: Moreland & Levine's Model of Group Socialisation. 

(Source: Moreland, Levine & Cini, 1993, p.lO?) 
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After initial contact with the gang has been negotiated a process occurs whereby both the 

individual and the gang evaluate each other. Many gangs make a number of subtle 

observations in which the newcomer's acceptance of gang nonns and values are judged, and 

some argue that newcomers evaluate the gang lifestyle (Lala, 1996, pp.50, 105). Once a 

newcomer is accepted, a transition period begins were fonnal procedures, or group initiation 

begins. Thus, being accepted as a prospect and being tested about his commitment to the gang 

marks entry to the gang. Then group socialisation begins. The gang works to ensure that the 

new comer or prospect can face up to the role of a gang member and that he understands the 

loyalty and demands required by the gang. This is where the strong in-group bonding takes 

place, and ambivalence and/or hostility towards outsiders is observed and fostered, which 

helps to generate the strong sense of belonging and the gang identity that gang members 

report (ibid, p.l06-107). Marsh (1892, p.41) states that this is a period where: 

Gang members would be continually "testing" for "class", "staunchness", "fighting 
ability", and the Prospectors had to be seen to have the ability to "take a hiding". 

The prospect's commitment to the gang culture is scrutinised through a number of 'tests' 

ranging from carrying out orders, to acts of violence, and/or theft. One subject in Marsh's 

study claimed that he had to watch his girlfriend being gang raped (Marsh, 1982, p.44), 

although it is to be noted that many of the gangs have now outlawed this practice. Once the 

prospect had demonstrated his courage and loyalty to the gang in this way he was given his 

patch. The prospecting period may be anywhere from around three months up to two years 

and the 'patching up' celebrations are considered a real milestone, in tenns of gang life. 

In line with Moreland & Levine's model of group socialisation, this recognition or acceptance 

of the newcomer into full gang membership marks the end of socialisation and the beginning 

of the maintenance phase. However, they would argue that in most group contexts the 

socialisation period is more a time of assimilation and accommodation where both the group 

and the individual attempts to influence the other. The individual, they argue, also tries to 

"change the group so that it can better satisty his or her personal needs" (Moreland, Levine & 

Cini, 1993, p.106.). Once the group and the individual needs seem congruent, the next role 

transition, acceptance, occurs and this marks the beginning of the maintenance period. 
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During the maintenance period, Moreland and Levine claim, both the group and the 

individual engage in negotiations with regards to "a special role" (ibid, p.106) that fulfils both 

the groups goal's and individual needs. And when both parties are satisfied, the commitment 

level of both the gang and the individual, remain high. According to Lala, (1996, p.51) the 

role positions in the gang scene are clearly defined and movement into high status positions, 

for example; President, Vice-President or Sergeant-at-Arms, can only be achieved by 

observing clearly established rules and processes, and in meeting strict criteria. In Marsh's 

study some gang members believed that those elected or who fight their way to these status 

positions are required to have "a good brain, and be cunning and smart" while others felt that 

the president needed to be "the best fighter" (Marsh, 1982, p.53.). Lala indicates that the 

negotiations and evaluations will be repeated many times during gang membership, and that 

these maintenance processes accompany any changes in role position that the individual gang 

member's experiences during his time with the gang (Lala, 1996, p.52). Nowadays, with some 

gangs being more organised, the gang hierarchy is likely to be based on leadership and 

management ability, and is linked to skill rather than brawn and the need to maintain a low 

profile. Now perhaps, more than the past, violent tactics tend to be delegated to prospects and 

junior members (Neale, 1998; Newbold, 2000, p.208; Stokes, 1998; Pansy, 1998). 

Marsh's research report highlights the methods used by the gang to maintain power over the 

individual during the maintenance period. The various methods of discipline used to ensure 

that the gang's goals are realised include; assault, the threat of violence, warnings, fines, 

being isolated or ridiculed, and de-patching the member. Clearly, junior members would find 

it difficult to express opinions and feelings that run contrary to the gang's norms (Marsh, 

1982, p.57). Thus, the influence of the gang remains greater during this maintenance phase 

than an individual's influence over the gang does. 

As illustrated in Moreland and Levine's model, should negotiations around role positions not 

reach a satisfactory conclusion and fail to fulfil both individual and group needs the next role 

transition, divergence, occurs and a resocialisation process eventuates. During this period, it is 

argued that the bTfOUP attempts to influence the individual so that he/she will contribute more 

towards the group's goals while the individual attempts to bring the group in line with their 

own personal needs. If both processes succeed then the member converges back to full 

membership and the maintenance phase. If the process fails both parties commitment levels 
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decline to a point where the exit transition period marks the beginning of the next phase in 

Moreland and Levine's model, that being the remembrance period. 

During the resocialisation phase, Lala found that many of his participants acknowledged a 

growing "dissatisfaction with gang life" (1996, p.114) and that the gang no longer worked to 

meet the individual member's personal needs. Some of the men he interviewed indicated that 

they started to question the value of the gang in their lives. Lala quoted Evan as saying: 

I'd just had enough, had a guts full (sic) of gang life. Always looking over my 
shoulder .... The only vision I had of where it was going to take me was a life 
sentence, or to the cemetery. I seen a lot of my mates go there. 

(Evan cited in Lala, 1996, p.92) 

Others realised that the violence was having a negative impact on their lives and their 

families. Other realisations made during this resocialisation period included growing tired of 

police harassment and conflict with the law, and a disillusionment with intra-gang conflict 

and internal power struggles (Lala, 1996, pp. 139-141). 

Moreland and Levine's model of group socialisation suggests that there is a reasonably equal 

relationship when a group member contemplates terminating their membership, but in gang 

contexts this may not be as straight forward as the model implies. Lala proposed that: 

Theoretically, because the gang holds an unequal share of power in the relationship, 
once one is a member it becomes the gang's deCision whether one can resign 
membership. 

(1996, p.52.) 

In his research, however, he found that only one of the gang members interviewed recalled 

having any trouble leaving the gang. With a small sample of eight former gang members, Lala 

advised readers to avoid drawing any major conclusions from his data about the exit process 

(Lala, 1996, p.I13). There is frequent anecdotal evidence (for example see Sunday Star

Times, 24 May 1998) that some members have great difficulty leaving the gang scene. This 

appears to be dependent on the gang, the role the member played, his knowledge of gang 

business and whether or not the gang perceives his leaving as a threat (personal knowledge; 

Jasmine, 1998). At the resocialisation stage, religion may playa significant role in drawing 

gang members away from the gang culture. Lala found that religion played a significant role 
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in the post gang lives of half [4/8] the fonner gang members that he interviewed. It is possible 

that church or religious involvement may be "a means to develop new social self-concepts" 

(Lala, 1996, p.116), but further research is needed to substantiate this. 

With Moreland and Levine's model, the remembrance period is characterised by the group's 

evaluation of the prior relationship with the individual, which is based on the group's cultural 

traditions. And the individual reminisces over hislher time with the group. Over a period of 

time, the commitment level between the group and the individual is reduced (Moreland, 

Levine & Cini, 1993, p.108). Lala found that his participants had "apparently contradictory 

recollections of the good and bad aspects of their gangs" (Lala, 1996, p.114) with some 

aspects of gang life, such as the gang's notoriety, being presented as both a positive and a 

negative characteristic of gang life. Some men interviewed recollected the good times, yet 

made clear comments that warned others to stay away from the gang culture (ibid, p.137). The 

general processes outlined here are not too dissimilar from those that the women in this study 

have alluded to in their stories. However, there are some differences in the way the gang 

operates during these phases when it comes to keeping women in their place and to ensure 

that the men maintain a higher status within the gang culture. 

Gang Socialisation Processes and Women. 

By following a process similar to that mapped out by Moreland and Levine, and adopted by 

Lala, as presented in Figure 2, women's entry to, and socialisation into the gang culture can 

be further understood as progressing through a series of stages. As indicated earlier, the 

women's primary socialisation within the family of origin appears to have a huge influence, 

and allows the initial gang socialisation process to be easily assimilated or accommodated. 

Many of the women in this study were welcomed into the gang context as either guests or 

visitors of gang members. When this occurs there is a general agreement, often unspoken that 

implies that guests or visitors will be treated respectfully, as they 'belong' to or are property 

of the gang member they are with. Plus those gangs that open their bars to a 'select public' do 

not want to frighten off their patrons. With particular regard to women, this general ruling is 

upheld as long as the women concerned behave in accordance to the 'good girl' categories 

outlined earlier, that they respect or at least go along with the gang's way of doing things, and 

they do not ask too many questions. 
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Figure 2: Mapping Women's Movement through the Gang Context. 
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As guests or visitors at gang functions the women come under scrutiny not only from gang 

members but also the partners of gang members. Lily, Violet, Thistle, Rhodo, Daisy and 

Pansy all reflected on memories of being watched when they began their association with 

their particular gang. Daisy, as described earlier, highlighted how she was challenged by the 

men about her dress, she had her hair cut off, beer thrown in her face and was confronted by 

the Prez for not answering him. She also talked about how the women would watch her and 

challenge her when her partner or a friend did not accompany her. It was only when the other 

partners of gang members were completely sure that Daisy was not a dirty girl and therefore 

no threat to the other women's relationship with their men that the feeling of being watched 

by the other women subsided. 

While she was being observed, Daisy noticed that some women were made more welcome 

than others were and this usually occurred when the woman was known to be a relative of a 

gang member. She also noticed how one member's sister could come and go as she pleased, 

while partners of gang members were only allowed to be present· at the clubrooms at certain 

times. The reflections made by other women in this study were similar and while some were 

bothered about being watched others found this experience manageable. For example 

Lily said: 

Oh yeah, they did watch, yeah. Yeah, but I was probably too drunk to realise what 
was happening, half the time. And the girls, I found, they were all right as long as I 

I 



didn't go anywhere near their men. Once they realised, urn, it was like, "Oh, 
[partner's name] has found himself a missus", and urn, then they were okay. 

Thistle stated that: 

... they watched me. I didn't really care. It didn't really worry me. Nah, its that [gang 
member's name] ... always used to tell me to keep away from the women. He told 
me not to get caught in this scenario, in the wife scenario. Even the dirty girls' 
scenario was just as bad, you know. He always used to warn me, who was bad news 
and who wasn't. 
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Thistle could cope with being observed by the other women, but she felt that her long-term 

gang member friend looked after her and over time other members had gained a respect for 

her and her friend, Briar. Thistle adds: 

\Vell, I don't know, they had what you would call a respect for us; they didn't pass 
the line with us. They didn't try to pick us up because they knew that we had 
certain friends, you see. [Gang member's name] was there, the friends we knew 
they were guys that we had never slept with, so there was no cause for worry. 

Violet, however, hated being watched, she said: 

I think, at the time, I always sat with the right people. I have a happy personality 
and people stuck up for me. If anyone said anything bad about me someone would 
stand up for me. Yeah, I was watched, and I hated it. Sometimes I had to talk fast and 
talk my way out of things, until I was accepted. 

Once the women felt that they were accepted the feeling of being constantly watched reduced. 

During this investigation period the women report that they had already begun to fit in with 

the culture, they had also observed what was occurring and had noted how women were 

treated. And when women were assaulted or came under reprimand, they were often blamed 

for their own fate. By this time the women had began to strategise, and the strategies or 

patriarchal bargains adopted would no doubt be influenced by the strategies that operated 

within the women's family of origin. These women were also able to observe the strategies 

that worked for other women involved. Some had heard 'the stories' that outlined the 

consequences for inappropriate behaviour and made subtle changes in their own behaviours, 

and their 'good' behaviour helped to facilitate the feeling acceptance. 
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During this phase, it appears as though women are relatively free to come or go. If they don't 

like the experiences that they hear about or observe, an exit from the scene and culture is 

easily managed. And most of the women interviewed tell or advise others to take an exit here. 

Likewise, the police acknowledge some women can attend gang functions to have a look at 

the scene and leave without too many problems. It is when they become heavily involved, 

become a girlfriend of a member, or need the gang for a supply of drugs and so on that things 

become more difficult, especially if they become isolated from friends, family and 

acquaintances outside the gang (Neale, 1998; Stokes, 1998). 

Once a woman has become accepted and is tolerated as a frequent visitor or as a partner of a 

gang member the gang's socialisation process appears to become more direct with clear 

instruction on appropriate behaviour coming from gang members and other partner's of gang 

member. Again Daisy's example provides evidence of these secondary socialisation 

processes. Her partner clearly told her that he had to teach her how things were done. And it is 

demonstrated that violence, intimidation and abuse are the primary means for conveying such 

learning. During this stage those women who saw the gang or gang member as a means of 

protection leaned towards blaming themselves for any violence and abuse that they endured. 

And some of the women interviewed felt more accepted as a result of being beaten. After all, 

this was simply the ways things were done. And as Daisy stated: 

You know, in some ways I sort of felt, you know, the bigger the hidings and the 
more people who knew about it the more accepted I become with everyone else. I 
was fitting in. You know, how could you be with a gang member and not get a 
hiding. 

Thistle added: 

You learn through their intimidation and everything like that. 'cause in their own 
way, ah I don't know, they make you think very lowly of yourself. That's how they 
try to get their message across, via emotional blackmail and things like that. You 
find a lot of women who are stuck in the gang scene have very low self-esteem .... 
And they [gang members] isolate their women from everything they know in order 
for them not to see the reality outside the walls that have been built around them. 

By the time the women moved into the maintenance stage the coping strategies learned and 

developed during the socialisation process are well developed. During this maintenance stage, 

as will be discussed later, the men kept applying power and control tactics to keep their 
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women in their place and the women, having internalised their gang's norms, kept employing 

the various coping strategies, or patriarchal bargains that they had developed. But, the 

compromises that they made soon came to the fore. The women struggled with personal 

conflict and continued to try and create an acceptable position for themselves. They presented 

themselves to outsiders and each other as accepting their position while rejecting it within 

themselves. And as time went on some of the women tried subtly to work for change with 

their partners during this time. When these negotiations failed the women's commitment to 

the gang, and their partner declined and the reality of their situation could no longer be 

disguised. Many started to question their position begun to look outside the gang context. 

Sometimes the extremes of the violence and abuse or a crisis event facilitated the need for 

change. Slowly the women diverged into the next phase of the group socialisation model, 

resocialisati~n or disengagement. The decisions made to leave a gang member partner and the 

gang context were often fraught with hurdles or barriers, from the partners, sometimes from 

the gang itself as a whole and from within the wider social system. Sometimes the barriers to 

leaving seemed insurmountable, but in time all the women interviewed moved away from the 

gang scene. And as will be demonstrated later, a resocialisation process occurred that gave 

these women the confidence to begin to make some different choices in their lives, not only 

for themselves, but also for their children and in some case their partners. For some women, 

religion became a prominent feature during the resocialisation period as the religious 

frameworks provided a structure through which life could be worked, and facilitated a sense 

of security during the ambiguities of change. Slowly an exit from the gang situation that they 

were in was negotiated, and although some of the women interviewed still have some contact 

with gang members and associates, all were in the position of remembrance at the time of the 

interview. 

Generally the women interviewed, like some of the former gang members in Lala's research, 

remember a mixture a good and bad times with the gang and a reflection of these memories is 

presented within the women's stories. All women interviewed report having learned, or grown 

from their time within the gang and many have taken up furthering their education. All have 

made major changes in their lives for both themselves and their children. And all are 

courageous in their attempts to help others where they can. While these women may advise 

other women that gang life is 'dangerous' and to be very careful or to stay away, they tend to 

convey a sense of compassion, or understanding for those, both male and female, currently 
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involved in gangs. They hope others will come to understand the gang culture, and the tactics 

of power and control over women that operate in gangs and they cautiously shared their 

memories so others will be more able to make informed choices with regards to their 

involvement. 

Reflection. 

In summation, the gang-related women were in a no-win situation, their contradictory, but 

variable, position meant that they were bound between several conflicting norms both within 

the gang and in the wider social environment. Having escaped from violent and abusive 

homes, many had attempted to reject violence and abuse, yet they found themselves in a 

position where they accepted such as a way of life. As these women entered the gang context 

they brought with them a set of beliefs and attitudes learned within their families of origin. 

And for thQse women who emerged out of violent and abusive family situations, the 

perquisites for gang life had already been mastered. They already knew the basis of the no 

narking norm, and had previously developed a number of strategies for surviving within these 

'dangerous' contexts. The traditional beliefs and attitudes that pertain to women's role and 

place often put forward within society and within the gang context support these strategies. 

Being susceptible to the gang culture, the women then progressed or negotiated their way 

through a number of phases, as outlined in Moreland and Levine's group socialisation model, 

in which they learned about and adapted to the gang culture. 

To survive within the male domain of the gang, with its openly abusive practices towards 

women, the gang women developed strategies or patriarchal bargains in an attempt to create a 

better position for themselves. These strategies contributed to the women's contradictory 

position, in that they provided individual women with a sense of power and/or security they 

also actually worked to maintain the abuse and degradation of women within these contexts. 

Therefore, the women object to the way women were treated; yet they colluded with this 

treatment by blaming themselves or the victims for what they received. Furthermore, these 

strategies worked to make the male control easier by isolating and separating women from 

each other, thus making it less likely that gang women will hold the men accountable for their 

actions on a collective basis. 

Understanding the contradictions was not easy for the gang-related women interviewed. 

Living by the rules, playing the game and the strategising was all about survival within their 
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context. The statement presented below, which emerged in many of the interviews conducted 

during this study, encapsulates this reality, not only for the women interviewed, but also for 

gang members, social workers, and the police alike. As Daisy put it: 

It's just the way things are! 

This statement represents a sense of powerlessness, hopelessness, confusion and despair on 

the one hand, and a degree of acceptance and resignation on the other. One just has to learn 

the strategies and rules to survive in their environment. Merely to view these women as 

passive victims would be a major mistake, for they are survivors in their own right. 



Introduction. 

CHAPTER SEVEN: 

MEN'S POWER & CONTROL TACTICS 

& WOMEN'S COPING STRATEGIES. 
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It is clear from the women's profiles and data presented thus far, that the men in gangs 

employ a number of power and control tactics that keep gang-related women's options limited 

within the gang context. Physical/sexual violence, emotional/verbal abuse and/or intimidation 

have a heavy influence on women's behaviour, the decisions they may make and on their 

lives as a whole. It may be claimed that these tactics are no different from those used by some 

men towards women in violent heterosexual relationships outside the gang cultures. And one 

has to admit that the overall tactics employed by gang members are similar to those used by 

many men in New Zealand society who have later become the respondents of protection 

orders. A total of 21,095 protection orders were granted between July 1996 and April 1999 

and of these 91 per cent were taken out against men for a range of violent or abusive 

behaviours (NZ Dept. for Courts Domestic Violence Database, Appendix VII). The 

behaviours that can be cited within affidavits when applying for protection orders range from 

sexual and/or physical assault through to psychologically abusive tactics such as 

emotional/verbal abuse, coercion and threat, harassment and/or subtle forms of intimidation 

(NZ Dept. for Courts, 1996, pp.2-3). It will be argued here that the gang culture not only 

intensifies the use of these behaviours but also brings in to the picture a number of dynamics 

that are not normally present within the 'typical' family violence scenario. 

In this section the Duluth Abuse Intervention Project, Power and Control Model [DAIP 

Model] will be expanded to include the collective forces of the gang. In doing so, rationale for 

the above-mentioned argument becomes clear. Having explored these power and control 

tactics, the strategies or patriarchal bargains adopted by the women interviewed to resist or 

counter these power and control tactics will be discussed. 

The Duluth Abuse Intervention Project: Power and Control Model. 

The DAIP Model arose out of an initiative in Duluth, Minnesota in 1981 that aimed to 

provide an effective intervention process for community agencies and law enforcers when 

handing domestic violence cases. Nine agencies came together for this project under the 
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Figure 3: Modified Version of the Duluth Abuse Intervention Project Power and Control 

Model: Power and Control Wheel. 

(Source: National Network of Stopping Violence Services New Zealand, 
Stopping Violence Programme for Men: Resource Material. 1998, p.3.) 
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umbrella of the Domestic Abuse Intervention Project to develop policies and procedures, 

which governed the responses made in such cases (Glover, 1995, p. 85-86; Pence & Paymar, 

1990, p.iv-2). The Duluth initiative engaged with thousands of women who had been beaten, 

abused and intimidated, and with many "Men who Batter" (Pence & Paymar, 1990, cover) 

who attended the DAIP Model educational/counselling programmes over a five-year testing 

period. From these beginnings, Ellen Pence and Michael Paymar, with the aid of others 

involved, produced an educational curriculum titled Power and Control: Tactics of Men who 

Batter: An Educational Cirrculum (1990). This curriculum presented a framework and 

philosophy for working with men who use violence and abuse against women and children 

which has been trialed, adopted and further developed in New Zealand; initially by the 

Hamilton Abuse Intervention Pilot Project, launched in 1991, and later by Ken McMaster in 

conjunction with the National Network of Stopping Violence Services NZ [NNSVS] 

(National Network of Stopping Violence Services NZ, 1998, p.l; Robertson & Busch, 1993, 

pp.i & 1). 

Figure3: the DAIP Model Power and Control Wheel, illustrates a range of behaviours and 

tactics men employ against women and children to gain and maintain power and control over 

them. It is important to note that this model can be helpful, with a little modification, in 

unpacking power and control in areas such as male-male violence, female-female violence, 

and female-male violence, if the privilege section is altered to suit. As presented, the model 

divides power and control tactics into ten categories; physical abuse, sexual abuse, coercion 

and threats, intimidation, emotional abuse, isolation, blaming, which also includes minimising 

and denying, using children, economic abuse and male privilege (for summary see Appendix 

VIII). The wheel is symbolic in terms of male violence against females in that traditional 

beliefs and attitudes pertaining to the place and role of women have provided men with 

certain privileges within society and the family. The male privilege section has been 

repositioned around the outer rim of the wheel l
, thus holding the wheel together to represent 

the all-pervasive power of these traditional assumptions and the influence that they have in 

supporting male control and abuse of women. 

Sometimes these privileges are labelled as a set of entitlements, beliefs and/or attitudes that 

provide men with the rationalisations and justifications through which they can maintain an 

I The Modifications referred to here have been carried out by Paula Basil for NNSVS in 1998. 
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assumed right to punish, discipline or otherwise abuse and violate \¥omen. In other areas of 

power and control similar entitlements are maintained through the privilege that emerges out 

of corresponding sets of beliefs and attitudes that promote and reinforce hierarchical 

structures; such as with the rich over poor, old over the young, whites/Europeans over non

whites or minority cultures (see Appendix IX). 

Bringing in the Gang Dynamics •. 

While some of the behaviours outlined in each category of the DAIP Model may be debatable 

or the meaning and intent of these actions may differ within and across contextual planes, this 

debate will not be discussed here. The DAIP Model clearly situates these actions within the 

context of obtaining and maintaining power and control. The purpose here is to explore each 

section and take into account how the collective dynamics of the gang work to achieve the 

control of women. 

Male Privilege. 

Beginning with male privilege, as discussed earlier, gangs are structured as male domains in 

which the men/gang members maintain certain rights or privileges over 'their' women. And 

like outside the gang context, the use of male privilege operates to limit women's choices or 

rights and controls women's behaviour. As noted by the women interviewed, women have no 

place in the decision making of the gang at all and if a woman causes concern for other gang 

members then her gang member partner is expected to keep her in line. This means that the 

woman is not merely being held accountable by her partner and maybe his family or friends, 

she is being held accountable to the whole gang. Furthermore, the women know this and are 

therefore limited in terms of getting male support when partner abuse occurs. Outside the 

gang context women in abusive relationships can access support from other males; a brother, 

or friends within the couple's peer network, but within the gang networks this can prove to be 

more complicated. More often than not other male gang member friends will not want to 

challenge their fellow gang members or get involved. Lily, for example, talked about trying to 

get some support from another gang member when she found out that her partner had been 

assaulting her child. She explained: 

And I came home to my child, bruises all up his legs and urn, yeah, I was shattered . 
... He Ipartner's namej was quite a bitter person. Yeah, it was just constant fighting. I 
found it unacceptable and at that time, we had another gang member staying at our 



house and he didn't like that sort of thing either. And I tried to talk to him, to this 
'brother' and there was no way. I had to put up with this. Sure he felt sorry for me 
and the kid but he, you know, to go and talk to my partner about it was, it was none 
of his business. 
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The gang member's commitment is generally expected to remain more focused towards the 

gang or his fellow gang members than to family commitments. As Pansy said, " ... they won't 

intervene in personal problems." Family hassles are considered petty and the issue would 

have to be major before a fellow gang member would get involved. I know from personal 

experience, however, that child sexual abuse and incest would come under major 

consideration, but not abusive fonns of discipline. 

In addition to the above, being accountable to the gang also means being watched and 

monitored by other women within the gang, and especially the other partners or wives of gang 

members. This keeping track of other women's behaviour is generated from the mistrust that 

arises out of the men, under the male privilege banner, being entitled to obtain the services or 

favour of 'dirty girls' whenever they so desire. Most of the women interviewed felt totally 

powerless in this regard, and although begrudgingly, many came to regard the 'dirty girls' 

scenario as just another fact of gang life. 

Most of the women interviewed discussed in detail many scenarios where other aspects of 

male privilege could be identified. Some of the reported incidents made it clear that many 

gang members feel that they have a right to order other gang members' partners around and 

tended to treat all women within the gang like slaves if they could get away with it. Clearly, 

there were some limitations to this sort of behaviour, but this depended on the status and the 

reputation of the woman's partner or her connections within the gang. Both Daff and Lily 

described incidents where groups of gang members visited their respective private homes and 

began to make demands or order them around. When their partners made no objection to these 

actions, the gang members continued to expect these women, their fellow gang members' 

partners to be at their beck and calL Other women interviewed reported similar scenarios. 

When attempting to unpack aspects of male privilege within the gang context, it is easy to see 

that this underpins all of the other segments within the power and control wheel just as it does 

in non-gang abusive relationships. Male privilege, for example, extends into physical abuse 

by supporting the justifications and rationalisations that enable men to punish physically 
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women who disobey their men. After all, in accordance with traditional gender roles and 

expectations; man is the leader, protector, and the provider who should be obeyed. And as it 

has been shown, gang contexts are structured to promote and maintain male privilege and 

status. Male privilege also supports sexual abuse and gang rape in a similar way. Gang men 

often take it as their right and in some cases their duty, to have dirty girls while some men, 

but not all within the gang, regard women as mere sex objects available for male sexual 

gratification. Male privilege gives men the right to control via whatever means they see fit 

and therefore all other aspects of the power and control wheel are reinforced by this segment. 

Physical Abuse and Violence. 

With regards to physical abuse against women within the gang context, many incidents were 

reported throughout the interview process, some by the women, some by the police, and some 

by male gaRg associates. Some of these reports cannot be recorded here for reasons of 

confidentiality. But many of the incidents discussed were enough to make well-seasoned 

police and workers in the area of violence shudder. And although further research is required 

to substantiate this, I will argue that the frequency and the extremes of violence from this type 

of abuse are greater in gangs than in the wider community. Of the ten women interviewed, 

nine reported extreme violence either against themselves or their friends. So sad and 

horrendous were the reports involving one young woman, and her children who all grew up in 

and around a gang, that their subsequent deaths in a non gang-related incident, were 

considered a real blessing by some who knew her. One said: 

That was one of the worst ones. She had to put up with that [violence and abuse] 
even when she wasn't with him. Realistically, lher death] was the best thing that 
could have ever, ever happened, as awful as that may sound. The only way she \vas 
ever going to get away was [pause] death. She'd have never ever have gotten away. 
Unfortunately her children went with her, but maybe that's for the best too. 

(Thistle, 1998) 

This quote illustrates the reality of gang life for some women, and by all accounts this was not 

an isolated incident. The police also acknowledged this particular case and others like it. 

While this quote was a reflection of another woman's death, death may be perceived as a 

viable option for some gang-related women. Two of the women interviewed had attempted 

suicide and two others had contemplated it. In a discussion paper titled: Mob Advisory Panel 

Lower North Island Regions: High Mortality Rate 199-1-1995, there is a mention of five 
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"female deaths by suicide" (Tam, undated, p.6) in one chapter of the Mongrel Mob over a 

two-three year time span. Although the data discussed here were not analysed, these deaths, 

among others, indicate an area of concern for those Mongrel Mob members seeking to 

encourage Mob chapters towards "Positive Development" (ibid). And like the data presented 

in this current research the cases indicate a need for more in-depth research in this area, and in 

the area of gangs overall. 

It is not only partner violence that gang women worry about; other gang members are also a 

threat. Both Violet and Daisy talked about the fear of violence from other gang members, 

particularly when their partners were absent or had upset the gang. Violet talked about a 

group of gang members turning up to her home when her partner had upset someone in his 

gang. She said: 

The next thing I had a fist in my mouth and four of the guys got out of the car and 
stood by the car [and just watchedl. 

And, as previously stated, Daisy talked of other gang members cutting off her hair, and 

jabbing her with a knife. The women interviewed in this current research spoke of the 

following with regards to physical assaults against women: 

• Major beatings resulting in hospitalisation 
• Use of knives, baseball bats, bottles and guns 
• Seeing a woman with a gun to held to her head 
• Being attacked with an axe 
• Being attacked with a machetc 
• Seeing other women with repetitive black eyes andlor bloodied noses 
• Having black eyes and bleeding noses themselves 
• Being kicked by a gang member wearing steel caps 
• A woman being kicked to dcath 
• I-laving a knife drawn against one's throat 
• Being jabbed in the back with a knife 
• Being burned cigarettes 
• II aving the gang's insignia tattooed on a woman against her will 

• Being burned with hot fat 
• A woman left paralysed after a beating 
• Having hair cut off 
• Sustaining broken jaws andlor teeth 
• I laving to clean up other women after they had been assaulted or raped 
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• Mother not being able to recognise her daughter due to swelling and the bruising the 
daughter had sustained 

• Being forcibly injected with [an unknown] drug 

This list is by no means exhaustive, but it illustrates the everyday type of violence these 

women endured, which was presented as 'just a fact of life' within the gang scene. Besides all 

this, gang-related women sometimes witness or know about their partner's involvement in 

other types of assaults; against other or rival gang members, the narks, and sometimes 

strangers. An insight into this came from Margaret, a Woman's Refuge worker: 

Margaret remembers working with the de-facto partners of two different gang 
presidents. One woman moved into refuge after he had ordered a 'hit' on another 
gang house and she knew that women and children lived in this particular house. 
Margaret states this woman complained that they [gang members] make no 
allowances for women and the kids when they organised 'hits' or retaliation 
strategies against another gang. She was also concerned that this other gang would 
retaliate and that her kids, and herself, could be caught up in the middle of it. 'Thry 
make no allowances for women and kids. " 

The other woman talked of living in a house, which she owned, next door to a gang 
house. Her gang member partner and other gang members were often at her house 
and when the police raided the 'pad' one time they also raided her place searching 
for drugs, weapons and other contraband. The police ripped out wall linings and 
practically ransacked the place. This woman stated that she felt as though she was 
"raped by the police," that she "might as well have been stripped naked." After 
they found nothing: no guns, no drugs or anything, they left. She also had a box 
with personal papers, a diary and other personal effects, which they went through 
page by page. She felt absolutely devastated by this invasion into her privacy and in 
the end they found nothing of any value to them. What hurt was that because guns 
and drugs were allegedly involved they did not need a warrant or anything, the 
police could just do it. Margaret believes that this girl was too intelligent to leave 
anything written around that would have left her at risk of harm from the police or 
from the gang anyway. 

The women interviewed also discussed similar scenarios and the overall worry and stress 

generated in knowing about raids or 'hits', of wondering whether the police would turn up at 

their door, and about the general stress of living within this violence-prone context. Pansy, for 

example, discussed how hard it was for her being :'hassled", constantly being asked questions, 

by the police after she and three other women saw a rival gang member being shot. None of 

these women needed to be told that they knew nothing. Pansy said that the police offered her 

protection, but she was unable to trust police witness protection programme. 
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During the course of the interviews there were reports about stress or worry that was related 

to guns and other weapons being stored at the women's houses. And one woman stopped 

others calling the police about an assault because she knew a quantity of drugs had been 

stored at her house by her partner. Two other women discussed having been followed and 

harassed by rival gang members. These rivals took photographs of them and their houses, and 

their friends. Each of these women talked about their non-gang-related friends being 

confronted by rival gang members to be questioned about their association these women's 

respective partners. Obviously these women were concerned about possible violent outcomes 

of such events and much caution had to be taken in terms of remaining relatively safe. 

The point noted here is that the often gang-related women's behaviour or actions were guided 

by the events going on around them. And even if they were lucky enough not to have 

experienced being physically assaulted, they were cautious and tried to prevent such from 

happening to them and their friends. While women outside the gang context worry about 

violence and abuse, these concerns are not generated in the same way as the gang-related 

women experience this. Within the gang context violence and abuse is 'just a fact of life'. All 

the women interviewed were well aware of the reality of violence. 

I would argue, and most of the women interviewed agree that men within gangs, who use 

violence and abuse against women, would probably do so whether within the gang or not. As 

Thistle said: 

He would beat me up before he joined the gang. But it happened more often when 
he wag in the gang and he always had a place to go ... 

It is clear that structure of gangs, the nature of people who are attracted to gangs, and the 

secrecy that pervades throughout the whole gang system facilitate a greater frequency, and 

acceptance of extremes in violence and abuse, which the smaller population of gang-related 

women encounter. Decker and Van Winkle (1996, p.24) state that gang-related violence is 

often "exaggerated or excessive [in] character", and that this enhances the associated fear or 

dread. 
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Today this type of violence is not unchallenged. As mentioned previously, in recent years 

some gangs have begun to acknowledge the negative consequences of violence against 

women, as well as in general. The move may have been generated in part by the greater 

recognition of domestic violence within the wider social arena. As gangs are a part of the 

wider society, the more open discussion about family violence in general has filtered into the 

gang context. Some gangs have tried to work towards a better overall social image, with both 

males and females within the gang context getting older and reflecting on the way their lives 

have been. Black Power in Wellington admitted, "women have not been cared for in a proper 

way" (Harris cited in Wane, 1991, p.16) and both the women and men within Black Power 

began to address the issue wit;' the help of Maori refuge workers. Similarly, some chapters of 

Highway 61 and the Mongrel Mob have also attempted to make similar changes. Several of 

the women interviewed, although sceptical to a degree, commented on reforms that have 

occurred in .individual gang chapters that they knew of. Moreover, it also cannot be denied 

that any change in regard to the treatment of women may in part be motivated by the need to 

maintain a low public profile to ensure that 'gang business' runs smoothly. Domestic disputes 

or gang rapes draw both the police and public's attention toward the gangs and this can easily 

disrupt the 'business' side of gang life. 

While it is the case that some within the gang cultures seek a better life for themselves and 

their families, for others violence and abuse are still just facts of life. And Tane, who was 

connected with gangs on and off for over ten years, said: 

It's sort of like, when that [physical abuse] goes on none of the other men would 
interfere. They just allow it to continue and, and ah, if other women become agitated 
by what was happening it would be like, "Mind your own business or you'll get one 
too," type attitude and so there is no resistance to it. And often when this guy had 
finished with his missus the other women are then able to go and help this woman. 

Int.: And fix her up? 

Tane: Well, pick her up, take her, go and wash her, clean her up, wash off the blood 
and take her home um, you know. I used to find it was all quite frightening. But um, 
like um, yeah, but I was no better to my own partner, yeah. But this is a very long 
time ago. 
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Coercion and Threats, Intimidation and Emotional Abuse. 

Decker and Van Winkle (1996, pp.20-26) argue that the role of threat is central to the origins 

of, and the continued existence of many gangs. Groups often fonned for protection against 

adversarial groups and in their interactions with other groups, threat has become "a code of 

the streets" (ibid, p.21). Within the gang, the role of threat increases group solidarity or 

cohesiveness. In the face of foe, group members depend and rely on each other for support 

and protection so all members need to confonn to the group standards or nonns, and 

dissenters are often brought back into line through coercion and threat. When women are 

involved in gangs they also are expected to adhere to the nonns of the group, if not threat is 

often imposed. 

It is noted that when exploring the power and control strategies of men against women within 

the gang context, that the use of coercion and threats, intimidation, and emotional abuse 

occur in similar ways to the physical violence. All these tactics of control are generally 

supported across the gang context and through the collective nonns and activity. With 

coercion and threats, for example, any threat or coercive tactic employed by a gang member 

against his partner, or others for that matter, can be and is often backed up with a simple 

reminder that he has the gang to call on. Thus the threat often relayed by women outside of 

the gang context, "If you leave, I'll track you down and kill you ... " (cited in Barnes, 1993, 

p.6) becomes, 'If you leave, I'll track you down and kill you ... and you know, we '1/ find you 

'cause there is no where you can hide from us'. Furthennore, there is probably a well

rehearsed story about another gang member's partner who left and was found, which gives 

more credence to this type of threat. 

These threats become all too real when the women know how easy it is for gang members to 

move through the country with accommodation and costs at a minimum and, depending on 

the status of the gang members concerned, that they can get the bunnies, or prospects to do 

the searching for them. Similarly, these women know that the easy access and availability of 

guns for gang members is real. Again this sort of infonnation actually strengthens the threat 

and reinforces its power. Gang-related women do not doubt that this sort of backup from the 

gang is real. Comment ofthis topic was presented as follows: 



Thistle: It doesn't matter how staunch the man is. You watch them go to the pub. 
and there's a fight. It's not one on one. It's, "Hey bros, come here. This guy's 
pissing me off," and they'll go over. The backup's alwf!Ys there. 

~: They know you are not going to just pack your bags and go. You haven't got 
just one to fight against, you have got the whole lot. ... I think there are threats for 
everybody's family too. You know, it could be the sister or the brother or the 
parents .... I was scared for my family. I had gone home once, I ran home the first 
time to try and get away. Th~ [gang members] smashed up my family's house. 
Never again! ... It doesn't matter where you go or what you do, there are too many 
of them, they're everywhere. \Vherever you go in New Zealand, they are just 
everywhere. You can't hide .... And all their little flunkeys are doing all their dirty 
work, the bigger ones, and the older ones get them too. It's the younger ones that 
are getting into all the trouble, and it's getting worse. I know it's getting worse. 

Lily: I'll say it's having the other guys there. If you try and run away you have to 
watch out for any gang member, not just your partner. Any member that's in a car 
or along the street because he's [your partner] gonna find out and track you down, 
because he's got more people out there to watch out for you, yeah .... He was 
hunting me down and was going through those gang members. 
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Police and other workers in the area of violence do not underestimate the power and the 

strength of these threats and likewise, acknowledge the ability of gangs to find people. Police 

gang liaison officers made the following comment: 

One of the things that we talked about was the intelligence network. Gangs are very 
big on that. So if you are trying to break away, gangs have an ability to find out 
things that individuals [individual men outside the gang context] just can't find out. 
Urn, trying to break away from an abusive [non-gang] partner, then there are only 
so many things that that person can do to try and track the woman down. But with 
the gangs, people who are in that scene will tell them because they are scared of the 
[gang members] and they will find out a lot more about the defacto or partner who 
is trying to get away. It's that fear, it's such a part of the gang life. \Vhen these gang 
members threaten people they are not too fussed about who they threaten, they will 
go to extended family members and things like that. 

(Det. Stokes, 1998) 

And Detective Neale (1998) shudders, having discussed a scenario he encountered in which a 

woman had upset a particular gang. He said: 

They [gang members] get very hurt if a female associate pulls the wool over their 
eyes .... Urn, they were very hurt to think that that [incident involving the woman] 
had happened and I wouldn't like to be in her shoes if they ever catch up with her. 
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Is catching up with this woman or other gang-related women likely? Both Detective Neale 

and Detective Stokes have been reported recently in the media, with regards to the gangs' 

sophisticated intelligence systems (see Press, 7 Nov. 1998; Andrae, 1998, p.60). The 

following exert was reported in the Press, 7 Nov. 1998: 

Christchurch gangs are crack researchers and able to find information on almost 
anyone, says Christchurch's gang liaison police officer. ... Detective Neale said 
gangs compiled dossiers and photos of their enemies - mostly people in other 
gangs. ... They were very good at using publicly available information - from 
telephone books, electoral rolls and car registration numbers - to track people 
down. 'They're not as good as police at getting information. But they're pretty 
good." 

Similarly, women interviewed never underestimated the power of the gangs, as collective 

entities. And the general public do not underestimate this power either. In tenns of their 

ability to intimidate, gang members, drawing on their collective power, have proven 

themselves to be masters. 

During the later part of 1997, a number of gang-related trials around the country had been 

stymied under the threat of gang intimidation towards the victims and/or witnesses involved. 

Notably, the South Island's Road Knights became well known for their intimidatory 

behaviours, as did Black Power with the killing of Crown witness Christopher Crean. New 

legislation to counter the gangs' ability to intimidate witnesses was given high priority and 

rushed through Parliament (see Appendix II; Press, 20 March 1998; Press, 25 March 1998: 

Sunday-Star Times, 26 Oct. 1997). While it is not only the gangs that employ these kinds of 

scare tactics, the gangs' intimidatory practices have been well publicised through the media 

and this gives an appreciation of the personal impact; the fear, the worry and the uncertainty 

generated which has been experienced by the women interviewed. Furthennore, these women 

have developed a greater knowledge of the gang practices and are able to read the more subtle 

fonns of intimidation, which may not be seen as such by those outside the gang context or by 

the police for that matter. In other words, the threat does not have to be spelt out clearly to be 

understood. Comments in this regard went as follows: 

Thistle: I've been told the stories, I mean of what it used to be like down here too. 
I mean I remember [name I explaining that the bar area used to be the blocking 
room [place where gang rapes took place]. 



Thistle: He invited the gang along to my 21'\ We had invited a few gang members 
and they arrived without their patches etc. But he [partner] invited all these others 
and they arrived with their bikes and their patches of course. And that was an, "I'll 
do what I fuckin' like womanl" It was his way of getting the point across. Like, "If 
you don't play ball with me, then I'll make your life miserable." 

Jasmine: ... they just stand over women and just go, «Well, you be here to pick up 
the money at ten o'clock. You had better be here!' I thought, "That's a bloody threat if 
I ever heard one!" And that's not intimidating to some people, but it just freaked 
me out. I thought, "Oh shit, here we go again." 
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When gang-related women have heard about or witnessed serious violence, it does not take 

much for the message to get across. All of the examples present the possible consequences of 

'stuffing up'. And it is not just the words as such that take on the meaning here, it was the 

tone of voice, the look, and/or the accompanying body language that conveys the sinister 

meaning. In ·terms of the gang context, these intimidatory threats do not necessarily have to 

come from the woman's partner. Each of the above quotes was related to situations in which 

other gang members were doing the intimidating. 

As with intimidation, emotional abuse can be really obvious or it can be employed in an 

indirect manner. Some gang members use forms of emotional abuse similar to those used by 

men outside the gang context. For example, Freesia said: 

He used. to put me down and if I talked to people I'd get the bash. If you are told 
often enough that this is what you are then you start believing that's what you are. I 
was a psycho, a slut, and. a whore. You name it 1 was it. 

The effects of emotional/psychological abuse are well known and need little documentation 

here. What needs to be considered with the gang context, however, is that it is not only the 

woman's partner who resorts to using emotionally abuse tactics. Often other gang members 

will do the same as will the other women connected with the gang. Freesia, also said: 

The more negative side was the rape and getting the bash. It's just how women are 
treated. And you know, the backstabbing and abuse from the women. 

Another aspect of interest is that some women, who had associations with a different gang, 

either in a past relationship or through family connections, found that their partners tended to 

put them down because of this connection. The following saying, used in more than one 
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interview, conveys an underlying message, which may be perceived differently from person 

to person, or gang to gang. In general the quote implies that one's connection with another 

group/gang brings some form of contamination with it. 

If you lie down with dogs, you get fleas. 

This sort of emotional abuse occurs as an aspect of gang life when particular gang members 

consider their gang superior to all other gangs. And while connections with some other gangs 

may be tolerated, women from, or who have connections with rival gangs are known to 

experience this type of abuse. Like racial/cultural put downs and degradation, this sort of 

abuse draws heavily on the perceived differences between the groups. Lily reported 

difficulties that she had regarding her family being associated with a different gang. Not only 

did her fami.Iy disown her because they did not like her associating with her partner's gang, 

she also had nowhere to go if she decided to leave. This was because her partner would stalk 

her and organise 'hits' against this other gang knowing that she would worry about her 

extended family and return before any real harm was done. As will be detailed later, her 

partner's actions prevented her from leaving for a considerable time. She did not want to feel 

responsible for an all-out gang war. In many ways, Lily soon became totally isolated with 

little avenue to source support. 

Isolation. 

With regards to isolation and isolating tactics, many of the gang-related women interviewed 

talked about how isolated they had become while they were associated with the gang. Factors 

that generate isolation occur on a number of levels and are not solely the gang members 

doing. When gang members isolated their partners from family, friends and other support 

systems it occurred in a similar fashion to the way men isolate their partner's outside the gang 

context. That is, they controlled whom their partner saw and talked to, and they controlled 

what their partner did. They limited the woman's outside involvement in other activities, 

clubs and so forth. 

Over a period of time some gang-related women find themselves totally isolated from the 

outside community and this is more likely to occur when there has been a breakdown within 

the woman's family of origin for whatever reason. Daff, Thistle, Rhodo, and Jasmine held 

stronger family ties than some of the other women interviewed and where these ties provided 
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a means of support, even limited support, the women were able to curb the degree of isolation 

that occurred. For example, Daff maintained a strong relationship with her family and she 

acknowledged always having an independent streak about her. This provided her with the 

means to separate herself from much of the happenings within the gang scene and gave her 

avenues for support. Thistle also maintained links with her friends outside the gang and they 

gave her support and advice from time to time. This support, she claimed, helped her make 

some changes in her life and prevented her from becoming too deeply entrenched within the 

gang culture. 

For women who did not have, or were unable to maintain links with others outside the gang, 

gang life became a total way of living. The women interviewed said: 

Thistle: A lot of men isolate their women from everyone. Gang members can have 
as many 'families' as they want and it doesn't matter. Their big bikie family, and the 
drugs, the alcohol, anything that they want. [partner's name] wouldn't let me leave. 

Jasmine: It's like with everyone else. It takes a period of time. It's like a dripping 
tap, after a while you get used to it. I mean like, little bit by little bit. I donno, and 
you become dependent ... 

Ransy: I couldn't trust anyone, not at that time. Your best friend can stab you in the 
back. They [gang members] go around all you friends or people that you mingle 
with. And they hassle your family. No, I was very much alone. 

Rose: It's the power behind the gang, you know. Like if you belong to a gang and 
you want out, you can't get out really. \'\'ell that's what they make you believe. But 
you can't get out and it's like if you do get out and you spill your guts [talk] well you 
will be tracked down, you know. And there is a real fear attached to that. It's like; 
"Who do I tell?" I mean they might haye affiliations, you know it's very scary. You 
are alone. 

Daff: They [some gang women] just get down trodden more and more, get hooked 
into their belief system .... I just see it as a code that they live by. It would be hard 
for them to shake anyway .... It's so ingrained, the code for women, that it's hard 
to come outside that code, to step outside that code and say well, "I will go and get 
help." I feel that you just get so caught up in it all that you don't know how, for a 
start, to get help, um for those who are deeply into it, that is. 

Freesia: The isolation, you are really isolated. 

So how does this isolation occur? It is apparent that many of the women who become 

entrenched within gang systems start off with a shattered or vulnerable sense of self and little 

in the way of support networks. This may be a consequence of problems within the family of 
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origin, childhood sexual abuse, domestic violence, drug and alcohol related issues, neglect 

and/or rejection and so forth, or some other traumatic experience during adolescence such as 

being gang raped. Add to this the violence prone context of the gang, hefty doses of bullyboy 

tactics, physical assaults, coercion and threats, emotional abuse and further degradation, and 

soon, these women become unsure, their self-esteem diminishes further, they become fearful 

and more isolated. This can then make them dependent on and more entrenched within the 

gang environment. 

There are other factors that contribute to the overall isolation of gang-related women. The 

first, already discussed, is that gang-related women find it difficult to talk to each other about 

what is happening to them. As Rose indicated, even your best friend can turn on you and 

disclose the information to someone else, and in the tight-knit community of the gang the 

chances of your partner, or other gang members finding out, is high, Plus, the distinction 

between the different types of women adds to the situation and further reduces trust. And as 

described earlier some of these men worked to keep the women isolated from each other. 

Jasmine was quick to remind us of the "old divide and rule" tricks: create mistrust and 

conflict amongst the women, then the focus of attention is shifted away from the men's 

abusive control tactics, This process ensures that women remain wary of each other and 

reduces the chance of a collective response from them. 

In terms of isolation, there is a need to reflect on the wider community's response towards 

both gangs and, in particular, towards the women involved in gangs. In New Zealand, gangs 

have been icons of the criminal world in many respects. For many, they represent the epitome 

of crime, violence and aU that is evil. Gang members and their associates have become 

scapegoats, beyond compassion and empathy, Instead of understanding they experience social 

wrath and reprimand. Tougher and longer terms of imprisonment are called for and the 'throw 

away the key' attitude prevails across society. The politics surrounding crime and the role of 

the media in perpetuating these images tend to skew attention away from other criminal 

sectors, especial1y the whitecollar criminal fraternity whose activities cause greater social and 

personal devastation. Added to this are all the negative stereotypes that have been generated 

and attached to the label of 'gang women', which present these women as wild aggressive 

tomboys, or sex loving wayward girls whose lives are beyond any rehabilitation. 
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The subsequent stigma and social wrath, which gang women are well aware of, also works to 

isolate gang-related women from supports within the wider community and reduces the 

avenues for assistance in times need. As some of women interviewed explained: 

Thistle: We still got named, labelled as such, you know. «Oh, there goes a [Black 
Power, a Mob, or a Highway] woman" or whatever, even if we didn't consider 
ourselves too bad. Even when I wasn't with him [partner] we were still 'gang 
women'. 

Lily: I found that they [outsiders] could not be trusted for support. Like she [a 
counsellor] appeared to think, «She asked for it, she knew what she was getting 
herself into, so she'll just have to deal with it." I found that attitude with my family 
as well and with other outsiders. 

Daisy: There's you already isolated enough, you are feeling bad and so you reach 
out for help. They [outsiders] say that they want to help but they don't understand. 
They don't understand where you are coming from and what you have been doing. 
They are often coming from a heads pace. 

Many of the women interviewed reflected on feeling misunderstood by social service 

workers, and that such workers often conveyed a certain level of cautiousness-corne-fear 

when dealing with gang-related women. Considering the recent bouts of gang intimidation 

highlighted in the media in late 1997 and early 1998, this cautiousness is arguably justified. 

Generally, the women interviewed revealed, it was a shocked or horrified look, a glance of 

disbelief, a visible edginess andlor direct or indirect referrals to the police and the Family 

Court for assistance, which conveyed the lack of understanding and unease. Two women 

reported that they were criticised by social services for becoming involved with gang 

situations and they were told that they were more-or-less on their own as no one would want 

to get involved. 

These sorts of experiences merely work to reinforce gang-related women's perceptions that 

they are indeed on their own and intensify the degree of isolation and powerlessness that they 

feel. Thus the factors that isolate some gang-related women are multi-faceted. The men 

generate isolation in their personal relationships in the same way that some men outside the 

gang tend to do. But at the level of the gang, this isolation becomes more complicated with 

other gang members and other women within the gang scene playing a role in facilitating 

isolation. Some women internalised the gang culture and have become so used to the status 

quo that it is difficult to even imagine life away from the gang. The social rejection and 
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stigmatisation of gang members and associates add to this isolation. And the women 

themselves, knowing the way they are seen by the public, become resistant to asking for 

assistance. 

Economic Abuse, Using Children and Blaming/Minimising Tactics. 

Aspects of economic abuse, using children and using blaming, minimising or denying tactics 

were mentioned during the interviews. And while these tactics did not receive as much 

coverage in the interviews as physical, sexual or emotional abuse and isolation they are 

worthy of consideration here because they give a greater understanding of the overall picture. 

Economic abuse in general refers to the way some men limit their partners' access to the 

family income, and in some cases to the women's own personal income. This is achieved 

through a nQmber of methods including; stopping or making it difficult for the wife/partner to 

find employment or maintain employment. Sometimes men limit women's access to family 

income by spending large sums on personal extravagances such as motorbikes or cars and so 

forth. This often means that the woman's income is absorbed to finance family outgoings 

such as power, phone, clothing and food for the children. Much of the comment from the 

women interviewed demonstrated this: 

Thistle: I was an easy money supply for him as well. And there's no two ways about 
that. 

Pansy: I had to stop work. 

Freesia: I went to work and he stayed home .... 

And, on a slightly different level: 

Violet: ... I'm supposed to feed him or put a roof over their [partner and other gang 
member's] heads or do their washing ... and urn, the thing was said to me was that 
they would look after me .... I don't want no gang members looking after me or 
my kids. I'll look after myself. There's always a payback time. There are always 
payback days. There always was. I'd stand back and say, "But we don't owe them! 
"Why do we owe them?" Most of the money would come from me and I would 
have to fix up all his deals and that. We have given them more than they ever gave 
us. And yeah, I had to payout to save me from getting smashed over from him and 
all because he didn't own up to something and was gonna get smashed. 
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While Violet talked about having to pay up on her partner's behalf, Thistle reflected on 

another gang woman's disclosure to her. Thistle said: 

I worked with a woman whose partner was with [a gang] and he came here to resit 
his patch, which had been taken off him. He owed money to the club, so he gave 
her body for them to use. He put her on the block [for gang rape] and by the time 
they had finished with her, you know, his debt was cleared. I said, "What!" And she 
said, "Well, I suppose you do these things for love." 

These last two quotes are gang specific and while they may be difficult for outsiders to 

understand, the other women interviewed had heard similar stories. Some commented that a 

woman in such a situation merely did what she had to do for survival: pay up or give it up. 

The police commented similar scenarios that mostly pertained to gang-related drug debts. It is 

known that both young males and females with such drug debts have been made to sell drugs 

on behalf of gang members. Detective Neale (1998) stated: 

Um, they operate, the gang will go and get a house, a rental property and they'll set 
these people up and operate them in shifts. That place they will operate until the 
police get a search warrant and this lot is arrested. And that obviously insulates the 
gang members. Um, those persons, the teenagers are arrested and charged and 
some of them have been doing jail time for first offences. 

And with regards to young women, in particular, Detective Neale said: 

Some 14 to 16 year-olds are operating as prostitutes and are being run by [gangs]. 
However, when we say that they are being run by the [gangs], it's not the gang itself, 
but members of the gang who haye capitalised on this and it is their money making 
enterprise as opposed to the gang telling them to go and do it. 

Detective Neale also made comment about some women serving time in jail on behalf of their 

men. He said: 

I'm just casting my mind back over who has just recently gone to jail as far as de
factos or partners of gang members are concerned. I can think of four in the last 12 . 
months who are probably in jail at the moment. One of them in particular was 
involved in a major drug deal and others were drug suppliers on behalf of the gang. 
However, there are court cases pending where there are partners of gang members, 
partners of [a gang] who will be going to jail for drug dealing offences. But it is 
always the same when these particular gang members will not stand and put their 



hands up and say that the drugs were theirs. They'll let their partners go to jail 
Then you have got the situation where those particular patched members have to 
look after the children. Um and I think one of the reasons why they let their 
defacto partners put their hands up is because of the children. Because urn, they 
[women] as caregivers of the relationship, the likelihood of them going to ;ail is 
pretty remote, but it is happening more than it used to. 
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Neale's personal views acknowledge that some gang members use disparities in gender within 

the justice system to their own or their family's advantage. These men, informed by their 

lawyers or through life experience, have come to learn that women with dependent children to 

care for are less likely than men to receive a jail term when convicted for particular offences. 

And in some cases, as recent research suggests, women may be given special consideration 

with regards to their child caring role (Jeffries and Newbold, 1999, pp.1l-12, 25). 

Furthermore, when gang members end up in jail themselves, often the women are expected to 

carry on with their partner's work. The drug dealing does not stop; some women may simply 

take over. As Detective Neale commented: 

It's their income that we are talking about. We are not talking about drug dealing 
because they want to supply them per se; they are actually living off it. They are 
used to a certain source of income and when that stops they, some women have to 
pick it up and run with it. They also supply their partners while they are in jail. He's 
used to a certain income and if he doesn't get it all hell breaks loose. So they [the 
women] are in a 'catch 22 situation' really. They have to keep it going whether they 
want to or not. 

As can be seen, women's economic dependency within the gang context can lead some gang

related women towards criminal activity, although it is not denied by me or any of those 

interviewed that a few gang-related women are active criminals in their own right. What 

needs to be understood here is that the gang culture itself makes women's co-participation in 

criminal activity more likely than in some other areas of our society. Women who are 

beneficiaries of the proceeds of crime become indirectly entangled in that way of life and with 

regards to economic abuse, co-participation may not be a matter of personal choice on the 

woman's part. Research by Laura Fishman (1987, pp.176-204), who held in-depth interviews 

with 30 women whose partners/husbands had served at least six months in two Vermont 

correction faci1ities, found that women are likely to become co-participants in crime for a 

number of reasons. She stated: 



For some, COpartlClpation was an accommodative strategy, demonstrating their 
loyalty and love to their husbands and hence was helpful in preserving the marriage. 
Those who use drugs, in particular, reported that the whole process of securing 
money, finding drug connections, and getting high brought them and their men 
"closer together." A few wives reported that they were involved in crime for 
immediate tangible reasons - money and material goods - needed to support their 
households or drug habits. One woman asserted that she forged checks primarily 
for economic reasons .... Three wives in the study population hesitantly and 
reluctantly engaged in their husbands' fast-living and criminal activities under 
threats of physical harm .... This strategy is then a compromise, used to prevent 
further verbal and physical abuse and thus to make life more bearable. 

(Fishman, 1987, pp.199, 200-201) 
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Some gang-related women make similar compromises and whether by choice or not, co

participation in crime becomes a viable option when the consequences of not doing so are 

further assaults, more abuse, and humiliation. Violet, Pansy and Jasmine all reflected on such 

aspects of gang life even though criminality was not a targeted area under focus in this 

research. Economic crisis; owing money to the gang or drug related debts, the lack of 

financial support from their gang member partners and fear were all factors that led some 

gang-related women to crime. Women's reactions and accommodations to their partner's 

criminal activity is an under researched area and more studies need to be undertaken. From 

discussions with the women in this study, it appears as though women's financial dependency 

on gang members and the men's economically abusive tactics may playa significant role in 

the gang women's involvement or co-participation in crime. 

Moving from the theme of economic abuse to using children, it was noted that all the women 

interviewed commented that they were worried about how their involvement had impacted on 

their children. Sometimes this concern focused on aspects of personal violence and abuse, at 

other times the concern centred on the impact of gang life in generaL While this theme was 

not elaborated on in detail, it became clear that put downs about parenting skills or poor 

motherhood, and the relaying of messages through the children and so forth were similar to 

those used by many men outside the gang context. However, Daff said: 

He associated with them [gang members] outside of the home, he never brought 
them back because that's not what I wanted. That's not what I wanted for the kids. 
I did not want them growing up with them as their role models. I wanted them to 
have a normal type of life rather than be brought up in something that I didn't feel 
was above board anyway .... The only time I know that he took them down there 
was when we separated and he used to take the three kids down there, regular. And 
it just used to throw me into a spin. But the more I used to jump up and down and 



say, "Don't take them down there," the more he used to do it. I guess I used to 
worry for the kids because they were so young then and were at an impressionable 
age. And I didn't want them growing up with their ideas, urn. It's the way they 
treated the women. That it is okay to be violent, it was okay to have, urn activities 
going on that involved women in an underhand way. I remember the eldest saying 
to me that urn, they went down there one Saturday and they were sitting down on 
this seat because they had been told to sit on this seat. And so, they sat on this seat 
and all of a sudden somebody else would come along and say, "Get off that seat." 
And so they would stand over in a comer and then somebody else would say to 
them, "Don't stand there, go over there." And they would. I don't know, I get the 
feeling that they were te.rted, that they were testing these kids to see if they would do 
what they wanted them to do and I didn't like that. Urn, 'cause kids will do what 
they are told. And like their father was there, but he wasn't in control of them once 
he took them down there. Everybody else seemed to take over the management of 
the kids and I just didn't like that, 'cause they were mine. And, I mean, they would 
be too scared to move from one place to another. 
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Daff's concern was that the children who were often at gang houses were slowly being trained 

and tested, not by their father, but by other gang members so that gradually they conformed to 

the gang culture. Hesitantly, Jasmine reflected: 

Ah shit, I don't even like to think, I don't like to assume but I wilL You don't fit, you 
don't fit in this world, you know, it's either you or this world. I mean that's the first 
thing. And the world's wrong and you're right. So anything that society tells you is 
good for you is not okay. I'd say it would be teaching young people that society'S 
values really aren't for them and they don't work, in every sense of the word, I'd say. 

But Violet spoke about the impact on her children, she said: 

Your kids, they experience and they are still going through it. I never had this, why 
should my kids have to go through this. They don't need this. I am putting them 
through something that I've never been through, that I never went through. Why 
should they go through it? It's the kids and you want more for them and you are not 
going to get more for them sitting in that situation, you know, with the drugs and all 
that. You know it. You go through all this shit .... I said to him, "Did you ever once 
think about these kids, and what these kids are thinking?" The youngest one "Are 
you mad at daddy. Well don't talk to daddy." You know, it's not for our kids to say. 

Violet knew that her children were hurting, she had seen them begin to model the violence 

and abuse that she had seen. She knew that the cycle of violence was beginning to repeat itself 

through her children. Like other women interviewed, Violet was terribly worried about her 

children and their futures. And as will be demonstrated later, the effects of gang life on the 
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children was a primary factor for many of the women when it came to their decision to leave 

gang life behind. 

Moving on to blaming, minimising and denying tactics, there is ample illustration of these 

tactics throughout other parts of this thesis and it is enough to reiterate that these tactics 

merely shift the responsibility for violence and abuse away from the perpetrator and on to the 

victim, some other person or substance such as, alcohol or drugs. The point to note with 

regards to the gang context is that it is not simply the male partner and possibly his family and 

friends who attempt to shift responsibility away from the perpetratorls for choosing to use 

violence and abuse. Within the gang context these tactics, the excuses, justifications and 

minimisations, are employed by most of those involved in the gang community. For example, 

when women do not fit in with the gangs' expectations the women are blamed for any abuse 

that comes their way. The men, who sometimes acknowledge the abuses, accuse the women 

concerned for placing them in a position where they have 'had to' use violence or abuse. As 

Tane explained: 

Well, here's an example, this woman I saw she was in a car and she was backing the 
car up and um, the passenger's door was open and she backed it into a lamppost and 
tore it off its hinges. So this guy,valks around and hauls her out of the car and beats 
her over. And the attitude, from the group of men around them was um, "It serves 
the stupid bitch right". That was the attitude .... Um, I think that it's like this. If you 
are brought up in an environment where there is violence all around you um, then 
that level of violence is normal. Then as an adult you have that normal level of 
violence and then it becomes grosser, because it deteriorates. You know what I 
mean? So I think back to some of the ,vomen I saw in that sort of situation and what 
sorts of women that they were, part of the attitude is when women were being dealt 
to, is that women brought it on themselves. It was their own fault. 

Furthermore, other women within the gang context tend to support the rationalisations by also 

blaming the women concerned, although they may feel a compassion for the woman involved. 

The following quote sums up this situation. 

Um, after the first hiding that I got from my partner um, it became sort of every 
week. I'd get a hiding every time that he got really drunk um, and then it got up to 
every three or four days where I'd ha,'e a black eye, or a blood nose or was smacked 
around or something. And so, inside I felt, you know it really really hurt, but on the 
outside it was no different to what everybody else [other women] were going 
through .... Every once in a while um, when it came to other people getting a hiding 
and sort of coming home and there is somebody [a woman] getting blocked in your 
kids room, you know after the guys have had a meeting and stuff like that. I'd get 



angry about it, but there wasn't a whole lot that I could do really, and urn, I'd sort of, 
you know, leave the house or sort of go out and wait till everybody had finished and 
basically go in and dean up the mess afterwards .... Urn, when I was getting hidings 
all the time - my belief qstems have ",vanged now - but I used to just believe and thought 
things, as I wanted. I sort of made up my own rules in my own head, you know, just 
to survive. 

(Anonymous by request). 
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For most of the women interviewed, minimising, blaming and denying was a survival tactic 

which enabled them to cope with the situation in which they were then entwined. One of the 

most difficult fonns of violence to minimise was gang rape. And as a power and control tactic 

the mere possibility of gang rape had a powerful influence on all the women spoken to in this 

study. As such, it could be deemed the ultimate in power and control. 

The Threat of Gang Rape. 

All of the women interviewed discussed gang rape, and while some acknowledged that such 

has been banned in some of the gangs, their comments indicated that the threat of gang rape 

still influenced the women's actions and the choices that they made. Again it is better to let 

the women speak for themselves. Comment on gang rape went as follows: 

Daisy: I know one time when I was, it was earlier on with my partner, and he was 
away for the weekend. About four or five of his chapter turned up to our house 
knowing that he was away and one of them said to me, "Ah well, we have heard 
things about you," and such in such. And urn, they sort of locked the door behind 
them. I ran into my room, locked the door and pushed the dressing tables and things 
up against it. They were kicking in the door and things like that. And then another 
chapter turned up and, you know, if they had have been sprung, you know, with this 
gang member's m1SSUS doing what they were trying to do. Well yeah, that would have 
just started up a big war. And I think we all knew, women just knew, that being a 
partner of a gang member themselves, well hopefully ... You know, the way they used 
the dirty girls, hopefully it wouldn't happen to us. 

There were a couple of occasions when I knew someone [a woman] was being set 
up. There was a few times when the other women actually set the girls up to be 
blocked. Urn, they usually had something personally against the woman and once it 
was misinterpreted information and I knew that this girl was innocent of what she 
had been accused of. And so I did speak to her and sort of let her know what was 
happening. No one said anything about me letting her know urn, that, that was what 
was happening. 

Rhodo: I never knew it was happening. There was one time when one girl was there 
and I think she might have been mentally handicapped but as far as I know she was 
willing, at that time. And I didn't question it. 



Another time, it was at the end of '83. When that happened urn, we were in [another 
city] and we had just got married. They used a pool cue on this lady. Yeah, I was glad 
that he [partner] wasn't there. And quite honestly, he urn, I just felt he was innocent, 
that he didn't get into a lot of that stuff. \V'hether I was right or wrong, I know now 
that I was probably wrong, believing that but ah. It wasn't something I wanted to 
believe. Yeah; plus he would have led me to believe that too. 

Jasmine: Now, well about two years ago, I know women who have been sent out to 
set other women up to be gang raped. Three times in the last year, and that's not 
gossip either, it's factual (htiff). They set one another up and they use women to do 
that. 

Pansy: Yeah, well at the same time there was that murder. But I think it was that 
someone had either dobbed someone in or said something that they should not have 
said, and to an outsider. I seen gang rapes where they have made the children watch 
while their mother had been raped. 

lnt: And that was because she had dobbed or opened her mouth when she shouldn't? 

Pansy: That's right. That's right. Yeah. I know it is going on. I know cause it's the 
reason that [child's father], I know it's the reason that he left. He's actually pulled out 
and it was through the rape of the \vomen that he pulled out. He was contracted till 
he was 45 so I know dam well that it is still going on .... And those guys grabbed me 
and they took me and they hanged me from the ceiling and brutally raped me. i\nd, 
yeah, they raped me. 

Rose: I went to this party with this girL She was a Maori girl, a friend of my 
girlfriend. You know, a very pretty girl, about the same age. Urn, I went to this party 
and I didn't know what was going on. I didn't! People say, I've heard people say, 
"Ooh, but women know, they know \vhen they are going to be gang raped. They 
know", you know, and I though that is not always true. Anyway I went to this party 
and these guys started to strip off their clothes and urn they started on this girl. And 
urn, one would have sex with her from the rear and the other one would have oral 
sex with her at the same time, you know, at the same time .... Well it was right in 
front of me. Yeah, I was sitting on this chair and I was too scared to move. Anyway 
they did all sorts of things. They stuck the beer bottle up her vagina and they said, 
"We can't see the blood dripping down." So they stuck a lemonade bottle up. I was 
really, really scared to move .... But I was sitting there watching all this stuff and I 
wanted to get out of there and I couldn't, you know. 

I just thought those men were animals actually. Quite frankly, that's what I thought. I 
never, I didn't know people carried on that way. I didn't. And I was angry because 
she was a woman. She was out of it on something though. And I had heard before 
that she had previously been gang raped, yeah gang raped and she seemed to say that 
she liked it, you know. And I felt sorry for her. I felt angry with them and I felt sorry 
for her .... I didn't do anything because I was scared. It's a matter of survival, really. 
I did not want the same thing to happen to me. And I knew it would. 
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Daff: I went to, actually I did go to a do once, just before we separated and it was 
run by the [gang]. Urn, and it was a good do and I really enjoyed myself. And I 
wanted to go to the toilet, but there was a queue outside the women's toilet and I 
thought, "Oh, bugger this!" 'cause the men's toilet was right next door and there was 
nobody waiting and so I just went in there. And there was quite a few of them in 
there including the President. And I just walked passed and went to the 100. I came 
out and went to wash my hands and I saw the President looking at some of the 
others and shaking his head [a no shake] at some of the other members. And I 
thought, "Oops, I'm very lucky," and just walked out. Now I guess it would have 
been whom you were right at the very time whether you got the no or the yes. 
Thankfully, I got the no, and I just walked out. But somebody else, somebody that 
they didn't know they probably got the nod and it probably would have been 
'goodnight' . 

Int: You mean somebody could have got the bash or what? 

Daff: Oh, I don't think they would have got the bash, they would have been put on 
the 'block', and nobody would have gone in 'cause you were in the men's 100. So I 
think, yeah .... 

Lily: Hmm, Hmmm, rape is very, very degrading. The abuse is degrading. Gosh, if I 
knew that there was a woman being set up for 'the block' the first thing that I wanted 
to do was to get him [partner] away. I mean, he's got me. Why should he be in there 
with those guys? Urn, but it's just, yeah, a lot of the time I was told to, "Get home," 
and I'd be really angry. By the time he'd get home I'd 'nut off, yeah, and end up 
getting a hiding. Yeah, but I had to let it out and after a while you just don't trust any 
woman, in there, in that room. 

Violet: One time over in Aussie .... I think it is over there, and a girl had been gang 
raped over there. I sort of didn't know what was going on at first, until I got home 
and the guys did get together to pull it off. It was the wannabes, sort of thing you 
know, not their members, but personally myself I just can't stand rape. Not with 
what I've gone through sort of thing. I can't. 

Freesia: I did see that once and urn, I didn't like it cause of what I went through. I 
tried to help and I got pulled away by my partner and then I was dragged away, got 
'the bash', that sort of thing. I felt really rat shit because I had been through that 
myself. And there was nothing I could do, you know. 

It got to a stage where it just built up inside of me. I got to a stage after seeing it, and 
experiencing it that I just said, "I'm outta here. I am out of here," and I did. 

And the conversation with Thistle and Briar went as follows: 

Thistle: Yeah, things happened while we were there and when we weren't, but not to 
us. 
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Briar: The women who were down there .... 

Thistle: Like slutting, all they wanted was a guy with a patch on his back and ah .... 

Briar: [A woman's] hiding was like that. She was just standing at the bar late one 
night and one drunk guy who had had a bad day came up and started 
beating the living shit out of her. Another mate of ours, who was actually 
patched too, pulled her out, but he was the only one who went to help. This 
other guy was going to kick her head in. She was not slutting about much at 
all. She's still got stitch marks and scars around here [points to face and 
around the left eye]. 

Thistle: Birthday parties were good. But yeah, nothing like that happened to us. 

Briar: So it happened but it didn't happen to us. 

When the woman got beaten like that, was she on the block? 

Thistle.: No, she was raped by two guys. If anything that should tell you that you are 
in a loose place, you know, get out. 

Int.: Why don't women pick that message up then? 

Thistle: Probably because they don't want to at the time, they may be having a good 
time. 

Briar: I was never worried for myself when I went down there. 

Thistle: No, we were lucky really. We had a few of the older members that would 
watch out for us really. _-\nd there is even long time ladies who would find it 
hard, who will probably never get out of the scene and even most of them 
have slept their way through the club. All the older women, I've heard, I 
mean most of them started out on the block for the club and ended up with 
them. What about [so and so's] wife? That guy [name] dealed her out. He 
raped her. I've seen him around too. Most of them are like that though 
from back in that era [referring to the late 1970s - 1980s]. 

Int.: What was the worst thing that ever heard happened to a woman? 

Thistle: Men deal the woman out. Block her and raped her. Remember the one 
where the bottle goes up and it broke. 

And one woman, who wishes to remain anonymous, said 

And on another occasion when another girl was getting blocked in urn, [this was 
obviously hard for the woman to say] it was happening in my horne. And one of the 
girls was in there and urn I did ask my partner. He was not interested in what was 
sort of going on at the time and he was sort of spewing a bit that it was happening in 
our home. He just went in there and told everyone to fuck-off, so to speak, and told 
everyone to take their shit some' .... here else. And urn, but in doing that he had to 
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show some kind of disrespect for this girl also. And in doing that, he sort of got the 
scissors and chopped her hair off and beat her you know. He was just doing 
something to show the boys, yep you know, "I'm into this too," you know, hurting 
this girl also, but to get her out of here, sort of thing. And if he hadn't of done 
something like that the boys wouldn't have taken him so seriously. 

That freaked me out. That was, I mean, I'm not saying that it was okay for what he 
was doing to me, but seeing him do that to somebody else just sort of like, did 
something to me. To see somebody else who was already being raped, and then 
seeing my partner do something like that, yeah it just really sickened me, but then 
again if he hadn't of done that. This is the way I sort of thought, you know, it 
wouldn't have stopped for her. 

And discussion on gang rape with Tane went like this: 

Tane: They were junior members. Yeah, I mean it was kinda flawed because ah, 
urn of the attitudes of the person who was in control. They were negative. 
For example, these junior [members] were talking about how a 
policewoman had been gang raped in Hastings and urn, the head guy said, 
"She probably loved it." And, I said that I thought that was really appalling. 
So like urn, he was so focused on ant.i-Pakeha, anti-system and urn whether 
the story was true or not, I don't know, but one of the things I learned 
about these guys is that they brag a lot. It was like urn, individually they 
were just kids, but when they got together as a group they became 
something else. And urn, I felt that in that situation he was focusing on the 
wrong thing. He was focusing on how a Pakeha policewoman got dealt to 
rather than urn, the actual incident. 

Int.: I'd like to explore gang rape a bit more? 

Tane: I've seen that sort of thing goes on in shearing gangs as well. 

Int.: Yeah, I know, it goes on in rugby, or league clubs, at times also. But I am 
interested in the gang process because I have read some theoretical writings 
on gang rape outside of gangs, fraternity gang rape in America. 

Uhha. 

Int.: In one case it was implied that gang rape had homosexual connotations, as a 
homophobic way of men connecting to each other but using one woman as 
a means to do thae. 

Yeah, I see what you are saying. I think that no gang member would ad~it 
that he wants to 'backstab' his brother, his bro, but there is that sense of 
unity urn. This is pretty crude, but it's like, "Hey bros, we are all now cock
related through that bitch." 
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Int.: Okay, but that's not in the sense of making love to each other, it's a way of 
strengthening the unity or bond between them? 

Tane: Hmm, hmm, yeah. I've never seen a gay gang member drinking in the 
[name of gang]. 

In.!.: In terms of bonding, does this comes out of the rape being a crime and that 
they know it is a crime and that they have shared in something that must be 
kept to themselves? 

Tane: Except they boast amongst themselves about it. 

Int.: How do they talk about it or justify it? 

Tane: Urn, I don't know. It's like, I know of one situation where a woman was 
put on the block urn, but she was considered to be loose anyway. That's not 
my attitude! I met this woman and she had been put on the block, but she 
had been going with different guys all the time anyway. So she was called a 
slut, she was promiscuous urn, old guys, young guys, and you know, at 
parties, with lots of guys all the time. 

Int.: And was that considered her consent? 

Tane: Yeah. Now urn, I talked with one woman, years ago. I had just come back 
from a holiday in [a rural area] and she said, "Yeah, I went to [same rural 
area] and five [gang members] did me." And ah, what happened to her was 
that they grabbed hold of her out of a car park in a pub and dealt to her in 
the back of one of their cars .... Uhh mm, that's a kind of bonding amongst 
the guys cause they have committed a crime together .... I've been in a car 
with six other guys, and it's like, we were driving past this woman who was 
jogging. And it was like, "Look at that. Look at that!" And urn, then it was, 
we keep on driving. Then it was like, someone says, "Let's do her." And 
then, "Let's do it." And urn, the others start saying, "Shall we, shall we?" 
That's when I said, "Let me out of here, I don't want no part of this. I don't 
want to be part of this". 

In.!.: Are you saying that it needs a leader and followers to spark the process?" 

Yeah. Urn, I never participated in any of that group sexual activity. I never 
participated in any of that and I don't know why I didn't. Well I do know 
why I didn't. Urn, but it was like, here's an example. These junior gangers 
that I was amongst in [name of city] urn, we were dismantling a house. We 
were working away there and this Pakeha guy is like, he comes in and starts 
insulting the boys. Like urn, "Do you want these walls to fallon your head? 
You are doing it wrong, this is how you do it". And, I played urn, a leader. I 
just said, "Fine!" and leaned up against the wall. [fane demonstrates this 
with arms folded, chest puffed out, staunch looking stance]. And ah, these 
other guys are working flat out beside this Pakeha guy and they sort of one
by-one look up and see me beside the wall. Pretty soon they are all leaning 
against the wall. [fane is still modelling the illustrative stance]. Then there 
was just one Maori guy left working next to this Pakeha guy. I goes, "Hey 
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bro!" and he looked at me, and I sort of nod, "Up against the wall!" [fane 
illustrates his head actions here too.] And this Pakeha guy suddenly 
becomes aware that he is the only one working and we were all standing 
around watching him. And urn, I was, by then tossing a brick up and down. 
Yeah, so ... 

Int.: That's quite intimidating. 

Tane: Yeah, so, well it, it got worse. 'Cause later on cause we were dismantling a 
chimneystack, and he walked past and I picked up a brick and biffed it at 
him and urn, all of a sudden there were eight young guys biffing bricks at 
this one guy. 

Int.: So are you saying similar processes happen with gang rape? 

Tane: Yeah, yeah, something takes over. Yeah. 

Int.: The group process itself takes over? 

Tane: It's like there is a rush of adrenalins [sic] and ah, some of these guys are 
doing things that they would not normally do if they were on their own. Or 
they wouldn't think about doing those sorts of things .... Hmm, hmm, one 
of the reasons that I think I didn't integrate fully into the gang scene is 
because I was aware of what I was capable of. It's like my growing 
experience, right through my childhood, leaves me the sort of person that 
was capable of anything. 

Int.: Is that scary for you? 

Tane: Hmm, yeah. 

Further Comment on Gang Rape. 
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Each of the ten women interviewed talked about the threat of gang rape. Three women had 

themselves been gang raped and in neither of these cases was anyone charged in relation to 

the offences. The other women interviewed had either witnessed part or all of a particular 

gang rape, had been present in the immediate environment where a gang rape took place, had 

assisted a woman after she had been gang raped or had heard the frrst-hand stories of such 

from others in the aforementioned situations. In all, only one of the 14 separate cases referred 

to here resulted in criminal charges being laid against any of the offending males. And in that 

case all the accused were found not gUilty on technicalities, although members of the jury and 

the presiding Judge had little doubt that the offence took place.3 
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Noting the commentary in international literature on gang rape, this is not surprising. Clearly, 

"the vast majority of gang rape incidents go unreported" (Ehrhart & Sandler, 1985, p.3) and 

"prosecutions and convictions are so rare" (O'Sullivan, 1991, p. 141) that some conclude that 

gang rape is no major problem. However, as the literature reveals, in certain contexts, given 

the right mix of cultural and group dynamics, many women are at risk of gang! group rape. 

And the gang scene, like other male domains, is one context where women are at greater risk. 

The practice, while it goes on unpunished in this way, holds a powerful intimidatory influence 

over women in these contexts (Sanday, 1990, p. 5). 

When scanning the literature on group/pack/gang rape, it becomes clear that gang rape is not 

restricted to any particular ethnic, cultural, socioeconomic or social sector of society. Gang 

rapes by male rock bands, members of football and basketball teams, teams of soldiers, 

members of .college fraternities, hippie groups as well as the street, motorcycle and criminal 

gangs have been reported (see Blanchard, 1959; Boswell & Spade, 1996; Brownmiller, 1975; 

Gager & Schurr, 1976; Scully, 1990; O'Sullivan, 1998; O'Sullivan, 1991). But it is the case 

that gang rape is more likely to occur when the following precipitating social, cultural, and 

group dynamics concurrently merge. 

While a group is defined as 44two or more people who, for longer than a few moments, interact 

with and influence one another" (Shaw, 1981 in Meyers, 1988, p.316), the group dynamics 

relevant to gang rape are not activated unless three or more group members are present 

(O'Sullivan, 1998, p.83; O'Sullivan, 1991, p.141). It is noted that the men involved in gang 

rape tend to form a close-knit and cohesive bond with the other group members to achieve a 

strong sense of belonging and security within the group. This type of connectedness is not so 

easily developed between two people. As the intimate and cohesive nature of the group 

develops, the "group polarization" (Meyers, 1988, p.339) effect strengthens, and the in-group 

versus out-group distinctions become more entrenched and obvious, as do the "symptoms of 

groupthink" (ibid, 347). Groupthink, as defined by Irving Janis, is: 

The mode rlj Ihinking Ihal persons engage in when concurrence-seeking becomes so dominanl 
in a fohesil'c ingrottp Ihal il lends 10 O/'mide rea/ir/iL' appraisal qf a/lerna/il'e (OIlr.fes qf adion. 

Oanis 1971, cited in Meyers, 1988, p.347) 

3 Media coverage of this case is available, but'direct referral here will violate confidentiality and may place the 
person interviewed at risk. 



The eight symptoms of groupthink have been outlined as: 

• An illusion of invulnerability 
• Collective rationalisation 

• An unquestioned belief in the groups morality 
• Stereotypes promoted about outgroups or opponents 

• Conformity pressure and/ or direct pressure on dissenters 
• The group engages in self-censorship 

• An illusion of unanimity 
.• Self appointed 'mindguards' protect the group from information 

that may disrupt the group effectiveness or morality 
(adapted from Meyers, 1988, pp. 347-351) 
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In many gang rapes it is reported that a leader has to emerge, who engages in talk, challenges, 

or invitations that crystallise and mobilise the intent of the group at a given point in time 

(Amir, 1971, pp.195-199; Blanchard, 1959, p.260; O'Sullivan, 1998, p.94). And Tane's 

comments, previously noted, lend support to this view. Clearly, these 'Shall weT motivators 

confront the individual man's concept of himself in relation to the group as a whole and the 

symptoms of groupthink begin to strengthen. As Blanchard (1959, p.262) relates, many men 

in these situations "need to defend against any feelings of weakness, inadequacy, or a lack of 

masculinity." Added to this is a d~ffllsion of responsibility. This is where the individual's 

sense of responsibility diminishes; there is a loss of self-awareness and an increase in personal 

anonymity that is fostered by the group. This process, known as deindivuation, increases to a 

point where one's personal beliefs and attitudes may be put aside to conform with the spirit of 

the group. Furthermore, there has to be some modelling of aggression and in gang rape this is 

likely to be against or towards women (Meyers, 1988, pp.332-337; O'Sullivan, 1991, pp.147-

149). 

In her book, Fraternity Gang Rape: Sex. Brotherhood and Privilege on Campus (1990, p. 10), 

Peggy-Reeves Sanday argues that gang rape is a form of "sexual expression and a display of 

the power of the brotherhood to control and dominate women." Her views are easily 

adaptable to apply within the gang context. Like the college fraternities that Sanday discusses, 

gang contexts are generally places of male dominance, and a man's "primary loyalty ... and 

his primary bond of affection" (Sanday. 1990, p.49) are expected to lie with his 'brothers'. 

The social foundations or cultural correlates that operate in the rape-prone cultures are similar 
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and are based on the "traditional gender scripts" (Boswell & Spade, 1996, p.134). The women 

involved are considered the property of men, and are "to be controlled as men struggle to 

retain and gain control of their environment" (Sanday, 1997, p.65). And by drawing on a set 

of beliefs pertaining to women's traditional roles and the associated expectations, men are 

able to conclude or assume that they have a right to punish, degrade, humiliate and violate 

women who step outside the traditional social norms. The double standards pertaining to 

men's and women's sexual behaviour seem to be equally prevalent in the col1ege campus 

fraternities as they are within the gangs referred to in this current study. And thus, like in the 

college fraternities, gang-related women are often blamed when gang rape and other forms of 

sexual violence occur. Add to these situation contexts, frequent parties with copious amount 

of drugs and alcohol, which work to decrease an individual's inhibitions, and the problem is 

compounded (Boswell & Spade, 1996, pp. 136-139; Ehrhart & Sandler, 1985, p.7; 

O'Sullivan, t991, p.144). The men's immediate 'rewards' of gang rape, a sense of unity, 

rapport, camaraderie, excitement and sexual gratification are soon realised. Therefore, women 

involved within these male, rape prone cultures find they are at a greater risk of gang rape and 

some, like the gang-related women interviewed in this current study, are fully aware of the 

risk that they encounter. And as Ehrhart and Sandler (1985, p.6) relay, within these contexts: 

Gang rape is the "ultimate proof' of men's pO\ver - they are dominant over women. 
Sex is not seen as an expression of loyc and friendship but as a way of expressing 
dominance and/or only as an end in itself. 

Hence, women caught up within the gang culture attempt to minimise the risk. Bearing in 

mind that none of the power and control tactics outlined here operates in isolation from the 

other controlling tactics presented, it is easy to understand that reducing the threat of harm 

and making compromise becomes a way of life. 

Female Complicity in Male Oppression. 

Every now and then one hears stories about women setting up other women for gang rape, 

and the women interviewed did not deny this fact. And while this was an uncomfortable topic 

to discuss, Rose said: 

There was d1is other time, when I went in to :ice what was happening in the room 
and they had this girl who was really :iimple, you know. They had just; it was part of 
the patch thing, you know, to have sex with someone who has got her period. And 



she had, and that wasn't the thing that shocked me. I came in just afterwards and 
there was this [gang-related] woman there. And she says, "What are ya?" and the girl 
said that she didn't know. And then this woman punched her in the head. She says, 
"You're a fucking idiot. What are ya?" And this wee girl says, "I'm a fucking idiot." 
And I thought how could this woman do that to another human being, especially to 
a woman. 

Okay, the girl wasn't as mentally aware as a lot of people but she was still a woman 
and I couldn't understand how this \\Toman did that, you know. Up to that point, you 
know, I thought it was just men that did stuff like that, but I knew then that it wasn't . 
... Well, it's part of being a member of a gang I suppose and this woman fitted in to 
a man's world. I suppose she had to do a man's things, you know. 
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Other women also discussed aspects of women's power and the abuse of power within the 

gang. In most instances women who were perceived as having power worked through male 

gang members to achieve it. For example, a woman might talk to her partner about a 

perceived injustice done to her by someone else, and her partner would see to it that the other 

person was dealt to. Sometimes the woman herself would take on other women in fights or 

even take part in setting men up for an assault or women for an assault. In many of the 

instances discussed, such as that described by Rose above, abuses of power were related to 

the need to be accepted by the males. "They tried to be like one of the boys," said Lily. And 

in the cases reported, the men treated these women like prospects. If they wanted to be 

tough/staunch then they had to be tough/staunch. They had to show it. 

Most women interviewed, felt one merely did what one had to do to survive and when it 

comes gang rape women setting up another women for gang rape the victim may have 

committed some grave injustice and she is dealt to. Or it comes down to a 'it's you or me' 

type scenario. As discussed earlier, this may be another survival strategy or patriarchal 

bargain on the female perpetrators pan. 

Women's Coping Strategies. 

Coping with the violence and abuse is not easy, but it becomes accepted. As Jasmine tried to 

explain: 

I think it's like the dripping tap syndrome, it just becomes a part of lifc, you know. 
I mean it gets easier, it gets casier to live with. For what eyer reason you can sit 
there a lot better the third time than you can the first. I call it the dripping tap 
syndrome. You sit there, boom, boom, boom, and after the first hour, you cither 
get used to it (Jr /"el (Jill. You gotta get used to it 'cause it's not gonna stop, so you 



just gotta get used to it. You just do whatever it is, it means doing whatever it is you 
have to do to put up with it, like a dripping tapl I just think that it is factual, I mean 
if I was in a room and that [a rape or assault] was happening and it was driving me 
crazy, I'd have to do one of two things. One would be to try and stop it and I mean 
if I thought it was gonna cost me my life or a hiding, I mean you only got two 
choices. Either learn to live with it or get out. Bloody learn to live with the drip or 
get out. There is a choice, but it's almost like you have to die to make that choice. 
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During the group socialisation period a number of coping strategies were learned and 

employed by the gang-related women interviewed that allowed them to tolerate, survive and 

sometimes resist the violence and abuse that the men adopted. The tactics most often reported 

during the interviews were 'blocking it out' or denying of the situation, and constructing 

rationalisations to explain or minimise any violence and/or abuse that had occurred. As Lily 

reported: 

Yeah, blocking off. I think when you're stuck right in the middle you accept that 
life so you don't allow yourself to see it as any different to any other life. You 
accept it more. It's life! That's what I found, you just accept that's life and that's 
how it's gonna be. Every other woman goes through the same! 

Daisy talked about holding on to the good times. As she said: 

So women, I held on to that tiny tiny, little, you know that five-minute thing. The 
really loving, caring person that I can only see ... for five minutes. And they blow 
up that, illuminate, magnify that five minutes of kindness. 

Thistle said: 

It was hard and you liked to believe that they didn't even do what they did, you 
know. Urn, Id get the hidings when he'd fucked up ... but I didn't look half as bad 
as a lot of people, you know .... He was good, I mean he didn't leave bruises. Like 
he'd go for under here [pointing to her neck area] and that doesn't bruise easily or 
didn't seem to or you don't see them, or I don't know. 

Pansy talked about blocking out her own feelings, especially the fear, through the use of drugs 

or by shutting herself off from the reality of her experiences. She stated: 

I t made me feel sick. There were times when I could have committed suicide. I 
didn't want to live any more. I had no hope. You become cold. It's like your heart's 



cut, like someone's cut your heart out. And then seeing gang rapes, it's like you 
can't feel anything. You become cold. 
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Similarly, Daisy, Rhodo, Violet, Freesia, Lily and Rose talked about using drugs or alcohol in 

their attempts to cope with living within the gang context. As Lily acknowledged: 

... I was probably too drunk to realise what was happening, half the time. 

And Rose said: 

Well I drank a lot; I actually became an alcoholic. 

It is also clear that the women employed various rationalisations, similar to those adopted by 

the men and based on traditional gender role and role expectations, to make sense of or to 

excuse and minimise any violence and abuse that they experienced or observed. Rhodo, 

Daisy, Lily, Violet, Freesia, Thistle and Rose all provided examples of such. One of the more 

illustrative pictures of minimising the violence and abuse came from Rhodo when she 

discussed her thoughts and feelings about the death of a fellow gang-related woman whose 

partner had kicked her with steel capped boots. As a result the woman died and the male, 

convicted of manslaughter, spent several years in prison. Rhodo reflected: 

\Vell, I just thought that it was unfortunate. I personally believed she was awful to 
him, off and on. And he must haye been awful to her, but I didn't think of that at 
that time, that he was. I mean he looked so, he always looked so kind. In fact he 
had comforted me once when, urn, \vhen [partner's name] ex-girlfriend was there 
once, so I sort of had a soft spot for him. So when that happened to her I, I 
thought urn, I actually didn't feel bad towards him at all. I just thought that they 
had had an argument. hit her and the worst came to the worst. When she was 
with [another gang member's name] I saw her with black eyes, things like that, 
that's about all. But I mean I was quite hard on people really. I mean, I saw her 
behaving quite trollopy, sort of. For me, I just thought that she, herself, stirred men 
up. She stirred her partner up, at that time. 

Rhodo explained that she now thinks differently about that situation having moved away from 

the gang scene and she emphasised "that no-one deserved that". Like other gang women she 

found it easier to blame the victim rather than face the enormity of a fatal kicking. To fail to 

do so would bring home the reality of one' s own position. 
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Less dramatically, Rose tried to illustrate how the process of self-blame and being blamed for 

the abuse that one receives can actually whittle away one's self esteem and encourage women 

to withdraw into themselves. She disclosed how other's reaction in this way made her to shut 

herself away from the reality of what had happened when a gang member raped her. She said: 

Gang women can judge themselves very harshly anyway and to go and tell another 
[gang] woman, weill I mean, like me I told my girlfriend that I was raped and she 
didn't believe me. I was put down for it and that can shut you down. "Ah, ya 
fucking slut!" she said. It shut me down for a long, long time you know. 

And sometimes the gang women do blame themselves rather than the perpetrators. Freesia, 

for examp Ie said: 

I ended up in hospital, because of"!Y big mouth. 

Rhodo avoided violence by playing the role expected of her even though she objected to the 

way the men treated women in a general sense. She said: 

Urn, I didn't go along with their activities and I used to say so, but I didn't say it all 
the time 'cause I knew that while I was there, that this was the way things were, so I 
was careful. I accepted and went along with it as long as it was helping me with 
[partner's name], to get him out of the gang. I would accept it to a point so it was 
not going to jeopardise our relationship. Deep down, I never accepted it. 

Rhodo also learned to keep herself apart from most of the other women at gang functions. She 

did not trust them and thought that they were sleeping around with many men when she was 

not. Moreover, she believed that they were a threat to her relationship with her partner. In 

many ways, however, suspicion and mistrust amongst the women was fed by the men's 

activities, going on runs and leaving partners behind, bringing 'dirty girls' on the scene and 

limiting times when partners were able to be present at club functions. 

Other strategies noted by the women interviewed included spending time imaging or plotting 

revenge in some form or another. Two of the women talked about thinking about killing their 

partners or hoping that "something" would happen to them. Then they would spend time 

imaging a different sort of life. Thistle talked about revenge in a different sense. She said: 



Oh, you just close off and think about what's going on. You know what's going on. 
You know that they will be partying up, you know there's the dirty girls and if you 
are going to fuck around on your man while they are away, well. You think that you 
might as well, 'cos what the hell, you know when they are coming back [from runs] 
but ... Yeah, you think about it. 

And Rose talked about not helping a woman who was raped. She said: 

... r had to survive, you know. It's like any survival thing, you might think you'll do 
something, but when it comes to survival, your own survival is pretty important. And 
r thought that it would not have made any difference for her anyway. What could I 
have done? Nothing. 
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These strategies are about survival. The women concerned, knowing that, did not try to justify 

their actions beyond this. But as already noted the compromises, the patriarchal bargains or 

the coping strategies reported throughout this project tended to support the status quo. Often 

they did not lead to change and life went on as it has done previously. As will be shown, the 

gang-related women in this study have made some dramatic changes in their lives and have 

been able to shift way from the chaotic, violent and abusive context of the gang that they were 

once bound up in. The power and control tactics employed by the males involved have now 

lost much of their power. 

What is important to understand from this section is that while many of the power and control 

tactics applied by abusive men outside the gang context are similar to those employed by 

gang members, there are certain characteristics pertaining to the collective nature of the gangs 

that need to be taken into account when assisting gang-related women. And while the outsider 

may not understand the coping strategies that the women adopted, these women have shared 

their stories so that others may find a better way to find to make the changes that these women 

eventually made for themselves. Now we will explore the women's decisions to leave and the 

journeys that they took. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 

LEA VING ABUSIVE GANG MEMBERS AND/OR THE GANG BEHIND. 

Introduction. 

All the women interviewed have moved away from either the abusive gang-related 

relationships in which they were involved or the gang scene itself. And although some of the 

women maintained minimal links with people from within the gangs, all have made dramatic 

changes to their lives. These changes have included leaving the gang lifestyle behind. This 

section explores the processes through which these changes have occurred and includes 

reflection on the blocks or restraints to leaving, the decisions to leave and the process of 

leaving. Brief consideration is also given to life after these journeys and reflections on the 

women's future prospects and goals. Before exploring the above themes, it is useful to have a 

general understanding of why women stay in violent and abusive relationships, whether gang

related or not. 

Violence and Abuse: Why Women Stay. 

As can be seen, the violent and abusive episodes discussed by the gang-related women 

throughout this study have not involved isolated, incidents of aggression. Rather, the 

women's profiles and their shared experiences reveal long histories of repetitive violent 

outbursts and an almost continuous plethora of abuse. Over the last two decades there has 

been a proliferation of articles, books, and research summaries written that have attempted to 

convey an understanding of why women stay in on-going violent and abusive relationships 

such as those the women in this study described (see Barnett & LaViolette, 1993; Gelles & 

Cornell, 1990; Hoff, 1991; Lockton & Ward, 1997; Douglas, 1998; Walker, 1979). Many 

debates have emerged surrounding the theories promulgated. 

One of the more prominent explanations was put forward by psychologist, Lenore Walker in 

1979. She employed Martin Seligman's theory of learned helplessness in her attempt to 

understand the patterns of behaviour that evolve in violent and abusive heterosexual 

relationships (Walker, 1993, pp.134-135; 1989, pp.42-43; 1979, pp.49-50). She toen outlined 

the cycle of violence theory and subsequently, conceptualised the battered woman syndrome 

[BWS]. Briefly, learned helplessness has been outlined as follows: 

... women who are victims of repeated violence have feelings of self-blame, low 
concepts of self-worth, and suffer from despair, depression and anxiety. Due to the 



repeated assaults they feel that they cannot control what is happening or what will 
happen and therefore feel that they are helpless to prevent further violence. 

(Lockton & Ward, 1997, pp.22-23) 
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The cycle of violence theory illustrates the cyclic nature of violence and abuse that occurs in 

abusive relationships, and categorises the perpetrator's behaviours into three distinct phases. 

The fIrst phase denotes the tension-building period where frustrations are vented in a number 

of ways including verbal outbursts, mutterings and subtle controlling acts. The second phase 

is the period in which tension and frustrations culminate in violence and abuse. And the third 

stage, after the assaults have taken place, is a period of respite in which the victirnlwoman 

receives the reconciliatory expressions of remorse and love, and promise of reform from the 

perpetrator (Barnett & LaViolette, 1993, pp.15-16; Douglas, 1998, pp.77-88; Walker, 1989, 

pp.42-63). Walker argued that women involved in long-term violent and abusive relationships 

experience "intermittent reinforcement" (Walker, 1989, p.47) during the respite stage of the 

cycle of violence and the women glimpse the kind, caring men that they initially loved. This 

reinforcement fosters feelings of hope for the women and they stay in their relationships 

hoping for change and an end to the violence. Over time, however, many women report that 

the perpetrator's accusations and blame obliterate any respite period and having internalised 

much of the blame themselves, the women begin to feel powerless as the psychological 

consequences of the violence accumulate. As the cycle repeats itself, the women become 

more entrenched and trapped within their relationships and soon "develop certain coping 

strategies or adaptation responses" (ibid, p.48). In time, the women come to regard their 

sufferings and the violence and abuse as unavoidable. Their self-esteem and confidence 

plummets and they find it difficult to make positive choices for themselves. The 

conceptualisation of BWS has provided an understanding of the psychological consequences 

that victims of long-term violence and abuse experience. 

The psychological symptoms of BWS are similar to other post-traumatic stress disorders, for 

example, rape trauma syndrome, combat veteran syndrome and other psychological syndrome 

equivalents that evolve from traumatic situations. Cognitive distortions, including confused 

and pessimistic thinking, are notable. Isolation and an inability to trust compound matters, to 

limit any options that may initially be perceived (Walker, 1993, p.134). Intrusive memories of 

the previously experienced trauma that arise spontaneously, sometimes in dreams, impact 

heavily on the thinking and decision-making processes. And those memories that re-enact all 
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Of' part of the traumatic event, generate strong feelings of vulnerability, anxiety and fear. 

Depression, sleep problems, hypervigilance, irritability and the adoption of avoidance 

strategies, consciously through drugs and alcohol, or unconsciously through minimisation, 

denial, repression and/or disassociation, are also noted (Walker, 1993, pp.140-143). Other 

stress reactions reported include an extremely low self-esteem, passivity and gUilt (Barnette & 

LaViolette, 1993, p.14). 

Supporters of BWS have generated much understanding about the battered woman's plight. It 

is now well known throughout the world and has provided the basis for the defence of 

diminished responsibility when women have killed abusive and violent partners (Lockton & 

Ward, 1997, p.174). In New Zealand, a number of prominent trials have brought BWS to the 

public's attention. In 1993 for example, much debate was, and still is, generated around the 

case of Tania Witika who is currently serving a 16-year sentence for a number of offences 

including manslaughter (McDonald, 1997, p.402). Tania, along with her partner, Eddie Smith, 

were both found "equally culpable" (McLoughlin, 1998, p.37) for the death of her daughter, 

Delcelia Witika, in March 1991. Her body, weakened by months of severe child abuse and 

malnutrition, could not survive the final brutal stomping. The cause of death was peritonitis 

caused by blows to her abdomen. 

Although Tania admitted to assaulting Delcelia on a number of occasions, she claimed that 

Smith, having held a knife to her throat earlier, would not let her stay with Delcelia the day 

she was left home alone to die. Thus, in failing to provide the necessaries of life or to get help 

for the child, Tania had contributed to her death. While it was accepted that Tania was 

repeatedly assaulted and raped by Smith, any reference to BWS at Tania's trial appears to 

have been negated, going by her conviction and sentence (McDonald, 1997, pp. 402-402; 

Max, 1992, pp.66-77; McLoughlin, 1998, pp.32-41; Newbold, 2000, pp.121-122). 

Livinia Manukua found herself in a similar situation. Her l1-year-old son, Graig Manukau, 

was kicked to death by his drunken father in November 1992. Lavinia too was repeatedly 

assaulted by the child's father, but in contrast to Tania Witika, Lavinia did not assault her 

child, and was "viewed as powerless to save her son" (McDonald, 1997, p.402). With her 

victimisation being acknowledged, Lavinia was found not guilty in relation to the boy's death 

(McDonald, 1997, ppA02-403; McLoughlin, 1998, ppA3-53). More recently, Te Rangi 

Whakaruru pleaded guilty to her part in the death of James Whakaruru, aged four. While her 
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partner, Benny Haerewa brutally assaulted the boy~ Te Rangi stood by, too afraid to tell 

anyone, or to interfere because she was scared that Haerewa would turn on her. Judge 

Christianson, stated that Te Rangi "may have been a victim of battered women's syndrome" 

(Coddington, 2000, p.36). As her victimisation was noted, Te Rangi was sentenced to 18 

months imprisonment, suspended for two years, two years probation and was ordered to 

attend counselling sessions. 

These cases, while promoting much discussion, have brought BWS into the public arena and 

increased understandings about women stuck in abusive and violence situations. And while 

some will argue that there is no excuse for child abuse [the words inscribed on my pen], 

others are adamant that women's victimisation needs to be taken into account in the above, or 

similar type cases. Controversy also arose around the trial of Gay Oakes, who was convicted 

on 6 September 1994 for the murder of her defacto partner, Doug Gardiner. Gay also claimed 

that she was suffering from BWS, that she "was so scared of him that he no longer needed to 

use physical violence. A threat, or even a look, was enough ... " (Oakes, cited in Bungay, 

1998, p.168). The jury, however, did not hear Gay's call and found her gUilty of murder (NZ 

Herald, 7 Sept. 1994; Press, 3 Sept. 1994; Press, 7 Sept. 1994; Press, 8 Sept. 1994; Press, 16 

August 1997). And more recently, Rhonda Bungay's book Scarecrows: Why Women Kill 

(1998) also brings BWS to the fore. This book attempts to highlight the connection between 

the lives of women who kill, and their crimes that they have committed. And BWS is 

presented as dominant factor in the majority of the cases. Although BWS has gained such 

recognition, there has been much critique of the concepts involved from various quarters. 

The critique of BWS generally pertains to the concept of learned helplessness. In an 

American field study, Lee Ann Hoff, nurse-anthropologist and crisis specialist, interviewed 

twelve women after they had left battered women's shelters about their thoughts on a number 

of issues relating to domestic violence including the idea of helplessness. Hoff makes it clear 

that these women, although they felt helpless, were in fact "hardly helpless" (Hoff, 1991, 

p.64). The women she interviewed strategised or took steps to stop or reduce the violence and 

to protect their children. As Hoff said: 

Their accounts also reveal that they actively defended themselves and that when they 
did not, it was not necessarily because they felt helpless; rather, they had learned that 
a worse beating or other negative consequences would ensue. 

(Hoff, 1991, pp.64-65) 
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Clearly, psychological responses combined with the reality of physical danger experienced by 

women, and the threat faced when attempting to leave violent and abusive relationships, 

interacts with social, political and economic influences. Hoffs data revealed that factors such 

as "economic dependency, child care responsibilities, a commitment to the relationship and 

the sense of failure" (Lockton & Ward, 1997, p.24) were also significant considerations that 

kept women locked into the status quo. Hoff argues that any explanation pertaining to why 

women stay in 'dangerous relationships' must take into account the interaction between four 

factors. llhese are: 

... (1) the woman's own reasoning process, ie. how she makes sense out of her 
experience; (2) the social-cultural roots of her reasoning process and self-concept; (3) 
the beliefs and first-hand accounts of persons in a battered woman's social network; 
(4) how these social-psychological factors might intersect with the political economy 
in the woman's social milieu. 

(Hoff, 1991, p.32) 

While the theory of learned helplessness and BWS have been useful in widening the 

understanding of the psychological consequences of being victim to prolonged violence and 

abuse, they do not generate a comprehensive understanding of why wbmen stay. llhe criticism 

surrounding learned helplessness and BWS relates to the theories being psychologically 

orientated and that, while not totally discounted, little recognition has been given to the social 

factors involved (see Gelles & Cornell, 1990; Hoff, 1991; Lockton & Ward, 1997). As such 

these theories tend to evoke images of the women as being totally "passive recipients" 

(Lockton & Ward, 1997, p.23) rather than people who make decisions and seek help. llhis 

perception works to engender and support victim-blaming responses, which imply that the 

women involved need to be treated or are somehow responsible for the abuse that they 

endured. llhis perception then works to shift emphasis away from offending males who need 

to be held accountable for trauma that they have imposed on women. 

Blocks to Leaving 'Dangerous Relationships'. 

While the debate over learned helplessness and BWS will continue, women in violent and 

abusive relationships continue to struggle with the complexities of their lives. llaking note of 

women's comments in previous research (see Douglas, 1998) and from my own experience 

within the field, the following list, although not exhaustive, highlights the everyday hurdles 
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that women negotiate, which provide insights into why women stay in or return to 'dangerous 

relationships' . 

• Fear, based on past experience, and repetitive threats of more or worse violence 
• Low self-esteem, depression, and shame 
• Guilt and self-blame 
• Being afraid of being alone 
• Feeling isolated with little or no support 
• His promises of reform 
• His attempts to change through counselling, attending stopping violence 

programmes, giving up or limiting drug and/or alcohol usage 
• His threats, direct or implicit, of suicide 
• His announced vulnerability 
• The woman's own use of drugs and/or alcohol 
• Having nowhere to go, not knowing where or how to access support and 

information 
• Lack of understanding from family, friends, employers and so on 
• Police inaction 
• Pressure from extended family, children and/or in-laws 
• Religious, spiritual, cultural beliefs [marriage for better or worse and so on] 
• Wanted to make the marriage/relationship work 
• Feel like a failure because the marriage/relationship has not worked 
• Wanted to keep the family together 
• Did not want to give up financial security 
• Costs of moving, getting court orders, lawyers and so forth 
• Having to go to court 
• Costs related to new accommodation [bonds, high rents, connecting utilities and 

so on] 
• Prospect of managing on a limited income 
• Not wanting to be dependent on others or the state 
• Stigma associated with becoming a beneficiary 
• Negative stereotypes relating to single parenthood and 'solo mums' 
• Other's disbelief and/ or negative or blaming attitudes 
• Being afraid the abuser will get custody of the children 
• Concerns about the consequences for the children with regards to taking them 

away from their father 
• Wrong time [waiting for the children to get older and so on] 
• Prospect of raising children alone 

And in this present study, the gang-related women interviewed also stated or indicated that 

the following factors, as well as many of those mentioned above, contributed to their staying 

in dangerous relationships. 



• They were afraid ~ terrified of gang retaliation, violence and intimidation 
• The gang's network systems made it feel like there was nowhere to hide 
• They were concerned about other gang members and associates who would 

support the abusive offender 
• They were afraid ~ terrified about the possibility of being stalked, harassed or 

found by partner and! or other gang members 
• Outsiders had refused to provide help when asked on previous occasions 
• Outsiders did not want to get involved with people connected to gangs 
• Outsiders had a lack of understanding with regards to gang life 
• Isolation from family and friends within the wider community 
• Gang members and associates were not afraid of the police, or the law 
• Gang women had little or no confidence in the police witness protection 

programme 
• The women had internalised the gang's cultural beliefs and attitudes which 

made it difficult to obtain court orders [getting court orders felt like narlcing] 

• Getting police involved was narking 
• It was hard to imagine life a"vay trom the gang 
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Two other considerations or blocks to leaving 'gang relationships' that came to light during 

the interviews are also of concern. The first relates to gang-related women being turned away 

from women's refuges when they were in crisis or had been attempting to leave a violent and 

abusive situation. Daisy related the following: 

One of the times, it's the only time I "vent into refuge. Urn, I just grabbed my kids, 
grabbed some clothes and some food out of the cupboards and I just split. I had to 
more or less flee from my house. urn to leave my partner. I was desperate and I 
wanted to leave. A lot of people had been saying, you know, "Do it, do it, you can 
leave. There will be a lot of support and help. Leave, go to a refuge." you know, "It's 
the safest place, and you'll really get a lot of support there." And so, anyway, I was in 
a real mortified state of leaving, I was desperate, and I had to. So I did and I went to 
a refuge. I had to wait for an hour to see somebody, to see the coordinator, only to 
find out, once I told her that I '.vas affiliated with a gang, that I wasn't able to stay 
there. And that no other place would take me either because I had affiliations. 

So you are basically on your o\vn to find somewhere else to stay. Urn and at that 
stage, well my whole beliefs that this place was going to support me and help me, urn 
[pause]. They don't advertise that if you're affiliated to gangs or if you've got any 
connections that it's not a safe place for you, that [refuge] is only for a particular 
clientele group. Urn, so yeah and there aren't any places that I know of even today. 
And that was about five years ago now urn [pause]. \X/here can women who are 
leaving gangs actually go and haye that place of safety. Urn, you know, I mean you 
can understand that you're actually placing other people at risk, but hey how at risk 
are you, yourself and your children. 



But urn, and then, you know the quick fixes, like being in a refuge or you know 
having some counselling or things like that, it's make-up, you know. It's just a quick 
fix because I know for myself and a lot of the women that have been into refuge and 
they have been counselled and things like that, we've gone back to our partners. Urn 
and because we have gone back there has been no on-going support, because it's like, 
"Oh well, we have given you a chance, you blew it. You went back." 
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Lily also talked about not being accepted into women's refuge. She explained that the reason 

given related to the safety of other women in the safe house and that there was a threat that the 

gang members would tum up. She also explained that she "was basically on her own" and 

"that the refuges could not be trusted for support." After hearing the comments made by 

Daisy and Lily I phoned the women's refuges in the area where these women lived. 

The advocates that I spoke to outlined the reason why some refuges refuse to take gang

affiliated women into their house. Of most importance was the need to keep other [non gang

affiliated] women safe. This had come about because there had been occasions when groups 

of gang members had stonned in on one of the refuges. As the costs of re-establishing a 

refuge each time this occurs are unsustainable this is, perhaps, understandable. Upon further 

discussion, I found that some refuge advocates were able to provide gang-related women with 

an alternative avenue of support. This action, however, was generally made through personal 

connections outside of refuge. 

From my experience within women's refuge, I know that not all refuges are affiliated to the 

National Collective of Independent Women's Refuges and the women were not clear whether 

the refuges spoken about previously were affiliated or not. I have discussed this issue with 

refuge advocates locally, and they comment that there has been no specific training or 

guidelines regarding the safety of gang-related women coordinated by the national body. This 

does not mean that the individual refuges have not dealt with this issue. In fact some refuges 

have established informal, but clear strategies for working with gang-related women. 

Unfortunately, these guidelines cannot be outlined, as this would make the information freely 

available and will place the women who need to use the service at risk. 

Other information obtained through the interviews indicated that the service had worked 

adequately for some of the women interviewed. Pansy was grateful for the support that she 

received from refuge. And even though she stated that she "felt like a prisoner'-' at times and 
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that she did not feel absolutely safe, her two-year connection with the refuge paved the way· 

for a brighter future. The reason Pansy did not feel really safe was because she was aware, as 

are some refuge workers, that the gangs have been known to send other gang-related women 

into the refuges to look for woman who abscond. Refuges that accept gang-related women, 

however, do have strategies to eliminate or reduce the likelihood of this occurring of this 

occurring. 

The other factor that came to light during the interviews relates to economic dependency. 

Detective Neale noted that: 

Family support and child support are more readily available to women outside gangs 
as the male is less likely to be getting his income through illegal means, which is non
taxable. 

As indicated, family support and child support are calculated according to taxable incomes 

and gang-related women's partners are likely to be sourcing various sums through drug 

dealing and other criminal activities. If these women leave their relationship the 'perks' that 

sometimes go along with it are generally lost. In some cases, this may mean that these women 

and their children are extremely limited in terms of securing an income through legitimate 

means, especially if the gang member concerned is unemployed and is not collecting a 

benefit. Even if he was collecting a benefit, he would legally only have to pay the minimum 

amount of child support while he is possibly pulling in huge sums. When gang-related women 

are used to living off the proceeds of crime, the shortfall in real dollar terms may also hinder 

the chances of leaving a dangerous relationship. 

While acknowledging the blocks or restraints that make it difficult for women to leave both 

the gang scene and their abusive or violent partners, all the women interviewed overcame 

these challenges. In time, each of the women made pronounced changes and moved towards a 

safer environment and a more peaceful way of living. 

Women's Reasons for Leaving Partner or the Gang Scene. 

As with women outside the gang context (Hoff, 1991, p.56), there is no one reason why the 

women interviewed finaIly decided to leave the gang scene or their violent and abusive gang-
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member partners behind. The women interviewed discussed major reasons for leaving in the 

following way. 

Daisy: I was sort of, my children were getting older. The situation wasn't getting any 
better. I actually thought that it was going to get better. In fact it probably got worse 
and at the end of the day, I sort of thought that these were the only options. You 
know, I'm either going to end up killing myself, my partner's going to end up killing 
me or I'm going to end up killing him. So when it got to that sort of stage I was now 
experiencing the stuff that I had blocked out. It was still there and it wasn't being 
dealt with. I was turning it back in on myself with the drugs, the alcohol, the self
abuse all those sorts of things .... Yeah it just felt like hell. Drugs and alcohol were 
just a way of numbing the pain for a few hours. Just escaping from the reality of it all. 

And later in the interview, Daisy said: 

For me at the end of the day after, when I sort of pulled away from my partner and 
there are a lot of things, you know going on for him at that time. He ended up 
leaving the gang and urn we both went through counselling and through groups and 
things like that and sort of had support from independent people. 

Rhodo: But we went out, this time, with [his mother] and somehow we had an 
argument afterwards, after we dropped her off. And urn, he just said he was going 
for good and all that. So he packed up his stuff and he went back to, he moved back 
into the pad. And urn ... 

Int.: Yeah, they've always got somewhere to go, the pad! 

R.hodo: Yeah Uaugh]. Urn, that's the other thing with me. I never accepted him for 
what he was. I never called him [nickname] he was always [name] so I didn't accept 
that. Anyway, he went back there and after a couple of days, I became my weak self 
again and tried to go around and get him back. He kicked me out. Urn, that's right, I 
was pregnant, just. And I'd done that just as an attempt to keep him. 

Int.: So you deliberately got pregnant? 

Rhodo: Yeah, 'cause I'd been on the pill and all that. But I'd gone off it and he had 
agreed. But like I said, I would have talked him around to agreeing. But, urn, so I 
thought I'm pathetic. I just thought, "I haven't got my son with me, I'm pregnant, 
the guy' doesn't want to be with me," so I decided to have an abortion. I got the 
appointment and all that, but I had two things. My first husband's brother had 
become a Christian, and I decided to go and talk to him to see if there was some 
answer there that could help me. So urn, I met them and they were real keen to urn, 
show me how it helped them and all that. So I went to church. It was probably only 
about three days after we had split up. And I made a decision to follow what I 
thought God wanted from my life. And I was, I felt like I had received help in 
coping, emotionally I felt that I could cope, suddenly. Because really, I think, I had 
brought some security into my life from somewhere else. Not from a man but from, 
well, from God. 



Thistle: Probably the last straw was the [rival gang] deal and they got pictures of my 
house and that. ... And I thought, "Fuck that." It was none of my business, you 
know. I mean I had nothing to do with their business, you know their shootings or 
whatever, anything like that. But [my partner] was the Sergeant at Arms, or whatever 
you call it at that time, and you'd walk into the garage and there would be gun bits on 
the ground, shavings, you know, sawn-off shotguns or whatever. And then I knew 
that there were guns in my house and I didn't know where and it used to make me 
spew, really, 'cause it was my house. 

Jasmine: I think some of that pain that violence and stuff brings, yeah, you have to 
learn and you have to learn fast because the prices are high. The prices aren't high 
just for yourself .... That was it for me, that's what I fight for now, to try and keep 
my family together. We try to be as wholesome as we can be. Like for me to live in a 
violent relationship and for my children to see violence, like I know the price. We 
had already paid the price and it's huge. 

I mean, what is it that makes you front up? What is it? Is it the death of a child or is 
it? I mean, like I was proud of my home. I worked hard and I thought that at least 
I've got a home for my children and all that. And in a way you do have a sense that I 
want to provide for my children even when you're sick! 

Pansy: Oh, when they took the machete to me. The rapes I think you become numb 
over the years of being raped by drunks and the abuse and when I wanted to get out, 
Glennis, I didn't want my child to go through what I had been through. 

Rose: Oh and he did tell me that [the relationship was over] at the end there, when I 
got my stomach pumped, he said goodbye. 

Int: Is that when you tried to commit suicide? 

Rose: Yeah, I got my stomach pumped and he said to me goodbye, and I knew that 
would be the end of it. He said to me, "Go and buy yourself a motorbike". And I 
remembered that and I actually did a while later. 

Int: Let's talk about your suicide attempt. 

Rose: Well, I thought that I was accepted there, and this guy said that he didn't love 
me and I felt that I really loved him. It felt like this was the big rejection, the 
rejection of all rejections. And I thought that I would never be loved. That's what it 
felt like. I thought that if this person doesn't love me, I wouldn't ever be loved. I 
wanted to die really. I didn't knO\v how to feel better about that, you know. I felt like 
it was the only way out, Yeah. 

Daff: ... he always used to say to me that I hated his friends. I never hated his friends; 
I just never wanted to be around them. I just um, I just used to think that I could 
manage without them so I will. I never stopped him from seeing them though. We 
were living different lives really. 
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Int: Do you think that is why your marriage broke up, you were leading different 
lives? 
Daff: Yeah, I think so. You can't both be living under the one roof and be going off 
on different tracks all the time. It just doesn't work. 

Lily: It wasn't me that made the decision. It was my partner when he was in jaiL He 
decided that he had had enough and was going to put his patch in. Urn, it didn't 
really bother me too much because I didn't really see much of him when he was 
inside and yeah, urn, I never got hassled because of the respect he had from them. 

Him pulling out for one of the gang and starting our own family. He settled right 
down when we started having children. Like he was hard into the [gang] then, we 
never had any kids of our own. I only had the one from a previous relationship. He's 
an excellent father, he really is. He really loves his kids. They just mellowed him out. 

Violet: It's the kids and that you want more for them and that you are not going to 
get mo.re for them sitting in that situation, you know .... That's what I really worried 
about, my son .... My little boy swung a knife around when he is angry, you know . 
. .. Today it's happening to kids so young, so young. They say it's all right, but they are 
aware of what's happening and that's what I hate. It's 'cause they are aware of it too. 

Freesia: It got to a stage where it just built up inside of me. I got to a stage after 
seeing it, [another women gang raped] and experiencing it that I just said, "I'm outta 
here. I am out of here," and I did .... I seen the light! I had enough of going to 
hospital for no reason at all, being bashed for nothing. I tried to pull him away. I 
made a leave and tried to pull him away but he wouldn't. 
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Three prominent themes relating to reasons for leaving emerged from the interviews, these 

being: a) the acknowledgment of the severity of the violence, b) comprehending the impact 

violence and abuse had on the children, and c) the women's partner made the final decision to 

end the relationship or pull away from the gang. And while some women left in crisis, others 

planned their 'get away'. Similar themes have been noted elsewhere in domestic violence 

research and in gang research. 

Hoff s research for example, notes that women leave dangerous relationships because they 

begin to make "sense of their victimization" (1991, p.56). Some of the women she talked to 

discussed extreme violence experienced during pregnancy. Some feared for their children, 

while others began to contemplate suicide. Some believed that their partner might just kill 

them, and others found that it was too difficult to hide the bruises and beatings (ibid, pp.56-

67). Clearly, the decision-making process is complex drawing in a number of personal and 
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social considerations. Whether the women appears to makes a spontaneous final decision to 

leave during a crisis or acts as a "crisis manager" (ibid, p.72) over a period of time until it is 

safe to leave, many hours of thought, thinking through strategies and contemplating 

consequential scenarios occur before action is finally taken. A similar process seems to move 

gang members and their associates towards leaving the gang. 

There is little research on why and how gang members and associates leave gangs (Decker, & 

Lauritsen, 1996, p.109~ Spergel, 1995, p.104) and most of what is available applies to males. 

There is, however, some similarity between genders regarding the concerns about impact on 

children and the extremity of violence. Between 1990 and 1993, Decker & Lauritsen (1996, 

pp.l 09-117) interviewed gang members and ex-gang members of both genders from St. Louis 

about issues relating to leaving the gang. The reasons given for leaving included the level of 

violence and family obligations among others factors, such as moving to another area. The 

reasons noted included: 

I didn't want to die. Just one day I got out. 

Because I got to realizing it wasn't my type of life. I didn't want to live that type of 
life. One time, I got seriously stabbed and I was in hospital for like 3 months. 

Because of my loved ones. I couldn't keep neglecting them. 

Because I've got two children to live for. 
(Quotes taken from Decker & Lauritsen, 1996, pp.1 09-111) 

Similarly, in his book The Youth Gang Problem: A Community Approach (1995, p. 105), 

Irving Spergel makes a note that male gang members tend to become aware of the "long-term 

negative consequences" of being involved with a gang. This may come about as they mature, 

and find less stressful ways to meet their social and emotional needs or fatherhood, 

imprisonment or "battle fatigue" (Spergel, 1995, p.105) may generate the shift in attitude. 

Females, he claims, are less committed to the gang and tend to pull away from their gang 

involvement when children come into the picture. He also notes that women can playa key 

role in this area to influence male members to take leave from the gang. 

New Zealand research on male gang members comes to the same conclusion. Lala's research 

found gang members left the gangs because they developed a "growing awareness of their 
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responsibilities to long-term partners and children" (Lala, 1996, p.93) and developed an 

understanding of how violence impacted on their own and their loved one's lives. While more 

research would need to be carried out in this area, I suspect that a gradual awareness of the 

impact of violence and abuse develops over time for both men and women. The immediate 

consequences may vary, but the long-term impact is negative in both cases. Whether male or 

female, coming to terms with the reality and making decisions about one's life is a process 

that generally takes time. And in the meantime the extremities of violence and the impact of 

violence on the self, the children, the family and friends takes toll before change occurs. 

The Process of leaving. 

The women interviewed talked about the process of leaving and although some tried to leave 

several times before they left, or they waited until their partner made a decision to leave, the 

process appeared to be easier than most of the women contemplated. Nevertheless, some 

women left in mid-crisis and narrowly escaped losing their lives. Freesia said: 

I had no qualms. I had just made my mind up and it \vas cooL I had some support 
from a friend and her hubby, urn. I just steered clear. I actually moved to another 
town and he went to jail. I wrote him a letter and told him that I had had a son to 

him. Some women have to go further. I'm glad I made the break because life is 
better. 

Lily tried to move away, but ended up returning to the relationship. She said: 

Lily: Urn, I had to go to Australia to get away from him. I stayed there for a year and 
a half and found myself coming back here and getting back into that same 
relationship. Urn, I don't know why but I was, urn, just that love .... He'd track me 
down. Before I \vent to Aussie I tried to stay here and r found he was stalking me. 
Urn, not only that he had heard that I had been seen, that I'd been drinking with the 
[another gang] so he was 'hitting' their pads .... Try and get the cops involved? That 
didn't even phase him! He was not scared of the cops. He was fearless. That was 
scary! I felt that if the cops are not going to deter him from leaving me alone then 
nobody is. 

Lily returned to the relationship and she and her partner had children he moved away from the 

gang. She then said: 

They [the childrenJ just mellowed him out. And we had a lot of counselling and that 
as well. It brought out that a lot of his behaviour extended from his childhood as 
well. He came from a very violent family. lIe was sexually abused urn, by his own 



family members and all that. I think all that was just building up inside of him, a lot 
of anger .... I went through all that, and there was a really loving person under all 
that. And I think that's why I stuck around too. You know, there was another loving 
person under all those leathers and shit. 
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Daisy moved away from her partner when he went to prison for assaulting her. After he made 

some lifestyle changes, Daisy returned to the relationship. She said: 

... at the time I was led to a place and I stayed with some Christians and lucky me, it 
was their study night that night and so a woman shared with me and her family, let 
my children and me stay with her for a week, until we sorted through a few things for 
ourselves. ... He ended up leaying the gang and um we both went through 
counselling and through groups and things like that and sort of had support from 
independent people. And two years after he left the gang we both gave our hearts to 
Jesus. My partner did a year before myself and that has been, I guess, that has set us 
free not only from our personal issues, ... we work with a lot of gang members, we 
work w.th a lot of ex-gang members. And urn you knmv, we reach out to them with 
the same help that we have been giyen. Um, both myself and my partner, it's been a 
personal relationship with Jesus that has saved us and has set us free from the past. 
\Vhen it comes to inner strength and things like that it comes from Jesus. 

Religion played a part in Jasmine's journey. She said: 

For me my saving grace was when I became a Christian. Like it had a set of rules that 
I understood. I could go like, "Oh God, this is my first step," ... I f you do this, then 
this is gonna happen. I neyer had those sets of rules before. You know, nobody 
[told] me how I was meant to think and feeL ... I suppose, we all need a map .... I 
mean, people say that it's a crutch really and that's okay. For me it's been an 
education really. So many of us don't have it and I think its inside that has to change. 
You can only do so much with the head. But when you have got your spirit, your 
spirit is something like, for me, you see I never had a spirit. 

Rhodo made changes in her life through religion, and after a while her partner became a 

Christian and left the gang too. Rhodo said: 

Yes, I went [to church] regularly urn, and what happened was that, oh, I prayed a 
prayer and I believed at that time. I mean God just became the uppermost, the 
everything of my life. And when I prayed a prayer, I believed if I ask God he'd make 
it so I would never have to sec [my partner] again. Which I thought would be quite 
easy, or else if we were meant to be together that I would see him within 24 hours, 
which I didn't think, was likely. I \vas testing. I just wanted to see what would 
happen, what I was meant to do. ~() he rang up in the next couple of days and he 
needed to get some keys he had left somewhere and I took that as a si,l,rtl urn .... 
Yeah, and in some ways I just [ went back to my manipulation. Tn some ways but T 



was, I put it under the guise of being a Christian, my Christian beliefs. So when I met 
up with him it wasn't that cut and dry. It's only when I look back I can see, you 
know, that I was operating like that again. I mean I had been okay for a week or 
something. I had thought that I'd really been helped but urn, I grasped back on to 
the manipulation fairly fast, as soon as he put a foot in the door. So when he came to 
get the key he asked if there was anyway that we could be together stilL And I said, 
"We'd have to be married 'cause I don't believe we should be together without being 
married." For me I'd really gone from black to white! Straight aw'!Y! So we got married 
six weeks later. . .. When we came back he didn't go all that much, he just slowly 
stopped going to the pad. And I started getting him to know more of the people 
[Christians] that I'd got to know. I knew that he'd have to fill the gap that was left in 
his life so I arranged things so we had a lot to do with these other people .... I think 
he started to become affected by my, by what I believed to be good, my Christian 
beliefs and one thing he did say was that he started to become aware of evil more 
than what he did before, the reality of evil. 
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For Thistle, moving out had to be strategically planned because her partner was not willing to 

let her leave: She said: 

I've been away from him for, I'd say, five years, five and a half years. I left him when 
he went on a run when [the baby] was three days old and I was still in hospital and 
three days later I went home. We packed up the house and I left the day after. It was 
the only way I could leave him. 

He couldn't find me. He didn't know where I was. Nobody was going to tell him. 
My close friends were the ones pushing me to go. And he wouldn't dare go to my 
parent's home or anything like that. He just knew it wouldn't get him anywhere. By 
the time I left him, people within the gang more or less knew what was in my mind 
anyway. He knew I didn't need him. He knew I didn't rely on him. His hold on me 
was very minute. It was probably just the emotional side of it that kept me there 
longer. There was something between us, but I don't know, when you have got a 
child to someone, you think, "Can I live with this, and ask is he going to change?" 
Every now and then you hear, "I'm going to fuckin' leave this scene," and it's 
bullshit, but you like to believe what they say for a while. 

And as mentioned previously, Pansy ended up in hospital. From there she went into a 

women's refuge. On leaving refuge, Pansy secured a state house. It was high fenced and she 

managed to get two big dogs. She did not go out to buy groceries or to socialise in public for a 

considerable time. Although her partner was sent to jail for the suffering she endured, Pansy 

spent many years in seclusion, hiding as her partner's associates tried to look for her. When 

her partner was released from jail he continually hassled and threatened her. Police letters and 

other documents reveal that Pansy's life has been hell. Her initial attempts at getting help 

through counselling were too painful, but Pansy has now completed drug and alcohol 
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programmes, which have provided her with some much needed support. Gradually, she began 

to build up her on confidence and self-esteem, but it has, she said, been 'a very long haul to 

home'. 

Rose made changes after she was discharged from hospital after a suicide attempt. She too has 

attended counselling and AA sessions to help her put her past behind her. Part of Rose's 

healing was to write a short story about her time in the gang, the rapes and suicide attempt. 

Her story was published and she received a writer's award. 1 Rose has also been helped 

through her spirituality. She has become a Christian Spiritualist. Rose said that she came 

across a book called The Twenty-four Hour Book, which has provided her with guidance. The 

spiritualist philosophy provided Rose with a rationale and a framework through which she 

could reinterpret all that happened in her life. The negative aspects have become avenues of 

learning and growth. And through gaining an understanding of her own intuitive ability she 

has been able to built trust in herself and others. Her increased sense of self-worth along with 

the progress of time has allowed her to gain a sense of peace. 

Violet left her partner a few times, and on one occasion she even went as far as Australia. 

Each time, however, she returned to her partner, hoping he had changed. Violet said that her 

partner had handed in his patch, and that indicated to her that he was committed to making 

different choices. The other gang members, however, had different ideas. They still hung 

around, they kept Violet's partner involved and whilst he had a job, he still got hooked into 

their deals. Violet had and continues to have the support of a close friend, who is always 

available to talk. It is acknowledged that Violet's partner has made some changes in his 

behaviour, but the going has been tough. Together, they have had to support each other. Even 

though he has not assaulted Violet for some time, she remains in a vulnerable position, 

hopeful, hanging in there on trust, trust that the changes he has made are the beginning of a 

journey towards a brighter future. 

Daff did not discuss the process of leaving in any great detail. Like the other women, she had 

to be strong, determined, and resilient during the earlier stages of separation from her 

husband. She had hassles with access and some major custody issues to deal with. Unlike 

many of the other women, Daff had a strong supportive family and network of friends, which 

1 This writing I have seen, but it will not be referenced, as this would breach the confidentiality agreement. 
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included some of her partners' mates. In the end, Daff discovered some satisfaction in 

revenge. She washed his beloved gang patch and much to his horror, eventually disposed of it. 

Many years later, she still chuckles as she remembers his response to his patch's demise. 

The Role of Religion in Change. 

As can be seen, the role of religion has been significant in the process of change for many of 

the women interviewed. It is true that many people who join social movements or who 

become involved with a community network or religious community can secure a rapid and 

sudden change in their life (Hoffer, 1951, p.3). David Aberle (1996 cited in Giddens, 1997, 

pp.511-512) draws attention to four classifications of a social movement: transformative, 

reformative, redemptive and alternative, that are known to facilitate personal and social 

change. Rel~gious conversion, whether achieved through new religious movements or the 

more traditional religious institutions, draws together the process of change with a religious 

experience or a spiritual encounter (Gillespie, 1979, pp.3-43). The definitions of a religious 

conversion are many and varied, being influenced by "subjective standards or superficial 

manifestations" (ibid, p.5). For the purpose of the current discussion, the term religious 

conversion will be used to refer to a "subjective and private change of orientation and values" 

(ibid, p.36) through religious or spiritual allegiance. 

Although the topic of religious conversion has been studied from several academic 

perspectives: theological, sociological, psychological, ethical and philosophical (Gillespie, 

1979, p.8; Krailsheimer, 1980, p.2), there is very little mention of the influence of religious 

conversion with regards to disassociation from gang membership or decline in gang affiliation 

(Spergel, 1995, p.107). Internationally, it has been noted that evangelical Protestant ministers 

may facilitate the conversion of gang members through their prison and outreach 

programmes. There is, however, no statistical evidence of the frequency or success of 

conversion (Spergel, 1995, p.107) readily available. In New Zealand, as elsewhere, there is 

ample anecdotal evidence and the odd media article (see Appendix X) that would support an 

argument for research in this area. 

In his research on the role of the gang in former members' lives, Lala (1996, pp.99, 116) 

found that half [4/8] of his participants were strongly engaged with some form of religion at 
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the time the interviews took place. These participants acknowledged that religion played a 

part in their departure from the gang lifestyle. As one of La la's participants said: 

The Christian faith has given me a sense of worth. It's given me a lot more hope 
than I had before. It's kept me out of jail; it's kept me on the straight and narrow. 

(Api, 1996 cited in Lala, 1996, p.99) 

While also acknowledging the need for further investigation, Lala argued that religion may 

provide a vehicle through which gang members can "develop a new social self-concept" 

(Lala, 1996, p.116). 

Eric Hoffer (1951, pp. 19-53) argued that those who were susceptible to joining social and 

religious movements are the "the disaffected" (ibid, p.24), who are most frequently the: 

... (a) the poor, (b) misfits, (c) outcasts, (d) minorities, (e) adolescent youth, (f) the 
ambitious (whether facing insurmountable obstacles or unlimited opportunities), (g) 
those in the grip of some vice or obsession, (h) the impotent (in body or mind), (i) 
the inordinately selfish, 0) the bored, (k) the sinners. 

(Hoffer, 1951, p.24) 

In modern times, gang members and their associates, drug addicts, glue sniffers, street kids, 

and men or women immersed in violent relationships would also fit comfortably into Hoffer's 

categories. Also mentioned are the vulnerable, those of ill health and the "victims of any 

persecution or privation" (Krailsheimer, 1980, p.155). This last group would include most of 

the women interviewed in this study, as victims of violence and abuse. It has also noted that 

the factors precipitating religious conversion include emotional confusion or disturbance, and 

a sense of isolation, or loneliness, even in the midst of friends. Other stressful circumstances, 

for example tensions and frustrations within family or previous peer networks, and/or 

estrangement in marital or parent-child relationships, are also known to facilitate religious 

conversion (ibid, p.152-155). 

Religious communities and networks, particularly those with a high degree of internal 

orientation that replicates a 'family feeling', offer converts a sense of identity and belonging 

as well as friendship. The central philosophy or doctrine of the group generally provides 

converts with a set of beliefs and values, which provides not only a framework for living, but 

also a means to reinterpret the past (Gillespie, 1979, p.32). Within the new environment, 

experiences of victimisation and suffering, or conversely, shame and guilt, then take on new 

meaning and ease or eliminate the convert's previous emotional burdens. Often the experience 
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is so profound that converts become malleable, especially by the leaders of these particular 

groups or religious communities who sometimes promote self-sacrifice for their cause. 

Many converts become ardent followers, sharing their emancipation, giving all credit to God 

for the life changing experiences that He provided, and they then attract other disaffiliates to 

the cause. Whether this is a healthy process in the long-term or not, it is not my place to 

judge. All the women I talked to in this regard, have been able to find a sense of purpose and 

meaning in their lives, and are obviously making different choices which will inevitability 

have a positive flow-on effect to their children and their associates. What is of concern is the 

question of sustainability, and whether or not the changes made, and the new support system 

either last or pave the way to long-term fulfilment and security. It is clear that religious 

allegiance provides the same benefit as gangs: a sense of identity, a sense of belonging, and a 

framework for living. Should the new support system become fragmented, collapse through 

corruption or merely fade into eternity, what then becomes of those in need of this type of 

support? Going by Hoffer's observations, those who cannot muster faith in themselves will 

merely flounder until another system of support fulfils the disaffliated's needs. He argued: 

Faith in a holy cause is to a considerable extent a substitute for the lost faith in 
ourselves. 

(Hoffer, 1951, p.14) 

And this may be so, but in this study as in Lala's research, religious conversion needs to be 

given some credit for facilitating the dramatic changes that occurred. Further research into the 

dynamics of religious conversion among gang members and their affiliates may provide clues 

to the mechanisms needed to promote safer, healthier lifestyles for a greater number people 

who want to leave the gang environment. 

The Problem with Personal Counselling. 

It is clear that the women interviewed had difficulty finding counsellors who not only 

appreciated and understood the gang-related women's experience, but who also were aware of 

how the gang cultural and collective dynamics impacted on their lives. From discussions with 

the women interviewed, the religious conversions discussed above were a less harrowing 

experience than individual counselling. The people, ministers or lay preachers, who supported 

the conversions were able to convey an understanding the gang-related women's reality and 

experience. For Cohen and Taylor (1993, p.148), therapy, - psychotherapy, cognitive-
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behavioural therapy, narrative therapy, Gestalt therapy, person-centred or focus counselling, 

or whatever, - is an "institutionalised escape route." The therapeutic interventions provide a 

vehicle through which liberation can be achieved with a change in consciousness that opens 

"up the windows to an alternative reality" (ibid, p.150). These 'escapes' are purposely 

constructed to redefine or reconstruct the meaning of an experience, especially the more 

negative ones. 

The problem that Cohen and Taylor allude to, is that while therapeutic practice offers an 

escape from reality, or an environment from which reality can be explored, they do not 

constitute escapes from reality per se (ibid, p.151). Often the client has to return to the family, 

work or in this case, to the gang scene where the problems are real. And if, as the women 

interviewed in this study indicate, the therapist/counsellor does not understand the gang 

world, slhe will not even be able to facilitate a temporary escape route for the client, much 

less a permanent one. 

Furthermore, in terms of resocialisation, individual counselling or therapy is a lonely journey. 

The client wanting to pull away from the gang scene, in many cases has to make that journey 

alone. Although the therapist may offer a sympathetic ear, therapists do not usually generate a 

trusting support system that religious allegiance provides. Nor does counselling/therapy 

provide the client, and in this case the gang-related woman, with a ready-made framework for 

daily living. Those women in this study who did receive counselling emerged out of the 

process still feeling vulnerable and isolated. They had embarked on a long, lonely journey. 

Life After the Gang. 

Most of the women interviewed indicated they were happy with the life at the time of the 

interview. All the women are now able to reflect back on their time with the gang with a 

mixture of memories, some good but more often, bad. While there are some regrets, most of 

these women acknowledge that their experiences within the gang have contributed to their 

sense of self, or the person that they are today, and most have an empathy, compassion and 

understanding to those, male and female, who remain behind with the gang. It is clear that 

they are not bound up with completely negative attitudes towards gang members in general, 

or towards the particular men who assaulted them. 
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Only two of the women were still negotiating a better future and although feeling a little 

apprehensive about their situations at the time of the interviews, they reported to me that they 

were happy with the changes made thus far. All the women felt that their experiences within 

the gang culture had provided a source of strength and motivation. Not one woman, while 

understanding a woman's attraction towards gang members and gangs, ever envisaged herself 

getting caught up in a similar type scenario. They, including those who have remained with 

their partners, have more independence than before. 

Today, nearly all the women are interested in furthering their education and many have 

become involved in helping others over come difficulties in their lives. They offer practical 

assistance, understanding and on going support to those with burdens that cross their paths. 

As previously indicated in her profile, Rose has begun to complete university papers and she 

helps others at AA meetings and through her work with community agencies. Daffhas almost 

completed her undergraduate degree. She is currently managing a community group that 

assists the long-term unemployed and the so-called unemployable, including former and 

present gang members, some with full face their tattoos, to gain work experience. Jasmine and 

Daisy have completed courses in institutions that offer community work and helping skills 

training, and at the time of the interview were actively engaged in community work. 

Pansy and Lily have contemplated furthering their education, again in the social 

service/community work area. Pansy would like to work with disabled children. Her 

disabilities sustained through gang violence have prompted an understanding of the everyday 

obstacles that they must navigate. Lily hopes to return to school. She wants to complete 

tertiary papers so she can gain employment that allows her to work with families that are in 

strife. 

Thistle was recuperating at the time of the interview, on crutches and nursing a broken leg 

[from a non-gang related accident]. She was sure that she would be back at her job in no time. 

Rhodo was occupied with her small children and did not contemplate a return to work for 

some time. She was aware of a number of contradictions in her life, and was about to take 

steps to deal deal with them. Freesia and Violet did not really provide an insight into their 

future journeys, but made it clear that the road they were on was the road on which they 

planned to stay. Like the other gang-related women interviewed, their troubled journeys will 

soon come to an end. 
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CHAPTER NINE: . 

CONCLUSION. 

Introduction. 

In accepting that the research on gangs in New Zealand has been limited, and that little has 

been done to develop an understanding of gang-related women both here and at an 

international level, the current qualitative study has been carried out as an attempt to generate 

insights into, and an appreciation of, women's reality and experience within New Zealand 

gangs. To do so, I carried out semi-structured, conversational interviews with ten gang-related 

women who were previously connected to a selection of New Zealand gangs; the Mongrel 

Mob, Black Power, Highway 61, the Road Knights, the Filthy Few, the Stormtroopers and the 

Mothers. Formal interviews and informal discussions also were held with other gang-related 

women who wish to remain anonymous, former gang members, current gang members or 

associates, police and social service workers. Subsequently, these additional conversations 

have been useful for reliability and validation purposes. Throughout this project, I have 

explored and shared the lives of Lily, Jasmine, Daff, Rhodo, Thistle, Daisy, Freesia, Rose, 

Violet, and Pansy, all women who were connected to the gang scene for a period time ranging 

between two and one half years to around thirty-five years. Nine were partners of gang 

members and the tenth woman was married to a gang associate and has had long-time 

connections with the gangs on a number of levels. Through sharing their reality and 

experience, as they moved into and later, out of the gang culture, I have presented an analysis 

their journeys and lives within the gang scene. 

From the data gathered, I have written mini life profiles that give a general overview of the 

women's lives as they were reported to me. These profiles are reasonably self-explanatory as 

they convey a strong message on their own. From this base, I explored the antecedent factors 

and personal motivations that led the women towards gang affiliation, and the interactions or 

processes involved when they initially made contact with the gang. Further to this, I have 

illustrated how the gang structure impacts on women in gangs, particularly in terms of their 

coming to accept a marginal position and role. And in allowing the women to 'speak' for 

themselves, to a large degree, I have generated an understanding of how some gang-related 

women interpret their role, and make sense of their world. 
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Antecedent and Motivational Factors in Female Gang Affiliation. 

Consistent with the international data, I have demonstrated that the majority of the gang

related women interviewed were 'at risk' of gang affiliation during their formative years. 

Many had come from working class families, and while none complained of abject poverty, 

there was much talk of struggling to make ends meet or getting by. More often than not, the 

women came from troubled families and had reported witnessing or hearing domestic 

violence and abuse. Some women reported being sexually and/or physically abused while 

others experienced abusive forms of discipline. Some women discussed having to struggle 

with their parents' marital problems, and/or parental substance abuse and addictions. Many 

women talked about the effects of parental absence, in either the physical or emotional sense, 

during their childhood and two had difficulty coming to terms with their mothers' 

employment within the sex industry. 

These troubled families did not facilitate a strong sense of belonging, security or 

connectedness in the women and many reported that they felt safer when away from the 

family home during their childhood. Only one woman stood out as coming from a warm, 

supportive and trusting family, where no abuse was encountered. In eight of the ten cases 

discussed, the family situation did not facilitate educational achievement. Many of the women 

only just made it through part of the fifth form and only one of the ten women interviewed 

had entered the sixth form. Some reported school truancy, while others stopped attending 

school while running away from home. For two of the women interviewed, gang rape had 

disrupted their lives and educational achievements. For them, gang rape was their introduction 

to many years of gang life. 

This research supports frequent calls in our society for the fostering of supportive and 

nurturing environments for our children, and indicates the need for change in the social 

structure to reduce the problems of social inequality. High unemployment, racism and gender 

inequalities all contribute to stress within the family unit, which then has a negative impact on 

children's formative years. We need further to address the issue of domestic/family violence 

for ultimately it is the children who suffer. Finding better ways to support children through 

the trauma that they experience when domestic/family violence occurs or when they have 

been physically and/or sexually abused is a priority. Not one child should have to carry this 

type of burden alone. 
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We need to educate adolescents, parents, and the community at large about the long-term 

negative impact of violence within the family context and our community, and while holding 

perpetrators accountable for their actions, we need to foster programmes that encourage non

violent interactions and problem solving strategies. Likewise, we need to better support for 

children with parents who struggle with drug and alcohol abuse and/or addictions. In some 

respects, many of the women interviewed, as children were 'pushed' into the gang scene as 

they looked for an escape, some respite and protection from the abuses that they were made to 

experience during childhood. And it is not simply girls that we need to consider in this regard. 

The women's comments about the sad and horrific backgrounds of some of their men and 

data from previous research on gangs indicate that similar risk factors are present for many 

boys who have become involved in gangs. 

For all but one woman, gang affiliation began through connections with family or friends who 

had already established a relationship of some sort with a gang. For those with family 

members who were already affiliated, gang connections were easily forged. These findings 

are consistent with, and reinforce previous research findings. This is an area of gang research 

that needs further exploration, not only to explore the long-term ramifications of continued 

family involvement with a gang for the individuals concerned, but also with regards to the 

social implications. We also need to further understand the social, ethnic and gender 

dynamics involved which facilitate family commitment to a particular gang. This is 

particularly relevant to New Zealand society, as our two largest ethnic gangs, Black Power 

and the Mongrel Mob, and Highway 61 motorcycle gang are known to have families involved 

with three generations maintaining a level of commitment to the gang concerned. 

Personal Motivations that Support Gang Affiliation. 

Although personal motives towards gang affiliation and active involvement differed from 

woman to woman, talk along the lines of protection, security and excitement or fun during the 

interviews emerged as strong personal motivations. In many respects, these motives were 

connected to troubles within their families of origin. For example, for three women, gang 

association was considered as merely a natural progression from the street kid/runaway 

position. And whi1e eight of the women interviewed acknowledged a rebellious spirit, 

rebellion against the stresses, the rejection, the hurt and the fear generated within the troubled 

families played a huge part in the movement towards gang affiliation. Only one woman stated 

that she had no personal motivation towards gangs or gang members; she was gang raped. 
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The others, particularly those with a rebellious spirit, often perceived the gang as a means of 

excitement, fun and adventure. These attributes were a sharp contrast to the misery that had 

clouded many of the women's childhood memories. 

Initially, the gang provided a sense of freedom and plenty good times. Some women talked 

about the easy access to drugs and ample supplies of alcohol at parties, with good bands and 

music. For a short time they were able to forget the troubles that they had previously endured. 

As I have illustrated, though, and as supported by the previous research, these good times did 

not last. The talk and images presented about freedom and the good times were soon replaced 

with revelations about abuse, degradation, humiliation, shame, and strong feelings of 

isolation. 

In addition [0 themes of excitement and fun, five of the women sought the protection of a 

macho type male, and the gang provided a ready supply of them. And nine of the ten women 

referred to the gang as initially providing a source of protection and security. For many, the 

gang became a substitute family. It provided the whanau feeling, a sense of belonging and 

acceptance during the initial phases of contact. Some of the women stated that they were 

actually looking for 'real' men, while others discussed, retrospectively, needing, wanting and 

looking for security in their lives. These personal motivations towards gang affiliation again 

reinforce the need to build strong supportive caring families in which children and young 

adolescents feel secure. Again family orientated outreach programmes may be beneficial here. 

And an exploration of the international gang prevention initiatives may provide the New 

Zealand social service sector with useful, tried and tested strategies, and expertise in the gang 

prevention area. 

Learning the Rules and the Role of Women. 

This research has provided insights into the role of women within the New Zealand context, 

and has identified some of the processes through which girls/women are socialised to accept a 

marginal and subservient role within the gangs. Having been watched by those already 

socialised to conform to the gang culture, and having stayed connected long enough to 

become accepted as a partner of a gang member, all women reported having to learn the 'rules 

of the game'. And gradually, the reality of the gang culture began to come clear and shattered 

hope of achieving freedom, adventure, excitement and thrill. This is a sharp contrast to the old 
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myths that depict gang-related women as wild, loose and fancy-free, who, without being 

bounded by traditional social norms and values, enjoy the good times to no end. 

Instead, the women interviewed provided graphic evidence of various forms of violence, and 

abuse that were employed to 'educate' the women in gang culture. As demonstrated, the gang 

culture was no escape from the traditional gender assumptions and roles that still operate to a 

large degree within the wider social environment. The tactics of oppression are the same used 

by some men who seek to control women, partners or otherwise, across society. Within the 

gang culture, however, the system, not being challenged by the rise of feminism or women's 

right's groups, is more pervasively entrenched and overtly practiced. 

The women are thus socialised prior to, and during the initial stages of gang involvement to 

accept a position that is inferior and subservient to men. Women are there to cook, to clean, to 

look after the children and to be at their men's beck and call. The gang-related women in this 

study confirm that women are indeed marginalised in gangs, although, there is some 

variability within this marginalised status. The 'good girl' versus 'bad girl' differentiation 

between women has been, and is reinforced. Partners of gang members are expected to fall 

into the 'good girl' category. If not, their men retain an assumed right to punish them or to 

'teach them a lesson'. A good 'missus'/'cook' will do as she is told, she will not belittle her 

man, she will not make him appear weak in front of other gang members by challenging his 

authority, and while having to accept his infidelities, she will remain sexually loyal to him. 

Sexual promiscuity or 'screwing around' by female partners of gang members is rejected, and 

punishable. Inappropriate sexual behaviour by a partner of a gang member can reduce her 

status to that of a 'bad girl' and she will then considered as an 'entertainment piece', readily 

available to any male within the gang scene. 

For some women in gangs, status depends on the status and reputation of their men. If a gang 

member is well respected as one of the gang hierarchy, for his talent and skill as a fighter 

and/or for his courage in the face of the police, rival gang members and other foes, then his 

partner will also be considered with a degree of respect. And if she 'behaves herself, that is if 

she generally knows her place and role, she will be more respected by the other males and 

will basically be left alone. At times, some of these women have been known to adopt a 

position of power, particularly if they are able to strategise through their partner to secure 

their own personal needs and agenda. 
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On the other hand, 'bad girls', whether they be called 'dirty girls', 'gang molls', 'crew shags' 

or any other derogatory term, are considered as entertainment for the men. The men tend to 

isolate their partners from these 'bad girls', and as the women interviewed reported, female 

partners of gang members certainly distrust these other women because of the threat they 

present to their relationships. Women as partners of gang members tend to reinforce the 

distinction between women within the gang culture in their attempts to create a relatively safe 

environment for themselves and their children. They strategise and compromise, or engage in 

patriarchal bargains, to make their lives more tolerable. But in the attempts, they actually 

collude with their men and help maintain abusive practices that occur within the gangs. 

Through minimising and denying the abuse and degradation of themselves and other women, 

through blaming themselves or the 'bad girls' for the abuses and degradation that they are 

sometimes subjected to, gang related women tend to support the status quo. Thus, partners of 

gang members find themselves in a contradictory position where they both object to, and 

participate in the abuse of women. And as gang-related women find it difficult to trust other 

women within the gang context it is difficult for them to come together and collectively 

challenge the marginalisation and abuse of women within gangs. 

These research findings are similar to other recent studies carried out that have tried to explain 

why and how some women participate in, and collude with gender oppression while, at the 

same time, they attempt to resist or reject it (for example, Kandiyoti, 1988; Miller, 1998b, 

Sanday, 1990). Because gender oppression is strong and persistent within the criminal and 

gang cultures, these settings offer a context in which a more in depth analysis of gender 

dynamics may be facilitated. This may help to uncover and aid our understandings of some of 

the more covert or hidden factors, such as women's role in perpetuating the status quo. The 

gang situation, as illustrated in this study, also facilitates an awareness of circumstances and 

conditions, individual and social, that operate to hold some women back from joining their 

'sisters' in the collective fight for female emancipation. 

Male Tactics of Power and Control. 

By drawing on the Deluth Abuse Intervention Project Power and Control Model, this research 

project has generated a vivid example of how the tactics of power and control are adopted and 

used by male gang members in the oppression of their women. These tactics cover a wide 

range of both overt and hidden behaviours that have a huge impact, both directly and 

indirectly, on the women involved. I have shown how extreme violence, coercion, threats, and 
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intimidation, as well as the subtle, and not so subtle, forms of emotional or psychological 

abuse contribute to the overall control of women within gangs. Further to this, I have 

illustrated how the collective dynamics of the gang further exacerbate these forms of control 

and make their overall delivery easier to achieve, and to go undetected or unchallenged to any 

great degree. And the decision on gang rape has helped to stress this point. In doing so, I have 

illustrated major elements of the gang culture in New Zealand that not only influence they 

way gang-related women make sense of their lives and world, but also contribute to the 

meaning that they give to their world and lives. Understanding these complexities will aid 

those in helping fields, who sometimes struggle in their attempts to comes to terms with the 

gang women's reality, when assisting the gang-related women who seek to make changes in 

their lives. 

What this research does not answer, is the question of why do the men, having mostly come 

from similar backgrounds of powerlessness and vulnerability, collude as aggressors against 

girls/women who for the most part have considerable understanding and compassion for the 

gang man's lot. Some of the women interviewed stated that the gang culture also provides 

some men with a source of belonging, acceptance and security, an escape from, and a form of 

resistance to their tormented pasts. This is also validated in the international data gathered on 

male gang involvement. 

This raIses questions about the need to be responsive to male powerlessness, and the 

contradictions that arise when, for all intents and purposes, they are 'supposed' to be 

powerful, and have control. In their attempts to gain and maintain control of their lives the 

men, more often than not, resort to violence and abuse to ward off any potential threat, to 

allay their insecurities and to confrrm their masculinity. As the women interviewed 

challenged, it is too simple just to blame the men, we need an overall understanding, before 

changes can be, or will be eventuated. And I have demonstrated that gang members, like non

gang males, who are violent and abusive towards their partners and children, are not too 

dissimilar. It is the collective dynamics of the gang that exacerbates the nature and the degree 

of the violence and abuse that does occur. 

Restraints to Leaving a Gang Member Partner or the Gang Scene. 

Many of the women interviewed came to accept the gang culture and more particularly, the 

violence as 'just a fact of life'. And this was particularly so when the women had become 
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isolated from their families, and the community at large. As their self-esteem plummeted, as a 

result of degradation and abuse, these women found it more and more difficult to leave. The 

concepts and knowledge arising out of the psychological theories of learned helplessness and 

battered women's syndrome, partly answer the question as to why the women stayed in these 

dangerous relationships. But as previously indicated many other social factors combine with 

individual psychological variables to keep women stuck within the gang scene. These factors 

include the fear of reprisal from the gang, the consequences of narking or going to the police, 

the lack of money, having nowhere safe to go, having a lack of faith in the law enforcement 

agencies to provide protection for gang-related women and isolation from the community at 

large. 

Leaving an abusive gang-member partner, though difficult, is not altogether impossible. This 

is the strong'message that the gang-related women wanted to convey. Although the journey is 

often a long, lonely and scary one to embark upon, and there are many barriers to overcome. 

All the women interviewed have demonstrated that it can be done, but no two women made 

the same journey. Their decisions to leave were often well thought through. Fraught with 

difficulties, the women weighed up all the pros and cons, sometimes over and over again. 

Sometimes the final decision to leave was made in times of crisis, and sometimes in life or 

death situations, but once they had finally made that tough decision, they left. Others bided 

time, before cautiously making a move. For other women life took a turn for the better when 

their partners were imprisoned, or when their men had decided gang life was not all that they 

had thought it would be. 

As the women conveyed their stories and their troubled journeys it became clear that there 

was little or no support for women seeking to leave gang situations behind. Individual 

counselling had a limited effect in facilitating positive changes for the women concerned. 

Basically the journey must be travelled alone and when away from the counsellors' rooms the 

women had no practical support. For some, religious affiliation seemed to have produced an 

easier and a safer outcome. It became apparent that religious affiliation supported dramatic 

turn around lifestyle changes through the provision of a strong friendship network, and 

primary group support, - replacement for the gang family, which sometimes built bridges 

between individuals and their family of origin. These spiritual groups and networks not only 

provided practical support and friendship during times of despair and vulnerability, they also 
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offered an alternative ideological framework making sense of the events that had occurred in 

their lives. And as Jasmine explained, religion gave her a map for life. 

Regardless of how the change eventually came to be, all the women have gained a strong 

sense of power and self-determination through their experiences. The process of leaving has 

in itself given these women a source of courage and power. They have had an opportunity to 

look back on their own lives, and now share their learnings with others. 

Many of the women have returned to the education system and seek to gain employment in 

the helping area assisting others whose lives have taken a detour down a rough and dangerous 

road. These are strong, resilient women who are all now seeking to make a difference in the 

lives of others. And that is why they have shared their troubled journeys with us. They hope 

that doing so will foster a wider understanding of the gang culture so others who struggle in 

similar positions will eventually have the courage to make changes in their lives. They want 

to challenge those in the helping industry to reflect on their attitude towards gang-related girls 

and women, as well as their practices and policies that relate the gang-women's plight. For 

just as not one child should be made to struggle through life's hurdles alone, our 'sisters' from 

the gang world, should not have to struggle on their own, or be rejected and pushed into 

deeper isolation and despair when they reach out for help. 

Te ohonga ake I taku moemoea, 
ko te puawaitanga 
o llga whakaaro. 

I awoke from my dream, to the blossoming of my thought. 
Dreams become reality when we take action. 

(Ruth Tai, 1992) 
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APPENDICES: 

APPENDIX I: 

THE RESEARCHER: THE GANG IN MY LIFE. 

The women's stories are a reflection of my own story, as I too have come from a troubled 

background. I do not know my natural father, I acknowledge an abusive and alcoholic 

stepfather, and I left school six weeks into the fourth form. Life was just a matter for survival, 

women got by the best you could, and made the most of what they had, my mother had often 

conveyed. And like most rebels, I did not appreciate the message behind her reflections. 

When I left home, a relatively young teenager·come~adult, I generally partied up and had a 

good time, and being well socialised to accept the traditional gender assumptions and roles, I 

soon found myself a man who was supposed to look after me. That was a big mistake.! Within 

a short time, as will be illustrated, I had to begin to take some responsibility for my own 

safety and life's direction. I share the following snippet from my life here because it was this 

troubled journey that has made this research project possible, and this background inevitably 

has bearing on the research process and the analysis presented. 

I met and married my husband, referred to here as Kotahikawa (the bitter one), during the 

early 1970s. He was intelligent, reasonably good-looking and always dressed welL At that 

time he was employed in the area of telecommunications, and was studying at a tertiary level 

to further his future employment prospects while I worked as a factory hand in a poultry

processing plant. Together, we worked and saved to build our own home and by all accounts 

he was considered 'a Maori who had made it in the Pakeha world', unlike many of his 

acquaintances and friends who were struggling to secure work and find a positive direction in 

their lives. 

Included amongst his close friends were several patched motorcycle club members. One 

member, later killed in a motorcycle accident, had grown up with Kotahikawa in a small rural 

community near a hydro-based resource township. Several of the other patched gang 

members and associates were also raised in small rural townships. During the late 1960s and 

early 1970s many of these men had moved to the city looking for greater employment 

opportunities and the promise of a more secure Jifestyle. They tended to congregate together 

for companionship and support, and in some respects were almost like an extended family to 
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each other. My partner and I used to socialise and get together with these people for special 

occasions. For example, at Christmas time, dinner for the family often included twenty or so 

people, including gang members, from 'back home'. 

As the Christchurch chapter of the gang grew, Kotahikawa developed an interest in the big 

bikes -Triumphs and the Nortons- and eventually he bought his own motorbike, which he 

later modified. 'Ape-hanger' handlebars and imitation 'kraut' helmets were all the rage. Once 

he had a bike himself his involvement with the gang increased, Kotahikawa started attending 

club meetings and paying membership fees. In a sense he was a gang prospect, proving his 

allegiance to the gang, although he did not appear to be treated like a prospect or get ordered 

around because of his earlier friendships with some of the gang's members. At that stage, I 

had no real concerns about his involvement. 

In the beginning I saw Kotahikawa's activity with the gang as a bit of fun and excitement, an 

escape from the mundane routine of going to work, coming home, cleaning the house and 

using weekend time to catch up on any unfinished household chores. Having a rebellious, 

non-conformist nature myself in my younger days, venturing down to the gang headquarters 

was intriguing. But within a few months, I became aware of some emerging contradictions in 

my life, although at that time, these were discarded from my mind. The following scenario 

illustrates the type of situation, which began frequently to emerge: 

One day back in the late 19-:"Os when I drove down a busy, central Christchurch 
street I was forced to stop b\' cops in two police cars. One car had manoeuvred in 
front of me and the other had managed to merge through the traffic so it was beside 
me. As I stopped the car another police car had moved in behind me. The cops 
ordered me and my passengers, five patched motorcycle club members, out of the 
car and I felt a wave of contempt as I stood and watched them search through the 
car, in every hiding place one could imagine. I was scared, but I was also was buzzing 
with a sense of thrill and excitement. After being questioned about where we had 
been, what we had been doing and so on the cops finally decided to let us move on. 
And they had no choice, in this particular instance, because I was driving, I had not 
been drinking and they had found nothing incriminating in our possession. As I 
started up the car we laughed at the cops' stupidity, they were given a few derogatory 
salutations as we departed joyous at their powerlessness and we went, escorted by 
one of the police cars, back to the 'pad', or club house. 

Yes, they had reason to stop us. The boys had been boozing at a few of the local 
pubs after having spent the afternoon visiting club mates slammed up in jail. In one 
of the pubs a rumble had erupted and during this someone was stabbed in the throat 



with a crudely re-shaped fork. He was still alive but only just, and I clearly remember 
being told by one of the cops that this man was 'drowning in his own blood'. I 
managed to ignore these words, minimised the seriousness of what had occurred and 
just carried on with my job at the time. I was taking my passengers back to the pad, 
where I was to pick up some other, sober club members and take them back to the 
pub. The cops were stopping club members who had been drinking from leaving on 
their bikes. This new group of passengers was to bring the bikes back to the pad 
while I uplifted the remaining boys. The cops stood by and watched, knowing that 
there was nothing they could do to hold the boys any longer. 

Back at the pad there was a reminiscing of the day's events, and some concern for 
the poor guy choking in his own blood. But generally there was a sense of 
excitement, a strange mixture of thrill and relief, a bit like when one steps off a roller 
coaster. No one got 'done' or arrested, and the cops were left relatively powerless. 
That night, however, I lay in bed thinking about the injured man, his partner and 
children, and the consequences for them if he did die. I too was a wife, and a mother, 
who depended largely on the man who lay beside me in the bed. 'How would it be 
for her, trying to get by on her own? How would I feel if I was in her position, with 
my man on the brink of death? Hmmrn, perhaps she'd be better off without him! He 
was probably just another abusive prick,' I thought. I woke up the next morning, still 
tired from my restless night and put the night's events behind me as I rushed off to 
work. I had no time, or wish to dwell on the apparent contradictions or complexities 
in my life. There were too many other things to get done. At the time, that's just the 
way things were. I decided to let things ride. 
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As the months passed by, however, I found it increasingly difficult to ignore the complexities 

and contradictions that arose. While the gang members generally treated me with respect, 

many women were not. Often, several gang members raped women and this made me very 

uncomfortable. On one occasion a rape came to the attention of the media and I became 

sickened with a deep sense of shame for being associated with men who condoned such 

actions. Yet, at the same time I found myself making excuses or justifying their actions. I did 

not believe the rationalisations given at the time by gang members and some of their partners: 

"she asked for it", "she should not have been at the clubrooms in the first place", "she was 

drunk and being promiscuous". But I accepted them. These explanations were easier to deal 

with than the doubts that emerged about my own partner and my life after this event. He 

certainly did not object to or challenge his club mates and this made me question whether he 

might have done the same himself. In hindsight, I realise that it was far easier to blame the 

woman concerned than to contemplate the possibilities in this regard. I just did not want to 

know. 
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Another aspect of gang life that concerned me was being associated with men, and women, 

who had no qualms about being involved in theft or burglaries. On one occasion, for example, 

I remember feeling extremely guilty when two large packing cases were placed in our garage. 

These contained a Harley Davidson motorcycle that had been dismantled and packed to make 

its transportation easier and more discreet. Through the media, I learned that this bike had 

been stolen from a tourist and that the police were following up leads as to its whereabouts. I 

also heard gang members discussing the theft - when, where and how it was stolen - which 

conflrmed my initial suspicions that it was on our property. They talked and bragged about 

how they had outwitted the police who had turned up and executed search warrants at a 

couple of gang member's homes, but had failed to find the bike. This was only because it had 

been shifted to our place moments before the police arrived at these other houses. These gang 

members and Kotahikawa joked and laughed about the bike being under the police's noses 

because we had a detective living next door. 

Knowing this bike was in our garage until it was shifted on caused me considerable concern. I 

knew Kotahikawa had not stolen the bike, but he would have been charged over it if the 

police had found it while it was on our property. A charge of theft or receiving stolen property 

would have placed his job and our flnancial security in jeopardy. Part of Kotahikawa's 

commitment to his gang member friends was to help out in times of trouble and I hated this. 

He could be called on at any time to honour such favours. I was working at this time and I 

remember my colleagues talking about this stolen bike and the plight of the tourist who was 

the victim of this crime. I felt sick inside. If only they knew it was in my garage. Having some 

sympathetic feeling towards the tourist, I wanted to phone the police anonymously, to let 

them know where it was, but I did not. I already knew about the code of silence, and that I 

had to keep quite or be labelled a nark. And that is something I certainly was not going to be 

as I had heard the stories about how narks were treated. I was truly relieved when that bike 

was moved on to some other destination because only then could I put my concerns aside. 

Along with the stress and worry about stolen property there was the generalised violence to 

consider. Kotahikawa was no stranger to violence. He had grown up with family punch-Ups, 

had passed through the youth violence stage and had been involved in the pub brawls. As he 

had managed to avoid conflict with the law around such violence, I merely accepted it as a 

part of this man's world. It was essentially nothing for me to stand back and watch men in 

pugilistic combat. My main concern, as I remember, was whether or not Kotahikawa's shirt 
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would get tom or become covered in stubborn, difficult to remove, bloodstains. Besides, 

Kotahikawa had earned himself a reputation as someone who would defend himself, his 

family and his friends, which was generally considered a positive characteristic in our circle, 

as well as many others. 

The gang's members certainly respected Kotahikawa for his 'don't mess with me' attitude 

and demeanour. I remember seeing a patched member, who did not know much about 

Kotahikawa's background, swipe a newly lit cigarette out of Kotahikawa's mouth. 

Kotahikawa quietly told this person to give it back, but he refused. In an instant this person 

was lying on the floor. Kotahikawa had knocked him out with one punch. The atmosphere in 

the room froze. We were in the bar of the gang's clubhouse, and a wave of apprehension and 

silence seemed to hold -everyone in its grasp. I thought Kotahikawa had blown it, as he had 

not shown the proper respect expected towards a fully patched member. But, the silence was 

broken when one of Kotahikawa's long term friends helped this gang member up off the floor 

and called him a "fuckin' egg" for trying to take Kotahikawa on like that. 

Kotahikawa and his friends joked and laughed, they talked about the 'king hit' and 

Kotahikawa was bought another jug of beer for his efforts. Once the tension died down, I 

relaxed, bought myself another drink and listened to the beat of Bob Marley singing No 

Woman, No Cry pounding through the sound system. There were no ramifications for me this 

time, no tom shirts or bloodstains to get rid of, so what the heck, boys will be boys and the 

music simply wiped the many possible outcomes of this scenario out of my mind. 

During December 1981, however, things changed and I no longer saw the ability to fight as 

being positive in any regard. Kotahikawa was involved in a motor vehicle accident. The 

driver of a car, having not seen Kotahikawa coming, failed to give way before making a right 

hand tum in front of the bike. A twelve-year-old girl, a passenger in the car that collided into 

Kotahikawa's motorcycle, died. Kotahikawa sustained serious head injuries, a broken jaw, a 

broken leg and he had lost so much blood that his heart stopped pumping and the doctor at the 

accident scene pronounced Kotahikawa dead and covered him completely with a sheet. 

However, he was still barely alive as once he was placed in the ambulance another bikie, who 

had been sitting with Kotahikawa, noticed him move ever so slightly. Kotahikawa spent 

several weeks in hospital before he returned home to recover fully. 
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After that accident, Kotahikawa was never the same. He changed dramatically, became highly 

suspicious, moody and aggressive. In some respects he reminded me of a caged animal, 

frustrated that there was no escape from the confines of the cage. In Kotahikawa' s case it was 

the confines of his injuries and his gang associations that, I believe, exacerbated his negative 

beliefs, attitudes, moods and feelings at that time. It was not long before I became the target 

of his violent outbursts. 

Initially I had thought that Kotahikawa's aggressive and violent moods would subside once he 

recovered fully, but I was mistaken. In reality his violence, condoned and supported by the 

gang culture, increased dramatically. He became extremely controlling of my life. About one 

year after the accident another gang member killed his partner. During a particularly nasty 

argument her partner, who wore steel-capped boots, had kicked her. Having sustained serious 

head injuries, she slipped into a deep coma and died several hours later. I cried and " mourned 

for this woman as, after Kotahikawa' s accident, I too had felt the pain and anguish that 

accompanies being kicked by a partner wearing steel-caps. While I grieved for the loss of this 

woman and for the pain that her family felt another part of me envied her in her death. For her 

the pain was over. There would be no more violence, no more black eyes, no more terror and 

no more trying to dodge those steel capped boots. I envied her peace. I also became angry at 

the justifications that emerged after this woman's funeral, which supported her killer's 

actions. All the blame was put on her. "She asked for it," I was repeatedly told. And I heard 

lots of sympathy from gang members for the man who killed her, especially when he was 

sentenced to several years in prison for manslaughter. It soon became clear that many of the 

other women were angry, they talked among themselves, but on the whole remained generally 

silent in their responses, just like me. Some even supported the men's feeble excuses for their 

comrade. At times I wanted to believe them too, but I could no longer hide myself from the 

reality of my life. I struggled in a sea of contradiction, sometimes blaming myself for the 

beatings I got and searching for ways I could change, and sometimes refusing to accept the 

responsibility for Kotahikawa's moods and violent actions. 

Kotahikawa, however, took this woman's death as a benchmark from which he could 

compare his own violence, which he considered comparatively moderate. I was regularly 

reminded that I was lucky and that I should be grateful for this privilege. After all, I had only 

been beaten up and had lost a tooth. I still had my life. Who was I to complain, having been 
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granted such mercy? In this environment Kotahikawa's violence escalated and life became 

unbearable. 

I stayed with Kotahikawa for several years believing that there was no way out of the mess 

that I was in. I no longer worked and had no income of my own, I had become isolated from 

my family and friends, and I thought that I had no where to go. I had also become confused 

about my feelings for Kotahikawa, which made deciding to leave difficult. On the one hand, I 

believed that I loved him and felt sorry for him after his accident. On the other hand, I hated 

him and went through phases where I hoped he would go out and never return. I was also 

plagued by fear. Kotahikawa had threatened to kill me ifI left or went to the police. 

On one occasion I went into a Women's Refuge safe house and while I was there someone 

connected to a North Island chapter of Kotahikawa's gang phoned my elderly mother who 

lived by herself She was threatened and intimidated having been told to make sure that I got 

myself home or they would pay her 'a visit'. My mother was beside herself, not knowing 

what to do and wondering why someone would threaten her like that. She did not know I had 

left and she had no idea of where I was. Within a short time I heard about this phone call and 

feeling concerned for my mother's safety I returned to Kotahikawa. 

Taking notice of this intimidation and returning home was probably the worst decision that I 

had made as Kotahikawa knew that I now wanted to find a way to end our marriage. The 

extent of his violence got worse and [ was a regular visitor to the Accident and Emergency 

Department of Christchurch Hospital with a tooth knocked out, split lips, or cuts needing 

sutures. Each time I went there, Kotahikawa attended to make sure I did not disclose what had 

happened. Some of the staff obviously knew and tried to question me, but it was a delicate 

situation for all involved and no one ever pressured me enough to let on. I generally explained 

the bruises as being the result of my own clumsiness. 

The final time that I ended up at the Accident and Emergency Department, however, no one 

needed to ask questions. As I collapsed a doctor tried to check my blood pressure, all was 

revealed. My body was covered in bruising and lacerations made with a kitchen knife. The 

doctors refused to let Kotahikawa in to where 1 was being treated and I was able to tell what 

had been going on, although I was initially reluctant to do so in case I changed my mind and 

returned home. Once I had disclosed there could be no turning back, of this l was sure. l knew 
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that the certainty of further beatings was real and for some reason, probably because I was 

emotionally exhausted, I started having thoughts about dying if I returned home. Scared stiff 

about what was going to happen, I took the irreversible step of allowing the doctors to call the 

police. Having originally charged Kotahikawa with wounding with intent, Detective Lester 

had given me some space to think about my life. During the court proceedings six additional 

charges were laid; four charges of injuring with intent, one of disfiguring with intent to injure 

and another charge of wounding with intent. 

While it could be argued that the violence Kotahikawa used against me was similar to that of 

many other women who have experienced serious assaults from their non-gang partners, I 

now believe that the gang's context and influence played a significant part in the experiences 

that I endured. I suggest that the gang's culture worked to shape my reality, ~hich then 

becomes an .impediment to securing a non-violent life. After a long period on healing, and 

getting on with my life, I have come to believe that gang-related women are often 

misunderstood, and like that of 'battered women', their stories need to be told and understood 

so we can then begin to work for change. My story was to become the pathway, opening the 

doors so that this study could take place. 
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APPENDIX II: 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF GANGS IN NEW ZEALAND 

Colonial Period: Murder and Mayhem. 
Gangs are social phenomena that have been a part of New Zealand society since the colonial 

period. Richard Hill's (1986a & 1986b) historical coverage of policing between 1767 and 

1869 discusses and describes the activities of several gangs that were in existence during that 

time. These gangs, predominantly PakehalEuropean based, were scattered throughout the 

country causing havoc and mayhem with ·their murders, robberies and rampages of 

destruction. In Hill's coverage we read about gangs, such as the Parkhouse Boys, a group of 

youthful offenders ~ent here from Britain in October 1842. On their arrival in New Zealand, 

these youth were known to cause the small Auckland police no end of trouble. Some of these 

boys absconded from their supervised work programmes, to live with local Maori, or in the 

back streets around Auckland. Many of these boys were later said to be teaching the local 

Maori youth how to steal. Soon pleas from the police, unable to cope with "the ingenious and 

well devised modes of plunder" (Hi11, 1986a, p.361), called for the importation of convicts 

from Britain to stop. And in November 1843 the shipments of Park house Boys ceased. 

In Hill's work, we can read about the life and times of the Garrett gang, led by bank robber 

Henry Garrett around the 1 860s. The Otago goldfields proved a profitable territory for the 

"bushranging gang" (Hill, I 986b, p. 563), until the police caught up with them in 1862. 

Garrett was finally arrested in Syndey before being brought to the Dunedin court, where he 

was sent to prison for eight years. Hill also reported on the Gardiner gang, and the capture of 

its leader, Charlie Gilbert, in 1863, (ibid, p. 593). Likewise, the escapades and crimes of the 

notorious Burgess-Kelly gang are outlined. The Burgess-Kelly gang was well known for its 

involvement in the Maungatapu murders, where five people were killed along the 

Maungatapu track in the West Canterbury province in 1866 (idid, p. 679). As the Canterbury 

region had become "a 'land of refuge' for 'al1 criminals and disorderly paersons"'(ibid, 

p.681), these gangs and their accomplices kept the colonial police busy. 

Although these gangs were written about, little acknowledgement is given to their existence 

or activities in recent literature on gangs (Tam, 1999). Notably, it was the arrival of youth 
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gangs in the 1950s that took the nation by surprise, and caused even more concern than the 

gangs of the old-times did. 

The Rapid Rise of Gangs: 1950s-1980s 

During the 1950s and 1960s New Zealand went through a period of fast growth and rapid 

social change. The country had begun to emerge from the tough times of the Great Depression 

[1920s-1930s] and had survived the political upheavals of World War II. And, as in America, 

New Zealand's post-war economy flourished and it was a time of prosperity. During this time, 

the population became more suburbanised, people from the Pacific Islands were brought into 

the country to provide labour, Maori were encouraged to shift to the cities, and new social 

movements emerged. Essentially, this was a time of enthusiasm and contentment for many 

adults. New houses, with all the modem conveniences, well-manicured front lawns and picket 

fences, took priority until the so-called youth problem took hold. 

The teenagers in the suburbs, comparatively well off when compared to the teenage-years of 

their parents, often had money to spend and little parental supervision. As recreational and 

sporting provisions in many suburbs were inadequate, teenagers were forced to make or find 

their own forms of entertainment. Following similar social developments in America, conflict 

and disagreement between New Zealand's older generation and society's discontented youth 

occurred. The rise of the rebellious teenager and their activities soon came under close 

scrutiny. And thus, juvenile delinquency and the youth problem became major social issues of 

the time (Inciardi, 1990, pp.6-17; Thorns & Sedgwick, 1997, p.191; Yska, 1993, pp.37-57; 

Yska 1990, pp.49-58). 

In the 1950s youth gangs had become well known in New Zealand. The Teddy Boys, the 

Bodgies and Widgies, and other similar groups of youth who frequented local milk bars, 

billiard rooms, pool halls, and some urban street corners, have been mentioned frequently in 

the literature (Anastasiou, 1971, p.25; Kelsey & Young, 1982, p.1; Newbold, 1992, p.lOO; 

Yska, 1993, p.9). It is reported that these groups caused the wider population considerable 

concern, particularly in relation to acts of lawlessness and hooliganism (Kelsey & Young, 

1982, p.1; Newbold, 1992, p.lOO). Youth offending drew the attention of the media, which 

tended to highlight the negative aspects of such groups and their "relative disregard to the 

norms and values of their society" (Marsh, 1982, p.4). These early groups were largely 
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informal structures with loosely coordinated and fluid membership patterns (Anastasiou, 

1971, p.25). And in this sense, they were a huge contrast when compared to the more 

organised and highly structured drug dealing crime networks that are associated with today's 

gangs. It was reported, however, that a group known as The Saints, a tightly organised at that 

time for the purpose of crime, had committed burglaries to the tune of 30,000 pounds 

(Howman, 1971, p.21). In the 1950s this was a considerable sum. 

The 1950 youth gangs were a part of a wider youth problem that had emerged in two distinct 

phases. The first centred on the issue of "juvenile immorality" (Shuker, Openshaw & Soler, 

1990, p.20) and highlighted sexual exploration by teenagers as being both a disturbing and an 

immoral trend. Shuker et al (1990, p.21), in their review of the media role in generating a 

moral panic around the youth problem during the 1950s and 1960s, indicate that the 

governmental stand on these issues "linked the theme of juvenile delinquency with that of 

indecent literature." 

Controversy arose around comics - such as Frederic Wertham's Seduction of the Innocent 

(1953), stage shows like Follies Bergene, which featured nude women, and films, like, The 

Wild One, which idealised the juvenile motorcycle gangs (see Shuker et ai, 1990, pp.27, 89-

90). These presentations were portrayed as being instrumental in promoting immoral and 

indecent acts among children and adolescents. Media coverage of isolated events, such as the 

court appearances of "fifty to sixty adolescents ... [who faced] moral delinquency charges" 

(Shuker et ai, 1990, p.2l) in a Lower Hutt Magistrates' Court 1954, and the Parker-Hulme 

murder trial from August to September, 1954, worked to reinforce the government's and the 

public's sentiment (ibid, p.24, pp.83-94). Shuker et al also indicate that in 1954 the weekly 

newspaper, the NZ Truth linked groups of adolescent youth like those involved in the Lower 

Hutt incident with the concept of "teenage gangs" (cited in Shuker et aI, 1990, p.23) and 

labels like 'Milkbar Cowboys' were then generated in New Zealand. 

Redmer Y ska (1993, pp.I44-149) explored teenage activity in the 1950s, and discusses a 

group of youths that frequented Curries' Milkbar in Queen Street, Auckland in 1955. This 

group, calling themselves the 'Curries' Cowboys', had secured a number of motorcycles -

mainly BSAs and a few Triumphs - which attracted a lot of interest from the public. Inspired 

by scenes presented in The Wild One, the dress code included long greatcoats, or leather 

bomber-style jackets that had skulls and crossbones emblazoned to the backs. Hobnail boots 
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also played a part in the dress standard, which contrasted sharply with the brightly dressed 

'bodgies' of that era. In time the Curries' Cowboys became involved in fist fights with the 

groups of Bodgies and Teddy Boys in the area and they soon came to the attention of the 

police and the courts (Yska, 1993, pp.144-149). 

As the police and the courts became more involved in the lives of these and other such youth, 

the emphasis on the theme of juvenile immorality was gradually replaced with rhetoric of a 

juvenile "crime wave" (Shuker et aI, 1990, p24). The debate surrounding immoral literature 

increased, public concern focused on censorship issues and this led to calls for a tightening of 

the censorsh~p laws. In general, however, the perceived threats to society that the youth of the 

time presented, and these early 'gangs', were passing occurrences. And although the 

motorcycle gangs remained, the issues surrounding them tended to fade away as the youth 

concerned aged and settled into the mainstream of society. 

During the early 1960s some new comers to the New Zealand scene bolstered the motorcycle 

clubs' image and activities. The Hell's Angels, originating in California in 1948, established a 

chapter in Auckland; its charter dated January 7, 1961 (Lavigne, 1987, pp.61-62). The rise in 

New Zealand versions of this gang soon followed with groups such as the Mothers, the 

Outcasts (Marsh, 1982, p.5), the Head Hunters and Highway 61 (Kelsey & Young, 1982, p.2) 

emerging. One of the best established of these early gangs, Highway 61 was formed in 

Auckland in 1968. A group of youths, mainly Pacific Islanders, who had been walking the 

streets since 1966 wearing hand-painted insignia on their backs, started to accumulate British 

motorcycles. The club name was inspired by the words of Bob Dylan's song Highway 

61Revisited, from the album of the same name released in 1967 (Williams, 1981, pp.38-44). 

Well, God said to _-\braham, "Kill me a son." 
Abe said, "Man, you must be puttin' me on." 

God said, "No!" 
Abe said, "What?" 

God said, "You can do what you want to, but next time you see me you'd 
better run." 

"Well," said Abe. "\v'here do you want this killing done?' 
God said, "Out on Highway 61." 

(Bob Dylan - Highway 61 Revisited) 
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In 1970, the club added 'MC', for Motorcycle Club to their name. Membership in Highway 

61 MC has always been multi-racial, unlike the American Hell's Angels, which 

internationally has been known to support white supremacist ideals (Lavigne, 1987, p.66). In 

New Zealand, however, the Hell's Angels openly reject racism and at one time had a 

President known as 'Spade' who was of Fijian ancestry. In addition the New Zealand chapter 

of the Hell's Angels has had strong connections with the local Headhunters (NZ Herald, 26 

July 1999). Highway 61, however, has adopted much of the Hell's Angels' symbolism, 

particularly in terms of dress code and patch design. Highway 61's members' pledge "HFFH" 

["Highway Forever, Forever Highway"] (Williams, 1981, p. 38) is similar to that of the Hell's 

Angels' - "AFFA" ["Angels Forever, Forever Angels"] (Lavigne, 1987, p.79). This 

demonstrates the degree to which the American motorcycle gang influenced the development 

of some mot9rcycle gangs in New Zealand. 

Initially, motorcycle club members with an avid interest in the big bikes, gathered together in 

the urban centres, in small cliques for friendship and shared interests. They would ride down 

New Zealand's roads and streets on their rumbling Triumphs, Nortons and BSAs. The bikers, 

dressed in leathers and adorned with identifying insignia or 'patches' displaying their club's 

name, soon evoked the general public's scorn and contempt (Howman, 1971, p.8). When 

stories of violence, disorderly behaviour, dishonesty and 'objectionable' sexual activity were 

associated with the motorcycle gangs, public indignation increased. 

During the 1960s motorcycle club members were well aware of the public's attitude toward 

them. In March 1967 members of a Wellington-based motorcycle gang known as the 25 Club 

complained to the media that the public would not let them "ride the straight and narrow life" 

(Farquhar, 1967, p.12). They claimed that they were "victimised" (ibid) by the police who, 

gang members report, had threatened to break up the club. In August 1968, however, five out 

of seven men sentenced for rape or attempted rape were members of the 25 Club. Such 

activities reinforced the belief that motorcycle clubs were centres for "drinking parties and 

sex" (NZ Truth, 20 August 1968). Again while motorcycle gangs commanded the scrutiny of 

the police and public concern was expressed, the development of these bikie gangs, by all 

accounts, was considered to be a "passing phenomenon" (Kelsey & Young, 1982, p.2) as the 

earlier youth groups or gangs had been. 
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During the late 1960s and the 1970s the motorcycle gangs were somewhat overshadowed by 

the high profile given to the ethnic gangs in the media. The term 'ethnic gang', adopted by the 

Committee on Gangs in 1981, is often associated with gangs that are made up, predominantly, 

of ethnic minorities or to refer to gangs which are not motorcycle gangs. In New Zealand the 

term is generally used to refer to gangs that have a high concentration of Maori and Pacific 

Islanders in their membership. Gangs such as the Mongrel Mob, Black Power, the 

Stormtroopers, the Headhunters and the King Cobras fall into this category (Committee on 

Gangs, 1981, p.5). The King Cobras have boasted of a "council of chiefs" (Payne, 1991, 

p.104), which is made up of Samoan, Niuean, Tongan, Rarotongan and Maori dignities. 

While some ethnic gangs can present an overview of their origins and history, others have 

found these details to have become blurred overtime. The origin of the Mongrel Mob, one of 

the largest ethnic gangs (Gardiner, 1996, p.7) is a matter for debate. Some, including Mob 

members themselves (Marsh, 1982, p.76), believe the gang developed in Hastings in 1956 

when a presiding judge sentenced two men, the Stafford brothers, to terms of imprisonment. 

This judge is reported to have labelled these men and their associates "a pack of mongrels" 

(cited in Kelsey & Young, 1982, p.2; Marsh, 1982, p.76; & referred to in Butterworth, 1979, 

p.3; McGill, 1995, pp.86-87; Newbold, 1992, p.101; Payne, 1991, p.37). Others put forward 

less dramatic explanations for the gang's development. 

Some Mob members suggest that the Mongrel Mob evolved naturally over time from a 

number of small school groups or cliques of youth that had existed for some time (Marsh, 

1982, p.76). Graham Butterworth, a contributor to the NZ Police Association Newsletter 

(1979, p.1), suggested that Sir Apirana N gata [1874-1950], a prominent Maori leader, 

inspired the growth of the gang when he expressed his concern for Maori youth in relation to 

the gradual loss of Maori land and their language. " 'They would be mongrels', [he said,] 

'Wandering the land shamefaced before Pakeha' " (cited in Butterworth, 1979, p.3). 

Butterworth also implies that the Maori and Pacific Islanders who had formed the early gangs 

had a lack of pride and low self-esteem. He suggests that the Maori gangs resembled "the 

Warrior groups of the 1840s, 1850s and 1860s" (ibid, p.2) which, he believed, had the 

potential to become the "nucleus for urban guerillas" (ibid). What becomes clear, and is well 

documented, is that by 1969 the Mongrel Mob existed in small pockets outside the Hastings 

area. Research and media reports show that the Mongrel Mob were established in the 

Wellington I Porirua region, in Mt Eden and Whangaehu in that year (Howman, 1971, 
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Appendix; NZ Truth, 22 June 1969). In contrast, Black Power, the other well-known ethnic 

gang, has a less debated history. 

Black Power emerged through the efforts of Rei Harris and several of his associates. Initially 

they formed a group, known as the Black Bulls, in Wellington in 1970 (Marsh, 1982, p.76; 

Payne, 1991, p.120; Wane, 1991, p.16). Grounded in a "struggle for supremacy of the streets" 

(Wane, 1991, p.16) and inspired by the civil rights movement, particularly Malcolm X and 

Martin Luther King, the gang was later renamed Black Power. Their evolution provided 

Maori youth with an alternative to the bikie gangs and other groups, such as the V8s, the 

Chevy Boys, Satan's Slaves and the 25 Club, which were predominantly Pakeha in 

orientation at that time (Payne, 1991, p.120; Wane, 1991, p.16). 

Rei Harris held a charismatic quality which, combined with effective leadership skills and an 

entrepreneurial ability, facilitated the growth of the gang (Payne, 1991, p.124). Within a short 

time, Black Power had established chapters in Auckland and the Bay of Plenty. In Auckland, 

in 1976, a group known as The Sindis was formed by the Wharewaka brothers who, like 

many other Maori youth, felt alienated and frustrated in their urban environment (O'Reilly, 

1986, p.134). This group, which provided an avenue for companionship and support, merged 

into the Auckl~nd chapter of Black Power when Abe Wharewaka and his brothers joined the 

gang in 1977 (Walker, 1990a, p.261). In time, Abe Wharewaka became a successful 

entrepreneur who promoted the growth of the Auckland chapter by building a prosperous 

"labour hire pool" (ibid) that worked under contract for various construction companies. By 

the 1980s, Black Power had built up a strong, national leadership structure, which, guided by 

Buddhist Bill Maung, developed a staunch political awareness (Payne, 1991, p.123: Wane, 

1991, p.16). 

The general rise and growth of the ethnic gangs, such as Black Power and the Mongrel Mob, 

has been attributed to a number of social factors that are often related to the process of 

urbanisation and the breakdown of the traditional extended family. High unemployment and 

low educational attainment amongst the lower socio-economic classes, which incorporate 

many Maori and Pacific Islanders, have also been cited as general contributing factors 

towards strong gang memberships (Committee on Gangs, 1981, pp. 6-9; Sullivan, 1977, 

p.73). Maori academic Ranginui Walker maintains that: 



Gangs exist as satisfying social groups for their members: Through gang 
membership the individual finds satisfaction for his personal and social needs. 

(1971, p.43) 
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With regards to Maori and Pacific Islander membership in gangs, Walker suggests that the 

personal and social needs of these groupings were largely overlooked or ignored by our 

society during the process of urbanisation that occurred from 1950s, through to the 1970s 

(Walker, 1971, p.43; 1979, pp. 16-23; 1996, p.ll). At this time, attempts to assimilate ethnic 

migrants under a policy of integration were initiated, which left the children of many first 

generation Maori and Pacific Island migrants to be "reared in a cultural vacuum" (Walker, 

1971, p.43), without the traditional cultural supports and cultural practices. 

These child:r:en found peer group affiliations on the streets a strong support while their parents 

struggled to secure viable work, establish a home and adapt to the mechanisms of the Pakeha 

orientated urban milieu. Within the school system, "a monocultural, middle-class institution 

of west-European origin," Walker argues, many of these Maori and Pacific Island children 

failed, only to join the ever-increasing "number of brown proletariat, [or] the new outcasts of 

urban society" (Walker, 1979, p.22). Feeling alienated in their urban context, the children 

relied on their peer group networks for support and a sense of belonging. Many of their 

personal and social needs were met within their peer group networks. As these groups 

strengthened, through the individual youth's voluntary association, they became the genesis 

or roots of today's well-known gangs. And, in time, as with Black Power, these original fluid 

networks became more organised. 

By the late 1970s, both the motorcycle and ethnic gangs of the time had become generally 

more structured and organised than their previous counterparts. Clearly, some were now 

operating under cohesive, internally organised, hierarchal systems of leadership (Committee 

on Gangs, 1981, pp.5-7; Newbold, 1989, p.269) which often consisted of a President and 

Vice-President, and a Sergeant-at-Arms who monitored the gang's activity in relation to 

security and surveillance procedures. Many gangs had also incorporated a treasurer and a 

secretary (Jeffery, 1981, p.21; Marsh, 1982, pp. 50-54). These positions, holding status within 

the gangs, were established at a local chapter level and, in some cases, operated nationally as 

well. Some gangs, particularly Black Power, began to hold national conventions where 
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members from their various community chapters met to elect their National President (Kelsey 

& Young, 1982, p.2; O'Reilly, 1981, pp.7-20). 

By 1975 about 40 different gangs had formed (Newbold, 1992, p.101). During the late 1970s 

and through the 1980s gangs like Black Power, the Mongrel Mob and to a lesser degree 

Highway 61 and the Hell's Angels, maintained a relatively high profile in New Zealand. It 

has been suggested that "most people in the community knew someone with gang 

involvement or at least someone else who did" (Gardiner, 1996, p.7). In 1981, the Report of 

the Committee on Gangs claimed that there were "at least 20 bikie gangs ... [and] at least 57 

ethnic gangs" (Committee on Gangs, 1981, pp.6-7) in New Zealand with an estimated sum of 

2,300 gang members. This took into account the members of a small number of European, 

skinhead or white orientated groups that existed as well. As the gang memberships stabilised, 

the gangs sought the establishment of clubhouses. 

Initially, the most obvious of the clubhouses or 'crashpads' to become evident were connected 

to the motorcycle gangs, and when the ethnic gangs evolved the houses that were frequented 

often by gang members also became known as gang 'pads'. Rented residential properties were 

often converted to suit the needs of the club members and modifications generally 

incorporated a well-stocked bar, an extended lounge area with a high quality sound system 

installed, and a pool table area. Bathroom and kitchen facilities were retained and the garage 

areas were often extended to include workshops where members, particularly the bikers, 

could work on their machines. Some gang members generally lived on the premises, not only 

for accommodation purposes, but also as a means of security (Jeffery, 1981, p.12). Later, as 

will be shown, some of the gangs were able to generate sustainable incomes, which enabled 

the more stable of them to purchase private property for club purposes. 

Gang headquarters were generally, and still are, surrounded with large fortified fences. These 

were strewn with barbed wire, flood lights and, in more recent years, surveillance cameras. 

Gang members saw fortification as a means of protection from outsiders, as a means to secure 

gang property and as a barrier to attack or retaliation from other gangs (Committee on Gangs, 

1981, p.7). Others, namely outsiders, believed the fortified fences merely provoked attacks 

from rival gangs (Ministerial Committee of Inquiry into Violence, 1987, p.92). More recently, 

as will be discussed later, the police have argued that the fortified fences merely facilitate the 
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concealment of criminal activity, including the sale of cannabis and other drugs (Press, 10 

Oct. 1998), which promoted considerable debate. 

Gang activity has always been an emotive topic and 1979, dubbed "the year of the gangs" 

(Kelsey & Young, 1982, p.3), has been cited as a period of moral panic that was intensified 

by comments of the "media, politicians and other 'right-thinking people' " (ibid, p.3). From 

time to time, the gangs became involved in sporadic confrontations and territorial skirmishes. 

Prior to 1979 these occurrences were merely observed by the police, who intervened only 

when necessary to inquire into homicides and robberies, or when specific complaints were 

made (Walker, 1996, p.148). As long as the gangs battled among themselves no one paid 

them too much attention. In 1979, however, when the Auckland-based Stormtroopers, unable 

to find their rivals in a feud, turned their aggression on the police in a confrontation at the 

Moerewa Hotel the public attitude changed. A highly publicised riot followed in which a 

policeman was injured and the public "call[ed] for a 'crackdown' on gang violence" (Walker, 

1996, p. 148) from the public. The media, having reported concern from the police, politicians 

and the judiciary, presented a dramatic and emotive coverage of gang activity around this time 

that tended to concentrate on the more negative aspects of gang life. And, in many respects, 

this intensive coverage negated the existence of any positive considerations (see Kelsey & 

Young, 1982 for further detail). 

Prompted by the media, and within the context of racism (Ministerial Committee of Inquiry 

into Violence, 1987, p.87), public indignation against the gangs increased. The majority saw 

the gangs as a law and order issue that soon developed into a social problem (Anon, 1981, 

p.105; Kelsey & Young, 1982, p.3). Within a short time the staunch gang member, being 

predominantly Maori within the ethnic gangs, became "the nightmare incarnation of the 

Pakeha New Zealander's worst fears" (Walker, 1990a, p.222). This was despite the fact that 

there were only an estimated 2,000 Maori gang members throughout New Zealand while 

some 400,000 Maori were law-abiding citizens shamed by the media portrayal of gang 

activity (Walker, 1990b, p.43). With the Maori gangs being seen as a heinous problem 

causing unprecedented fear amongst the general population, prominent Maori leaders were 

placed under immense pressure to condemn the violence used and to propose policies that 

would clear up the gang problem (Butterworth, 1979, p.4; Walker, 1990b, p.40). 
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Alongside the issue of violence, the gangs, and again, mainly the Maori gangs, came under 

the media spotlight when it was realised that they were receiving Government funding 

through the Labour Department work schemes (Walker, 1990a, p. 262; Walker, 1990b, p.43). 

As with Black Power, other gangs, including Highway 61 and the Mongrel Mob, had become 

more structured and established work co-operatives. In doing so, the gangs demonstrated to 

the general public that they had the ability to co-ordinate and maintain their various activities 

(Committee on Gangs, 1981, pp.3-7; Ministerial Committee of Inquiry into Violence, 1987, 

p.87; Walker, 1990a, pp. 222 & 261). Many gangs were able to accumulate cash reserves 

through membership fees and club bar facilities. Some gangs; Black Power, the Mongrel 

Mob, Highway 61 also secured reasonable cash flows through the Government's employment 

schemes. In Christchurch during 1979, for example, Mr Lou Hau, a detached youth worker, 

worked effectively to secure work for many of the tradesmen in Highway 61 and he assisted 

Mongrel Mob and Black Power members to establish work co-operatives in the area. 

Government departments co-operated with Mr Hau and other detached youth workers in an 

attempt to deal with the gang problems of the late 1970s (Arthur, 1979, p.2). Reports indicate 

that later, in the 1980s that gangs were securing large amounts of funding through the 

Government's employment and Maori Access schemes. 

During 1982, the Auckland chapter of Black Power formed Tatau Te Iwi Trust under the 

guidance of Abe Wharewaka. The trust bought some land in an East Tamaki industrial area 

and, with the aid of voluntary labour from gang members and associates, built a new 

headquarters that functioned as a nightclub complete with bar, cubicles and pool tables 

(Walker, 1990a, p.262). In 1983, the trust refinanced monies borrowed during the building 

process with a Housing Corporation mortgage. The media, having sourced this information 

made a "sensational story" (ibid) out of Black Power's successes. By 1986, the police were 

investigating a number of gangs and their work schemes with regard to funding improprieties. 

Media reports followed, which suggested that public funds, ranging from "$90,000 up to 

$900,000" (Walker, 1996, p.150) were being fed into gang reserves. Black Power's 

Wharewaka had imported 18 Harley Davidson motorcycles from Los Angeles for club 

members and it is reported that he also secured a stretch limousine. These purchases were 

perceived by some as symbols of their success, but the general public was angered and some 

were incensed thinking that their taxes were being used to supplement gang activity (Walker, 

1990a, p.262). 
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Subsequently, a police submission to the Ministerial Committee of Inquiry into Violence, 

1987, said that: 

Gangs have become more co-ordinated and sophisticated, a trend which disturbs 
the Police. Disorder offences, which typified their past behaviour, are still to be 
found but now gangs are more heavily involved in serious crime, activities which 
are more difficult to detect. The tentacles of criminal offending have spread to 
include both New Zealand and the international arena. 
(Cited in the Report 0/ the Ministerial Committee qflnquiry into Violence, 1987, p.89) 

Although such submissions indicated a shift in the way the gangs, in general, had been 

operating, the Committee of Inquiry was not overly concerned with the 'gang problem' as 

such. By all accounts, gang membership had levelled out and reached a plateau as estimates 

of membership had not risen to any significant degree over the previous five years and 

remained constant at around 2,200 during that time. However, the Committee of Inquiry 

restated concerns that previously had been highlighted in the Report of the Committee on 

Gangs (1981) that the media representation of gang activity had "tended to reinforce and 

'glamorise' the gangs' tough image" (Ministerial Committee of Inquiry into Violence, 1987, 

p.92). The Committee of Inquiry also found that some media reports were distorted and taken 

out of context. As an attempt to keep the gang problem in perspective the Committee 

recommended that the police employ "electronic surveillance to combat organised crime by 

gangs" (ibid, p. 91), and that the media needed to review their policy regarding the coverage 

of gang activity. 

Gang Membership: The Estimates. 

Although information on gang activity in the media over the next few years was less 

concentrated, the public perception remained fixed: that gangs were primarily breeding 

grounds for violence and crime (Walker, 1996, p.149). And gang membership increased 

dramatically during the late 1980s in spite of the reduced coverage. Police estimates indicated 

that there were 44 gangs in 1986, comprising around 2200 gang members and associates. By 

1988 it was estimated that there were 4453 gang members and associates connected to 48 

gangs (Gardiner, 1996, p.7), and by 1990 police estimates suggested that there were around 

6550 gang members and associates combined throughout New Zealand (Meek, 1992, p.258). 

By 1996 the figure reported had risen to 10,000 gang members and associates connected to a 

total of 53 identified gangs (Gardiner, 1996, p.7). More recently, during 1998, the police 
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estimates of gang membership had altered to 5000 members and 15,000 associates (Press, 18 

Sept. 1998). 

While these figures may seem fairly daunting at first, there remains some ambiguity over how 

these membership numbers have been recorded. And queries have arisen as to "whether the 

same definition of gang membership [has] been used over time" (Meek, 1992, p.258). The 

term 'gang associate' is sometimes misleading as a gang's membership quota varies 

according to who is doing the categorising. Clearly, gang members themselves may not 

consider some of those defined as gang members of associates by the police as such. And 

police on the beat admit to having difficultly categorising gang associates, as the following 

discussion indicates: 

Interviewer: With reference to this media report on the increase of gang members 
and associates, where do women fit? 

Det. Neale: It would only refer to male stats. It wouldn't have any stats there on the 
female. There may be some [female] associates in that but I think that's all. 

Interviewer: So we could be talking about 10,000 women? 

Det. Neale: Urn, yeah, it's quite possible, although it says 10,000 members and 
associates. Urn, we term anyone who is not actually a patch-wearing member or a 
prospect as an associate. An associate could be a lady, a person, or a child. 

Interviewer: A bit ambiguous really. Do you keep records according to gender? 

Det. Neale: Yeah, we can say which gender they are, but the only problem is that we 
don't know, half the time, who is with who and it is only when something happens, 
half the time, that we find out. 

(N eale, 1998) 

From this discussion, it could be concluded that there are only vague guidelines to aid the 

police in their categorisation of gang associates. Clearly, anyone, relatives, wives, girlfriends, 

and neighbours, be they friend or foe, or partners in criminal dealings could be classified as a 

gang associate. And according membership status by means of identifying the 'patch-wearing 

members' becomes particularly problematic when many of the gangs of the 1990s, for 

example the Fourth Reich and the Homies, do not wear patches. Similarly, the shift in the way 

some gangs have been operating, on a more covert basis, makes the differentiation even more 

complex and possibly unattainable except by means of self identification (Meek, 1992, p.266; 
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Taalalo, 1995, p.13). By all accounts, the data collected on gangs in New Zealand remains 

largely fragmented and superficial (Marsh, 1982, p.2; Walker, 1971, po43). With little in the 

way of formal research most of the data collected on gangs have been obtained through 

secondary sources, and mainly through the police (Meek, 1992, p.257). Although some of the 

gangs, like Black Power and the Mongrel Mob seem to have become permanent subcultures 

within our society many gangs still emerge as transitory groupings, which soon disintegrate as 

members mature with age. These factors make the categorisation of gang members and their 

associates an almost impossible task, which leaves much uncertainty surrounding police 

estimates being reported through the media. 

Upon reflection and considering the difficulties in determining gang membership, there is 

little or no evidence to support the reports of the dramatic increases in gang membership 

previously referred to. Police estimates of gang membership have stabilised during the 1990s 

at around 5,500 and the number of associates bandied about in the media constitutes mere 

speculation (Newbold, 1997, p.90). It could be surmised that the numbers of gang members 

and associates incarcerated in prison would increase if the reports that "gangs were 

responsible for 80 per cent of all serious crimes committed in New Zealand" (Press, 18 Sept. 

1998) were accurate. But, on the contrary, according to the data outlined in the latest Census 

of Prison Inmates 1997, the reverse has occurred (Lash, 1998, pp. 90-91). During 1987 the 

total sum of male prison inmates who were recorded as patched gang members stood at 1504 

per cent of the prison population. Furthermore, this figure has dropped in every census of 

prison inmates recorded between 1987 until 1997, when gang members constituted only 7.1 

per cent of the total prison population. Again, police reports regarding serious crime and 

prison figures do not correlate welL 

In many respects, gangs and gang activity have been politicised and gang developments and 

activity have been used as justification for police funding and for political purposes 

(NeWbold, 1997, p.90). Gangs have been, and are often used to argue for or justify, new 

legislation, .and for increases in the number of police to combat the threat of organised crime 

(see for example, Doone, 1997, po4) and other criminal enterprise. Understanding the 

politicisation of gangs helps to explain some of the disparity in media claims about gang 

membership numbers and gang activity. This needs to be considered when exploring gang 

activity through the 1990s. 
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Gang Activity in the 1990s and Towards 2000. 

In terms of gang developments, three significant themes emerged during the 1990s. On one 

level the gangs with a predominantly Pakeha, or European, membership made their mark on 

society with a rise in the number of white-supremacist type gangs in New Zealand. Media 

recognition' of these groups and reports of racist attacks on ethnic minorities, particularly 

Asian immigrants, helped to highlight an underlying racial intolerance and bigotry in parts of 

our society. Alongside this, there was the emergence of new ethnic gangs, street gangs that 

have been modelled on the American street gangs, and in particular the Los Angeles ethnic 

gangs that have been glorified in rap music and in video clips. And the police have recognised 

the existence of Asian gangs, and Triad networks operating in New Zealand. In addition there 

has been a marked shift in the way that the police, the politicians and the media have 

portrayed gang activity and developments. During the 1990s special emphasis has been placed 

on the role gangs have played or play in organised crime, particularly in relation to drug 

dealing, the supply of illegal weapons, extortion and money laundering, and organised 

robbery and burglary (Newbold, 1997, pp.81-87). For ease these themes will be discussed in 

the relevant categories, although in reality such divisions do not exist, and each aspect 

impacts on and interrelates with the others to a degree. 

The Staunch White Orientated Gangs and the Rise of Overt Neo-Nazi Networks. 

Gangs with white supremacist ideals, for example; the Road Knights, the Epitaph Riders, 

White Power and New Zealand Skinheads, existed prior to the 1990s. Written documentation 

of skinhead history in Christchurch states that there is evidence of a small skinhead crew that 

operated in the early 1970s. But. generally they were not labelled as such until later when 

skinheads were recognised as having emerged out of the punk and bootboy movement in 

1977. And by 1979/80 a clear distinction between punks or bootboys and the skinheads had 

become noticeable; the punks more likely to have emerged from the middle classes while the 

skinheads come from the lower socio-economic strata (Addison, 1995, pp.82-84). In an 

article, titled Boots and Bristle: Skinhead Music and Politics as Resistance, Paul Spoonley 

(1987, pp.105-106) draws attention to members of White Power who, charged in relation to 

throwing a molotov cocktail into a Wellington building in 1979, "were 'dedicated' to getting 

rid of 'coloured people' in New Zealand." During the mid 1980s, another group of skinheads 

in Palmerston North was known to have intimidated and harassed people in the Asian and 

Pacific Island communities. This group, of mainly unemployed youth, also had displayed a 
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swastika flag during a demonstration down the city's main street. By all accounts the group 

members were well acquainted with the Nazi writings of the 1930s and National Front 

publications of the 1970s (ibid, p.105). Having aligned themselves with the political ideology 

of Colin King-Ansell's Auckland-based National Socialist White People's Party this group 

openly challenged public agencies, such as the Unemployed Rights Centre, which they 

perceived as being "too 'Maori'" (ibid, p.105) in orientation. 

During the early 1980s unemployment in New Zealand was rising and youth from the lower 

socio-economic areas were known to leave school with little to look forward to in tenns of 

employment prospects. The skinhead movement gave pakehalwhite youth within this context, 

it is stated: 

... something to follow, something to believe in, and people to blame for their 
predicament. It was more than just a fashion statement, it was something that gave 
meaning and substance to their lives where otherwise there was none. 

(Addison, 1995, p.84) 

By the mid 1980s, isolated incidents of violence involving groups that adhere in varying 

degrees to white supremacist philosophy have been reported in the media. But they have 

never attracted the same level of media attention that the ethnic gangs had received during 

their developing years (Spoonley, 1987, p.105; Walker, 1996, p.151). Instead, both the police 

and the media tended to water down their descriptions so that the violent acts, sometimes 

racially motivated, carried out by the predominantly European/Pakeha based gangs, were seen 

as random occurrences of an apolitical nature (Spoonley, 1987, p.105). This minimal media 

coverage may have been initiated to avoid giving these gangs a status or boosting their 

profile, or it may have been that the white orientated gangs were not involved activities that 

attracted a strong media following such as such as gang rapes, or major riots. Nevertheless, 

the public has remained relatively uninformed about the activity. That is, until 1991, when 

simmering tensions between two Christchurch gangs struggling over territory and drug 

distribution avenues, erupted. Now whenever these groups raise their heads the media are 

quick to respond and present detailed coverage of the events that occur. 

A number of skinhead crews were running prior to 1991. The Christchurch Skinhead Club 

operated from 1982 to 1987, the United Front Nazi Party, also locally known as the 'United 

Skinheads', and crew called the 'Firm' also existed. Confrontation between these crews 
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around 1985 to 1986 led to a number of stabbings and violent altercations, which reinforced 

negative images of skinhead crews at that time. By 1990 both the Firm and the Christchurch 

Skinhead Club had disbanded while the United Skinheads, although in decline, maintained a 

reputation around New Zealand that they presented with Nazi and psychotic tendencies. It is 

also noted that it was a former Road Knights' vice-president from Timaru who started the 

United Skinheads. It is reported that he encountered resistance within the skinhead movement 

to his idea of establishing a white power group. This was because of the "traditional 

biker/skinhead hostility" (Addison, 1995, p.86) and because skinheads were into the punk 

scene and Oi music, and had attracted some Maori members. 

By 1991, however, white power supporters with racist beliefs had gathered in number and 

strength. And Christchurch, at the time, became known· as a city "tom apart by two warring 

gangs - \¥bite Power and Highway 61" (Andrae, 1991, p.1628), with fire bombings and 

shootings placing the general public at risk. As the Christchurch chapter of Highway 61 had a 

membership that was, and still is, mostly Maori, some say the origins of the conflict were 

more racial than commercial, or political (ibid, p.1628). In 1991 the White Power network in 

Christchurch centred around the Harris brothers; Russell, Paul, Ricki and Darryl, informally 

known as the Harris Gang. This gang soon expanded and recruited new members within the 

local skinhead population (Harris, 1999). The police, although initially reluctant to discuss the 

issue, held a growing concern as the Harris Gang and their associates had established a long 

list of convictions for theft, burglary and unlawful car taking (Andrae, 1991, p.1628), and 

extreme violent tactics. It is reported that they also had carried out unprovoked assaults on 

Maori who had no gang affiliations. 

Media reports indicate that during 1990 one of the Harris Gang associates was convicted of 

manslaughter after a stabbing incident, and that a Maori man with no known gang affiliations 

was viciously assaulted as he walked past the gang's houses. He had both his kneecaps 

smashed and his arm broken (ibid, p.1628; Press, 11 July 1998). In 1991, after the Harris 

Gang members shot and injured two Highway 61 members in a busy Christchurch street, the 

police launched Operation Persil. using secret video surveillance to monitor activity at the 

Harris Gang's houses, as an attempt to curb the gang's growing influence in the city. 

Police raids on the houses unco\'ered loaded shotguns, and molotov cocktails, supplies of 

cannabis and Temgesic, a prescription painkiller. Subsequently, some 63 charges were 
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brought before the Christchurch Courts against several of the Harris Gang. The three Harris 

brothers and eight others were eventually convicted and imprisoned for their involvement in 

the shootings (Andrae, 1991, p.1628). Later in 1991, Neil Swain, described as a "ruthless and 

meticulous criminal" (Clarke, 1992, p.1) with the nickname of Orange Peel was convicted of 

the following charges: 

... the bombing of the Sydenham police station, the burglary and attempted arson of 
a Christchurch police officer's home, the gun point abduction of a woman who 
testified against the Harris gang, and her friend, and the burning down of their house 
in Wigram, and with having a loaded sawn-off shot gun outside the Ferrymead 
Tavern. 

(Clarke, 1992, p.1) 

Considerable evidence existed that indicated that Swain was connected to the Harris Gang. It 

was concluded that he had been contracted by the gang to carry out the bombing and the arson 

attacks. After this, media reports suggest that Russell Harris senior, father of the Harris 

brothers, had expressed his concerns about the use of the Harris name and related problems 

that had arisen for the family. The Harris brothers and the gang later, around 1993, joined up 

with the Road Knights, which originated in Timaru some years earlier in 1979 (Press, 11 July 

1998). Darryl Harris was said to have become the president of the Christchurch chapter in 

1993 and as time has gone by, this chapter became known as Christchurch's most notorious 

gang. 

The Timaru Road Knights previously had built a reputation for holding white supremacist 

beliefs and ideals, and have been known for the use of standover tactics and violence against 

other gangs and minority groups. The Timaru chapter of the Road Knights is said to have 

originally absorbed Timaru's other racist networks, particularly groups known as the KKK 

and White Power (Ansley, 1992, p.19). The Timaru Road Knights remain openly racist. 

Media reports during 1992-97 indicate that their clubhouse was/is frequently adorned with a 

Nazi flag and other white power material. The Christchurch chapter, having been bolstered in 

numbers and strength by the Harris Gang and their associates, soon became a strong link 

between the other skinhead/white power factions in the South Island. Within the Road 

Knights, the Harris brothers yield considerable power and remain shielded, to a degree, from 

the law by the gang's less senior members, prospects, and associates (Andrae, 1991, p.1628; 

Ansley, 1992, p.19; Ansley, 1997, p.28). In the meantime, two other occurrences had 

supported the growth of skinhead and white power networks in New Zealand. 
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The ftrst event was the publication of Bill Payne's book, Staunch: Inside New Zealand Gangs, 

in 1991. Payne presented a brief profile covering aspects of skinheadism and white power 

culture that inspired a small number of new comers. The second occurrence that revitalised 

skinhead and white power activity in Christchurch and on a national level was the release of 

the film Romper Stomper in 1992. This Australian made film portrayed two skinheads whose 

lives in a gang centered around drugs and alcohol, sexual encounters with women, vandalism, 

and violence against Asians. And while the film illustrates how messed up and meaningless 

the skinhead or white power world can be it has become a treasured icon within these circles. 

Young skinheads were inspired to shave their heads and join the troops (Addison, 1995, p.87). 

Some of these youngsters were attracted to the Road Knights. 

The Christchurch Road Knights have been connected with the now defunct Bandenkrieg, 

which translates to 'Gang of War' (Gardiner, 1996, p.7), who were believed to be the Road 

Knights' junior level of the gang until 1997 (Press, 15 May 1999). These juniors were not 

averse to using violence or committing assaults. Alongside these youth a lower group of 

pakeha youth or 'wannabes' existed, who, the police believe, support the gang's white power 

ideals (O'Hanlon, 1998a, p.3). Police believe that 'gang business' within the Road Knights is 

centred on drug dealing. In June 1996 Auckland's Hell's Angels are said to have negotiated 

with the Road Knights to distribute drugs throughout the South Island in a franchise type 

arrangement (Evening Post, 24 Dec. 1996). The Road Knights have additional chapters 

established in Dunedin and Invercargill that facilitate their progressive business dealings, and 

in the Nelson region they operate links through the insidiously named Fourth Reich, which 

formed in Paparua Prison in 1992 (Ansley, 1997, p.28). The Fourth Reich members are said 

to travel frequently, and their activity is spread around Christchurch, Nelson, the West Coast, 

Timaru and Dunedin (Harris, 1999). 

The Fourth Reich adhere to a neo-Nazi, white power ideology and have a membership 

ranging between 15-22 men, some of whom, ironically enough, have Maori ancestry. This 

gang is ftercely loyal and recruits members from within the prison culture. Their loyalty is 

maintained through a strict disciplinary code, supported by violence and intimidation to instil 

fear in those who consider narking or who have a desire to leave the gang (Clarke, 1998, 

p.A:5; Christian, 1998, p.5; Clausen, 1998, p.5). One Christchurch man, who claimed to be a 

member of this gang, was said to have stolen from the gang's cannabis supplies and to have 

used intravenous drugs, which went held down while his ftnger was cut off. He was also ftned 
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$1200 by the gang and was against the gang's code. As a result he was summoned to the gang 

headquarters where he was reminded not to nark. The victim, now in a witness protection 

programme, has expressed fears that the gang will still get to him and make him pay further 

for providing evidence against the gang. The perpetrators, Ivan Gugich and Greg Dunnill 

were convicted of this crime and were sentenced to eight years and seven-and-one-half years 

respectively jail for their actions (Clausen, 1998, p.5; Press, 30 May 1998). 

Other examples of the extreme violence used by this gang include death threats against a 

family during a drug dealing associated extortion attempt and the murder of Hemi Hutley on 

the West Coast in November 1996. Aaron Howie and Neihana Foster were both sentenced to 

life imprisonment for the racially motivated killing of this popular Maori sportsman. 

Meanwhile, the Road Knights also have been known to support local skinhead activity and 

their involvement in a standoff between Carl Rolander and the police, and his subsequent 

funeral serves as an example: 

Carl Rolander, a skinhead with prominent Nazi symbols tattooed on his forehead, 
escaped from Paparua Prison on February 8, 1996. He had been serving seven and 
a half years, for his part in the aggravated assault and kidnapping of the Redcliffs 
New World Supermarket proprietor in March 1992. After the police found 
Rolander hiding in a Christchurch house, some thirteen days after he escaped, they 
tried to negotiate with him to come out voluntarily. He refused and a three-hour 
standoff took place. Finally, Rolander shot himself. When the police entered the 
house, Rolander was found dead, holding a sawn-off shotgun (Press, 15 August 
1996). To the White Power and the Road Knights, Rolander died like a true martyr. 
He had taught himself to speak some German and being a man who was anti
authority, who was well versed in, and committed to, the ideology of Nazism and 
White Power, Rolander was accorded respect within the Road Knights. 

It was believed that he held a relatively high status within the gang itself. At his 
funeral Rolander received the gang's and the White Power's neo-Nazi honours, 
which included the draping of a Nazi flag over his coffin and Nazi saluting. This 
was somewhat ironic, as he had previous connections with North Island Black 
Power members and that he had a Black Power fist tattooed on his chest Qeffries, 
1996, p.1s). Rumours were rampant around the time of Rolander's death with 
regards to his escape and death. One rumour circulating suggested that Rolander's 
ashes were made into a shrine at the Road Knights' headquarters, which later 
became a matter of contention when some people wanted him laid to rest for good. 

While the media followed Rolander's case with much vigour, the emphasis was placed on his 

violent offending and his desire to 'take out' as many police as possible (Press, 23 Feb. 

1996). This meant that his connections with the Road Knights and neo-Nazism, while 
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mentioned in the media did not generate much in the way of public dismay or alarm. When 

the West Auckland's version of the neo-Nazi extremists hit the media headlines in 1997, 

however, this was not the case. Unit 88, another white supremacist type gang, stole some of 

the limelight from the Road Knights and the other South Island extremists groups with an 

overt and active recruitment drive. 

Many white power groups are Christchurch based and operate mainly in the South Island. 

Compared to the other parts of the country, Christchurch is still strongly PakehaJEuropean in 

ethnic origin (Press, 21 Nov. 1997) and this enables some white power supporters to openly 

express their racist and bigoted beliefs and attitudes. In the more multicultural areas of the 

country, blatant racism and racial intolerances are quickly challenged. Unit 88 is one 

exception. This crew was co-founded by Karl Warlock, also possibly known as Wes, was 

established in Auckland in 1988. Colin King-Ansell, the former leader of the New Zealand 

Nazi Party and of the National Socialist White People's Party, was also known to have had an 

active role within this gang. Media reports presented King-Ansell as one of the gang's 

mentors (The Jenny Anderson Show, Radio Pacific, 19 Nov. 1997; NZ Herald, 18 Nov. 1997; 

Press, 18 Nov. 1997). Unit 88 members wanted to work towards Hitler's vision of a true 

white race (NZ Herald, 20 Nov. 1997) and have been theoretically informed by historical 

writings from Hitler's Third Reich. It has also been stated that they have connections with 

American survivalist extremists groups (Press, 18 Nov. 1997). 

Leaflets distributed by Unit 88 during their recruitment drive in November 1997 breached 

New Zealand's anti-discrimination laws. The group had advertised the existence of a youth 

division from which they hoped to teach youth "to keep their blood pure, to keep their 

ancestral lines pure" (Bingham, 1997, p. A:3). When rationalising such rhetoric, Wes claimed 

that the goals of Unit 88 were: 

... to create a trust to get people motivated, to get people out of the gutter type thing, 
to get a good attitude within themselves and to be able to look after their own 
families and basically have a reasonable sort of life without resorting to violence, 
crime or drugs. 

(Wes, 1997 on the Jenny Anderson Show, Radio Pacific, Nov. 19) 

He further stated that his members wanted to be able to stand up and be proud that they are 

white New Zealanders. "Maori believe in supremacy and their ancestral lines [and] the 
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Negroes trace their ancestral lines back. Why not us?" he asked. Unit 88 argued that keeping 

the bloodlines pure was not racist, but of a purist philosophy (Bingham, 1997, p.A:3). 

When Unit 88's existence hit the media headlines, the gang had attempted to recruit new 

members in the Manawatu and Bay of Plenty regions, Nelson and Oamaru. Karl Warlock 

advised the media that Auckland had an active skinhead community similar to Christchurch 

(Press, 17 Nov. 1997). The general public remained quietly dismayed while only a few 

concerned individuals, community representatives and the Race Relations Conciliator, Dr 

Rajen Prasad, expressed their disapproval at the reported neo-Nazi activity. And, it has been 

alleged, members of Black Power, the Mongrel Mob and the Headhunters responded quickly. 

They said that they were willing to resort to street justice to curb Unit 88's progress because 

they did not want racial intolerance, such as that expressed in the Christchurch region, to take 

hold in the North Island (NZ Herald, 20 Nov. 1997). In Christchurch a similar recruitment 

drive had occurred. 

The Fascist Union, which includes a number of white supremacist groups or gangs, was 

connected to the distribution of recruitment leaflets in several Christchurch suburbs. The 

leaflets sought "young patriots" (Press, 16 Dec. 1997) to become involved in a fascist youth 

group. Under an image of a paramilitary figure the leaflet stated: 

Youth 
Wanted. 

Young patriots are needed for the formation of a fascist youth group. 
If you love your race and nation and have the courage to defend your homeland ... 

Join Now! 
(Press, 16 Dec. 1997) 

Later media sources revealed connections between these leaflets and a community agency that 

supported the local skinheads. Many people were left wondering why these groups were 

developing or had become an interest for youth. 

The Social Context. 

The increase in white supremacist, neo-Nazi type gangs and Fascism outlined above has been 

linked more to socio-economic conditions than to a fervent commitment to Hitlerian 
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ideological principles and practices. In America, it has been argued that in recent years there 

has been a 40 percent increase in the number of white supremacist reactionary groups. These 

produce literature and the increasing availability of this through Internet websites and so forth 

may account for the 'copycat' type increase of similar groups in New Zealand. In America 

some attribute this increased activity to major reforms in the political economy, which have 

resulted in numerous redundancies amongst the white, blue-collar workforce (World News 

Tonight, TV3, 24 Feb. 1999). It has been reported that increased social tensions in America 

have arisen around: 

... poverty, the decay of basic services like education and health care, and the 
increasing polarization of society between a fabulously wealthy elite and the vast 
majority who must struggle to make ends meet. 

(McLaughlin, 1998.) 

And that thQse tensions have: 

Instead of being directed into a political struggle against the economic system which 
is responsible for the growing social misery, the anger over deteriorating conditions 
festers and is subject to be diverted into reactionary channels. 

(ibid.) 

In New Zealand, skinheads or White Power gang members are typically from poor 

backgrounds. They have often come from dysfunctional families with histories of trauma 

going back sometimes two or three generations. Many have borne the consequences of poor 

educational attainment, and/or drug and alcohol related problems (Harris, 1999). Often 

unemployed, they have been described as society's "poor white people" (Ansley, 1997, p.29), 

who feel angry, alienated and rejected by a society that basically ignores their position and 

struggle. 

Since 1984 New Zealand's workforce has been revamped, guided by the ideologies of neo

liberalism and the New Right. With emphasis on the free-market and profitability, this 

workforce restructuring has led to massive blue-collar job lay-offs and redundancies, which 

have included many Pakeha youth. At the same time reforms to the welfare system were put 

in place. These reforms included the 1991 benefit cuts and tighter eligibility criteria, which 

have made it more difficult for the unemployed to participate in and feel a part of society (St 

John, 1994, pp.89-93). During 1997, unemployment continued to rise. Reports indicate that 

net job losses during that year stood between 8,000 to 11,000, most of which were from areas 
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like manufacturing where workers previously had relied on their manual efforts to secure a 

reasonable income. These job losses were up 1.9 per cent on the previous year (Press, 22 Dec. 

1997). As the divide between the rich and the poor has deepened, many young white youth 

have become alienated and disillusioned. Some have become resentful and/or jealous of those 

who appear to succeeding, either work, income or education wise. Many see more 

government support going to immigrants, and particularly Asian immigrants, who are 

adapting to New Zealand society while support for New Zealanders has been cut. They also 

argue that there is plenty of support initiated for 'at risk' Maori and 'at risk' Pacific Islanders 

while no one is catering to the needs of white/pakeha youth (Harris, 1999). 

As outlined earlier, many skinheads are vulnerable persons, who have emerged from 

traumatic backgrounds, and have tried to find something that will give their lives hope and 

meaning. In the current political economy many skinheads or White Power youth believe that 

society has no real interest or commitment towards them or their concerns. In this sense they 

have felt and feel as though society has nothing to offer them. Joining up with a white!Pakeha 

orientated gang has become a viable option that enables young skinheads or whitelPakeha 

youth to feel supported, and to secure a sense of belonging. The gangs, be they choose to 

align with Unit 88, White Power, the Road Knights or affiliate themselves to the Fascist 

Union, provide an avenue in which, and from which, these youth can release and express their 

views and concerns. Some city administrators, in Christchurch for example, have taken action 

and have tried to address problems relating to this particular sector of society. 

In Christchurch the link between unemployment and skinhead or White Power activity had 

been recognised a number of years earlier by the city's councillors. In February 1994, the 

Christchurch City Council and the Safer Community Council had provided funding, $15, 000 

and $35,000 respectively, towards the operating costs of the New Way Trust, a community 

agency that worked with the local skinhead population. The Trust, originally promoted by 

Kyle Chapman and others during 1992-1993, was established as an attempt to curb racial 

tensions that had been simmering, and had sometimes erupted in the Christchurch region. The 

Trust aimed to support young skinheads, some of whom were second or third generation 

skinheads, to make positive changes in their lives and as an attempt to divert the youth away 

from the gang involvement. To achieve these goals Trust members and youth advocates 

assisted young skinheads into employment, to seek counselling for drug and/or alcohol abuse 

and addictions, and to deal with legal issues. Workers also helped when these youth had 
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problems with governmental agencies such as Income Support (Addison, 1995, pp.35-38; 

Bruce, 1997, p.1; Hams, 1999; Press, 20 Dec. 1997). 

Clearly the work of the Trust had been valued and supported within the wider Christchurch 

community (see Ansley, 1997, p.28), but in late 1997 the Trust came into disrepute. When the 

Fascist Union held its recruitment drive in Christchurch that year, the Union had used the 

New Way Trust's Post Office box number, although the Trust sought to distance itself from 

the racist recruitment literature. The media then reported that one of the Trust's founders, 

Kyle Chapman, a 'skinhead-tumed-social worker" (Bruce, 1997, p.1), who in February 1995 

had admitted to a number of racially motivated crimes. These included arson, unlawfully 

possessing explosives and intentional damage, such as the "bombing of a marae in Southland" 

(ibid). Understandably, the public was appalled to find that Chapman had received ratepayers' 

funds. Within a short time the New Way Trust, a project initiated to support young skinheads, 

closed its doors (Haqis, 1999). 

It appears as though "skinheads are easy to loathe" (Ansley, 1997, p.29). It is not difficult to 

condemn them for their overtly racist and sometimes violent practices and symbolism. While, 

conversely, it is more complex to unpack, identify and deal with the underlying social 

conditions that facilitate the growth of the staunch white orientated type gangs and neo

Nazism. As Ansley succinctly explains: 

[It is] easy to dump the whole racist embarrassment on their unlovely heads and 
argue that everything could be solved by hiring more social workers or more police, 
or putting them in jail, or dumping them on the Chathams, depending on your point 
of view. 

(1997, p.29) 

But Councillor, now mayor, Garry Moore reminds: 

They're [skinheads and/or vulnerable white/Pakeha youth] angry, alienated. 
Hitler built up a whole movement from these sorts of people and our society ignores 
them at our peril. 

(Cited in Ansley, 1997, p.29) 

Professor Paul Spoonley at Massey University, Albany, has indicated that the neo-Nazi type 

skinheads or white power crews have become a worry for many democracies. Countries like 

Britain, Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands, Belgium and France have experienced similar 
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developments. Spoonley argues that the politics of neo-Nazism, skinheadism, or whitepower 

are now "well and truly established among some gangs ... [and] will not be easily dislodged 

from the community" (Spoonley, 1997, p A:19). A modern medium that facilitates the growth 

of neo-Nazism and the Whitepower throughout the world is the Internet websites. Political 

views, recruitment propaganda and extensive documents about the Nazis are now available on 

'skinsites' to inform the both young and impressionable, and the young and vulnerable with 

the push of a few buttons (Bingham & Boland, 1997, p.A:15). Likewise other white 

supremacist networks, including those of the Ku Klux Klan also are easily accessible via 

websites, which promulgate racist ideology and support the use of violence against people of 

colour (See Appendix II - A sample of skinsites available from a White Power Directory). 

While these developments are daunting enough there have been a number of newer gangs 

emerging within minority cultures that are worth considering. 

The Rise of Los Angeles Style Street Gangs: Homies, Gangsters, Siders and 
Bitches. 

Youth culture, ever dynamic and rapidly changing, is always difficult to define. Each new 

generation of teenagers, often highlighted within the media and incorporated into the fashion 

industry, makes their own culture (Perry cited in Schaer, 1993, p.34). During the 1990s two 

prominent strains of youth culture emerged that could be presented as symbolic reactions 

against the previously established forms of youth culture such as, the punk rockers and the 

'yuppies' of the 1980s. The first of the two most recent strains has been identified as the 

Seattle 'grunge' rock 'n' roll trend, in which teenagers have adopted, almost, a revivalist 

hippie philosophy. The second strain identified, which more readily fits into the context of 

gangs, includes the anti-establishment - 'rap' neighbourhood groups that follow the Los 

Angeles style urban street gangs (Schaer, 1993, p. 35). 

Throughout New Zealand concern has been expressed about the growth in the number of 

neighbourhood street gangs that have involved children aged as young as 10 years (Taalalo, 

1995, p.13). Although these groups, usually running along ethnic lines, are not organised or 

structured in the same way as the Mongrel Mob, Black Power or the traditional motor-cycle 

gangs, they still maintain a degree of uniformity and symbolism that makes them identifiable 

to other youth groups. These groups come under a wide assortment of labels, which have 

included the following: 
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Homies Homeboys 
Bloods R.S.P. [Respect Samoan Pride] 
K.C.B. [Tongan Crypts] G.Ms. [Glen Avon Mafia] 
Westside Bitches Henderson Bitches 
Crips Gangsters 
Eastsiders Westsiders 
Southsiders Northsiders 
Tongan Mafia B.A.D.S. [Black & Dangerous Society] 
Boo Yaa Tribe Boulevard Homeboys 
Sons of Samoa E.H.Bs. [East Hampshire Boys] 
RGs [Ruthless Greens] M.T.Gs. Q\1aori Tribal Gangsters] 

(Complied from Addison, 1995, pp.90-91; Andrae, 1998, p.58; Barton, 1993, p.9; Local 
Government New Zealand, 1997, Appendix. p.2; Taalalo, 1995, p.13) 

Of these gangs, the Bloods and the Crips, identifiable through their 'colours' or bandannas, 

and the Homies have been listed as national gangs as they exist in small pockets throughout 

New Zealand's urban centres. There is little or no evidence, however, to suggest that these 

particular gangs have become nationally coordinated or structured. 

In a generalised sense, the gangs listed above and others like them, are identifiable, in part, 

through their dress code. This usually consists of unisex baggy jeans or cargo pants combined 

with, and preferably, expensive imported label-brand jackets, sweatshirts, T-shirts, beanies, 

caps and sports shoes. As with the Los Angeles American ghetto street cultures, these clothes 

symbolise success, either monetary or muscular, for teenagers from lower socio-economic 

areas (Gourley, 1992, p.86; Schaer, 1993, p.37). And while it could be argued in general that 

teenagers outside these groups also strive to obtain such clothing, differences occur in terms 

of accessing such items. Conventions within the groups listed above suggest that the teenagers 

involved have developed a 'might is right', survival-of-the-fittest type attitude, which enables 

them to secure such clothing through theft, coercion and thuggery when legitimate avenues 

seem to be blocked. The stealing of clothes and other goods has been linked to deprivation, as 

one youth rationalised: 

I ain't got it and I ain't gonna get it any other way. 
(cited in Barton, 1993, p.9). 

In addition to a particular dress practice, teenagers belonging to neighbourhood street gangs 

are further recognised through their language expression. Many of these teenagers have 

adopted 'ghetto speak', a form of language and gestures that closely follow media 
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representations of the American street cultures. This language and symbolism is readily seen 

in movies, like Boyz n the Hood, [released on video in 1991] and has been portrayed in rap 

music and video clips. Rap music facilitates the adoption of this language and continually 

keeps it fresh and alive by adding additional nuances and meanings (Barton, 1993, p.9; 

Schaer, 1993, p.37; Taalalo, 1995, p.14). The symbolism involves a complex system of hand 

signals that, among other things, is used to indicate the name of the group or the area from 

which these teenagers emerge. For example, the Bloods used their fingers to spell the word 

'Blood', while Westsiders twist and shape their fingers to represent a 'w' for Westside. 

In terms of identification, these groups are known also for their 'tagging' or spray painting 

symbolic inscriptions on fences, sides of buildings and in other public places. However, it is 

important to acknowledge that not every tagger belongs to a neighbourhood street gang. For 

some, tagging is simply a means to alleviate boredom, tagging is seen as a source of fun or 

play that involves elements of risk and challenge (Moore, 1995, p.5). Generally, taggers, 

whether group associated or not, are believed to mark their 'home turf' or, in a very loose 

sense, to lay claim to territory through their tagging efforts (Barton, 1993, p.9; Lindsey & 

Kearns, 1994, p.8). Research by Lindsey and Kearns (1994, pp.7-13) indicates that this 

marking of territory is more about self-proclamation or group proclamation than any real need 

to demarcate strict territorial boundaries that require any aspect of conquest or defence. Field 

observations of taggers in the Auckland region have revealed that these graffiti writing youth 

groups remain relatively powerless to defend the territories that they have marked. The 

taggers themselves tend to distance themselves from gang type affiliations and claim that 

gangs "don't bother about graffiti" (Taggers, cited in Lindsey & Kearns, 1994, p.lO). New 

Zealand's traditional gangs, for example Black Power and the Mongrel Mob, do not use 

graffiti, and their territories are more likely to be known through the visible presence of gang 

members in their easily recognisable regalia and patches. This leads to some debate as to 

whether these neighbourhood type groupings are in fact gangs or merely groups of youth. 

While authorities and the public are inclined to view these youth groups as gangs the 

teenagers involved are reluctant to talk about their involvement in gang type activity. Some of 

these youth believe that the 'real gangs' are those that display patches like the Mongrel Mob 

or Black Power. Some of the youth involved will argue that 'pulling a Westside' sign, 

wearing the baggy, labelled clothing and hanging about in a group does not mean that they are 

involved with a gang. 'Pulling a Westside', they say, just means that they recognise someone 
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from the same community or neighbourhood (Westsiders, 1999, personal communication). 

Other neighbourhood youth or group members, however, are able to report on and identify 

those involved in the neighbourhood street gangs in their area (Local Government New 

Zealand, 1997, Appendix 1, pp.3 & 5). Moving about the city and community in-groups, 

some of the teenagers indicate is more a matter of protection and support than anything else. 

In Christchurch, for example, groups of Maori and Pacific Island teenagers have reported to 

the media that they have a real need to go everywhere, if possible, in groups to avoid overt 

racist and violent attacks from carloads of skinheads. Christchurch reporter, Diane Keenan 

(1994, pA) argues that: 

Experience has taught them [Maori and Pacific Island teenagers] not to go out alone 
and to .avoid the recognised skinhead haunts. 

The confrontations are frightening, the taunts hurtful. If you have dark skin and like 
to wear baggy pants, the streets of Christchurch are no longer safe, they say. 

This need to stay safe readily fits alongside the other, more generally accepted motives for 

group or gang membership such as, the need for acceptance, belonging, discipline and rule, 

and a common purpose (Barton, 1993, p.9). Other explanations have situated the emergence 

and growth of these neighbourhood street gangs within the context of deprivation. Poverty, 

unemployment, low educational attainment and family dysfunction have all been recorded as 

factors contributing to this growth. Bill Davey, a youth aid officer with the police argues that 

the teenagers involved came from families with "the least income, which means the least 

control, which means the least value for education and convention" (cited in Barton, 1993, 

p.9). As the neighbourhood street gangs attract many Maori and Pacific Island teenagers and 

members from these cultures number highly in the recorded unemployment figures this 

argument holds some credibility. But other factors may have contributed to this growth. 

Those involved in New Zealand's rap scene, such as Otis Frizzel, from the rap duo, 'MOC] 

and Rhythm Slave', suggests that: 

One of the reasons a lot of the :\raori, Samoan, and Tongan homeboys are 
getting into American culture could be because their own culture has been 
shunned by everyone else .... They might be into their own scene more if there 
was a more positive attitude tow::rrds it [their own culture]. 



But it's really good that they've found some sort of style and culture that they 
can relate to so much. 

(Cited in Allison, 1991, p.130) 
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The fIrst tides of rap music to emerge out of the American ghetto cultures were an expression 

of anger at the system or the status quo (Schaer, 1993, p.35), which appears to have appealed 

to many teenagers, especially within Maori and Pacific Island communities. But as rap music 

became more popular and commercialised over the last decade there has been a gradual shift 

in the messages it relays. The 'bad boy/bad girl image' message has slightly altered to include 

lyrics which contain a more positive light, around peace, love and or passing "good vibes to 

your fellow man" (Frizzel cited in Allison, 1991, p.130). 

While some, like Frizzel, view the adoption of the American 'rap culture' in a relatively light

hearted but positive light others, remain somewhat guarded and cynical. For example, writer 

Garth Cartwright (1989) suggests that the willingness of young Maori and Pacific Island 

teenagers to absorb and adopt these 'Americanisms' merely illustrate how fragile our culture 

really is. Cartwright prompts readers to consider 'rap culture' in terms of an ever-continuing 

colonisation process. Accordingly, he argues that "the US once again colonises our 

subconscious" (Cartwright, 1989, p.104) with music, being a medium that can draw people 

together through shared identity and a spirit of hope, readily facilitating this colonisation 

process. 

As with most youth cultures the rap culture that includes the neighbourhood street gangs will 

lose its attraction to youth once the trend becomes incorporated into mainstream society. 

Auckland sociologist, Nick Perry, says: 

They've got to keep that insider-versus-outsider thing going. As soon as a fashion 
becomes popular, it's no longer fashionable. 

(Cited in Schaer, 1993, p.34) 

Already, some of the 'real' rappers and neighbourhood street gangs have moved on, having 

disbanded or changed their style slightly. By all accounts, the neighbourhood street gangs, 

being unstructured with no clear leadership frameworks, will tend to fade away in time as the 

youth involved age and settle back into mainstream society, in a process that may be similar 

to the disappearance of the bodgies and widgie groups of the 1950s. Even so, there has been 
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considerable concern expressed about the neighbourhood youth gangs particularly in relation 

to vio lence. 

Media reports indicate that the more hardened neighbourhood street gangs have committed 

aggravated assaults and robberies while the less entrenched "younger wannabe gangsters" 

(Taalalo, 1995, p.13) have been busy beating up other teenagers and involving themselves in 

petty theft and other minor dishonesty crimes. Many of the concerns expressed have emerged 

from cases where children as young as twelve years have been involved in serious violence. 

In New Zealand, Barton explains: 

Juvenile crime isn't about stealing apples and busting windows any more. 
Mayhem, even murder - that's what kid stuff is today. 

(1993, p.9) 

These child gangsters have been reported as being involved in long running battles with the 

Christchurch Skinheads between 1993 and 1997. They also have been reported as causing 

havoc by terrorising locals in Nelson, West Auckland, South Auckland, Hastings, Fielding, 

Wellington, Waitakere, Palmerston North and Whangarei (Barton, 1993, p.9; Keenan, 1994, 

p.4; ;Local Government New Zealand, 1997, pp. 6, 9, & 20; Wall, 1996, p.A:14; Taalalo, 

1995, pp.13-14). Media reports have highlighted a number of separate killings that have 

resulted in charges of murder being laid against youth under the age of 18. These reports 

indicate that the youth involved had not intended to go out and kill people. They have got 

caught up within the collective dynamics of the group, a process that, within this particular 

context, is often based on a system or pattern of dares and risk taking (Barton, 1993, p.9). 

Many of these teenagers see crime as a bit of excitement; the 'buzz' or thrill comes from 

getting away with petty theft or other dishonesty offences, bullying and standover tactics. 

Often they do not realise the hurt that they inflict on others and they tend to display little or no 

remorse for their actions (Taalalo, 1995, p.13). Gradually, [as being young they cannot afford 

more legitimate forms of entertainment], these minor crimes become "part and parcel of the 

young gangster's night out" (Barton, 1993, p.9). Soon these teenagers may find themselves 

caught up in more serious offending, such as aggravated robbery or homicide which lead 

them towards custodial sentences in the secure units run by Child, Youth and Family Services 

Department or prison, dependent upon the teenagers actual age at the time of detention 
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(Taalalo, 1995, p.13). For some of the teenagers these crimes are just a matter of survival 

emerging out of poverty and unemployment. Theft and thuggery are simply treated as a 

means to secure the property, status or respect. 

Other concerns emphasise that the neighbourhood street gangs are fertile recruitment grounds 

for the more established traditional gangs and that some of these youth have been contracted 

to work for the more established gangs (Gardiner, 1996, p.7; Ferguson, 1996, p.13). There 

also have been reports that indicate that these teenagers are willing to 'take the rap' or to own 

up to offences that in actuality have been committed by their 'patch-membered cousins' 

(Ferguson, 1996, p.13). While a few of the teenagers caught up in the neighbourhood street 

gangs may gravitate towards the structured type gangs, and the possibility of their becoming 

involved in more organised crime is evident, youth workers and former gang members are 

quick to draw attention back to the wider social issues that have impacted on youth in recent 

years. 

For more than a decade the government has attempted to reduce state spending by minimising 

its role in welfare provision through widespread benefit cuts and enforcing tighter eligibility 

criteria. Job creation schemes and employment-related education programmes have had a 

limited effect in terms of generating long term employment security for many in our society, 

including youth. And in general there has been a widening of the gap between the rich and the 

poor, and the haves and the have-nots (St John, 1994, pp.89-93). Youth workers and those 

linked in with the gangs put the responsibility for youth involvement in gangs back on the 

community at large. Davey, a police youth aid worker, said: 

You reap what you sow and if you don't sow stability and education and vision 
and care in your community then you get what you are getting . 

.. . don't blame the kids. They are products of an environment. We have 
created in this country an environment which is selfish, in which we pursue our 
interests to the exclusion of other people. Frankly, we deserve what we are 
getting [or what we have got]. 

(Cited in Barton, 1993, p.9) 

Primarily, issues related to unemployment, poverty, deprivation and marginalisation, family 

breakdown and other related trauma, hopelessness and boredom are all factors that facilitate 

gang membership, whatever the gang type may be (Barton, 1993, p.9; Taalalo, 1995, p.14). 
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Ironically, these are the very same contextual factors that were recognised by the Committee 

on Gangs (1981, pp.6-9) as facilitating the growth of gangs and gang membership during the 

late 1960s and 1970s. One could surmise that little has really changed for at risk youth over 

the years in spite of a number of programmes that have been initiated to assist youth in recent 

times. And the attempts to quash the gangs and to reduce gang violence have been the main 

focus of intervention strategies while basic structural conditions that encourage gang growth 

and membership remain unaddressed. 

While violence, gang related or not, has remained a highly publicised social problem that 

New Zealand, like other industrialised countries is trying to deal with, over the last decade or 

more there has been a shift in the way gangs have been represented in the media, by police 

and politicians alike. Gone are the days when comment focused solely on gang warfare and 

territorial b~ttles. Nowadays the emphasis has been orientated more towards the worrying 

issue of ongoing organised crime and the activities of the big gang, drug dealing crime 

syndicates. 

Gang-Related Organised Crime in the 1990s. 

Organised crime is not a new phenomenon within New Zealand society with "sporadic 

instances ... [occurring since] the 1860s" (Newbold, 1997, p.75), but it is a relatively new area 

in terms of a specific social concern. During the late 1960s and 1970s much attention was 

given to the need to curb the ever-prevalent issue of gang violence (Walker, 1996, p.148) and 

there was little disquiet expressed about the gangs being involved in organised crime. 

Generally, organised crime was considered an international problem that the New Zealand 

Police were well aware of. In 1962, the then Commissioner of Police, Mr. C.L. Spencer, 

having returned from Europe and the United States with a greater understanding of the big 

crime syndicates like Murder Incorporated and the Mafia, was reported as being determined 

to keep organised crime out of New Zealand (NZ Truth, 13 Nov. 1962). And in 1965 the 

police had established a Vice Squad that dealt with, and monitored drug offending and 

isolated instances of organised crime (Newbold, 1992, p.116). 

Incidents of organised crime were becoming more evident in New Zealand during the early 

1970s and were generally tied up with the recreational drug taking. The establishment of New 

Zealand's National Drug Intelligence Bureau in 1972 enabled knowledge of drug-taking 

practices and illegal drug trafficking, both here and internationally, to accumulate. Clearly, it 
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can be seen that LSD, an illegal hallucinogenic, and cannabis sativa, or marijuana became 

popular recreational drugs in New Zealand during the late 1960s and the early 1970s. The 

demand for heroin was also observed, as the drug had been popularised by the big 

international rock bands of that era. Accordingly, it did not take long for New Zealand's 

criminal sector to capitalise on the massive profits that could be generated through the illegal 

drug trade (Newbold, 1992, p.1l8). 

Of significance here are the lucrative illegal drug importing ventures of the 'Mr Asia' 

syndicate, which operated during the 1970s and "represents the only time in New Zealand 

history that an organized criminal enterprise has operated on a major scale" (Newbold, 1997, 

p.76). 

This ~g/group, under the leadership of Christopher Martin Johnstone, commonly 
referred to as 'Mr.Asia' and his chief henchman and partner, Terrence John Clark, 
alias Alexander Sinclair, once a small-time crook, ran a large-scale operation 
importing marijuana and heroin into New Zealand from Thailand. By all accounts, 
Johnstone was responsible for planning the importation process and for sourcing the 
drugs within Asia, while Clark dealt with the distribution side when the drugs arrived 
here. Coming to the police's attention in 1975, Clark was arrested and charged in 
relation to bringing heroin into Wellington. At the deposition conference, Clark 
protested his innocence by claiming that the police had set him up. Initially bail was 
refused, but when subsequently granted, Clark jumped bail and moved his business 
dealings to Australia where he operated relatively freely with the cooperation of 
corrupt police for some time. During April 1979, he moved to England and set up 
his own network, although he still needed Johnstone to handle the initial supply of 
drugs. 

While both Johnstone and Clark became multi-millionaires through their ventures, all 
was not as it seemed. Johnstone was an extravagant spender who found himself in 
financial strife. He borrowed some $250,000 from Clark, hoping to trade his way out 
of his financial difficulty. Johnstone got ripped off during his next drug purchase, his 
contacts in Thailand replaced the heroin with crushed aspirin and Johnstone was left 
with no money and no drugs. This appears to have led to his demise as Clark ordered 
Johnstone's execution, which was carried out on October 7, 1979. Clark was later 
convicted of murder and sentenced to life imprisonment. The collapse of this 
enterprise reduced the amount of heroin and imported marijuana that was available 
here and opened the way for gangs to become increasingly involved in this area 
(Booth, 1980, cover; Newbold, pp.76-78; Royal Commission of Inquiry into Drug 
Trafficking, 1983, pp.44-49 & 81; Williams, 1998, pp.68-73 & 154-157). 

By 1987, organised crime within the New Zealand context was corning under closer scrutiny. 

The Committee of Inquiry into Violence (1987, p.89) reported that this was an area that 

needed close monitoring, particularly with regards to New Zealand's gang situation. As noted 
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the gangs by this time had become more organised and sophisticated; with some reportedly 

having forged international connections. The gangs' role in the drug dealing area was of 

particular concern, as this activity had become a valued source of income for both the gangs 

as institutions and individual gang members (Newbold, 1997, p.80). At this point, it is 

important to bear in mind that there are some distinctions, albeit ambiguous at times, between 

'gang business' - activities that are coordinated on behalf of, and generate profit for the gang 

itself, and 'a gang member's business' - activities that are individually driven that may 

involve other gang members (Neale, 1998; Stokes, 1998). 

Clearly, the vast majority of offending is carried out on an individual basis (Stokes, 1998) and 

this has, and can make it difficult for law enforcers to carry out their work. Being a member 

of a gang provides an additional layer protection from the law, the kind of which is not 

normally taken for granted by those outside the gang context. The gang itself provides a 

source of willing criminal entrepreneurs who are generally well versed in the 'code of silence' 

and understand the likely consequences of narking on fellow gang members, associates or 

their activities. This suggests that gangs, be they the local homegrown variety or the more 

exotic imported strains, provide fertile conditions in which organised criminal activity can 

flourish. Furthermore, police have found it hard to infiltrate some of the gangs. 

The top brass are untouchable. A network of 'prospects', associates and 'agents' act 
as a buffer zone. Prospects do much of the gang's dirty work, along with the agents. 
(Agents are those who hope to become prospects.) Their names are the ones that get 
known and so they are the ones who tend to get caught. Full members and those in 
the hierarchy tend to avoid day-to-day involvement in crime. 

(Andrae, 1991, p.1629) 

To compound matters, media reports during 1989 indicated that the police had evidence that 

the Asian crime syndicate were beginning to operate their drug dealing syndicates within New 

Zealand (Grainger, 1989, p.3). This engendered a flurry of subsequent articles that drew 

attention to both organised crime and illegal drug trafficking networks. Gang members, 

however, are still more likely to be serving time in prison for violence than drug dealing 

(Newbold, 1997, p.80). From the late 1980s to the present day, gang related organised crime 

has been presented periodically in the media as a disturbing social problem and as time has 

gone by the connection between gangs, illegal drug distribution and organised crime have 

been illuminated, as the following newspaper headlines indicate: 



Police Say Drug Case Evidence of Triads. 
(Sundqy Star-Times, 28 Sept. 1989, p.3) 

Triads: Notorious Crime Gangs Come to Town. 
(Evening Post, 28 Sept. 1991, p.24) 

Triads' Kiwi Connections. 
(Sundqy Star-Times, 2 Oct. 1994, p.A:4) 

Eastside Story: Wealthy Asian kids are 
Fighting Gang Wars in the Streets of Auckland. 

(Listener, 13 Jan. 1996, p.26) 

Ganging up for Greater Profit. 
(Evening Post, 24 Dec. 1996, p.15) 

MP Urges New Laws to Overcome Crime Syndicates in New Zealand. 
(Pms, 8 Oct. 1997, p.ll) 

Blame on Gangs for the Big Crimes. 
(Press, 18 Sept. 1998, p.3) 

Gangs Plot War on Cops: Organised International Crime Gangs 
are Recruiting New Blood in 

New Zealand. 
(NZ Troth, 10 April 1998, p.l) 

Softly, Softly Approach Nets Police Big Gang Drug Bust. 
(Press, 28 July 1998, p.5) 

How Gang Made Millions. 
(NZ Hearld, 24-25 July 1999, p.1) 
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With the increase in organised criminal activity, there has been a need for some clarification 

of the phenomenology and the characteristics of organised crime have been outlined by the 

New Zealand Police as follows: 

• The criminal activity must be continuing. 
• The activity must involve profit. 
• The activity must involve a group of persons. 
• The activity must be accompanied by the use of fear and violence. 

(Cited in Newbold, 1997, pp.75-76) 

The most significant factor that sets organised crime apart from corporate white-collar crime 

carried out by groups of people, is the element of fear. This is generated through the use of 
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violence, the threat of violence, intimidation and/or coercion against both victims and 

witnesses as well as the criminal groups' own members. Furthermore, legislative amendments 

and new laws have been initiated and put in place, which further empower police in their 

crack down on gangs and organised criminal activity. 

Within these laws, a 'criminal gang' has been defined as any group, organisation or 

association, whether formally or informally contrived, of three or more persons where at least 

three members of the group have been convicted of a serious offence, such as outlined in 

subsection (1) of the Crimes Amendment Act (No.2) 1997 (Cited in Ten-one, 1997, pp.ll-13, 

see Appendix XI). This Act makes it an offence to participate in a criminal gang knowing that 

it is a criminal gang; and to intentionallv promote or further any conduct by any member of 

that gang that amounts to an offence or offences punishable by imprisonment. This Act does 

not make it unlawful to be a member of a gang as it is pitched at those who encourage others 

to commit offences, but who are generally not responsible for the crime itself. However, when 

tied up with the Summary of Offences Amendment Act 1997 and the Harassment Act 1997 it 

becomes illegal to associate with gang members who are known to engage in criminal activity 

(See Appendice XI). 

On the Gang Front. 

The Hell's Angels, a small but tight grouping of about 22 patched members in New Zealand, 

have been assigned a 'mantle of superiority' in terms of their sophistication and ability to run 

and sustain their operations, legal or otherwise, in a relatively unobstructed way (Andrae, 

1998, p.58; Brook, 1996, p.15; Newbold, 1997, pp.78-83). The two New Zealand chapters, 

situated in Auckland and Wanganui, are a part of the most influential outlaw motorcycle 

network within the western world. There are three dominant outlaw motorcycle gangs with 

international connections, the Hell's Angels, the Outlaws and the Bandidos. And there have 

been unsubstantiated reports that these groups were involved in financially motivated 

negotiations in 1993, which involved, it was surmised, a corporate global takeover plan. And 

a written agreement of cooperation was said to be put in place (Leask, 1998, p.5; Newbold, 

1997, p.81). 

Internationally, the Hell's Angels Motorcycle Club, as of August 1997, has an estimated 

membership of 1,600 connected to some 123 chapters spread throughout the world, which 
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facilitate their drug trafficking operations that are believed to be their main source of income. 

By the year 2000, the Hell's Angels are anticipated to have no less than 140 chapters with six 

new chapters in the United States and two in Canada expected to come to the fore by then 

(RCMP Organised Crime Initiative, 1998). The Hell's Angels are known to be opportunistic 

and flexible in their enterprises. Their operations have been known to also include; arson, 

blackmail, corruption, extortion, forgery, fraud, gun running, kidnapping, white slave trading, 

loan sharking, motor vehicle theft, prostitution, rape and murder. Alongside these activities, 

the Hell's Angels operate legitimate businesses such as; bars, restaurants, auto salvage and 

wreckage yards, trucking firms, antique and gun stores, entertainment companies, and 

massage parlours. These legitimate enterprises not only provide employment opportunities for 

club members but also function as fronts to launder illegal earnings (Lavigne, 1987, pp.101-

107). 

Club business, illegal or otherwise, is taken seriously, following good business practices. 

Strict accountability processes have been established; they know the benefit of maintaining 

strict quality control and the pitfalls of trading with inferior goods or services. As a former 

Hell's Angel from New York reports: 

Selling somethin' bad would be putting my patch on the line. That's against the rules . 
.. .. The Hell's Angels, we're in business to make money. But it gets around when 
we're scum .... 

(Cited in Lavigne, 1987, pp.92-93) 

In New Zealand, as with the international chapters, the Hell's Angels have worked to 

maintain a low public profile and to outwardly create a better public image while remaining 

criminally active. Gone are the days of ostentatious display as members now prefer to blend 

in with their environments and deflect undue attention from law enforcers, as this becomes 

disruptive to the gang business process. Conspicuousness is now regarded as a weakness, 

although the death's head patch is still highly valued being reserved for ceremonial purposes 

at initiations, funerals, on club runs and so forth (Lavigne, 1987, pp. 88-90; Leask, 1998, p.5). 

With the accumulation of wealth, the Hell's Angels have been able to secure the latest hi-tech 

equipment not only to thwart police surveillance but also to monitor police communications. 

A voiding detection and staying one step ahead of the police is merely an everyday aspect of a 

sophisticated drug-dealing network. 
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The Hell's Angels are believed to be the main source of LSD ['acid'] and methamphetamine, 

['speed']. Like other gangs here, they are also believed to trade in black market weapons and 

engage with other criminal activities. Reports also indicate that they have been influential 

within Auckland's sex industry, and maintain considerable power within or over certain strip

clubs or massage parlours (Neale, 1998; Newbold, 1997, p.81; Stokes, 1998). The Hell's 

Angels are known to have formed strong alliances with other gangs such as the Headhunters 

and have formed cooperative affiliations with others (Press, 26 July 1999). 

During 1996, media reports suggested that negotiations held between the Hell's Angels and 

the Road Knights had taken place in Christchurch. The Tauranga Filthy Few, the Tokoroa 

Huhu, and the Matamata Titans were also believed to be present at the meetings, in which a 

franchise type arrangement for drug distribution within the South Island was approved, 

(Evening Po.st, 24 Dec. 1996). Co-opting other motorcycle gangs in this way is a practice that 

has occurred elsewhere in the world by the larger motorcycle gangs, and in particular the 

Hell's Angels. Internationally, these "Puppet Clubs" (RCMP Organised Crime Initiative, 

1998), as they are known, are reported to be no more than subservient groups that have been 

aligned with a major group to perform their 'dirty' business, like; murder, and acts of violence 

such as; arson and extortion. They also distribute and sell drugs, and often act as debt 

collectors when drug payments have defaulted. When carrying out such functions, puppet 

clubs work to insulate the Hell's Angels from prosecution and they facilitate the expansion of 

the Hell's Angels as a powerful institution in a way that minimises the sharing of the Hell's 

Angels' wealth and power. The chapters of the Hell's Angels that have negotiated with these 

puppet clubs are reported to control and supervise the activities on which the puppet clubs 

embark (ibid). 

In New Zealand, however, the Road Knights appear to be simply another business 

association, another drug distribution outlet for the Hell's Angels. And whether other forms of 

'gang business' are negotiated remains to be seen. These are not the only gangs competing for 

a share of New Zealand's illegal drug market. Highway 61 Motorcycle Club has proven itself 

to be a dominant force in the area and has been reported to have been involved in a power 

struggle with the Hell's Angels (Gardiner, 1996, p.7; Stokes, 1998). 

Highway 61 have become increasingly sophisticated and well organised over the last decade 

or so, and as such have been granted an ambivalent sense of respect from those who are 
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connected to or who observe the gang scene in New Zealand. During 1996, Highway 61 were 

reported to have chapters established in Christchurch, Wellington, Auckland, Taupo, Rotorua, 

Whangarei, Hastings, Otaki, and in the Hutt Valley. They also have chapters established in 

Adelaide and Sydney, Australia (Andrae, 1991, p.1628; Gardiner, 1996, p.7; Local 

Government New Zealand, 1997, p.6; Press, 24 June 1996). The Sydney connection is 

claimed to be "the linchpin for [their] LSD imports to New Zealand" (Andrae, 1991, p.1628). 

Like the Hell's Angels, the Highway 61 hierarchy has learned the benefits of maintaining a 

low profile and of improving their public image. Seldom do the leading members appear in 

court as generally it is the lower echelon of the gang; the prospects, associates and other 

hangers-on that come to the attention of the police (Andrae, 1991, p.1628; Neale, 1998; 

Stokes, 1998). In this sense the gang hierarchy are very wary of troublemakers who draw 

police and public attention towards the gang and there is a preference by some members in the 

club to get rid of these 'bunnies'. The police acknowledge this but also believe that some of 

the 'bunnies' carry out work for the gang. 'Bunnies' is a term used to represent "those persons 

who will never become a member or a prospect but who will always be there because the 

gang has a purpose for them" (Neale, 1998). They help insulate the higher-level gang 

members from the strong arm of the law, as Gang Liaison officer, Richard Neale (1998) 

explains: 

It's well thought out, well insulated. There're definitely no slugs in that group! 

Highway 61 is reported to be quite wealthy. Good business practice has enabled this gang, 

like some others, to invest in modem electronic counter surveillance equipment and their 

ability to gather data has been credited a cautious respect (Neale, 1998; Press, 7 Nov. 1998). 

Some members of Highway 61 have been able to accumulate significant amounts of 

residential property; late-model Harley Davidsons, cars and so forth although seemingly 

unemployed. Reports also indicate that the club has been involved in legitimate business 

ventures for example, massage parlours, nightclubs or bars. Over the years gang members 

have been reported to run work-related courses from which it is believed that they have 

managed to siphon off large sums of public funds for private business enterprise (Andrae, 

1991, p.1629; Neale, 1998). By all accounts these activities support a wide range of criminal 

activity, whether individually motivated not. 
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It has been reported that Highway 61 members have been involved in murder, firearm use and 

trafficking, the manufacture and trafficking of drugs, especially methamphetamine, LSD and 

cannabis, stolen car rackets, and prostitution (Andrae, 1991, p.1628; Neale, 1998; Dominion, 

24 June 1996). Recent evidence given in the Auckland High Court during November 1998 

revealed that Highway 61 were involved with the national distribution of locally made 

narcotics, which netted an Auckland quartet "bags of cash for high living" (NZ Herald, 11 

Nov. 1998; Press, 11 Nov. 1998). An industrial chemist, William John Wallace, his wife and 

two male counterparts admitted to varying offences related to the manufacture, possession, 

and supply of methamephetamie, and money laundering. During the trial it was stated that 

they engaged Highway 61 to distribute the drugs from what is claimed to be the biggest drug

making operation in New Zealand's history. When the police raided secret laboratories in 

Auckland suburbs they found $217,000 in cash, 3.4 kilograms of methamphetamine and 

enough chemicals to produce another 74 kilograms of the drug; enough to net some $5.2 

million. The distribution of which would contribute significant funding towards the gang's 

coffers and enhance their standing in this arena, although, the police closely monitor and 

hinder the activities of this gang. Prior to the above mentioned court hearing police, tax agents 

and customs official raided 21 properties in co-ordinated dawn raids against the Auckland 

Highway 61 in October 1998. During these raids some 20 gang members and associates were 

arrested, with several on drug-related charges (NZ Herald, 23 Oct. 1998; Press, 23 Oct. 

1998). 

Their association with Bandidos Motor Cycle World gang, also known as The Fat Mexicans, 

has strengthened Highway 61' s position within this criminal sphere. The Bandidos originated 

in Texas in 1966 and have expanded worldwide to have some 67 chapters by 1998, with 

approximately 600 members (Criminal Intelligence Service Canada, 1998). This association 

was believed to have begun during 1994 when New Zealand Highway 61 linked up with 

Bandidos MC Australia and were reported to be buying into a franchise type arrangement. 

Such an agreement would link the New Zealand chapters more deeply with their international 

counterparts to provide members with a wider range of resources and 'expertise' to draw upon 

(Andrae, 1998, p.60; Dominion, 24 June 1996; Neale 1998; Newbold, 1997, p.1). Obviously, 

the police are perturbed by such developments. 

The police also have equally disturbing concerns about the activities of other gangs in New 

Zealand. Members of other gangs have been involved in a wide range of criminal activity; the 

manufacturing and distribution of drugs, murder, manslaughter and other forms of violence 
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from assaults, coercion and threats to witness intimidation, aggravated robberies and 

burglaries, car theft and numerous other property offences. In 1997, for example, it was 

reported that North Island Black Power members "had been involved in three killings and 30 

armed robberies" (Taylor, 1997, p.A:5) in the Taranaki region alone since 1988. In November 

that year a Mongrel Mob member was killed and three Black Power members were convicted 

of manslaughter for their role in this shooting. Most of these activities involved varying 

degrees of organisation and planning. 

In March 1998, Black Power's expansion of its drug-dealing activities in Highway 61' s area 

prompted major concerns for the Christchurch police. After three Black Power members were 

seriously injured in a confrontation, police feared violent retributions would take place and 

Operation Coma1co was initiated. Police surveillance of Black Power established that three 

smaller drug-dealing syndicates were operating and that the drugs were being distributed 

through more than twelve houses. The practice was really well structured and co-ordinated. It 

was also discovered that these syndicates sold drugs to anybody including school-aged 

children and that a daily turnover between $3000 and $5000 had been secured (Press, 23 

March 1998; Press, 28 July 1998). 

North Island Black Power members demonstrated not only their ability to organise and carry 

out criminal activity but also the extent that they would go to conceal their crimes through the 

murder of Christopher Crean on 7 October 1996. Crean, having witnessed a violent attack by 

Black Power members on a Mongrel Mob member, presented evidence against Black Power 

members in the subsequent depositions hearing. This resulted in threats made by Black power 

members against Crean's life. Placing his faith in God, he refused offers of police protection 

and this left the way clear for four Black Power members to eliminate him. He was silenced 

forever with a shotgun blast through the glass front door of his house, which killed Crean 

around lOpm that Sunday night while his wife and children were in the house (Taylor, 1997, 

p.A:5). 

This killing led to much emotionally laden debate over witness anonymity and highlighted the 

dangers that some prosecution witnesses can be exposed to (Dunbar, 1997, p.C:4.). Around 

that time, 1996-97, there were several gang-related prosecutions that had been hindered 

because witnesses were too afraid to testify and this had become an exasperating problem for 
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the police. To compound matters the police reported that some of the gangs were forging 

alliances with the Asian crime syndicates. 

The Mongrel Mob, being more visible in terms of media coverage, and portrayed as the most 

violent of all the gangs (TVNZ, 1999,60 Minutes, screened July 4.) also has been involved in 

highly profiled, violent offences including organised aggravated robberies and murder. In 

1996 the police alleged that Mongrel Mob members had been offered $140,000 by Triad 

connections to kill Detective Sergeant Api Fiso, a senior member of the Asian Crime Unit. 

Although the death threat allegations were strongly denied, associations between a Wellington 

businessman, Ricky Van and Mongrel Mob members were conftrmed. Van was reported to 

have had strong Triad connections, but he vehemently denied the allegations of affiliations 

with the K14 Triads. He did acknowledged, however, that his foster son's father was a 

member of this group (Dominion, 19 July 1996; Kirk, 1996, p.19; Newbold, 1997, p.83). 

Police intelligence indicates that several gangs have had some link with Asian crime 

syndicates. The implication of this along with the globalisation of the outlaw motorcycle 

gangs seems daunting in terms of the, knowledge skill and tactics that New Zealand gang 

members can gain from the well-preserved international organised crime networks (Newbold, 

1997, p.83). 

Understanding Asian Crime and the Asian Youth Gangs. 

While a limited number of immigrants from Asia have been a part of New Zealand's cultural 

landscape since the 1860s, Asian crime, during the 1960s through to the 1980s, was not 

considered to be a major threat. And the Asian population remained relatively small until 

1986. In recent years, however, the Asian population has increased signiftcantly from 20,000 

in 1986 to 81,000 in 1996. This increase has been influenced by changes in New Zealand's 

immigration policies, in particular the 'Business Investment Policy' of 1987 which has 

enabled Chinese, Malaysian and Taiwanese migrants with investment capital and 

entrepreneurial skills to enter New Zealand more freely (Newbold, 1997, pp.83-84). 

Some of these migrants, as well as those from other countries are believed to be continuing 

their links with organised crime groups in their country of origin, which worries the police 

and politicians. Since 1989, when four Asian men and a Fijian with New Zealand citizenship 
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were charged in relation to srpuggling two kilograms of 80 per cent pure heroin, valued at $16 

million, into New Zealand, periodic media reports have emphasied the issue of Asian crime. 

Furthermore, the media presented some of these cases as evidence of Triads operating here 

(Gadd, 1990, p.9; Grainger, 1989, p.3). But the true extent of Triad and other Asian crime 

syndicates' operations in New Zealand remain relatively unclear. 

Triad history can be traced back to the time of Christ, although this has been clouded by 

legend and folklore. But by the 17th century Triads had become one of the most powerful 

international crime networks in the world. In 1947 Hong Kong was recognised as the crux of 

all Triad activity and this enabled Triad influence to permeate Chinese communities 

worldwide (Booth, 1991, pp. Vii, 2,40, & 107-132). As major players in international crime, 

Triads and other organised Asian crime groups are involved in extortion, drug trafficking, 

illegal gampling and forgery, among other criminal endeavours. Alongside these, Asian 

organised crime networks are associated with prostitution and other illegal activity within the 

sex industry. These ventures are often supported by legitimate business enterprises including 

massage parlours, escort agencies, restaurants, legal gambling establishments and travel 

agencies (ibid, pp.94-106). By all accounts, Triad activity in New Zealand remains in its 

infancy, and is following infiltration patterns that have been observed in other countries. 

Traditionally, Triads tend to work their own communities, knowing that their own people 

rarely complain to the police. As Detective Sergeant Api Fiso of the Asian Crime Unit, 

explains, ''The word (Triad) can strike fear into the hearts of many Asian people" (cited in 

O'Hanlon, 1998b, p.2). 

This helps Triad members maintain a low profile until they attempt to expand their operations 

within the wider social context (Newbold, 1997, p.87; O'Hanlon, 1998b, p.2; Roberts, 1991, 

p.24). Triad groups known in New Zealand include the 14K Triad group, the San Yee On and 

the Wo group, although much speculation exists around their membership and role within the 

criminal sphere (Moore, 1997, p.4; Newbold, 1997, p.85). For the average New Zealander, the 

word Triad is often associated with any facet of Asian crime, organised or otherwise and there 

is a tendency to link all crime committed by Asians to Triad groups. 

While other Asian criminal networks, Malaysian, Vietnamese and so on, are known to operate 

in New Zealand, concern has been mooted from the mid 1990s about the possible connection 

between Triad groups and the newer Asian youth gangs (O'Hanlon, 1998b, p.2). These gang 
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members, notably in Auckland, are not driven by underclass deprivation; they have 

cellphones and fast cars, and are extremely mobile. They come from wealthy Asian families 

and the youth themselves often have substantial allowances; one youth under police attention 

was reported as "getting an allowance of $4000 per week" (Matthews, 1996, p.26). One 

explanation for the rise in this type of gang is that these youth are isolated and alienated 

within New Zealand's culture, which is often racist in its underpinnings. As a result these 

youth tend to group together for support and companionship. 

Over time these gangs have become increasingly territorial and their involvement in violent 

crime has been noticed. Examples include, a drive-by shooting, a fight between about forty 

Hong Kong and Vietnamese youth where police seized an assortment of weapons, and a fight 

between Thai and Vietnamese groups where a youth was left with his fingers chopped off 

(ibid.). In August 1998, a South Auckland restaurateur had his premises smashed up by a 

group of about ten Asian youths. These youth groups sometimes give the impression that they 

were connected to, or have approval from a Triad group (Matthews, 1996, p.26; Press, 27 

Aug. 1998). With similar incidents have been reported elsewhere, much apprehension and 

uneasiness exists about these developments. And, as previously noted, this activity 

compounds the concerns that police have about liaisons between New Zealand's well

established homegrown gangs and the Asian crime networks. 

As a result the police have moved to develop a closer relationship with Asian communities 

both as an attempt to gain a better understanding of Asian crime and to support members of 

those communities to stand against crime. Part of this strategy has been to co-publish a 

booklet, Guide to Crime Prevention for Asian Communities, which was written in Chinese 

and of which 10,000 copies were distributed (Doone, 1998, p.4.). The recruitment of bilingual 

Asian officers into the police force has helped in this regard, providing a base for effective 

training and discussion to take place. New Zealand Police have been sent to international 

conferences that enable them to keep up with international happenings and research. The 

Asian Crime Unit has become central in this process allowing for the collection and 

coordination of data, from which, strategies for dealing with Asian crime can eventuate. 
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Crackdown on Gangs and Organised Crime. 

Organised crime in New Zealand and the activities of gangs have received unprecedented 

attention in recent years. Police and politicians have sought greater powers to curb gang 

developments and incidents of organised crime. New 'tough anti-gang laws' have been 

pushed through parliament as an attempt to curb both gang membership and the gangs' 

continuing criminal enterprise. These include the Summary Offences Amendment Act 1997 

that brought in two new association-type offences, and extended Police powers in relation to 

the interception of personal communication and the stopping and searching of motor vehicles. 

The Evidence [Witness Anonymity] Amendment Act and the Harassment Act 1997, which 

came into effect in January 1998 were aimed at providing an element of protection against 

witness intimidation. Similarly, non-association orders introduced in 1989 and mainly used in 

response to domestic disputes under section 28A of the Criminal Justice Act have been have 

been extended under the Criminal Justice Amendment Act (No.2) 1998 to stop gang members 

from associating. These non-association orders have been employed to limit the activities of 

members of the Road Knights. Police reports suggest that the gang's power base has been 

almost crippled through these orders. Although, Police acknowledge, "it would be foolish to 

suggest [that this has] stopped them seeing each other behind closed doors" (Detective Senior 

Sergeant Peter Read cited in Van Beynen, 1999, p.6). 

Alongside these laws gang property and gang members' personal property has been 

confiscated under the Proceeds of Crime Act. In early 1998 a fortified gang house in 

Christchurch was confiscated and as of May 1998 the Proceeds of Crime Unit was awaiting 

the outcome of applications for the confiscation of five more houses and a number of Harley 

Davidson motorcycles. In addition, a number of strategies for dealing with gangs have been 

implemented by police and various city councils throughout country where court orders have 

been sought for the removal of, or modification to, fortifications surrounding gang property. 

Amendments to the Local Government Act broadened the grounds on which the removal of 

gang fortifications can be sought provided the court is satisfied that the fence facilitates or 

contributes to the concealment of criminal activity (Local Government New Zealand, 1997, 

pp.13-15; Justice & Law Reform Committee, 1997, pp.2-9, & 81-100; Press, 5 Oct. 1998; 

Ten-One, 1998, Aug.7, p.1; Ten-One, 1997, August 1, p.4; Ten-One, 1998, May 15, p.15; 

Ten-One, 1999, March 12, p.3; Ten-One, 1999, Dec. 19, pp.1-2, & 11-18). 
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These laws have not eventuated without criticism. Submissions made on the Harassment and 

Criminal Associations Bill suggested that a number of individual rights and liberties were at 

risk (Justice & Law Reform Committee, 1997, pA). Changes to the Evidence Act are claimed 

to breach the principles of a fair trial that are an important aspect of justice in our democratic 

society. Defence lawyer, Peter Williams QC, has claimed that this is "sacrilegious" (cited in 

Dunbar, 1997, p.C:4), while civil libertarians argue that there are no assurances that the secret 

witness process would not be expanded to encompass a wider field of court cases. 

Criminologist Dr. John Pratt and historian Mr Graeme Dunstall have expressed concerns 

about the lack of debate around the law changes and noted that little attention has been given 

to civil liberties. But Dunstall says: 

Unless someone's particular interests are affected, they [New Zealanders] won't jump 
up and down on these issues. There's a climate of fear and intolerance, and people 
just dan't think about civil liberties - they think: 'It won't apply to us'. 

(cited in Dunbar, 1997, p.C:4) 

Whether these new laws work to curtail gang membership and gang activity on a long-term 

basis or not remains to be seen. The lack of independent or adequate research on the nature of 

the gangs, gang-related criminal activity and organised crime in New Zealand indicates that 

these measures merely "complement the armoury of general law enforcement powers ... 

which are already available to the Police to combat offending" (Justice & Law Reform 

Committee, 1997, p.3.). In the meantime, the police clampdown on gangs continues and 

further resources will no doubt be sought to keep them under control while the broader 

underlying contextual issues related to gang membership, such as violence within families, 

lack of education, racism and long-term unemployment, remain unaddressed. 
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You have been invited to take part in a research project titled Womenls Reality of 
Gang Life in New Zealand. The prime objective of this research is to explore the 
processes involved for women associated with gangs when moving in and I or 
out of gang life. It is hoped this exploration of the role and reality of gang life 
for women in New Zealand will provide the understandings necessary to provide 
the base from which suitable supports and network systems can be established to 
assist women who wish to leave gang life behind. 

I am interested in discussing with you the direction and aims of this project to 
ensure the needs of women who seek to leave gang life are uncovered. I would 
like to meet with you so you can share your knowledge and experiences with me 
sometime between April - June 1998. I anticipate interviews will take up to two 
hours, however, this may vary from person to person. 

Having left gang life behind myself and having worked in the area of violence 
for a number of years I have an understanding of the safety concerns that you 
may have around your involvement in this research project. For this reason I 
wish to discuss with you your personal safety concerns and needs prior to the 
interviews or discussions so I can work with you to keep you safe. Your identity 
will not be revealed and no written material will identify the link you have I 
have had to a particular gang. Records of your name and contact information 
will be stored separately from the information that you provide me and once you 
choose an assumed name for the purposes of this research your real names will 
be deleted from my file. 

I understand that this research project may be focusing on a sensitive area of 
your life, which may raise a number of feelings, such as; sadness, anger, 
frustration or fear, and I will be sensitive to your needs. Should you wish not to 
talk about a certain aspect I will respect your right to decline from answering my 
queries or to withdraw from the project at anytime. Anything that you tell me 
that you do not wish to be included in my study will be excluded. 

This research project is being supervised by the Department of Sociology at the 
University of Canterbury and you may contact my supervisors through the 
Department if the need arise. This project has also gained the approval of the 
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University of Canterbury Human Ethics Committee. If you have any queries you 
can contact me at home Tues, Thurs and Friday after 8pm, 
phone xx xxxxxxx or write to : 

Glennis Dennehy 
C/o Department of Sociology 
University of Canterbury 
PO Box 4800 
Christchurch. 
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APPENDIX IV: 

Women's Reality of Gang Life in New Zealand. 

Interview Guide. 

* Age, employment status, highest educational attainment, income level, marital 
status and number of children. 
* Family background. 
* Ethnicity. 
* What attracted the subject towards gang life or to a particular gang member? 
How did they become involved? How long were they involved? 
* An exploration of how the subject experienced becoming involved and 
accepted within the gang network. 
* An exploration of how the subject accepted gang activities, structures and 
belief systems, drawing particular attention to those activities that are deemed 
deviant or criminal within the wider community. What processes occurred that 
fostered / supported this acceptance? How was any resistance minimised? 
* Discussion about the reality of gang life for women. 

- Role of women within the gang system. 
- Issues of violence. 
- Power relationships. 
- Positive experiences. 
- Negative experiences. 

* Discussion about the subjects decision to leave. 
- The decision to leave. 
- The pros and cons of leaving the gang / gang member. 
- The process of leaving. 

* A discussion on life after gang involvement. 
* Anything else the subject wishes to discuss or feels is relevant. 
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APPENDIX V: 

Women's Reality of Gang Life in New Zealand. 

Participant Consent Form. 

I, ( name ) .................................................... have been fully informed about the aims and 
objectives of the above named study and have understood the written information provided. 
My personal safety concerns have been discussed and accounted for. It is on this basis, with 
the understanding that my personal details will remain anonymous, that I agree to take part in 
this study and consent to the publication of succeeding written reports. I am aware that I can 
withdraw my involvement at any given stage and have the information provided by me 
returned upon request. 

Signed ...................................................... . Date ............... .. 
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APPENDIX VI: 

TRAUMAGENIC DYNAMICS IN THE IMPACT OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE. 

Taken from: Finke1hor, D., 1988. 'The Trauma of Child Sexual Abuse: Two Models' in 
The Lasting Effects of Child Sexual Abuse. Eds. Wyatt, G., & Powell, G. 
Newbury Park: SAGE Publications.pp. 73-74. 

Traumagenic Dynamics in the Impact of Child Sexual Abuse 

l. Traumatic Sexualization 
Dvnamics 

. Cluld rewarded for sexual behavior inappropriate to developmental level. 
Offender exchanges attention and affection for sex. 

Sexual pans of child fetishizcd. . • 
Offender transmits miscollO:ption about sexual behaV10r and sexual morality. 
Conditioning of sexual activity with negative emotion and memories. 

Psychological Impact 
Increased salience of sexual issues. 
Confusion about sexual identity. 
Confusion about sexual norms. 
Confusion of sex with love and care-getting and arousal sensations. 
Aversion to sex-intimacy. 

Behavioral Manifestations 
Sellual preoccupations and compulsive sexual behaviors. 
Precocious sexual activity. 
Aggressive sexual bebaviors. 
Promiscuity. 
Prostitution. 
Sellual dysfunctions: flashbacks, difficulty in arousal, orgasm. 
A voidance of or phobic reactions to sexual intimacy. 

[I. StigmatIZation 
Dynamics 

Offender blames, denigrates victim. 
Offender and others prasure child for secrecy. 
Child infers attitudes of shame about activities. 
Others have shocked reaction to disclosure. 
Others blame child for evenu. 
Victim is stereotyped a.s damaged goods. 

Physchological Impact 
GUilt, Shame. 
Lowered self-esteem. 
Sense of differentness from others. 

Behavioral Mainfestations 
Isolation. 
Drug or alcohol abuse. 
Criminal involvement. 
Self·mutilation. 
Suicide. 

ilL Betrayal 
Dynamics 

Trust and vulnerability manipulated. 
Viulation of expectation that others will provide care and protection. 

Child's weU-being disregarded. 
Lack of support and protection from pa.rent(s). 

Psychoiogical Impact 
Grief, depression. 
Extreme dependency. 
Impaired ability to judge trustworthiness of others. 
Mistrust; particularly of men. 
Anger, hostility. 

Behavioral Manifestations 
Clinging. 
Vulnerability to subsequent abuse and exploitation. 
Allowing own children to be victimized. 
Isolation. 
Discomfort in intimate relationships. 
Marital problems. 
Aggressive behavior. 
Delinquency. 

IV. Powerlessness 
Dynamics 

Body territory invaded against the child's wishes. 
Vulnerability to invasion continues over time. 
Offender uses force or trickery to involve child. 
Child feels unable to protect self and halt abuse. 
Repeated experience of fear. 
Child is unable to make others believe. 

Psychologica11mpact 
Anxiety, fear. 
Lowered sense of efficacy. 
Perception of self as victim. 
Need to control. 
Identification with the aggressor. 

BebavioriU Manifestations 
Nightmares. 
Phobias. 
Somatic complainu; eating and sleeping disorders. 
Depression. 
Disa.ssociation. 
Running away. 
School problems, truancy. 
Employment problems. 
Vulnerability to subsequent victimization. 
Aggressive behavior, buUying. 
De linquency. 
Becoming an abuser. 
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APPLICATIONS UNDER DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ACT: 
JUL Y 1996-APRIL 1999. 

Table showing the number of applications under the Domestic Violence Act for the period 
July 1996 - April 1999. 
(Source: Department for Courts, Handout given at the Family Violence Task Force 
Conference, 1998) I_ 

e:===~~~~ 

Applications under Domestic Vjolence Act 

Period July 1996 to April 1999 

Total to date since commencement of Act 21095 
July 1996 to June 1997 7911 
July 1997 to June 1998 7213 
YTD July 1998 to April 1999 5971 

% On Notice applications since commencement of Act 16.3% 
July 1996 to June 1997 14.3% 
July 1997 to June 1998 16.4% 
YTD July 1998 to April 1999 18.7% 

Average per month since commencement of Act 620 
July 1996 to June 1997 659 
July 1997 to June 1998 601 
YTD July 1998 to April 1999 597 

Ethnicity of applicants and respondents since commencement of Act 
Ethnicity Respondent Applicant 
NZ Pakeha 48.0% 52.3% 
NZ Maori 24.2% 23.3% 
Pacific Islander 8.1% 5.9% 
Asian 1.60/. 1.7% 
Other 5.3% 4.2% 
Unknown I Incomplete data 12.8% 12.6% 

Number of children since commencement of Act 
Under 5 years OverS years Total 

July 1996 to June 1997 5420 6682 12102 
July 1997 to June 1998 5006 6087 11093 
YTD July 1998 to April 1999 3875 5149 9024 

Gender of respondents since commencement of Act 

Male I 91.6% 
Female 8.4% 

Nature of relationship since commencement of Act 
Relationship 

Partner 47.8% 
Married 34.6% 
Family Member 7.5% 
Close Personal Relationship 8.3% 
Ordinarily Shares Household 0.8% 
Unknown I Incomplete 1.0% 

Source: OV Oatabase 
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~I;.flliIJlQNS - WHAT IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE? WIlY IS II SO 
COMMON? 

DomeSlic violence and violence generally wilhin our sociely is highly 
conlJovcrsill .ooSllteople have suong opinions and feelinlls .bm" il. 

To tome to some understanding of llollleslic violence, it is u~efllllO I"ok wider al 
violence I"'r se, then Iucus 1Il0.e specifically on dOllleSlic violence. 

Violellce nn occur in lIIallY f"'lIIs and 011 v:l$lly differenl scalrs . a kirk 1IIIIler Ihe 
kth:h(n t:thle. a ht.1wl l .. a hutel. In un act of n;UlHC such ;l'i ., maJur f'allhquat... .. , 
hu lIus an;,ly"is we lue ouly c.:uu:,;ltlc.lng viu1cw..:e pClpcu;uc.d hy hUIII:IU!\ ag.,ill~l 
olhers 

Domeslic violence wilhin a f.mily, is one e.ample of Ihal. Olhcr examples 
include relicious cruude!, world wars, colonisalion, lynchings, burglaries, Ihe 
Nazi holocausl, and other .. amples of "ethnic Cleansing", gay b.shings, so called 
"random aCIS of violencc". 

All have in common IWO thlllgs: 

I. A hdW thai an individual or group have Ihe righllO usc violcnce. 
2. An i.n.ll:.rui.!m Ihal by using violence Ihey will achieve Ihe results Ihey seck. 

Domeslic violence or family violence lakes Ihal belief, inlenlion, .nd aClion inlo 
our homes, Often thc word "dollleslic" whell applied to violell~e i. used 10 d"wlI 
play or even ttivialise .he vinlence . "Ifs jusl a dorneslic", 'nleref",e Ibe 1,1""e 
"family violence" perbaps more .c~uratcly acknowledges Ihc gruss breach of UII.I 
incllrred when violence i, hetween f>mily melilbers, The word "family" oeeds a 
broad deflnilion here, .s ilmui! include a range of living situ3Iion, lila I go beyond 
Ihe mYlhical nuclear family of "Mum Dad and Ihe kids" of '6U's Television sil 
coms. This is eSl"'cially important 10 consider if we CIOU cuhural boundaries and 
lake account of Ihe rapid social change of Ihe laSI Ihiny years. 

Overwhelmingly in our patriarchal society, domeslic violence is .Iso more 
accuralely described as "mens violence against women", This is nOI 10 say Ihal 
women arc nOI ever violtlli. l\ul in the lighl of all research and e~perience of 
Ihose workill/: in the field, mens violence a~ainsl women is pervasive all\l 
wtrenche.1 within Our <'lIhure, Estimale< of rhe pelcenl.!!e of male respon,ihility 
for "n",cstir vi .. lence arc allllllld 1J5%. 

This raj .. s gende. i$sues of power Ihal go well beyoOlI iruhvitlu.h and families· 
in Section 3, four cU",e>IS of power ami i" link 10 hierarchical p""iarch.1 
!arUl,:lufCi in uur I,.;UIlUfC arc examined. 

When indue ling assailanls iOlo Ihe Men's Educ.lion Programme al Ihe lIamihon 
Abuse Intervenlion Project, grollp members are asked 10 cOllsid<r lI.e foliowilll: 
reasons for Iheir violence. 

I. To make someone do !\olIlelhing. 

2, To SlOp someone doing something, 

3. To punish SOfllelllle for sOlllethin!: Ihe y did or did,,'1 tlo. 

Overwhelmingly, Ihis simple e'pl.nalion is accepled as" useful slarlillg point for 
ullderst.nding violent behavinur. 

II aho sideslep' _ plet"",a of p'ydml<'gical theorie, ahmll violence iI.,,1 nhell 
mask lilt rundamCn(;l~ lS'UC of pOWC'f .m~1 cumrul within ,cbtiun ... hip!a 
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l,bkiIIQ -or dK;sion. 
~tlhel • mJLng JUl' both 

pJItAef1: benefit Ifom linane." 
JtflftOtmtnll_ 

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY 

fiGURE 2 

Lj!1tflUlQ to her non
iudomen~~tlr • belno tmoltonw 

aMy 'HitminQ ,nd undtllUndinQ 
• valUlnQ Op4f1lonS, 

The "Power and COIII",I Whrel" (fi~urc I) is Illen inlrudu~ed I" Ihe genul' " 
idemifies Ihe 1ll0S1 common laclics lIlen use 10 &ain conuol over Iheir WOlllen 
[lanners. 

As Ihese taclics are explored hy Ihe men in del.il. Ihey arc illvilcd III identify Ihell 
OWn panerns of abuse, and 10 see violence in a broader sense Ihan just physlc .. l 
abuse. 

It is clear 10 mOSI men on Ihe progranulle Ihlll violence as a shorl lenn laClic of 
conlrol is highly effeclive. h is also deslroying Ihe very rcialionship Ihey arc 
seeking. Paradoxically, when asked 10 describe Iheir ideal relalionship. Ihe sallie 
men will sponlaneously sl.n 10 .dvocale for • nOll violenl equal power 
rclMionship. This is invariably simi"" \0 Ihe Ilualilies oUllincd in Ihe '·['1u.lllly 
Wheel" '1'I'eutii" 3. 

It Ihcll hecomes every man's own person .. 1 responsibilil)' 10: 

I. IdeOlif y his beliefs and aclion, Ih;1I are dcslruclive and violen\. 
2. Make dccisions aboul person,,' chanl:c or face Ihe consCllucnt'es of fUll her 

violence· criminal sanclions. and Ihe deslruction of Iheir rriall"lIship~ 

The proeramme docs nol focus on aoger or personal palholoz.ics slII:h ~s 
dysfunctional familv backgrouruh. II focuses instead on understanding domeslic 
violence in an analysis of power. Power and ils abuse, is the recurrent underlyin!: 
Ihcme of Ihis booklet. 

2.1 The Power and Control Model in lis Individual Context 

This wheel describes the tactics mOSI commonly used by men againsl women in a 
relationship. Although viewed separalely for clarily. Ihe day 10 day realily is Ihal 
these lactics are used in combination, reneclin!: Ihe belief of Olen Ihat Ihey Can usc 
Ihese tactics as and when necessary 10 get Ihe required resulls. The outer rin~, 
which includes physical and sexual violence. aCls as a back up 10 Ihese lactics if 
Ihey are not effeclive. Many men need never use those more detectable laclics. 
because they have already achieved whal they wanl. Also, moSI abusive mcn 
have a pallern of abuse Ihallheir panners, for Iheir own survival. learn 10 read and 
3l1ticipate. Tllis pallero of abuse is of len innocuous in its early stages. and 
undeleclable by olher people, This gives abusers power in a range of soci;d 
sellings • lillie cues and signals Ihal are sending a special message 10 their targel. 
Especially when violence has occured, somelimes only once, Ihcse small cues arc 
sufficient tn semi tt very powerful nl(~ssat.:c. Many Incn arc ~C"dnm Yilll(,lu~ htll 
arc ahle to use Ihal rare 'Ime as. ~Ul uycrwhclming rdn(uH.::er. Tlu:rC'f'lf(~ it ldl!-.t',t 

eyebrow, a quick rub of Ihe lefl ear, can remind someone 10 behave IheniSclYe> or 
else. 

A brief comment on the lilelks Oil Ihe wheel. 

ULMillc Plivik~ 

This segmenl underpins all olher segmenls in Ihal il reOeclS Ihe illll'lie,l 
permission men receive 10 assumc comrol. Milch .IS we m:ay try and brin~ 111' ollr 
SOilS in a non sexiSI way, male privilc~e is in Ihe .. ir. "New IIlcn" will slJle 'ItIIl,· 
slI1cerely Ihat Ihey waOl c<Jual rclmionships wilh women. !-loweycr unless Ihe 
male privilege built iOlo society is addressed. men drifl iOlO e"pecling 10 have Ihe 
final say, having more air lime. and 10 be looked afler by women. In Ihe same 

.way. women are socialised 10 accepl Ihal men are in comrol . many women 
aClively promote Ihal from lhe securily Ihey may feci from a subservienl positiun. 
This may never impaci on a wornens life until her bossy husband dies in hiS 6lrs 
and she is faced wilh a life she is nOI in control of because she cannol dllye; 
manage her money or do a whole range of Ihings her husband did. She may Ihm 
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be vulnerable (0 Iha( !:"p in her life being filled by anolher m,m, who Illay be 
abusive. 

Equally, lIIen whose women leave Ihem arc orlen in a rush to IiIllhal gap as Ihe 
dishes mounl up and the socks gel lost All Ihose liule dcraib we call "womens 
work". 

2.1 2 Economic Abuse 

Many men arc Ihrealcned by women panners who cam more Ihan Ihem, and 
decisions aboul where Iheir families live arc of len based around Dad's work. 

Some men Ivoid responsibilily by expecting Iheir parmers 10 manage Ihe family 
money, receiving onLy an aLLowance for Iheir personal e.penses. lIowever Ihe 
major decisions are usually his. and she pays dearly for any slip up. 

Oflen a major reason women slay in abusive relalionships is because Ihe financial 
COSI of leaving is very high. This is especially common when women think of losl 
opportunities for Iheir children if the)' separate, alld have only the uncertain 
prospect of the DPB. 

2 I 3 C!Kccion and Threals 

"If you leave. I'll tuck you down and kill you, Ihcn kill myself'. "Boy I can sure 
understand how Ihal guy Ral;ma felt". Tactics such as Ihese are very effective to 
keep women in Iheir place. Guill Irips. pomaying yourself as a victim devoid of 
hope. or "my life is nothing wilhout you· come back· I have nothing 10 live for 
now". 

Often women become enmeshed in their partners wheeling and dealings wilh 
fraud, crime and drugs. They are thell unsure of whelher Ihey will GO 10 jail 
.hould they separale Plld Ihe truth gelS out. It'. simlller 10 Slay lout amI live wilh 
Ihe predictable kllowlI fear. 

2.1 4 Intimidalion 

Some men like 10 clean their gun colleclion juS! before or after a liule discussion 
wilh their partners. It helps women to undersland Iheir poim of view. Tall men 
can usc their heighl and sland dose to beuer expl"in an imponant point. Other 
men enjoy Ihrowing cups or breakable Irea.ures across the room 10 their panners 
when lhey're nOI expecting it. It keeps Ihem on Iheir tocs. Some Inen 
-accidemally· damage Ihines precious 10 their partners. All Ihese tactics arc 
useful reminders of whose ill charge. 

By keeping your partner always on her back foOl in a defensive role. you call 
make sure that your plans proceed beller. 

2 1 5 EmQliQnlll..t..h!w; 

One of Ihe 1lI0S1 COllllllon (orms of abuse· " 101 of crealive energy is used to llIake 
SOllleone else (eellous)'. . 

Emotional abuse· name calling, pUI downs nre more effeclive if linked 10 the 
victims sexualil)'. The nlOSI powerful swearwords are all se.ual in nalure. By 
using Ihese put downs we allack peoples vcr)' essence of being. Also. by lurning 
people inlO objects, il is then easier 10 usc physical or sexual violence against 
Ihem. We arc Llehum,lIlisinll those ciosesl IU us. using a ta~ti~ of war. By 
consiSlently doing Ihis we can emolion .. lly cripple someone, demoying their self 
esteem and ime!:rity. 

There are many $ubllc psycholo!:ical games Ih," c,m be ,,,c.1 over a long penH.1 "I 
lime to convince someone Ihcy are eilher dumb, crazy or bolh. Also whell you 
lnow someone inlimalely you know Ihe area of Iheir life Ihey Ire 1110.1 

vulnerable. By largeting Ihal. we can gain an amazing measure of contrul oycr 
Ihat person. The scars of emolional abuse Ire ofren Ihe longest lasting. and Ihe 
slowesllo heal. 

2 I 6 Isolalion 

These lactics are all designed 10 keep the woman's life focused on Ihe needs and 
beliefs of her man. Jealousy is usually an aspect of pom:ssion and it assumes 
Ihere is a scarcity of love and auention. So if a woman gives auemion 10 olher 
people, her panner may PUI them down. being rude or intimidating when those 
people are around and Ihen keep her 10 himself. The more he keeps her from 
extemal social suppon, Ihe more dependeR! she hecomes on him. 

If a woman is moved away from her network of suppon, she will he far less likely 
or able 10 leave him. 

2,11 Minimising PeRrine und Blaming 

llistory rewriuen from Ihe perspective of the side thai WOII. Jr he chooses III 11<11 

acknowledge the full effects of his abuse, it is easier for hilll to convince hi.mclf 
Ihat he's a nice guy really. It also makes "other people" the ones who have 10 
change, Very few people who use lactics of power and control arc willin, to lool 
honestly at Ihe erfects of Ihal behaviour, wilhoul in sOll1e way playing II down. 
By direcling the crilical focus on others, we can avoid any responsibililY. 

Like male privilege. Ihe taclics in Ihis segment underly alllhe olher laClics. Of len 
subslance abusers will usc "I was drunk allhe lime· ". don'l remember" as a way 
of avoiding Iheir responsibility. lIumour is often a laclic used 10 Irivialise allli 
yiclillls usc portra),ed ~s over serious. "can't take a Joke" or "pari)" poopers'·. The 
effect of minimislllg denying and blaming on vicums is' 10 lcave Ihem doubling 
Iheir own experience. They.may be left feeling confused. slUpid or embarussed 
because they want 10 belieye il never happened. 

2.1.8 Usine Cbildreq 

"So whal's your cruy mother up to now?- If children gel caughl up in aduh f.~I", 
it is confUSing and creates major insecilfilY when Ihey feci they must choo,,, 
between Mum or Dad's version of reality. 

Also lIlany men will challenge c"'looy throuch Ihe court~ no. because Ihey """"I 
to be Ihe primary parem. bUI because Ihey walll to punish her by takillG Ihe 
children away. Access time is of len a sham where he uses his visilation rights '" 
barrass her and criticise her pareilling. By showering expensive &ifts on the 
chiLdren. he undermines her alld turns Ihe .:h,ldrell againsl ber, eve" Ihough .he i, 
the primary carer. 

Even Ihough Ihe relationship was ovcr years ago, men are able 10 leep abuse 
going for years Ihrough Iheir manipulalion of the children againsl their mOlher . 
violence Ihrough remole comrol. 

2.1.2 Summary of power and CQOIfO! Wbeel 

By encouragin!: men to idemify Iheir own laclics of comrol. the ne .. 'juestl<'" 
could be "So what sort of relationship arc you crealing?". It is also useful 10 ask 
"Whal son of relalionship do you walll?". Few men aCliveLy wanl a panner whu 
lives in fear of them, who lies ~lId sneaks around just 10 survive. Most mell W~"I 
a relationship Ihal has love, Irust. inlimacy. communi.:alion. doscncs, Ihe 
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Equalily wheel oUllines many of the auributes of a non violent. loving 
relalionship. Many men may say "BUI she uses these power and control taclics 
too". By focusing on mens violence. it is 1101 to say thai women do nOi use tactic~ 
of power and conlrol. However change most usefully SlartS wilh the mosl 
powerful person owning up 10 the eXlenl of Iheir problem. They Ihen crute a 
climale where others too can own their own abuse. We must not forgel thai few 
men live in fear of Iheir women panners. The hasic power difference belween the 
se.es. reinfOlced on every level of sociely. IIIUSI be .ddreHed before IruSI 
buil<ling is possible. 

The message 10 men is "No one else needs to change for you 10 be non violellI. In 
Ihe end. Ihe only person We can truly conlrol is ourselves". 

2.2 Power and Cootrollo the Family 

When men in a family eel together • Ihe conversations tend 10 he about sports cars. 
home renovations, competilion • vinually anything bUI real conversations aboul 
relationships. When women gel logelher. mostly the conversations are 
relalionship focused. Women of len practice and develop their relalionship skills 
and undcrslandings on a daily basis. 

By avoiding Ihese 10pics, men also choose nOI 10 learn about how 10 be beller 
panners, beller falhers. uncles or grandparents. Men also entrench into 
controlling behaviour through Iheir sense of humour which is of len compelitive 
and based on PUI downs. and prefer 10 paint themselves as viclims by minimising 
denying and blaming others for their aClions. Men lend to have underdevelolled 
sense of responsibility. To balance this. women of len overdevelop Iheir 
responsibilily and blarne Ihemselves for his behaviour. 

Once Ihe initial rush of romance of a new relationship is over. WOOlen sec men 
voting wilh Iheir feel 10 PUI male company. male intereslS firsi. and we hear 
comments like "We don't lalk any more". Men Slap lislening as women raise 
Ihese issues· it gelS called nagging. Nagging is whal people do when Ihey're nol 
heard. men blame women for nagging of len. It is of len only in a crisis thai men 
will respond or listen. 

Also wider family pressures on women 10 stay in an abusive rclaliollship are 
based un Ihe need to avoid Ihe shame of a broken relalionship. Ueliefs Ihal 
children nce,1 both p~renl~. even when one is abu~ive. override womens ba~ic 
rights 10 safelY. So families will mi"imi~e or deny Ihe violence in the inlerests of 
keeping the family logelher. 

2.3 Power and Control Model In the Community Context 

The hierarchical slructure of almost all communily organisations and business 
structures teinforce beliefs thai dominance by a few of many is Ihe nonnal nalUral 
order of things. Everywhere we see people organised into pyramid shaped 
inslitutions and controlled by those wilh the power 10 say how things should be. 
As we move 10 I more de-regulaled business modellhere is less accountability for 
bosses. and Ihose wilh less power arc considered ungraleful if Ihey question Ihe 
rights of olhers 10 control their desliny. 

As unemployment rises. the viclims of Ihe forlunale few are blamed for Iheir own 
lack of opporlunily. Poor people are objectified as dole bludgers. lazy. a conslant 
drain on our welfare system. 

White collar crime. although in dollar lerms far more widespread i~ down· played, 
whiisl we crack down harder on visible blue collar .:rime. 

This is considered "nonm"" in ollr society. 

The message behind all this explicitly .nd implicilly. is Ihat ~ "re 
competitive. individualist~. prellared 10 use any lac lie 10 reach the lOp o[ their 
field. In a winnerlloser system. success [or a few is only possible because so IIl"Y 
people are failing. These shan sighled. dehumanising taclics are reOecle,' in our 
families. Men in panicular. seek power and symbols of power 10 I\ain a sense or 
success. Women 100 who wish 10 succeed in Ihis I'lan. are incre"singly e'l'cn~11 
10 operate in competitive. dominalll ways. 

It is nOI surprising Ihen Ihal domeslic violence is reflecling Ihe dominant values in 
our communilY. Overwhelmingly Ihose in sociely who work 10 5uPI,on Ihe 
failures in Ihe win loose system. are women. Overwhelmingly Ihe work of 
women in our sociely is laken for granted. unpaid and unvalued. Volunteer work 
in lhe community lends nOllO make you rich or powerful. 

2.4 power and Control Model In SQcl~IY 

Those wilh Ihe mosl power in our sociely are least likely 10 want 10 chanj!e II. 

Powerful people who have done well vale 10 rClain a syslem th.1 has lei Ihem 
have Iheir way. 

In Ihe same way. men who use violence 10 controllheir family are Iusl likely lu 

wanl to change. are lea51 likely 10 want 10 look 10 themselves as Ihe one wilh the 
problem. If we want 10 SlOp domestic violence, we mUSI hold abusers accounta"'. 
through our laws. our policics and our procedures. However Ihe people who 
make those laws. Ihose who influence government policy. are of len Ihe Olles with 
Ihe leasl interesl in changing laws. 

11 is nOI surprising thai we have gross ine'lualitics in our socielY when many of 
those in power choose to be blind 10 any power analysis. 

Domeslic violence or mens violence againsl women, is symptomalic of patriarchal 
hierarchical systems designed by men for men. 

These uncomfonable revelations leave many men fearing Ihal any addrcssin~ of 
inequalilY will simply lead 10 an inversion o[ the power pyramid. lienee we 
ridicule and objeclify feminisls. so called radicals oul 10 deslroy Ihe family unil. 
Uy laking Ihis allilude. we show an inabililY to move oul of a win/lose paradi~m 
thai is aClually destroying our OWIl imim;Icy wilh women. fly moving illln a ~", 
operalive C<lua' power model 111:11 addresses e'luily. we do loose our "power over" 
01 hers. Whal we gain is a real conneclion only possible Ihrough IfUSI and 
equalilY· 
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SEXISM - HOW IT RELATES TO OTHER OPPRESSION 

Women .. se.lsm Non Whiles, RacIsm Old Pe<>ple Agism Gays & lesbians Non ClvislWl. p"", People· Classism De.I People 
also Children & Oisabled 110010 phobia 

solaloon Need a man 10< proleeuon Lack 01 POlice le,ponse 10 lack. Olllan.porl accel, COSI ~ orced 10 slay closeled Ulllerent bellelS nOI 1'0Of access to lIanlpoII and language barller . Nt sign 
women out alona ale 'asklllQ minomy groups. Native 01 health care reduces Some neighbourhoods understood or loIellled CQtM1Unlcauoo. Ins1uulJOnaJ language 001 .ecogn,"ed as 
lor II' Kepi al home wi!h laI'IIIuages 001 Yalued. POOl ind ependence 1'00< bulldlllQ un.ale. Withdrawal ollamlly language billr;' .. lal'lQuage 100 jargoni.ed. II". language 01 dot., people 
young chlldran. living away accau 10 telephone end design lor disabled. Old support lack 01 lorurns 10 Poor access 10 sOCial 
110m orhet suPPOtl eg Ilanspon. live away hom peoples homes may lack d.swls ble ISSueS. .e .. lCe. Soctal SOiling. don'l 
whanau nOI listened to by lamlly supporl 10 get jobS. slimuialion Children lell cale' to deal people 
man. Na interprelation ""'ICOS. alone 10 parenls can wo<k 

iligh rises become ghenos. 
fea, 01 Ylolence keeps 
people inside. 

r Emoloonal Abu ... PUI down lor appearance. Racisl names and jokes. Ignored, patronised, Viewed as pe",e"s. weirdos Jokes aboul leligion •. Blamed lor own poverly laughed at and IId.eoled 
objecillted 'Blonde B.mbo· called lazy, cullur e IIdICuled uiv;atised. Talked aboul or Child abusers. Called Sleleolype •. Called dole bludgels, DPU. conslde,ed 'Deal and dumb" 
joI<es 0< lriviahed. whde pre,em a, PIOUQh !hay name •. ltiv.atised blamed 10< rip 011 alleoaOOlls. 

.ren'l in the room. Chtldren AIDS and SOCial b.eakdown. 
p,,1 down • called dumb, 
naughlf, no good. 

E cooom" Abuse low pa.d lObs men low paid JObs. land laken Old people yulnerable 10 No profeclion Irom dismi.sal Ami Jewish alliludes in Wellare legulalions make lack 01 lund. lor Inferp,elers 
Ihrearened by women by government. Cross white cellar crime· I,aud and lor selual ollenlalian. business. ttansilion hom bene'lt 10 p"", access 10 educalIOO and 
bosses 'should "ay al cuilUle ,kiDs 001 yalued. investment. Uncertainly (ltscrlffilflaltOn in employmenl wOlk dllilcoll, Insthullonl ",e.eIOle employmenl 
home'. No money 01 Iheir aboul pen.ions and health especially righls 10' partner •. invade lives Ihrough money 
own . husbands control (WecoSlS issue, and debrs. 
lanwy money. 

sewdl Abuse uape. toeest, mantal fape. ltaOsl pornograpllv seen ~ .. az 01 lape o. old people Accused 01 dldd moteslo.ion. Male an""des abus",e 10 Less I'ollce p,olecllon May nOI know how 10 seek 
Advel.slng and pornog,aphy as $I. madunet. liymg alone. Children flldlCulod as no. being , eal JewiSh gift •. YOulh male lIkely 10 eOl., help In se.ua& abuse cases 
degrades women e.ploiled in pornography men 0< women. flaped and pt'OSlilulion. Inapp.opllale Itu.men, i 

incest and adulls taking se.uaUy anacked. Young QpIlOnS 
advaOl"9" at ch,ldreno flUS!. gays .'plotled. 

PrIVilege 01 SEalos Seen as suoseMent ro men. Assume whlte cullure is Non inoome producing so 001 lIelerosexuahly openly Non recognilion 01 .etigioos Middle dau value. laken as ignored usues nOI 
Ignored, nOI lIstened to in ·normal·. Al crile,ia sel by valued orllSlened 10. School dIsplayed bUI gay, rilual and holidays. "nolmal", Mosl soc.a. conSIdered 01 undefSlood 
UT'IpOflClm deCISions Bible while cullur •. decilions made Wilhoul con.,dered 10 be 'lIaun~ng·. A$Somp~on 01 Clvisliaruly or se",ices !ronled by middle A ssumed to haye same needs 
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> used to keep women -in Ihelt flepresenla,;"'e, chosen by • rudeOi input. Assumplion lhal Ihe real sewiarism . ctass people "underslandlOg as peop" who have lOS! lIle. 

place'. while •. Concerns ignored Of wotld is heler05eXuaJ. gap". heaung Oe.1 Clubs 
law p'ioriry. matwnahsell 

(hlea,. Nol sal. ou' alone So.ual Police btulahry and lack 01 Complaints nOI .ahn Pollee har assm",,1. faunlS IIIghI wing gloups and NallS COUll syslem can be arul ...... Uoalne" an pubhc ,.nmg • 
and JnfttnldallOtl hatiuntent responM. •• r_sly. f .. ar 01 .. s"",A, by d.unk men Ilomo phobia imunidatv and assaull '0' Iho,e who can'l aUo,d can cause 

rarely challenged pu~j<.:ly. lawyers or unde,sland rrllS"nderslandlng' 
'Yllem. Inapproprlale PolIce 

,esponse. llearing man 
mawes deal woman lie 
always speaks 10. he •. 
/)oesn'l allow deal 10 make 
deciSion, 

~ 

0 z 
a 
~ 
= I USIng Chld,.n E oono""" .ecurlf\' bargalOed le .. l/WesugaflOn n"""ed 10 <.;hllilren. needs may nol lie ,<,;uslody 01 chIldren 'osl <.;l!lIlIre" harrassed ., sdlool Wellal. Ilirealen, 10 lake I'oa,n.u poorly .... ssed. 

_ay .n dI.Ofce 101 cuslody. lerminale pa.emlll flglI ... considered adequately Ihrough Courl. children 10 lIarn compllanat ell.dlen launled and •• ,kid"" 
lIa' .... ed Ihrough child P!rOUlih Family COutl. CI.",,"ns need, nOI ca.e.ed al SChool· c .... d dumo. 0. •• 
""""$I 10 by schools, prot8Cltye hearing palenlS oj 

t!!1 t-..l 

" 'C) 
0\ 

deal children make 
lOapp.opuate deClslons fot 
lIlem 

VIOlence f amity ",olance pumrthed Genocide, lynching, "'Oisclpline" 01 chddfen GaV bashmos and luJbnos Oamago plocHs 01 WOtstup JnapPfoptiafe or POOf Polted' huolel aileD and 11l'$Uod,ot 

\ \ tot c:h'lob.dloIH':'O by Ol,(.III.,t.,I, c:1mup downs NUv'iX;' a' Hid 'Htc ...... IU51"0Il.U IMndlllW '.It C.ilUUt QtOS. 
u.,.."~!oI"U.n .. n I' __ I •• n it, _''' •• d It ••• *' ....... 

---- ---.. -~ ...... - W . .Al.ll:Ulttjf ullilJlll~ll&JlIl... J 
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APPENDIX X: 

GANG TO GOD IN ONE READI:\G. 

Media article illustrating a gang member's religious conversion and rhe rrprl)und lifestyle 
changes that followed. 
(Source: Press, Nov. 19,1996) 

= • 

WEWNGTON - When AI Talapa was 
10 years old, he shot his sister in the 
cheek.. 

"I meant to shoot her in the eye. I 
.asked her to look down the barrel to see 
. the bullet.. but she moved her head,"·he 

said . 
. ; He also hapged a brother, releasing 

. him at the last minute. ' 
"I left him there until his face went 

purple and his eyes bulged, and then I 
had to start hitting him. It was the 
excitement of it." However, the former 
Gisbome Mongrel Mob president says he 
has changed. 

He is in Wellington to preach a 
, message of love at the reopening of EUm 

Church in Wellington today. ' 
He, and seven associates will tell how 

God changed their lives. 
'Mr Taiipa said he would remember 

Maich 20, 1993, as the day he became a 
:Cluistian arid found peace. 
::. He had' been a· mob member for 15 
~ead, 'and ,was drawn to the gang as a 
tehic:le- .for the viQlent, sadistic streak 
~at ~ad ruled him .from childhood. 

: "Ypu've heard of Jeffrey Dahmer (an 
American murderer who tortured and 
kiIIe~ 17 victims)? 1 was just like him. 
Fiom:childh06d, 1 was fascinated with 
death~an:a pain. 1 started on animals and 
webt On 10 people .. 

.. 1 dsed to torture animals, but it was 
always a:.pIivate thing. I knew I'd get a 
danm goqd thrashing if I was caught." 

As a s~·yea.r-old he herded sheep into 
a comer -and bashed their heads until 
they staggered. He caught possums and 
skinned tliem alive to see Oleir reaction!;. 
"I had n6 sense· of tJ\eir pain. I took 
de\1ght, ot pleasure In that." . 

Older and enjoying the money and 
. al busin es 

br~ght ttUn as mob kingpin. Mr Taiapa 
was tormented by flashbacks of his e\il 
deed~ ; 

"Iwoold be in my shower and start 
yellitig and screaming. but I couldn't 
even tell my wife what was wrong." 

One day in desperation he opened a 
Bible. 

';l had three that people had given me 
ov«;T the years, but I never read them. I 
felt a· sense of hopelessness. My whole 

., ... _.... .. 

PHOTO, EVENING po~ 
Former Gisborne Mongrel Mob president AI Taiapa in Wellington's Elim Church, 

lift' was hurtmg and bt'ing hun. I would 
haw looked at anyttung. 

''I've read an a ..... 1'ul lot of things. l'q. 
had the time. I spent half my life III jaiL" 

His ey':?s fell on a Bible passage about 
the fruit :'If the spint bemg love. peace. 
patience. gentleness. 

"At thaI time it was what I wanted, 
never had love in my life. God touche' 
me" tIlr Taiapa and other former gan 
m€'mbers .tour New Zealand and over 
seas With a healing ministry. They ha\' 
been to India and Canlbodia and plan 
retunl tnp next year. -NZP 

• 
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SAMPLE OF SKINSITES FROM WHITE POWER DIRECTORY 
ON INTERNET. 
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White Power Directory wysiwyg:/nlbtlp:/"ahandygulde.comlcalllw/w398.htrn 

.. , 
"' 

! of2 

Search: ________ ---1 ______ ..L...I 

.. Click Here 10 Add, Edit or Suggest a link to this Topicl 

seare engme to Vlew a samp mg 0 re ate 
the Handilinks Directory. 

• Arvan Book Center -
• Bottom of the Barrel- a site for traditional skinhead and other subculture 

mto, 
• Fag About Skinheads - Frequently asked questions about skinheads. 

Penod. 
• Gay Nazi Page - Gay Nazi Links 

Gav NaZI Sex Ads - Gay Nazi Sex Ads 
• [Hate (\jIggers .. Lets Kill Them - Nigger killing site 

Imperial .Klans ot Arnenca -
• Internet Arvan Bootboys -

Please Visit Our Sponsor 

[!]No Fnllnes~ 

Personal Ads 
And Romance. 

Careennag .com 
SearCh tha Best Jobsl 

No Deposit VISA 
No or Bad Credit OKI 

kkk.com - V ISIt thIs vIrtual Ku Klux Klan museum filled with historical 
data and artifacts. ~~:~~S!~~~~: 

• Klanwatch and Milita Task Force - monitor extremist and militant activity---____ _ 
throughout Amenca and provIde comprehensive updates to law 
enforcement agencies 

• Knights of the White Kamellia-
• Knlohts Ot The White Kiffielha- National Head uarters Pa e - Home 

page tor t e Ig ts ot t e 
• Librarv. The - essays, links. 
• )forthwest Kinsmen - The Nonhwest Patriot gathering place! Find out 

more about the :;)'onhwest Territorial Imperative. 
• :-ionhwest Kinsmen - This web site includes materials of political, 

relIgIOUS lnd raCIal nature, and is designed to bring you information abo 
• Occupied America -

Reacllonarv R~ht Skinheads -
Rev \vlll1ers Clmstlan Pohtlcs -

• Skmheads Ot'The RacIal Hoi War! - Skinheads 
senet - all.po ItlCS.natlona Ism. whlle-

• l'senet - aILpohllcs.whlle-power
Gsenet alt.skmheads.moderated-

• \Vef\volt Records - Unholy Aryan Black ;\letal 
:":ews relallllg to White Power - TotalNews brings a summary of articles 
wllh hyperhnks on the net related to White Power 

• All White Po\',;er Newsgrou s, FTP and List Servers - Use Tile to find all 
related :\ewsgroups, ltes an 1St ervers to ite Power 

• :Vlultisearch for White Power from Cvber411 - Sampling of Listings for 
White Power trom 16 dIf'ferent search engmes at once. (may take a few 
minutes) 

Comparison Shop for BooRs on this Topicl 
-:S-e-ar-c-h-: --------~~------~~~~·~IIFS~e=a=~=h~ 

"" .. 

1: Back 10 Top 

FREE Netradio 
Listen while you surf 

CareerBuilder.com 
Best Jobs On The Web. 

Classified Ads 
Free listings!!! 

Sign Language 
Learn How to Sign. 

Sidle-
get news and views. 

Click now 

Credit CheckU~ 
What's .n your FBI. I S, 

SSA. MEDICAL and 
CREDIT files 

18:031<)9 llA2 AM 
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LEGISLATION UPDATE 
TilE NEW ZEAI.ANl> l'OLICE LEU,\!. St:CTION Nu 2, U""ccmhcl' 1997 

Crimes Amendment Act (No 2) 1997 
Participation in a Criminal Gang; and PO\vCI'S to 

Stol} lind Sc.u·ch Vehicles 

Comment. . 
l1ttslegi::tlation update «lVen the Crimea Amendment. 
Act (No.2) 1991. The Amendmenta contained in this 
\lpdatd include the new offence of "partiC'ipation in a 
criminal gang· and secondly. amendt..'ti poweflilo ,lop 
and s':M'Ch vehJde •. 
'l'heSi' come into effect from I January 1998.' 

3~. New heading and section inserted - The ICrirncj 
A.:t 19"; II i. h,>rehr amended by in,erting in P~rt Xl. afil;.\'f 
to,-,t:tlon !is. th~ {(illuwing he.lding and ,$\!dum: 

-Portir::ipo.ttclft ifl a criminal ganil 

9~ .. \. Participation in crilninul ,anI: (l) In this section 

~CritHin.l1 gang' mun. an)' organlliBlivn. 8uociOltion. or 
gruup {~h~Lh~r fornud or Informal, of 3 or mure persons 
whltlre 

{AI At}o;l-ast 30rthe member~ have each beenconvict~dof 
the Nmnliutun or attemph:d eommisalon of a lea.!il 1 
5t:riOWi offence (together referred tu in paragraphs (b) 
and (e) ai the 3 quali()'ing offenus); and 

tb} The;) qualifying offences were committed on separate 
(Kt:3sion.llo. ttnd 

(I;) At h!ast I of the qualifying offences was commiUed 
within lhe 3 yean immediately preceding the alleged 
eomnuu,on of the offence under this 8el;tion: 

"~l~mbel"'lnclude, any penion-
(a) Wh~ i~ '" prObpechv~ ur as&«h,tc Ult'mbt"!r of a gang; 

or 
(hi Who acU at th~ dm,'('tit}n I)f, or in usso.K:ialion with, 

.ny u\cJUb..:r of a cang: 
"&riouil offence' mulUl-

(at An oifenc~ punishable by a period of imprisonment 
(or a term of 10 years or more; or 

(b) An offcnce against any o( the foUowing prOvisions 
th.s Act: 
h) Seclion 1 Hi (conspiring to defeat juslice): 
hi} Section 117 (Corruptingjuries and wilne.us); 
hid Seetiun 1S8(2) (wounding wilh ,nLent): 
(iv) Sedion 189(2} (injuring with inlent): 
tv) Section 19l(2J (aggravated injury)' 
(Vl) Section 227Mb.) (,beft), 
hii) ~tion 25-7A hnuney laundering)~ 
IVJi,j Section 258 (r«eiving property dishonestly 

obtained); or 
(c) An o(f\?ru:e .gaiMt section 6 of the Misuse o( Drugs 

Act 1975-; Or 
(d, An offence againstseetion 5-4 or seclian 5-5-oflhe Anns 

Ac,1983, 

(21 t.::very one i. liilble to imprisonment fOf a term 
"'uc-=dll~g 3 yeart who-

tal 1I'lrh':lllulc~ til • criminal gung knowl0ti' thltl it 

1"·U·()IIf'i\'l1 157, I!I J)\'~'l'mbt'T J!J~J7 

crimlnal gang; Dnd 
(bl In(~nbonally promutl..'$ Of furlh~f$ any conduct by 

m~mb\lr of that gang that Dmount4 to an off~nt:e 
[f\lnccs punish .. ble by IUlllrisunmelll, 

(;1) It! uny pro:;I.'Culiun for an offence IlguUlst subllt."Cli",n {2}. 
it is nut neCC:Uiary for the prosecution tu prove (or the 
pur POS~i o( parugrllph (B)or par ub"Taph (b) oflhat subsection 
thutthe Ilccu;ied hua com mit led any otherotTl!nce,ur that the 
accu::led was a party within lh~ m~aning of Jieclion 66 to any 
pMttcul.l1" offence committcd by any oth~r pcr:oon. 
(") In Bny prosecutiun for llny otTcncC! againstsubseeliont:.?l, 
it is nol necessary for the pros~cutiur\ lo prove (or th¢ 
purposeli o( paragrpph (h) of thill subsection thal ~ 

(a; 1'he accused knew or intended that nny particul;1r 
oficnce would be committed by any meMber of the 
criminal gRng: 

(b J 1'he accused promoted or furthered the commission of 
noy partkular offence: 

(c) Any member has bet=n convicted of any otTence in 
rl.!spect of particular conduct, 

(5) Without limiting the rnllnncr in which the pro$ttution 
can provlIi lhat the accUlil;:d knew lbat the gang was a 
criminal gung, il is sufficient if the proit.'(;ulion prove. that 
a member ofthe Police had wa.mt':d lhe aecused on II least 2 
separale occa9ioruJ that the gang was a criminal gang.-

Cooamellt ' ,.' ~: -".:. '/'~: ,:<t:-,:~:~~i 
'l"he offence o( "partkipation' in" criminal CUli'".~ :;'"J 
not. .hnply make m'emberehip o( a gani uma~:;q 
Howev.r~ itaeeml pitched aome"":hat wider thanbe'uig ~~ 
.. "party- to an oO'en(e undi:r ~tion 66 o(.th«:,~.ri.~ . .;'; 
Act. The offence ia ,an attempt to ta.r;et. th~ pnc' ~~ 
metnben:whoenCo~cf;'th~tocommitotr~~t.rilf~,"!I 
are n~ tbemael~u re8~i~~ 

" 

:.'~ 

1111}!~' J J 

i"""""""""", "" "),, J.~r:jft"lTJ# .. 
. . \ 

. and it ia enviaaged lhat in addilion to the i.nfomlalio~ i 
:vru~idl.!d under the spediic Search powc~/aU-;tbat- '.j 
Pulj~e nre rC'luin.'ti, to do is leU the driver ,tha,t lhe . ,'~ 
vchld~ ilJ bd"" stopped und\!r i .. -clion 31411. (.'t .:. :." 

.-, .... , 

'"'3HC, .·uwcry incidental to ~tol,pirlg vehiclcli under 
scction31,IU -- (I) This section applies whent!v~r a vehicle 

d under ~cctiQn 3140. 
tncmb~r of the J'uhcc II Illy un cith..::r or holh of th(~ 

nnnle, uddrcs.s, and date ofbil"lh, or- .such ufthO;::le 
purticu~'lrs 0)1 thi: member oCthc rolic~ may specify: 

(h) Uequirc thiJllhe vt:lhiclc remilin :>tuppl!d Cur as long as 
is. rt:asunably n",cesstlry tu cnahl~ " ~talutory searl;h 
powt:r to he exc:n;:i$cd. 

(3) 'f1ll);$ 1St.-..:llOH dO~;::I nol IiUllt or all"cct lhe cxl!rcisc o( lilly 

oth~r pOWd, whether eXllrcss or hupJil.'1i. Ihiil is incidcutal 
tu the uppli;;ablc iltatutl>ry senrch powe .... " 

Commont 
Whenever a vehiclt! i" atopped for the purpose or exer¥ 
cisinga atalutory6carch vower. PoJice:nulY req':leit u\e 
name, addreu and dale o(birth of each persan in that 
vehicle. Tn addition, Police may require the vehicle to 
remain stopped ror a:i long as is necesury to aean:b it. 

'"3141). Offuuc-eti relating to stopping vehicles u.nder 
section 31411 . (1) Every person commilij un o{f~nce and is 
liable 011 suulIliary col\victlun n fille n{.ll exclJl.:ding $1,000 
who, without rea1Sunablt= eXcu.se,-

(a) I-'ail:otn stop all soon as is practicabh: when required 
lodu :soby n mCllloon.flhc Pulice exercising the powl.:r 
couf\:rred by seelion 314B{ 0; or 

th) Fi.li!;iI to comply with a requirement made by a memo 
ooroflhc Police unocl"paragraph(a)or paugraph(b) 
ofsedion :1 Hc(2)' 

(2J Any mcmhcr of the Pollce nUiy orr~st withuut wan-anl 
un)' I-Il.:r=-.on whom the mCil\~rofthe Potict= has goud cause to 
suspect hu~ commlttcd an offence againsl iul»tection (I),'"' 

COntnlent 
J!VI;I)' pcrl:OOn cocnmit.a an oIfuncEI who fUlls to ,lop 
pursuant to section 314B. f!lib to prOvide dewl). or ... illi, 
lo remain .lopped, Subsection (2) contains a apecific 
power to arrest (01" o{fen,,"e8 against aubsei:tion (I), 

6a. New 8ectlon. 8ubt-lituted The principal Act i9 
amended by repealing 1!ItecliOn 317 A (as inserted b)' a.t(':tion :1 
of the Crimes Anumdtnenl Act (No, 2) 1993), and subslilut. 
ing the fl)l1uwing Jii:t:lioll~; 

'"317A. Power to .top vehicle9 for purpose ofarre9t
(U Any member o( the Police who-

(a) l(a5 rteavonable gl"uunds lo sUSJNcl thllt there is in or 
on Bny vehidc< any person wh.o either ._-
(i) f1S unlawfully at large; or 
hi) Ha!i commit~d an off~nce punlshabJe b)' imprill' 

oumenl; pnd 
(bl t:ithcr-

iii i$ wi:aring a uniform or a distinctive cap, hat, or 
h~lmct with a badg~ oh.uthoriL)' aflul;d thereto; 
or 

Oi) hi following immediatel), behind lhe vehicle in a 
"llItl'r \'chid\: di!lil1ayillg fla$h:ing ldue li,hta, or 
ll<lshing blth, amI red lights. and $Oundi Ilg 11 !llttm

UIiI)· st,." the vdlidefur the i1IU Vol;eo( "frcl'ltillj£ Umt,h!rlllOn 
1:o!I " ,\JI., .... lIllriving Ii vehid\: IIlH;l' \'ilup til\! vt:lhidc w) !illOIi 

'r."O f'lIl' 1",,', t!1 11",';·11;/','/ ,"'1/ 

ullis practicahle tin being required to do so by aml;lnbcrafthe 
l'ulil;e uett:i:iing th~ power cUllrcrred by 1II0b!)t.'Ction (I •. 
(3l Every member o( lht: Pulice eXercllfillg any puwcr con
ft!'rrcu by IIUbhit!diun (t) musl, imOli.:diatcly ijlter lh~ vehidc 
half &lUI)ped. -

(ii) hllJUlify hilflictfur henu,M to tilt!' Ilr'v~rofthe vl.!hide; 
ond 

fb) Tell t.he dover that the power Iii b~ingexerci:i~d I.md~r 

lhi;') Bedion; and 
(I;) If nol in uniform anJ if »0 rlJfjuircd, prtiducc evidence 

lhat h\:r or $he I:> a nu.:tHbl.:r of the .. "lice. 
(-1} When: u vehidt: flUI.to $tup al Ii ro • .IIlldtlCk c.t.abh$h~d 
under st.'(.lion 317 H, sub::oeclion (1) appliu and an)' mt!'mwr 
of the Police may. tn relalion lo lhat v~hidclllnJ any p\:uon 
in or on il, exerds~ aU or Clny o( the PO'A:CU t.mfcrrcd by the 
is 5cction and kcltons 317 AA and 3 t 7 AU 
(5) for lhe purpoiellofthls $ection. the term "unlawfully at 
largc", in reldtion lo any persUH, includ ... s tbut u: notlimiteJ 
toi any t:ase wherill' Cl warr.lOt (ur the prrciLofthat pCl'$on l;i. 
fur the tim~ being in furee." .... ; .... , 

Comment ... ., ..• 
Se..:tion 317A realainil~gely unchanged.' Tbt: purp06e 
for .topping a vehicle under thi. section i. to ",nut 8ny 
penon iJlthtll vehidll:! who is IUllpe.cled of either bein& 
"unlawfully .1tlarge- Ot'ofhavingcommllted an offence 
punishable \,y imprisonment. . 

" . .:.-' .\ 

-311M. Puw.rs Incidental to stoppin, vehicles uuder 
sediun 317A - (1) Subj\:d to section 317A(3J, wh¢fellI\Y 
vllhicle,~ slopped pursoolmtlo sedilln 3t7A. any member or 
the Polict'l may do aU or any of the (onowin,: 

(a) Require any per:son in or on any such vehide to slalil 
hi'i Ul" her name, address, and date ofbir-lh. or such or 
thuse particulars as lhe member of the Police may 
specif)': 

(b) Scorch the vehicle (or lhe purpOSIo!! u( -
m Luc:aHng a penun referred to in section 

311M1Xa)j or 
(ill Locotina property thatls evidcrn:e ofthe conuni.· 

.'on ~Cthe o{fenl;e in niped of which tha ~ehlcle ii 
iltopped pursuanl to section 311A( lXaXili}.-
if the member- or- any other member- o( the Police 
beli",veli on rea$Unabl~ l1"oundathat luch. pcr&Qn 
or tiuch pro~rly, is in ur 4.111 the v~hicle: 

(c) Use reasonable force to enter a vehicle fur the purpoH' 

of conducUnc a Rarch punuant to para(Taph (b); 

(d) Require thal the vehicle remain.lopped Cor "lociaa 
ill reasonably necenary to enable a member o( tht 
Police to e.erciN any pO';lo'era conferred by thia .uJ>.. 
seetion, re&nnUeS9 o(whether luch powenl are exer· 
cised in respecl o( -
(i) The vehicle; or 
(ii) The OC'cupant.s of the vehicle; or 
(iii) The properly in or on the vehicle. 

(2) EveI)' member of the Police exerci.ing any power con~ 
fl!rred b)' lIubslI.'Clion (1 Xb) muat. befuRcg-nducting thtMarch. 
ltelilhe drlver the objL'<l u( th~ proposed jeareh.-

Comment. . .. ,- J~~ . I ... .-; 

Section 317M is.. new pt"Ovillion which'd..an& the':: 
power or Folica when 4Il.opp1n&. vehicle UDder'~ " 
3l7A. Subsection nXa) .Iluthori&e. Poru:. to request· 
any penon in the veh.icl~ to PrQ~ their ~~~'~ .. _ 
dr .... nd d.,. of birt.b .. Suboection (l)(b).~ 
Pollee to 6earch ·the vebicle for dte purpoH of Joeatinc . 
eithn lhe pel1lOn or property Uwt .. eridC'llC:le" o( Ifut 
(uUloJililiion o( an offen~ in nsp«tof which the vehicle: 

1'11,,'" '" 
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,. l 
»») l»»)) I»») I),») l» I»»» l?'t:~~S",.j'uiJj·j , 

r" ~ warned 'on all~a:d tw~ OI."tD.tlions lhat"i~c" 
Ira~\g ia a "c~minal g~ntt. 

3SD. power to search vehide$ tor rood=, stoleA or 
obtuilled by crimelii involving di¥hunesty - The(Crimes 
:\.:tl i .. am~ndcd by in~el"ting, aft.er 6c:ction 227A (as 50 

in,ien.f!d,. the fol1Gwing s\!ctlon: 

~:!:!1n (U Any nh..'miwl" uf thl,) l'vh(c: whu h.l"* r~ll::sonuble 
&ruul\l.h fUI" ~h~'Io'ing tbut au)' vrov~rty that i:l 6l01.:n or 
ublusned by <II crime involving dishGne:H), is in or on 
\'eh'cI~ n:'UiY, o",itho.ut warranl, search the vehicle fGr 
purpo!.it oflucatint: th .. t pruperty, 
r"t) Any mcmb-:r of th.., Puli(c cUHdu.:ting n IC'-Irch under 
.)Uh:h.'dion {Ii may U.lliC reo.lsunablc fur..:\:, if n~~!i"'''ry, tl. 
cO'c.:t cntl"Y to the vchld~. 
tJi Dunn"" ~ar('h und~rsub.t:ction (1 J, any membe:rGflhe 
Pull.:!! mny selle any property that '''* -

(oil Swlen IJr otJtail}ed b)' a cnm~ ULvoJvin.:: dl~hQn~lity; 
and 

tbl )"'ound In or Qn the vtlhicie. 
(4) e\'ery melO~r of the Police must, before conducting a 
:icareh under :iub:iecllMt (U, 

<a) JJ.clll1f)' hun .. df ur twuclf llJ ,H\)' pcr$Un 11\ oron the 
\,I,.'h"ic- '-Ilid 

(h, II hL' u~ :.he 1. nut m umfurm ,lIItl If :St) rCtplln.",t, 
.:v\dcn~'c that h,,· ur !loIn.: IS a nU!lntJur oJf th;: 

lej TeU any penDn in or on the whidcf that the :learch i.lI 
b~ing cDnductt:d under thh' secthm.-

Comment 
Thi. HCthm introducel a. power for Police to "arch 

t wacnmt fur stolcn propert), or propert)' ob-. 
by a '"'crime involving di:shunu:tly" (defined in 

the CnrQ.ei Act a, an)' CrllQC caming within uctlon 217 
to 292 otthe Crime, Ad), The DeW power relate. only 
to a!:.larching Vlilruct.. Polic'e' are authQrlkd to un 
rea$QNlble fon:e to enter the v.rhic1e and may seize any 
luch property located. Before &earclUng. Police must 
identity tbenuelves to any penon in or Gn the vehicle·, 
and if not in un.iform. must produu 1D if required. 
Police muatinfonu any penon i,.Q or Dn the vehicle: that 
Lhe searcb is bema conducted under lecnon 22.7Bofthe 
Crimtl:aAct.. 

52.A. New beadinlll' and sectionll inserted· The principal 
Act ii amended by lnserllng, lifter &ecllon314, the f.ollowing 
hcotding and ~chum. 

"GL'flt!Tai PVU«T to Slop V~h;cI~$ to E.:x.acisc: Statutory 
Srt(lTch Pow~r.s 

"aUA. Statutory liiearch power (1) For the purposes of 
$t:clluns 31.&8 and 314C, a ·st.:ttutory tJean::h power" means 
any power conferred b)' &latutc that cXl1ee •• ly authorises 
IIny member of the Police to se.-rch a yehicle, but doe. nut 
indude a power thal iUe)f aulhorifiu nny memkl' of the 
Pollee to atop a vehicle. 
(2) A power cunferr~d by statute desc::ribe InsubsectiQn (l)ls 
a .s:t"tulary search power for the pUC)JQ$ea of &ections 3148 
and J14C \Ii:Mth\!r or nol thtl power conferred by ataLute-

fa) lnvoh,e~ tbe issue of a worrant: 
(b) Aut.horiie$ otny other perlWn to e..:el"ct::le the power: 

(3) :r'or the purpoS~:$ o(this $edion and sedlun 314B and 
314C. the ttrm "vehicle" docs not include allY aircraft, 
hovcrnotft. ship Qr ferry or otber vessel. lrain, or carriagc.-

Couuuent 
Sectiorri 314A to 3HD durify the situation where 
Policc have a specific power to ·search a vehicle. but 
where that .Iearch power does not specificaJly allow'. 
Police to stGp tho vehicle in Geder 1.0 cany out the 
search. This fQllows the Court of Appe.1 ruling in lU: 
Pearc@ Hod Fde:an (996) wruch held tbot ~caWJe 
se<tion 18 of lhe M •• ulle of Druglil Ad does not &p~cifi~ 
cully aUlhurhte Pollce tQ~tov vehicles for the puqx.nte of 
search, then no pow~r to $top the vehide cu ht: implied 
in that section. . ' 

"314H, Gencrul pow.el"tollOtupvehicic$.(l} Anymcmbcr 
ufthc IJolicc wily ~tova v~llidcflJr the purpu1ieliuf condw.:linC 
iI sCtln:h '1IIth:r oJ .llildtutory ~cur~h puwer Ifthe membcrufthe 
I'ollce tS ::hlhsfled lholt. 

(1.1) In rc.:sVl.oct of a atalutQry search power tu $ear('h 
withou[ Of wurflml. the ground or grounds, as thectlJ)~ 
lUiSY bu, flJr exercising thut.l .. lutory sc:arch powc:r,l4s 
:oct out In the applicublo statute, e-.lllt; or 

{h, In rc~pect of II statutory s~areh power to $carch with 
u warrant, the warrant has b~en i:isued and i •• n force. 

(2) An)' (f",'mbcr uf the I"olice who stup. a vchidc und""'r 
liutJ:. ... ·c(ioll i Ii mu:st

(~O 

WHII ,I II.ul~c tlf uuthurity nfli>. .... tlt\) til.lt ,.:np. il;f,l"1I" 

lIchu ... ·t. ur 
(b) Bo:l It,UuwinY' inllnedialely behind the v~hidl,.\ ill IA 

n",)tor v~hidedlliplaying nushingbluc hghts,Gr n"lOil· 
ing blue and red bghLa. and a(Junding a siren, 

(3) A ~rson driving a \rt!hide rnu~t stop the vchide as swn 
ali 1$ practicable un beIng required toJ do:JO by a mcmilcr of the 
PohceeJ.:cfd.sillt: the :ftuppingpower cunferred b)' subseclilJu 
(II. 

(,I) ":\'f:r), memhcr of the 1-lJli-cc c:.:crd:sing the ItlUI>pint: 
power c.mf.rrr4:d by »uh~ectt(m (1) must, imme:t.1l,st.ciy after 
the vchi.de ha~ 5tup~. -

(a) 1d":'ltifyhimsdforherilcU'to thedrivcroflhe vehic:le~ 
and 

(I.) "(,·U the driver that th.r I>lupping puwer i.:f. being 
e~ert:bc:d under thiucction fur the purpu:i~ ofeAerc,s' 
in, a stalutury search power; and 

(c, Tdlthe drh'cr the lllatutor), li:earch po"'ter in rupcd 
of whil:h th~ $lOpplng powu is being exe.'('led; and 

Cd) I(lIot in uuifunllond lit so requlrc. produce c:vid~nce 
th"t hc or she I::> a metnb!:.lr ofthe Pollce, 

(5) SuweCtidn (~) doe::l flutlimit any odll:r duties that 0 

member of the Poli('c must carr)' out when excrcising the 
applicahl.r ~ltutlJry Jear(;h powo:r. 
(6) Dcspitc subsection (5), a mcmbcr oftht! Polic\! need hot 
carry Qut aHY duty that js contained 1n the apphcablc 
statutory :icarch power;ftbtltduly is c.(.;t;('Uy the same aa the 

llined in subSeCtion (·n 
tk!clion docs nQtlimit or uffet,;tthc IlUWCfi) uf any 

thau a mCIUI~r uf tllc Pulite utlilcr au)' pllw~r 
by»tatute.-

Comment 
Whenever the grounds e:dat for ezerciliing a power to 
search a vchide, Polite may rely on aectiun 314B lu stop 
that vehicle for the pW'pose of carrying out th.t search, 
Police must either be in uniform or Uft red and blue 
flalbing Ughl.8 and Illnn (the, same criteria which ellst 
under section DOoCtheTransport Act andlJeclion317 A 
of tbe Crimes Act), The requiremenLa eQntoint4 in 
!lIubsedion (4) are in effect very similar to the require
ments. when eltercisjng a statutoI)' power of search, 

i 

. "~'I • 

) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 1?t!tS~'Uil,~~~ 
wa.a .topped. Bef~' •• arehil1& Wt~" !hi~' "';ti';o, Po
lice musl ~ve "'~t1iIOn.abk ~da to belieVIIl- eit.hw 
tbe pel'8OQ orprOperv ..... bi.ih;;'Yl:l;Iid~;' Before 
...... hin', Police mu.t teU iIle dri.er the object. of the 
propoud .earth. .' , 

.~ .t'.: _~ ~, * 

"J 17 AB. Offence. reJutia, to" ItopplQIIl' vehicle. undor 
at:cUon 317A - (t) .every person co~llmiUl an uffence and 
ia iiable on liIummary conviction to a fine not exctl:eding 
$1,000 who, withuut rea.wnable excuse.-

(a) FaU~ to ,top 0:1 soon as 18 practicable when required 
todn lIoby 0 melnberofthe Pollceuerci.stn"the power 
cunferrcd by section JI7A(l); or 

(b) to· ... il~ to comply walb Ii requirement made by a mt!m
ber ufthe 11ulice under paragraph <.)o.r paragraph(d) 
of section 317 AA( I). 

(2) Any member of the Police may amtt without warrant 
IIlny pen.on whom the mt:lUbc:rufthe Police haacood ('au.ttl: to 
SU:lpect ha~ conunilled an offence a,runit aubaection (I )." 

ComPleat '. ". :. 
It il an offen« to fail to»top or to fa.i:lto provid~ details 
under aeclion 31'lA fullu may arrest an), person for 
an uffoncu untler thid 8(u:tjon.· . 

"5·1. I;t{uld Dluckil-- 0) ~ctiQn 317Uofthe principal Act 
(u.~ iUlliertcd by lk.."t:lioJn l oftht! Crimeli Amendment.Act (No 
2) 1993) j~ amended by omlUing from lubuction (4) the 
wnrd~ "illubs.ectiun (5) and (6J". and llubatltutinc the word. 
·lJu~e\:tion (5)", 

(2) Section 3170 uf the principllt Act (as &0 in:icrted) i:l 
am<::nri.:d by rcpcpling paragraph (d o( .ub$ection (4), and 
lIIuh:ltituling the fuUowu\&: p4ragraph; 

"(c)f(t.!tJ,uire Ituy person in or on auy such vehich: to alate 
his Qr bor namer flddreu, alld date DfbirLh. or luch of 
those particul .. h as the member of th~ PGlice may 
.p'.:eif),:", 

(3) ~d)on 31711 of Iht! principal Act (ai fW inlert.ed) i. 
am~nded by repealing :mb6ection fa). 
(3A) Sl!ction 3178(7) ufthe principal Act (aalo inserted) is 
anltl:oded by in~ert.in,. before the word "convic:tioo".thework 
·summary-. 
(4) Section 3178 Qf the principal Ad (al 10 in,erted) is 
amended by iO:tCrting. after subsection (1), the loHowing 
sub:.ccti.on: 

(7 A) Any n-.ember of the Police Qlay arrest without war
rant any per:wn whom the member of the Pulice haa 
good cause to ItU:ipe1:'t has committed an oifen('c 
acainlft subsectiun 

'-';- '-"''':',.';'> ',~. ':"11>'" 

COb.l.ment . ~' .. ' >L:· " .• :..-:::.,~f.:~ ;;:':::-::"J~l~~~::~_')';' 
SoclWo 3178 rel.teo to eetabliohini_d bIocIuo and ill 
atnendtd by providing authority' for _P~Jice ~. ~Uetl, 
the "date 9f birth" of overy pe~OD :ltapped M w~n u 
lhat perflOnts name and ~dd.reaa;,'l'helection ill'u.rt.her 
amended by providincaPowerio'a.rrest8.ny penon for ~ 
(ailing toltapor failing toproyj~deta:i1a:UDde.rMctioD 
317B.·' .. ' '.~ .:.~":'::,:':-.::~'~1..~~{'"',~",;' ... ; -' .. -' 

"',a,SA. Ptlwcn: in I"hiped ot crime ae:aitlat 202A -
Seclioll20211 oflhefCrilUcsAd 1961)il amended by insert~ 
iug, .fier ~ub:l~cljun (2). tht:' following subsection.; 

"(itA) If it i::i nec~:lIli:ary for Imy constable to stop a vehtcle 
fur the purpost! Qr exercising the power confern!d by 
.. mhsediiJul Ui.l~ to search a vcrson who is In the 
Vdlfdc.lf.'ctmtl :11 ·Ill t,,:ll .. O apply with any neC'c}(' 
"",u ..... ,,,,,Ilf .. .111"11' a; .frd;·,..· .... ''> 1/1 1 h.,,,,,! :'I1'I'fullh 

aecLion (Ua).-

"(2BlIleapite sechon 3148, .. diono 3UB tu 31Hlupply 
to th~ exercise of thtl power to ,s.l4lp a vehld~ con
(eCTed b), aum..rdio.n {I Xd}.-

6!sA. Amendment. to other ao.ctment. - Thl::' 
enal:lment6 sp'ldfill!:d in Schedule lA arc am-endc!d in t.he 
ma.nner indicated in tbut schedule. 

SCllEDULE IA 
AMENDMENTS TO OTIIER ENACTM£N'r~ 

The l'tIi~u:f.eofD.rullaAtt 1975 by in~r'ingin .ect.aon lli,aft.!r 
lub;;edion (3), Lhe fQUu .... 'ng $U~ectiun; 

,"(3A) If is n~ce •• ary fQr • mumber uf tht fulice t", li.tup " 
ve:hicl~ for the pUl'pUr.itll of .eltera:f.inr th.r power 
conferred by aubHctiGn (3) to iearcb a perSOn who 
i. ,n the velUct.. iection~ 31"8 to 314D 0( th. 
Crim.eli Act 1961 apply with any ne-ceuary mw:1tfi. 
cations a.tl ifr~(erencet in thO$e.ll:ictiQn5 to a I»t.atu
wry puwer an rJert:nce. t.a IJub .• ,Icction (3)," 

'rh~ Arms Act 1~& by i.utlcrting au lIectiun 60( I), -ntr 
purlAgraph (a). Lhe foUowin, pan ......... b.ph: 

"'{,.8) Use: auch force as ill re:a:ionablit in the circum· 
stances for th. fiurpo..e of etkctin" entry to thd 
v~hjcle. aDd for breakin" o~nany p.t('ka"e Qr other 
tlUUi to which pu.r"",'Tflph (a. relates.ltnd-

The Arm. Act 1983 by inkrting in lection 60, after al.lbde. 
tion{l), thtl: follOWing subuction.: 

, lAl Ifit il nece.auy for a member of the Polic:e to. atop 
a vehicle f(lr the putpoa., of e~rciainl th~ pu.wer 
conferred by iubs.ectlOO (U to search a penon who 
I. in the vehide, aecUQna 3U8 to 314D of the 
Crimea Act apply witb any neces£ary lnodimalioru: 
as if referenc:4ht in thea. seeLiont to • at.atulory 
aeacch power ace reference. lou the J)Q\>Ir'er to .aear('h 
a penon under aubs~ction (I): 

"OB)Subae<:lWn II.) doe, not limit the appliC4tion of 
aection 3J4.A to 314B of the Crimet Ad 1961 i.o 
respect of the ltoppin, of an)' veh.ic1e for the pur
pose of exercilllJllthe power to .~arch the vehicle 
under aubaection (I).-

• '1, ,.~ •• ~ 1<!~' ~"""'..J,~~-'~!:.·.~:!"~U'.:*~;~~:~ '.~~.~l;~.t.:yl ~ i~:! .. 
,.,Comm~~~ '.~~fl~t-.~.if~~4 ~.~~~¥:t#':I! .. )-!'1.\.~~: 
. Th. effect of the·....",. dWi,NIlr. that itPolica b ... 
:'. power Io'~ UiYpe~ .. wi~r Oitb.! ~ Crim .. 
, Ad(M<lion20281.~ofDru .. Adl_ioa 18(3)), 
.. "'·Ib. ".ma:Ai:\ ( ....... 60>;-... 11' thd'",",- iilill 
,nhicl~; POW:e·bii .. :lbe''pOwet 10 ltop u.;:vdUcl. to 

,., ... tlli<iilWiib:~tIle'Ohii:lebaabHDllo ptd 
, =.n.~·tor.1.r~~~f4Bio34l?Io.J:I;IU: . 
.·the.u.lailaot~~ ... nlJ!.lbiiy~,. :1~··":;'." , 
,'!: ... : i, ,<-~·:::~!rf~~!;'!\:,i;:~;iz:~,,;.,,,,t'-::~.:,,,," .. i ... ,:.. .. !-.:...; '";'. 

RECORD BEFORE REVIEW, A 16·y.ar·old J.p •. 
nese nelional was interviewed for the theA of a b.cyde. 
aided by an interpretar. HavinlC cu.nfirnhrd the of· 
fender wanted to review th.e converillatlon. tht! CIU 
co.l)jtllble quic:kly discovered that it hl~p. to fU,.h the 
C":i~cUt::I into the Il!\.oordtr (uu. Needlcu to ,.ot~'. tli..: 
iUh,n'i.,"': ,~ ,. """ihlit",t ., .. ·"IIHr\' .. 

t.,.J 

8 
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(!:!!'Q!2~!!f!N UPl!,1:.!.!!. 
Harassment Act 1997 

Comment ; I • 

. Thillerilllat'on upa~t: §lth'tl.: n~w .;.yen~or!eTlr.u:' ~~, 
oal-hAriiiUiiI11-/biA'ined ~i~~,lhe Hahdrrtl~t tACt J,l 
1997.'(J'\1. ;:';"'1.8 1'iiif;.Il' \h.\ ACt. 'd •• I •. WiiJi;ciril ~I 

• "reilri,uiW;.a.k;" d d"J...r.tciiii,,>lnI<iOd'KC.inlll,' 
·1 "'.i~~~J'P!;pA,,~\.wi1l i.;.pd'~~lril.;· 
l"ne.(J':!:u. ,"." . '." ' ........ "" l 

,TItt> ri;.·olrenc;Cl~minl.ri.1 har ... mt'nt- tombiriio' . 
.• rrecH\.,;,m.l. 3&t!.~}!'98):'7 ."" ..' 

~. MeAnIng of ""harll!!'l!"H'nt" - 0) Forthl! pUTJIOS<,1 of 
thi .. Part Gnd Pnrtll2to 4, ft per~oE\ h:'lfn'~(''1 Rnoth('f pcr!lon 
ifhe or !lh .. tn .. a~('. in ft paUern ofbchnriour that i.dift'ded 
"Kninltt thalotner person. btin« R pftUemofbehaviour thtlt 
indudps dmn, Rny sp .. dOMt ltd to the other ppnnn Gn Ii IU!lit 
2 !'f"pttr.te n.ccn,:iont wilMn a ~riod or 12 monthl. 
f2l To It\"oid Itny doubt.-

(A 1 The 'Pf'!'C'H'icd MU 
"('('lioo (It may hf 

A('(!it; 

(hl The Jppdfied a('U n('ed not be dnne to the anme 
P"'rlIOO on eAch lIf'rJilltnte ()('UlilltlO. U loog 8S the 
pnltf'm of behaviour is dirett('d njl(ninst the spme 
rer!l~o, 

Comment 
't.,raumenl ",quirtlt" P"~' noljusl 
• siolle "ct. It requ;ru BOme form on on.R;nlnR; bt'hav. 
iour which includt'fll dolnc fI tll~ci(j,,.d ad" on at letlllt 
two occtl!'linns ","thin 12 months, The lenn -"r<'tified 
ad'" Is defined in tlt>ction 4. . 

... M~ .. nhllt nf"!CpeclOC"d net" - til fot' IhlP.' p"Tpo1'le" of 
thilll Pltf't And PM"" 2 10 4. A "l"4"rif'it!'rI ltd. in rt>lation tn " 
Sler!lnn. tneJU'l!'i "n1 oftht> followinl !'let!': 

<Al WAtthin,.loitt>rin« nur. or prevt"ntin«or bindcrin« 
to Of frl'lm. thAt ~uon'" pl:t.C'fO of rfO.idf'n('e. 

plt\C'~ thnt the 

f\on·~ pn_st>!!lsion: 
Cd. P.1nking contact .;th thRt per!tt)1l (whethf'r by tel· 

ephone. cOrTf'!!lJHmdence. or in any othrr way': 
fe) Chil\goffen~lye material t')Ihllt pt'r!'lon,nr 'eRvinl it 

""hert' it will M found by. giv('n 10. ttr hrouRht to the 
aUention or, thtlt ppr!lon: 

400 Actinr in any othf'r wny-
Cit ThatCRUs.",. th.t per!lon(·pof!"r~nA ~Hnrearrorht:l 

or her uff:'h'; And 
(iii That would'cnu!'!fO" rU!IInn:aMf' prr~on in penon 

A's particu1ar cin:um~tanccs If) fear ror his or hl'!'r 
!t::tf('ty. 

(21 Tn ",·..,id -.n1 doubt,lllUb!!ledion (11(0 indurlNllhf- "itua· 
tinn wh"r,,"-

fn} A p"ftll'ln In'!' in tI r:uticuliU Wl\y: ,.,nd 
~t-) ~_c art i~ done in rellllion to" rf'!~.i)n ("rennn n-) in 

1'r.rt-Onf' t\',l 157. 1!1 n"cemh,.,. I.em; 

circum!'hlMc(', in whirh thfO ad lit to he 
Rccord3nrc wilh Ilectlnn 6th). In done 
person ("penon A·,; and 

(C') AdinR in that wny 
(iI CnU!le!'l p"'r"on A to fenr for hill! or her nnfety; nnd 
(ii) Wouhl cnll!'le fI rctnonnhle p .. rl'lnl1 in rNlitOn A'" 

pnrticillilr circum"tnncell to rNn for hie or her 
sArdy.~ 

Wb~th('f or nol Acling in lhal WAy rnl .... rlll or ill 
h$!.cly tn (AU!'II" renon U to ff·nr fur p~r!!.on n'!I 

s"fl"ty. 
(3J Suh~cdion (2)do('S not limit lhr" IlcntT~lityo(lu'l!!Iection 
OKI). 

Comment ~ ... .' .' 
A ~rsnn t"tral!l~" IIlnoth~T pentOn lfthey enl'ge in .':? 
pAttern ofbch.viovr which involve. doing III -Ipf'dfied ./ 

'.ct" on at letlsttW1)ott'lion. Within a 12 month period . .c 

Th~ definition of ·.pcafit'd ad".l. bfU'le-d on the non~ ,'! 
contact proviMlon. C'Ontained in eection 19(2) of the: 
Dome.tic Violence Ad. 'nH~ definition Include-IJ i veri 
wide range of behaviour, but note th.t mminAIUabil· 
ily arise. only,fthe f~htt" ~equ;rementa C'Ontained in 
a«lion 8 are m~t. '! .-'.'. • I , .' < .':' 

~ ... 01' ~ 

l§. Mt"Rnlnl of Act-done to" iii penon - An 8cl i. done 
t(l a perll!on ("pcreon Al. for the purpo~('s of thit rart and 
Pflrts 2 '0. 4, Ir thAt Aet II done--

h') tn rtolAtion to pCrlton J\~ and 
(b) In re'nUon to any other pf.'r!'l(ln (-perMn n-) wlth 

~'hom pcr!lon A i!!' in " rl\mily reolRlion!lllip. and the 
doinl ofthr Act is due. wholly or partly, to person N. 
rAmily relAlioOfilhip .ith per"on n. 

Comment • • ; .. ;~~.rl··~·;:'; ~.: 
The behaviour which conlltitute, harassmenl nftd not ". 
be .p«ifh:alty aon* 10 the inb!ndf'd victim. FO.t e~ain'· :,~ 
ple, iflhe behaviour II directed at At. partner or chhd, ,; 
wUh thi" In~nl th.t thi" impActa on A, thill will ~-n~ti. :
lute htlfUtllmcnt of A. ' , • ,~ ._',,:.: <, ' ': 

to hara'l'm~nt when viewt'd in 
(h) Ensuring thilt there i!l .dequate leRotl protKtion for 

aU victim!!. of harassm~nt, 
(21 Th'!!. PArt I'Ind Pl'lrtlt 2 tu 4. tlim to ochirve thelr ohject by 

tA) Mnkin2 the mo.!ll !Iot'OOU!I lyp ... Orh;,rOIiI'Hllent a crimi
n"lo(fr"nce; 

(h) f:mpf)wf-ring th~ Court lo makt' orders to prot(:d 
victim!'l nfh:.rrul~mrnt who are nolcovrred by dorn('!1· 
Hc violence Jt'gi!lJntion: 

(cl ')rov,dingt:"(fcctive IItAntlinn, for hreA .... helS of the crimi, 
_~ch'illnw rt!lnting to h~~~~~~~~ ___ _ 

I'0se 15 
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) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ~~·:{~~fJ,",."';i'~Y~1~J 

LEGISLATION UPDATE 
TilE NEW ZEALAND POLICE LEGAL SECTION No 4, December 1991 

Summary Offences Amendment Act 1997 
Comment _ 
This legislation updnte COvf-r' amf-hdmrmta resulting 
from the Summary OrfencclI Amendment Ad 1997. 
The emendmenb itldndc: 

Two new nllSo-dAtion ty~ offence!l: 
Changes to the offcncf- of ·'ntimidAtinri- (section 
21): , .. 
fnneAIle' In finell for orfl'nct" nnder the SummllT)' 
OrfencuAct: 

These amendm('nb come into clYtCl from t JonupT)' 
1998 ... ' . . .,' 

8!i. InterprC"tnliml - St.orliun 2( I) or thc ISumm.lry 
OrTcncc1I Art) i!l orn~lId('d by itlllr.rtinJ:. in thl:'ir appr(.lpriAlt~ 
Alphnb~tic",1 order. til., foll..,wjuC tldinitiulllI: 

v;ult'nrc" mClln.'l.an Mf"nre ngainst any of 
In SdU'tllllt :1: 
~ .. mf':ln~:tll offi~n(" .. nlPiulil nny of the 

m~dll'tlulc ., 

Comment 

Sfi. t'\1I~oci.;lti1lg with eUlwieled lhi('ve! - Sl~ctiun 6 of 
the ISUmnl:lf}' O(fcncN Act) i!'li alOl'ndI'd by iniJerting. ancr 
lIubscrtinn (2), the follo ..... ing suLseclion 

"12A) TO' Avoid :lOy douhl. tfa perc!)n whO' ilia cal\\'ltll'"d 
thil·r h.,bitu"l1y n!'sodnles With mlllthrr con. 
victed thi('f in the cirCunll-'lanccs slll'cifird in 
!lubllecti..,n (I), thi' stelion don nol pre\"Cnt lor 
hothofthose PCfSl)O!, rrom bring charl:ed with an 
off('oce under thill !leniun." 

Comment. . 
TIle new ,ub~eclion (2A) clhrifiu that where two ~r

ConUnues nut p'ge 

Harassment Act 1997, cont'd 

Com~ent 
The obj~t of tlit' Ad i!l to pro.,ide gt"('stcr legol proteC' . 
tion tov'"clim~ orhar8llsmenl. s..clion(6XIXa}.pedf'i. 
CQnY .. no~e. thot beha~our ~hich appears tn.vial if 
viewed in illoJation moy amount to "harallmenl'" for 
the 'purPolu or lhe Act. ·Criminal h"r8!l.ment- in~ 
'1olve" ''uIO mo!tt fIICriOUfil typ~a of hArnument. while 
protrction will ~ put in 1,Iace 1.0 tI('al with lelllllcrinulJ 
form!!! of hot"Oument. 

... ;.', 

7. Adtob'nnlheCru\\"n ---Thi!> I'ilr"l owJ r:llts2to..thinn 
tht Cruwn. 

I'AUT2 
CItIMINAL IIJIIIJISSMENT 

to cau,"e that ol1lt~r Jl"rson tu r(,M fm 
Hi Thnt nthrr I'cr::::on'" ,..,fely: 01" 

Hi~The !lafcty of any PCHIlH y.ilh whonl that othcr 
pcnmn jo; in tl fumHy r.,! •• llt}II"'hip; ur 

II.} The r..r~t-nwnljlmr<1 pt'r"IlI) knfl'A'~ thitt thl! harn"i', 
lII\'nl i~ lilo':~' to) nlll~'I! rllt' ~)t1i1'r lII'r"illa, Itivt'n Ilis or 
tll'r IIo'\rlirli~.lr f"lrq"U' .. tlln~'p", I'i 

!',;:,. !I; 

Comment 
Thf- objcct oflhe new offence ef"criminal haras.ment" 
ia to provide pl"ot.ecHo~ frem behaviour which 'eon,ti~ 
lute" the mo,t lerioul typea ofh.rasamenL Note that ' 
ooolYCl)ce may tl<C cootmU Led underCl)(alQ(J)(bl.etlc:h . 
IICctiol\ having di'tindly l('pAr"le el"menLs: ,. .. 

&ction U)(A} i. wher" the offendel" hnr.",(', 
ilnolh~T peRon nnd "in Lend," to C4uee lhe vic
lirn to f""r for their .. rety. OJ the .. fely or a 
perlnn with whom lhey heve a femily relelion~ 
Ihip: .. ~ .' 
Stetion (1Mb) j, quite differenl from ()Xa): 
(i) FarsUy. Itelion O)(b) lowers lhe levea of 

inlent to -rukleasneu". Thererore. the 
oH"endu need not actually intend to caun 
lhe person to feaJ for their a.rety •. It II 
enough if they·k.new lhallheir behaviour 
would be likely to have lhRllP(ft"ct: • 

Oil Secondly. 8edion I) )(b)takr, account orthe 
victim', partieula..r ci~umslAncu. It r«ol' 
niseI that lOme peopl~ will bto more easi1y 
rrighten~ then other ... ite$bb}tflhel Ilub
jective element when considering lhe effect 
or the beha\iour on th. virUm. 

Th~ p"!'nnlty for ·crimina1 h"rpun,('nt'" ill impn"tln' 
m"nt :nr;t teull not excc('tlln~ tWIt ycnr)!: • 

'1'.>(# f),p' \:" I";;"' 1',/t 

vJ 
o 
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ton:t a5StlCie:te in circumstances which constitute en 
offence under Bedion 6 of th~ Act. lben both may be 
(har-ged under that .«tion. . . 

81. N\."w at'ctioll¥ 'nllleried -'lH~I!ittnlluary()fTcfu:e:l AcU 
jlt bercby nmcnd.,d by inserting. "Oer Itcdton 6. the (ottowing 
secHon.: 

·SA, AuoclaUng with viulent offender. -
(11 E>~~ry person cOOimiu an offence wgain:5t thissoctton W.10 
habitually anod;lles with a violent offender In clTcurn, 
.llIne .... ·• from ",hif.h it can Tet\sonably til! inferred tbat the 
M$t,,"iiltion win fl!ad to thc CGmm'lSlGtl of. crime involving 
\'\drIl!'UCC by that per.ou or Iny luch ofl"cndcT. 
(21 No infonnntion (lOT an offence acain:5t tbillsecliofl nu\y be 
(.lid unl",u -

(:.I) "ht' ddendllOtlma been warned hy any constnblt .. on 
.t least 3;Jepa.rateoccaiiionslhat his or heT('ontinued 
IlStoci:atton .. ith the violent offlmd~r mol)' lend to 8 

ch:u,e being brought Olg.inll him Or her und ..... T this 
.. tdlon;and 

(bl Every .. ·.rnin. undeT parae:rnph (.J in r .. p.ct or an 
ultocialions "'"ith a .. ;olent off~nder b (i\/c:n not more 
than 1 yea,. after the dilte of that \'ioJent offender's 
tast ('onviction (or a (rime invol'rinc: violence, 

(31 Thil sedion d~s not spply in res~cl of any habitual 
a"soci.1l(loo between 2 persons in either of the foUowing 
drcumetancr.: 

(a' \\"here a protection ordCT is iu force under the Domes· 
tic Violence Ad 1995. find tbOll order i. for the benefit 
of I of tho", 2 persons and applies against the other 
or those 2 pusons: 

(b) Where-
(i) Doth persons are, or hnv~ been. in a don~estic 

rd31tonfthi.p (ru, d .. nm"" by ,.'c!lon -4 of thut Ad) 
with t'lh'h ulh,,'r. "lui 

(iil The cnll1\':.'1 invnJviug vinlem:e. lhucummin'''u of 
.. hid, CMU rel\!Wullht)' be infj'fTed (ron, that aetlo
ctaUolt. aTe UIUh'S thl'l.t will be cOlUnlilted by I o( 
thos~ ptouons =tiCuinstlhe otheT person. or by 10f 
those pennos .,ai05t a third ptor.on who il in a 
domestic Rlatton:IJhip (al " defined) with the 
other person, 

«4) To avoid any doubt. if a ~non who is a \io.ent offender 
habitu.-U), anodetet wilh anotheT "'lolent offt:nder in the 
cirCUnl6tances sp.:oci:fitd in aublf4.'Ction (1 J, thi, &eelion do ... '. 
nut pre~enl I OT buth of thu::lc penons from lIdn.: ehnrjfed 
with an offence under thi" s,,"t'tiun 
(~) f:\/crJ (K!non .... hocuUlltlil. "uoffcnt:ct\gainsL lhi~ st>eUon 
is haltlc to imVr1'Dnmef\l (VT • tcr:u Hot Cllwedinl3 months 
OT a fine nol u,cndine $2.000, 
(61 In thillsedion "Violent offt'ndlfr" meant a pCTaon who hal 
been t'oo\/icted on al least 2 lepaute occulon. of a crime 
invvlving "iolence.-

Comment 
The new oI'Tenceof"'asaociatinr with • .. jotent offenders" 
Is bated on the uhlin, offence of -.nodating YfiLb 
convicted thieve," contained in Hetion 6, The aame 
elements of the offence are contained in the new Hction 
which relatel to violent (rime &I oppoted to -crime, 
in""Glving dishonesty". Note that. '"v1olentom:ndu· is 
defined in aubkclion (6) .1 a person who haa been 
convicted O'n 2 previous occ •• ionJ as opposed to the 3 
previoU$ ccnvictions needed in secliO'n 6(3). 

"fill. Assud"Uug with :o.cdHns drug u(feJldcrSc (II 
Every pcr,sun conHui15 an offcm::c Bg<lin~t lhili .fH!C· 
lil.)u who habitually tlssucintc:t wilh a serious drug 
utrcmlcr ill drCUiIl:ittUlceli frOom which it can re<ljIUU-

1I'04y I~~ Infcnelll1Hlllhc as ..... 'Hlllufl win lentllu the 
\:tUIIIUI!J:;iulI u( v. /tenuu.!:> tltu;: otr~'IICl' hy thal persun 
or ony such (,j,rcnder 

(lAJ1'hi$ ~ccdun does nol tIIflply in rUlk..'ct ufa I!!criOtiS drug 
on·cnt:e ugainsl 

(.11 Section 6 of the t.hflU::iC of l1rugs Ad 1975 in 
rcJ.aliun to • ChlslIl C conlroUt'd drug sl-Iecifi ... ..t or 
d~:scril1~d tn Purt I OrUU) 'l1lint SdH.·t.Julu althal 
Ad (uUII.!'r than COUUI cduliil V1twt 0 ... eot;oalcnO; or 

(b) Stlction 9 or thllt Act in rclatu," to e prohibited 
pl:Hlt or thl.!' cenn'! Call1lilbis, .-

unlc!II!I the lIerioul drug oOcnc~ involved «.icliling with 
n $ull~tnnlial Hftwunt IIf th,lt drug 01 cllUivatioH of 
that Jrug on a sub~t,Ultial !leale, at the cak may be, 

(2') No infl)rmnlion for An offence against this ::tcclion may be 
laid unless-

(a) The dcfendant haebun wa.-ucd by any c:onslnb'e 
0,) fit lenst 3 separule occulf.ione UUlt h·,i or her 
COlltinucd ."ociation with the ienQUi drug of· 
rc:nd,"~", may lead to acharge being brought asuinsl 
him or he ... under ,hi. section; aud 

(b) F,· .. ery warning under p ...... grnph (a' in rupect or 
an 8Isociation with a eerioui dnrg offcndcT is 
given not ntore thnn 7 years after lhe dete Qrthal 
SC.-ioHS drug offt"ndeT'. last cl"lnvictioll fOT • $(!o· 
ous drug offence,· 

(3) To avoid any doubt, if a person who IS a .enoue drug 
offender habituaJiy 85sociates wtlh another eeriou9 drug 
offender in thedrcumstanc:es epecified in subsection (1 },this 
ledioll dvcs not pre\/Cnl lor botb ofthose ~nfnn rTom being 
cbnrl.'E:d with en offence under th'e seelinn. 
(4) ~:\/l~ry 1k-'fltUn WillI ('omfnilIllIUlUlrcul."1! Ol'''tt}!1t tlli~ Hceti,m 
ia hdMc 10 iml~f I:tHUIlICllt fur u terlll not '!lu:l .. ~llllt: :llnulltllll. 
(l,' II nuc nol .·'h: .... ·l'dinl: $2,000, 
(fI) In tbas sC(tiun "acTiuu, drug offcluh.·r" 1I1(,liut5 a penon 
who hAa bCl'H cl.mvictcd on Dllell~l 2 8cVllrate ,,",cnsions of. 
aetiou. dTug offence, 

Comment 
The(lffenceof-auociatingwithaerinuadrugoffcnden
il .1100 b.sed on tht existing offence of associating with· 
convicted thieve. contained in aection 6 of the Sum
mary Offencet Ad, Note that in relatiOfl to previoUlI 
convictions for ChllSlI C controlled drug offencca, o~)Y 
lhoaeconvidiona which involved 8 -.ubetantiul-amount 
of connuhi.e will qualify fOT prt!!violul con\liction pur." 
pose. (6UtlA»)' 

-SC, Proof of h.blluaJ aSiOelOUOn-
(I) In proceeding (OT an oOcoce against.ection 6 cr tectlon 

6A or,echon SD. tbeprosecutlon may prove th.tlheatSO(ia
ticn wat an habihHd associ.lion lty pruving that, -

(a) On at'eut 3 lepaTele QCca.ions. a conslable ga\le 
the defendant a wlndng lhal I8lisfi€'lI the re-
quirement of - • 
(i) SecHon 6(2), in the case of an offence against 

leclton 6~ OT 
m~ Seclion 6A(21. in the ct\lte of an offence agRinst 

section 6,\; or 
(iii) Se<:lion 611(2', in the case of an offence against 

sectiun 60; and 
(hI AU 3 warning. were given within a period of 2 

J('urs. 
(2) Subsection t 1) d(IC9 "(.It limit the fllnnnc ... III whkh tb~ 
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proacctltion Ulny II(OVe that the ."octillian we» .. n hubitu.' 
1UllodlJtlun," 

128 
1211 
167,16!1 
171 

Suu4li violation 
Attempt to eUI1Hllil .e-&ua' \llot"lion 
MUTder 

1 
(~unlln(':nt" .. ,~, , . , .. :, t, 

The a95OCluUon offencea prohibit "hahilual ••• oeio,,· '; 
h(lu" w;til tho lpecifi,6d chue of perloOn. (Leinl thoe~' .... ' 
with relevunl pre\lious (unvictional. 1n order to c.tab·· :'; 
liih that the offender habitually aaaociut.ed with Lb.:. 
convicted petaon •• «lion 6C p~o~de. that evid~nce o~ ::: 
having warned the person on3 'pr.viou.OC(:8tlion~'h~U,;:: 
in ittelf Le deemed to be proof oC the ex.i,t.m('e .of an '" 
'"h_bituel association"". -:,,:),.,.~:/"~::; 

8lt:.IHtiOliltaliun_"hcfSuIIIUlilryOlfcuceItAdli'!£llm:ndct1 
n:vcnlillt: liIc.;tioll 21, £llid J:uhstitutlng the foJlowinlf aec~ 

"21. til Every pcrst.H' comUlllJ an olftmce who, with 
lutent to frighten or inlhnit1ale any "ther penO'n. or 
knowinlthuthi.or heT(w\Ju<:l ia Ukely tocau.le that 
other p>:Uton reultonablytu be frightened or intimi· 

dated, --
(nl1'hreattms to injun' thnl other persan or any 

member of his or her (umi))" or tu dilmage any of 
that pt'rSOu'J: property; or 

(b) Fullows thllt olheT pl!:r:fun~ OT 
tc) Hidlf::5 tuly propt:rly ownC'd ur u1ied by thalotheT 

person or dcpTlvuli that p-=nsan of. or hinders lhal 
pt:rson in the \Hle uf, that property; O'r 

(d) Watchee or 10iten ncar the house or other pl.ce. 
or the 3Pllfoach lo the hou::Ie or other ptau, where 
(hilt olh~T person livcil. or 'Wurks, or (aTric. on 
husinc>4lS. nT Itlllll.lt:-u. tu tHl; or 

(el .s.lUI1>4.l:~Hlrl"hl", UI' IlCCuat4 Uwt utlleT I'cnton in 
/,lilY 111,Lhc 1,1.,lCc. 

l:l) 1-;vcr)' ItoJr~lm (umutH ... an o(fel\lCC who furdbly hinder. or 
prcvcnts I,Iny pcTlion fTum wurkinv al or e.erdsinc any 
lawfultrnd.:. bu:sincs!t, (.Ir ol:t:upati.<lu, 
(3l EvcTY pe(liQIt who commits an offencc .g.dnlltth •• s«Hon 
ilf. Hable to tmpr'ionmcnt for l:I. ttl'rm nul e:u:ce,linI3 month. 
or 8 lille nut exceeding $2.000.-

Comment ' , . '.:~"~~'.,;.J..~ 
Section 21 of the Summary Offences Act ·conteiM"lh~ 
off.-nee of *intilniduliou". Thi. netion hue been' ro; 
pJaccd by the new lection 21aoo\le, Note tluit &h.leyel 
ofintent requiTedhaJ bet:n lowered to "reddenneulO •• 
to whetl)er the viclim "' ... flightened. The pn)ae~ulion' 
need onty show thut the offender k.new hi. or her 
conduct wa.likelyto cauae th. vidim reasonably to be ,: 
fri,hlened. The .econd part of th. offence of inthnid.-: 
lion (ont.iood in .edion 21 i.a quite uparate tronithe 
firat, and invo1v~a forcibly hindering any vereon from 
working. e«:. There i:a a pawn to aTreat ror an offenco 
under section 21. with the pen.lty of3 montha impri.~ 
onmenl or fine not t'xl.:eedin, $2,000, 

173 
1!l1lI1) 

189(2) 

19H\) 
191121 
192 
193 
198A 

198B 
199 
202C 
209 
23~ 
235 
237 
29~ 
296 

Man.ll:l.ughh!r 
All.:)npt to murder 
Wounding wlth inh:nllu (DUlle gric\'ou", 
brodlly hurlll 
Woundine wilh inlent to injure. or with 
recklcu di.regard for laeet'! of ather. 
Algra\laLed wounding 
AglCfavato:d injury 
Aggravated assault 
AnaulL wlth intent to injure 
Using any flrearm atlaiu:IIt l.aw 
enfurwmeot OUiCtif, dc, • 
CtJnlulission of crime .. ith fiTunn 
Acid lhTowinl 
Aluault with .... ltapon 
Kidnappin,.: 
Robber, 
Anravated robbery 
Anault with intent to rob 
I\n"n 
Oam.ge to othtr prupot:rty by fire or 
nplusivt 

298 Wilfuld1llfUage 
PTovi.ions of lh. ArtnJ Art 1983 
S-4' U • .e or attempted ulte 0(6re;Jrm. e~c., l .. 

commit resi5t ur pr.:vt:nt.rrest. or com nut 

65 

offence 
CenYlng firearm. et(. with uimhla' 
intent 

SCItt:I>UI.E 4 
~ElUOUS UIlUU On'liNCt:S 

I)(ovls'"n. uf the Mi.u:iU ofDNg. Act lttl,; 
6( l' l>c.ting with controlled druC' 
&2A) Cun»plraq to deal with contrulled dru';i 
9 Culhvation of prohibitd plant. 
10 Ait1ing offence:t a':i.in..:tt cotTe~pofldln~ IJ .... 

uf another cO'untry 

II 
12 

11\.:11.. etc,. of (onlIolited drugi 
U#le of pTiemises or vehicle'" 

89, flnes lucreued - The ISuanm.ary OffeRccs Ac;: 1f 

amended in lhl:' mannt:r indicated In Schedule 3. 

,.Co~ment ," ,./ .':.~/:!;:.~"/~'.~~/:)/:,::.;"r 
Fme. contained in th~ Sum,nary OU'tncet: Act bave 

'wen inert-a .. d witb Rlo.it: h~ring bee~. d,~b.ed". 
~,., .. ,.~ ... _/~ ,.,!,~,-,.' 

Call of the Cray 

SSA.. New schedulelf. added - The (SummOiry Offences 
Adl is hCI't'hy am(!lIticd by .adding the schcdule:5 lid out 
l~t"",,), 

With the tn r~ot offit"i' front till~ v(Jconci.e;; in Ih~ Nl)rth:.; 'ul 
IOWA of Koit4iClnui y~Clr. S~n;or St!"gw:utd GOI'don Gunr, ;~·t 
to "'OI'A with Q. 1I000·tl bid to ,.<,,.uil "off. 

III Cl dt!dicallNi ytf slightly wlltiuhulld f4;ihuJ1l. {;"r,;,J/I 

dllitr,buled ~tltic.if!' phOlugrapJu t.Jf ,"uccui-.'lIt Xorll-.:;'!,l 
crlAy/hh, beautiful .. a'idy botQchl!s and abund4 l

lt (tJ .... to) 

.,atioh" (hrotltlhout tlu! country New Sdlcdults added tu SUmnHU"y Off~ncu Ad 
IllHI 

SClwum,E3 
"H1MI':S INVO\.VIN(; VI()U:~CJ,; 

1',u\',sIHU,; III tin:' :liIlW:' Ad LViii 
I-n I{iol 
~,o Hiuluq;' tJ.IIII,'J!': 

I',j;:" IS 

Tding lh~ bad. mql.uri~s cam~{rom l:?ulfi.:tr:J Iii,. ,)h' 

{lUII'lt eVIl/ifry 
F.vt:IJ.I'pih'd{orth.: IKh./WJI:j --UIII"(rl>#( /·urinlu. 'I':: ,"~. 

rhl (rult! South. IV.:.,t Olt.J C .:n/rolA.tH·.t/YlI11 G •• rilwl ' 

t<i ItlJ.t·~ lieu' :.talt Of! ihl" m:ut b)' JdllU\lry • 

"' .. ".011,,' No 157. I!J O.' ... 'cOlbt" I ',i; 
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